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PREFACE  TO  THE   FIRST  EDITION 

The  need  of  an  elementary  Middle  English  Grammar 

written  on  scientific  and  historical  principles  must  long 

have  been  felt  by  pupils  and  teachers  alike,  and  it 

is  with  a  view  of  supplying  this  need  that  the  present 

Grammar  has  been  written.  In  writing  it  we  have 

followed  as  far  as  possible  the  plan  adopted  in  the 

Elemerdary  Old  English  Grammar,  our  object  being  to 

furnish  students  with  a  concise  account  of  the  phonology 

and  inflexions  of  the  Middle  English  period.  And  in 

order  that  the  book  may  form  a  kind  of  basis  for  the 

modern  English  period,  we  have  in  almost  all  cases 

chosen  the  examples  illustrating  the  Middle  English 

sound-changes  from  words  which  have  survived  in 

Modem-English.  It  will  thus  link  up  with  a  similar 
book  dealing  with  the  phonology  and  inflexions  of  New 

English,  which  is  already  in  an  advanced  stage  of 

preparation,  and  which  will  be  published  next  year. 

In  dealing  with  the  Middle  Elnglish  dialects,  we  have, 

as  far  as  is  possible  in  an  elementary  Grammar,  en- 

deavoured to  exhibit  the  phonological  and  inflexional 

features  of  each  group  of  dialects  without  attaching  too 

great  importance  to  any  one  of  them.  In  this  part 
of  the  work  we  have  made  considerable  use  of  the 

modem  dialects,  as  they  help  to  throw  much  light  upon 

many  points  of  Middle  English  phonology. 

As  the  book  is  not  intended  for  specialists  in  English 

philology,  some  more  or  less   important  details  have 
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been  intentionally  omitted.  All  or  most  of  them  will 

doubtless  be  found  in  Morsbach's  Mittclenglische  Gram- 

matik,  Halle,  1896,  and  Luick's  Historische  Grammatik 
der  engliscken  Sprache,  Leipzig,  1914-21,  if  these  two 
comprehensive  grammars  are  ever  completed,. as  well  as 

some  of  them  in  Chaucers  Siyrache  mid  Verskund  by 

B.  ten  Brink,  third  edition,  edited  by  E.  Eckhardt, 

Leipzig,  1920.  We  gratefully  acknowledge  our  indebted- 

ness to  the  above-mentioned  works,  and  to  Bjorkman's 
Scandinavian  Loan-words  in  Middle  English,  Halle, 
1900-2. 

We  are  convinced  that  the  student  who  conscien- 

tiously works  through  this  book  will  find  that  he  has 

gained  a  thorough  general  knowledge  of  Middle  English 

sound-laws  and  inflexions,  and  has  thereby,  not  only 
laid  a  solid  foundation  for  further  study  of  historical 

English  grammar,  but  also  for  a  fuller  and  more 

appreciative  study  of  mediaeval  English  Literature. 

In  conclusion,  we  wish  to  express  our  sincere  thanks 

to  the  Controllfer  of  the  University  Press  for  his  great 

kindness  in  complying  with  our  wishes  in  regard  to 

special  type,  and  to  the  Press  reader  for  his  valuable 

help  with  the  reading  of  the  proofs. 

JOSEPH  WRIGHT. 

ELIZABETH  MARY  WRIGHT. 
Oxford, 

October,  1928. 



PREFACE   TO  THE   SECOND  EDITION 

The  rapidity  with  which  a  large  first  edition  of  this 
Grammar  has  been  exhausted  would  seem  to  indicate 

that  there  was  a  real  need  for  such  a  book  among 

beginners  of  the  subject  at  our  universities. 

In  preparing  this  new  Edition  for  press  we  have 

adhered  strictly  to  our  original  plan,  viz.  that  of  furnish- 
ing students  with  a  concise  account  of  the  phonology 

and  inflexions  of  the  Middle  English  period.  From  our 

long  experience  as  teachers  of  the  subject,  we  are  con- 
vinced that  this  is  the  only  satisfactory  method.  To 

have  overb\irdened  the  book  with  a  large  number  of 

details  would  only  confuse  the  student  and  render  him 

unable  'to  see  the  wood  for  the  trees'.  Although  we 
have  preserved  the  original  number  of  paragraphs,  many 

of  these  have  been  enlarged,  and  others  have  been 

entirely  re-written,  especially  in  the  phonology  of  the 
vowels  of  accented  syllables  and  in  the  chapter  on 
verbs. 

In  conclusion,  we  beg  to  express  our  heartiest  thanks 
to  the  reviewers  of  the  first  edition  for  their  useful 

suggestions,  especially  to  Professor  E.  Ekwall  in  Beiblatt 

zur  A  nglia,  vol.  xxxv,  pp.  226-8,  Professor  F.  Holthausen 

in  Literaturhlatt  filr  germanische  und  rortianieche  Philo- 

logie,  Jahrgang  xlv,  Nr.  10-12  (cols.  302-5),  Professor 

E.  Kruisinga  in  Eaglieh  Studies,  vol.  vi,  pp.  162-3,  and 

Professor  F.  Wild  in  Engllsche  Studien,yo\.  lix.pp.  96-9. 
And  lastly,  we  gratefully  acknowledge  our  indebtedness 
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to  the  HaTidbuch  der  mittelenglischeii  Gramviatik,  Erster 
Teil :  Lautlehre  (Heidelberg,  1925),  by  our  old  friend  the 
late  Professor  Richard  Jordan,  through  whose  untimely 
death  the  study  of  English  Philology  has  suffered  a 

great  loss. 
JOSEPH  WRIGHT. 
ELIZABETH  MARY  WRIGHT. 

Oxford, 

Norember,  1927 
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INTRODUCTION 

§  1.  Middle  English  embraces  that  period  of  the  English 
language  which  extends  from  about  1100  to  1500.  The 
division  of  a  language  into  fixed  periods  must  of  necessity 
be  more  or  less  arbitraiy.  What  are  given  as  the  charac* 
teristics  of  one  period  have  generally  had  their  beginnings 
in  the  previous  period,  and  it  is  impossible  to  say  vrith 
perfect  accuracy  when  one  period  begins  and  another  ends. 

In  fact  many  of  the  vowel-changes  which  are  generally 
described  as  having  taken  place  in  early  ME.  did  in  reality 
take  place  in  late  OE.,  although  early  ME.  writers  often 
continued  to  use  the  traditional  OE.  spelling  long  after  the 

sound-changes  had  taken  place ;  this  applies  especially  to 
ae,  y,  ea,  eo.  And  just  as  it  is  impossible  to  fix  the  precise 
date  at  which  one  period  of  a  language  ends  and  another 
begins,  so  also  it  is  not  possible  to  do  more  than  to  fix 

approximately  the  date  at  which  any  particular  sound-change 
took  place,  because  in  most  languages,  and  more  especially 
in  English,  the  change  in  orthography  has  not  kept  pace 
with  the  change  in  sound. 

§  2.  For  practical  purposes  Middle  English  may  be  con- 
veniently divided  into  three  sub-periods : — (a)  Early  ME. 

extending  from  about  1100  to  1260.  (6)  Ordinary  ME.  ex- 
tending from  about  1260  to  1400.  And  (c)  late  ME.  extend- 

ing from  about  1400  to  1500. 

(a)  Early  ME.  1100-1250.  The  chief  characteristics  of 
this  sub-period  are : — The  preservation  in  a  great  measure 
of  the  traditional  OE.  system  of  orthography,  and  the 

beginnings  of  the  influence  of  Anglo-Norman  orthography. 
The  change  of  ae  to  a  (§  43),  &  to  9  in  the  dialects  south 
of  the  H umber  (§  61),  the  lengthening  of  a,  e,  o  in  open 
syllables  of  dissyllabic  words  (§  77),  the  formation  of  a  large .  B 
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number  of  new  diphthongs  of  the  -i  and  -u  type  {§§  104, 
105),  the  weakening  of  unaccented  a,  o,  u  to  e  (§  134),  the 

preservation  for  the  most  part  of  unaccented  final  -e  (§  139). 
The  breaking  up  of  the  OE.  inflexional  system,  especially 

that  of  the  declensions  of  nouns,  adjectives,  and  pronouns. 

The  preservation  of  greater  remnants  of  the  OE.  declensions 

of  nouns,  adjectives,  and  pronouns  in  the  South  tlian  in  the 

North  and  the  Midlands.  Grammatical  gender  was  almost 

entirely  lost  in  nouns  (§  314).  Few  Anglo-Norman  loan- 
words found  their  way  into  the  dialects  of  the  South,  still 

fewer  into  those  of  the  Midlands,  and  hardly  any  at  all  into 

those  of  the  north  Midlands,  and  of  the  North. 

[l)  Ordinary  ME.  1250-1400.  The  chief  characteristics 

of  this  sub-period  are  : — The  gradual  formation  of  extensive 
literary  dialect  centres ;  and  in  the  fourteenth  century, 

especially  in  the  second  half,  the  beginnings  of  a  standard 

ME.  which,  excluding  Scotland,  became  fully  developed  in 

the  fifteenth  century.  The  great  influence  of  Anglo-Norman 

orthography  upon  the  written  language  (§§  7-21).  Un- 
accented final  -e  had  practically  ceased  to  be  pronounced 

in  all  the  dialects.  The  limitation  of  the  inflexion  of 

nouns  and  adjectives  chiefly  to  one  main  type  in  the  North 

and  the  Midlands,  and  in  the  South  to  two  main  types — 

the  strong  with  the  inflexions  of  the  old  a-declension, 

and  the  weak.  The  introduction  of  a  large  number  of  Anglo- 
Norman  words  into  all  the  dialects,  even  into  those  of  the 
North. 

(c)  Late  ME.  1400-1500.  In  this  sub-period  we  can 
observe  the  gradual  disappearance  of  the  local  dialect  element 

from  the  literature  of  the  period  through  the  spread  and 

influence  of  the  London  literary  language.  The  close 

approximation  of  the  system  of  inflexions  to  that  of  New 

English.  The  gradual  cleavage  between  the  Scottish  and 

the  northern  dialects  of  England. 

§  3.  In  the  present  state  of  our  knowledge  it  is  not  possible 
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to  give  more  than  a  rough-and-ready  classification  of  the  ME. 
dialects,  because  we  are  unable  to  fix  the  exact  boundaries 
where  one  dialect  ends  and  another  begins.  Nor  shall  we 

ever  be  able  to  remedy  this  defect  until  we  possess  a  com- 
prehensive atlas  of  the  modern  dialects  such  as  has  been 

produced  by  France  and  Germany  of  their  dialects.  An 
atlas  of  this  kind  would  enable  English  scholars  to  fix  the 
dialect  boundaries  far  more  accurately  than  is  possible  at 
present,  and  to  show  conclusively  that  there  was  no  such 
thing  as  a  uniform  northern,  north  Midland,  east  Midland, 
west  Midland,  or  south  Midland  dialect  in  the  ME.  period, 
but  that  within  each  principal  division  there  were  many 

sub-dialects  each  possessing  clearly  defined  phonological 
peculiarities. 

§  4.  ME.  is  usually  divided  into  three  large  groups  of 
dialects : — 

1.  The  Northern  Group,  including  the  dialects  of  the  Low- 
lands of  Scotland,  Northumberland,  Durham,  Cumberland, 

Westmorland,  the  whole  of  Yorkshire  except  the  south,  and 
north  Lancashire.  Koughly  speaking,  the  Humber  and  the 
Ouse  formed  the  southern  boundary,  while  the  Pennine 
Chain  determined  its  limits  to  the  West. 

2.  The  Midland  Group,  including  the  dialects  of  south 
Yorkshire,  the  whole  of  Lancashire  except  the  north,  the 
counties  to  the  west  of  the  Pennine  Chain,  the  East  Anglian 
counties,  and  the  whol^  of  the  Midland  area.  It  corresponded 
roughly  to  the  Old  Mercian  and  East  Anglian  areas.  The 
Thames  formed  the  southern  boundary  of  this  extensive 

group  of  dialects.  This  group  is  generally  further  sub- 
divided into  the  north  Midland,  east  Midland,  west  Midland, 

and  south  Midland  dialects. 

3.  The  Southern  Group,  including  the  dialects  of  the 
counties  south  of  the  Thames,  Gloucestershire,  and  parts 
of  Herefordshire  and  Worcestershire.  This  group  is  often 
further  subdivided   into  the   south  Eastern   dialects,   also 
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sometimes  called  Kentish  or  the  Kentish  group  of  dialects, 
and  the  south  Western  dialects. 

§  6.  So  far  as  is  possible  in  an  elementary  grammar 
we  have  endeavoured  to  exhibit  the  phonological  and 
morphological  features  of  each  of  the  various  groups  of 
dialects  without  attaching  too  great  importance  to  any  one 
of  them.  And  with  this  end  in  view  considerable  use  has 

been  made  of  the  modern  dialects,  as  they  undoubtedly 
help  to  throw  light  upon  many  debatable  points  of  ME. 
phonology  which  can  never  be  satisfactorily  settled  in  any 
other  manner. 



PHONOLOGY 

CHAPTER  I 

ORTHOGRAPHY  AND  PRONUNCIATION 

1.  ORTHOGRAPHY 

§  6.  The  following  brief  sketch  of  ME.  orthography  is 

merely  intended  to  draw  the  student's  attention  to  the 
subject  in  a  connected  manner.  To  enter  into  it  here  with 
any  degree  of  completeness  would  necessitate  the  repetition 
of  much  that  properly  belongs  to  other  chapters.  Long 
vowels  were,  of  course,  not  marked  as  such  in  ME.  manu- 

scripts, but  in  order  to  avoid  confusion  they  are  here 

generally  marked  long. 

§  7.  T*he  ordinary  ME.  orthography  is  based  partly  on 
the  traditional  OE.  orthography  and  partly  on  the  Anglo- 
Norman  (AN.).  OE.  ae,  ea,  and  eo  continued  to  be  written 
in  early  ME.  long  after  they  had  changed  in  sound,  ae  had 
become  a  over  a  large  area  of  the  country  in  the  early  part 
of  the  twelfth  century  (cp.  §  43),  but  it  often  continued  to  be 
written  ae  and  by  AN.  scribes  e  until  well  on  into  the  second 
half  of  the  thirteenth  century,  ea  became  ae  in  Late  OE., 
but  the  ea  often  continued  to  be  written  until  a  much  later 

date.  And  then  the  ae  had  the  same  further  fate  as  the 

ordinary  OE.  ae  above.  The  old  traditional  spelling  with  & 

was  preserved  in  the  Ormulum  (c.  1200),  Lajamon  {c.  1206), 

and  the  Proclamation  of  London  (1258),  but  in  other  monu- 

ments it,  as  also  ae  from  older  ea,  was  generally  written  f 

from  about  the  end  of  the  twelfth  century,  ea  had  also 

become  a,  except  in  Kentish,  by  about  the  beginning  of  the 

eleventh  century,  although  the  ea  often  continued  to  be 
written  until  a  much  later  period.    This  change  of  a  to  f 
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was  merely  a  letter  change  due  to  the  influence  of  AN. 

orthography  ;  the  ae-sound  itself  remained  in  ME.  until  near 
the  end  of  the  fifteenth  century  when  it  became  e,  see 

§  52,  2.  Through  a  and  ea  falling  together  in  sound  in  late 
OE.  the  ea  was  sometimes  written  for  old  ae  in  the  twelfth 

and  thirteenth  centuries,  and  also  occasionally  much  later. 

At  a  still  later  period  this  writing  of  ea  for  ae  became  the 

general  way  of  expressing  long  open  |  of  whatever  origin, 

cp.  NE.  leap,  deal,  eat,  ME.  Ifpen,  dflen,  ften,  OE. 

hleapan,  dselan,  etan.  The  old  traditional  spelling  with 

eo,  eo  was  often  preserved  in  the  twelfth  and  thirteenth 

centuries,  although  the  eo,  eo  had  become  e,  e  in  sound  in 
the  northern  aiid  east  Midland  dialects,  and  6,  3  in  the 

west  Midland  and  southern  dialects  (except  Kentish)  in  the 

twelfth  century.  And  then  through  the  influence  of  AN. 

orthography  the  o,  8  sounds  came  to  be  written  o,  ue,  oe  and 

sometimes  u,  see  §§  65,198  ;  and  conversely  eo  occasionally 

came  to  be  written  for  old  e  (§  44)  in  those  dialects  where 

eo  became  e  in  early  ME.  The  writing  of  e  for  ae  (=  OE. 

ae,  ea)  and  of  e  for  e  (=  OE.  e,  eo)  led  to  confusion  in  ME. 

orthography  owing  to  long  open  |  and  long  close  e  being 
written  alike,  cp.  leden,  ded  =  OE.  laedan  to  lead,  dead 

dead  beside  fet,  crepen  =  OE.  fetfeet,  creopan  to  creep. 

§  8.  Long  and  short  y  (=  u)  became  unrounded  to  i  over 
a  large  part  of  the  country  during  the  OE.  period.  The 
result  was  that  monuments  written  in  these  extensive  areas 

during  the  ME.  period  have  both  i  and  y  to  represent  old 

long  and  short  1  In  the  late  ME.  period  an  attempt  was  made 

by  some  writers  to  restrict  the  use  of  y  to  express  old  long  i. 

§  9.  Many  of  the  changes  which  the  OE.  vowel-system 
underwent  in  ME.  were  not  due  to  sound-changes,  but  were 

merely  orthographical  changes  introduced  by  Anglo-Norman 

scribes.  Examples  of  such  changes  are: — In  those  areas 
where  the  OE.  short  y  (=  ii)  remained  in  the  ME.  period  it 

came  to  be  written  u  (like  the  u  in  Fr.  lune),  and  the  long 
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y  (=  u)  came  to  be  written  u,  ui  (uy)  from  about  1170 

onwards  (§§  49,  57).  After  the  writing  of  u  for  y,  and  the 

u,  ui  (uy)  for  y  had  become  general  in  those  districts  where 

the  long  and  short  u-sound  had  remained,  the  y  began  to  be 
written  for  i,  especially  before  and  after  nasals,  u  (=  v), 
w,  and  finally.  This  writing  of  y  for  i  gradually  became 

very  common,  and  by  the  time  of  Chaucer  it  was  also  used 

in  other  positions  as  well.  From  about  the  middle  of  the 
thirteenth  century  o  came  to  be  written  for  u  before  and 

after  nasals,  u  (=  v),  and  w.  This  writing  of  o  for  u  in 

these  positions  became  pretty  general  towards  the  end  of 

the  thirteenth  century.  The  object  of  using  y,  o  for  i,  u 

in  the  above  positions  was  primarily  to  avoid  graphical  con- 
fusion. In  late  ME.  o  was  also  generally  written  for  u 

when  followed  by  a  single  consonant  +  vowel,  v  was  often 

written  for  u  initially,  and  u  for  v  medially  between  vowels. 

The  writing  of  ou  (ow)  for  ii  became  fairly  common  in  the 

second  half  of  the  thirteenth  century,  and  in  the  fourteenth 

century  it  became  general.  By  the  time  of  Chaucer  it  was 

generally  written  ow  when  final  and  frequently  also  in 

open  syllables,  especially  before  1,  n,  and  v,  but  in  other 

positions  it  was  mostly  wi  itten  ou,  e  came  to  be  written 

for  ae  (later  a),  ae  (see  above)  in  early  ME.,  and  through  the 

influence  of  Central  O.Fr.  orthography  ie  was  sometimes 

written  for  e  in  later  ME.,  especially  after  the  sound  e  had 

become  i  or  was  on  the  way  to  become  i,  see  §§  50, 197,  2, 

and  ENE.  G'r.  §  31. 
§  10.  In  later  ME.  ea  was  occasionally  used  for  f ,  oa  (ao) 

for  9,  and  ou  for  5  in  the  fourteenth  century  before  the  6 

had  become  ii  (cp.  §  50) ;  the  diphthongs  ai,  el,  oi,  au,  eu, 
ou  were  often  written  ay,  ey,  oy,  aw,  ew,  ow  finally  and 

before  n  ;  and  ai  (ay),  ei  (ey),  5i  (oy)  were  written  for  a,  e, 
6  in  the  northern  dialects,  see  §  121. 

§  11.  During  the  ME.  period  some  attempt  was  made  to 

distinguish  between  long  and  short  vowels  in  writing,  but 
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only  Orm  made  a  systematic  attempt  to  indicate  long  vowels 
by  writing  double  consonants  after  short  vowels.  His  system, 
however,  broke  down  when  a  short  vowel  was  in  an  open 
syllable.  In  this  position  he  sometimes  put  a  mark  over 
the  vowel,  thus  dile  valley,  to  indicate  that  the  vowel  was 

short.  Orm's  system  was  cumbersome,  but  it  was  not 
more  so  than  some  of  the  other  attempts  which  were  made 
to  indicate  long  vowels.  From  the  fourteenth  century 
onwards  long  e  and  5  were  often  indicated  by  writing  them 
double  in  closed  syllables  and  when  final,  but  single  in  open 
syllables,  as  d^f d  dead,  d??d  deed ;  but  dflen  to  deal,  mften 
to  meet ;  b99t  boat,  foot  foot ;  but  gr9pen  to  grope,  br6))er 
brother.  &  was  rarely  written  aa  in  closed  syllables.  The 
reason  why  a,  e,  5  were  not  written  double  in  open  syllables 
was  doubtless  due  to  the  lengthening  of  early  ME.  a,  e,  o 

in  open  syllables  in  the  fii-st  half  of  the  thirteenth  century 
(§  78).  These  new  long  vowels  were  always  followed  by  an 
e  in  the  next  syllable,  and  this  e  came  to  be  regarded  as  the 
sign  of  a  long  vowel  in  the  preceding  syllable.  And  then 
later  the  e  came  to  be  used  in  words  to  which  it  did  not 

etymologically  belong  for  the  purpose  of  indicating  a  pre- 
ceding long  vowel.  Long  and  short  u  came  to  be  dis- 

tinguished by  writing  the  former  ou  (ow)  and  the  latter 
u  (o).  By  some  later  ME.  writera  an  attempt  was  made  to 
distinguish  between  long  and  short  i  by  writing  the  former 
y  and  the  latter  i.  This  mode  of  indicating  i  was  very 
common  in  Chaucer. 

§  12.  In  late  ME.  it  became  fairly  common  to  double  conso- 
nants after  short  stem- vowels  in  order  to  indicate  that  the  pre- 

ceding vowel  was  shoii,  just  as  is  the  case  in  Modern  German. 

§  13.  The  OE.  consonant-system  was  very  defective  inso- 
much as  each  of  the  letters  c,  f,  g,  h,  n,  s  and  ]>  was  used 

to  represent  two  or  more  sounds,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  7.  The 
ambiguity  in  the  use  of  these  consonants  was  chiefly  due  to 

sound-changes  which  took  place  duiing  the   OE.   period 
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without  the  corresponding  changes  in  the  orthography. 
Germanic  f,  p  and  s  became  voiced  in  OE.  between  voiced 
sounds,  and  Germanic  b,  5  became  unvoiced  when  they 
came  to  stand  finally,  but  no  regular  change  took  place  in 
the  orthography  to  indicate  the  change  in  pronunciation, 
see  EOE.  Gr.  §§  139,  172.  Again  Germanic  k,  g  (which 
only  occurred  in  the  combination  ng),  x>  S  &nd  ng  became 
differentiated  in  0£.  into  gutturals  and  palatals,  but  the 
same  letters  were  kept  to  indicate  both  kinds  of  sounds,  see 

EOE.  Gr.  §§  166, 168-70.  Mainly  through  the  influence  of 
Anglo<Norman  orthography  many  of  the  above  ambiguities 
were  got  rid  of  in  M£. 

§  14.  C  came  to  be  used  for  the  k-sound  before  guttural 
vowels  and  liquids,  and  k  before  palatal  vowels  and  n,  and 
from  the  beginning  of  the  thirteenth  centuiy  ck  beside  kk 

came  to  be  used  to  express  the  double  k<sound.  The  letter  C 
was  sometimes  used  for  voiceless  s  initially  before  palatal 
vowels,  and  in  AN.  words  both  initially  and  medially,  as 
citee,  receiven.  c  was  also  sometimes  used  to  express 
ts,  as  blecen,  OE.  bletsian  to  bless,  milce,  OE.  milts  mercy. 
The  OE.  combination  cw  was  written  qu.  From  about 
1150  onwards  it  became  common  to  write  ch  for  the 

assibilated  OE.  palatal  c  (=t§),  and  cch  (chch)  when  it 
was  doubled. 

§  15.  V  was  written  initially  in  those  ME.  dialects  where 
f  had  become  voiced  in  this  position,  u  later  v  came  to  be 
written  medially  for  OE,  voiced  f,  and  v  was  often  written 
for  u  initially. 

§  16.  In  OE.  the  explosive  g  and  the  spirant  5  were 
written  alike,  but  in  ME.  g  came  to  be  used  exclusively  for 
the  explosive,  and  }  for  the  spirant,  as  god,  glad,  beside 
jard,  ̂ emen,  early  ME.  bgje  =  OE.  boga  how.  For  initial 

3-  the  letters  y-  and  i*  were  also  used,  as  yaf,  iaf  =  jaf,  OE. 
geaf  Jie  gave.  At  the  end  of  words  3  was  sometimes  used 

for  z  (=  ts),  and  in  late  ME.  for  voiced  s,  through  confusion 
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with  2,  and  conversely  z  for  5.  Some  scribes  also  used  g 

for  5  initially.  The  assibilated  OE.  palatal  eg  (=  dz)  came 

to  be  written  gg,  but  this  was  not  an  improvement,  because 

OE.  did  generally  distinguish  in  writing  between  the  guttural 

and  palatal  explosive  gg  by  writing  the  former  gg  and  the 

latter  eg,  as  in  dogga  doQi  beside  liegan  to  lie  dotvn.  In  Fr. 

words  dz  was  written  j  (also  sometimes  i)  initially  and  g  (gg) 

medially,  as  juge,  ehargen,  plegge. 

§  17.  In  order  to  distinguish  between  the  pronunciation 

of  the  aspirate  h  and  the  spirant  h  =  x»  ̂ ^^  ̂   gradually 

became  used  for  the  aspirate  only,  and  the  spirant  was 

represented  by  3  (also  sometimes  by  c,  g),  later  gh  (also  ch, 
especially  in  the  Scottish  dialects).  This  rule  had  become 

fully  established  by  the  time  of  Chaucer,  who  usually  has 
gh.  And  as  French  scribes  did  not  have  the  combination 

3t  (hi)  in  their  own  language  they  sometimes  substituted  st 

for  it,  as  pret.  miste  for  mijte  might.  OE.  hw  came  to  be 

written  qu,  qv,  quh,  q^v,  qwh  in  the  northern  dialects, 

especially  the  Scottish,  and  generally  wh  in  the  other 
dialects. 

§  18.  s  was  generally  Avritten  for  both  the  voiced  and  the 

voiceless  s,  but  z  was  occasionally  used  for  the  former, 

especially  in  late  ME.  se  was  sometimes  written  for  ss,  as 
bliseed  blessed,  and  z  for  ts,  as  milze,  OE.  milts  mercy. 

§  19.  The  s-sound  from  OK  se  was  generally  written 
seh  in  early  ME.,  and  later  also  ssh,  sh,  and  in  Ken.  ss, 
as  ssrive,  vless.  Double  s§  was  written  schs,  ssh,  and 

also  shs  (§  289). 

§  20.  OE.  ]),  8  continued  to  be  written  side  by  side  until 
well  on  into  the  thirteenth  century,  and  then  the  latter 

went  out  of  use.  In  the  fourteenth  century  th  gradually 

came  to  be  used  beside  ]>,  but  the  J)  often  continued  to  be 

written  beside  th,  especially  initially,  throughout  the  ME. 

period.  In  the  best  manuscripts  of  the  Canterbury  Talcs 

th  is  generally  used.     In  the  early  fourteenth  century  ]>  and 
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y  had  become  so  closely  alike  in  form  that  in  some  manu- 
scripts (e.g.  the  Cotton  MS.  of  the  Cursor  Mundi,  c  1340) 

they  were  indistinguishable,  and  in  others  a  dot  was  some- 
times placed  over  the  y  in  order  to  distinguish  it  from  the  )j. 

After  1400  \>  fell  more  and  more  out  of  use,  and  in  some 

manuscripts  was  represented  only  by  the  y-form  in  demon- 

strative and  pronominal  words,  as  y«,  y^  y°>,  y"  =  the^  that, 

them,  thou.  Two  of  these,  y^  and  y*,  were  retained  in  printers* 
types  during  the  fifteenth  and  sixteenth  centuries,  and  y®  is 

still  often  used  pseudo-archaically  in  shop-signs  like  Y®  Olde 
Booke  Shoppe.     See  N.  E.B.  sub  y. 

§21.  The  OE.  rune  ̂   (=w)  continued  to  be  used  occa* 
sionally  until  the  end  of  the  thirteenth  century,  but  the 

ordinary  way  of  writing  u-consonant  was  uu  (also  vv  in 
early  ME.)  and  w. 

2.  PRONUNCIATION 

A.   The  Vowels. 

§  22,  ME.  had  the  following  simple  vowels  and  diph- 
thongs : — 

Short  Vowels  a,  e,  i,  o,  u,  o,  ii 

Long      ,,         a,  f,  e,  i,  9,  o,  u,  o,  ii 

Diphthongs      ai,  fi,  ei,  9!,  ui,  au,  fu,  eu,  iu,  9U,  ou 

Note.— With  the  exception  of  f  and  9'the  short  and  longf 
vowels  had  the  same  sound- values  as  in  OE.  where  ab,y  =  ME.  3, 
fi.  f  is  used  in  ME.  to  represent  two  slightly  different  sounds, 
viz.  a  low-front-naiTOW  vowel  like  OE.  eb,  and  a  mid -front- wide 
vowel  which  arose  in  ME.  by  the  lengthening  of  OE.  e  in  open 
syllables,  see  §§  52,  78.  The  sound  represented  by  9  did  not  exist 
in  OE.  For  the  Kentish  rising  diphthongs  which  arose  from  OE, 
eo,  ea,  see  §§  64,  67. 

§  23.  The  approximate  pronunciation  of  the  above  vowels 

and  diphthongs  was  as  follows  : — 
a  like  the  a  in  OE.  assa  and  NHG.  gast,  as  asse, 

bladder,  chapman,  passen. 
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e  like  the  e  in  NE.  met,  as  bed,  fellen,  gest,  helpen, 
slepte. 

i  like  the  i  in  NE.  bit,  as  bidden,  children,  nijt  night, 
sitten. 

0  like  the  o  in  NHG.  Gott  and  nearly  like  the  o  in  NE. 
dog,  as  dogge,  gosling,  hors,  norj). 

u  like  the  u  in  NE.  full,  as  dust,  ful,  sunne  (sonne)  sun, 
wulf  (wolf),  see  §  48. 

6  (gen.  written  o,  ue,  and  sometimes  u)  like  the  o  in 
NHG.  gotter,  as  chorl  (churl),  horte  (huerte,  hurte)  heart, 
storre  star,  orJ)e  (ur])e)  earth,  see  §  60. 

ii  (gen.  written  u)  like  the  ii  in  NHG.  fiillen,  as  brugge 
hridge,  duppen  to  dip,  kussen  to  Jciss,  sunne  sin,  see  §  49. 

a  like  the  a  in  NE.  father,  as  ale,  baken,  name,  raven. 

1  like  the  ai  in  NE.  air,  as  Ifden  (OE.  Isedan)  to  lead, 
If  pen  (OE.  hleapan)  to  leap ;  ften  (OE.  etan)  to  eat,  m|te 
(OE.  mete)  meat,  see  §§  52,  78. 

e  like  the  e  in  NHG.  reh,  as  ded  deed,  dep,  here,  fft, 
snesen. 

i  like  the  i  in  NE.  machine,  as  biten,  finden,  lif,  tide. 

9  like  the  a  in  NE.  all,  as  b9te  (OE.  bat)  hoat,  cgld  (OE. 

ceald)  cold ;  C9le  (OE.  col)  coal,  J)r9te  (OE.  ))rote)  throat, 
see  §  51,  note. 

6  like  the  o  in  NHG.  bote  and  the  eau  in  Fr.  beau,  as 

brojjer,  fot,  loken,  sone. 

ii  (gen.  written  ou,  0"w),  like  the  ou  in  Fr.  sou,  and  nearly 
like  the  oo  in  NE.  food,  as  doun,  hous,  hou  (how),  pound. 

8  (gen.  written  o,  ue,  eo,  and  sometimes  u)  like  the  5  in 
NHG.  schbn,  as  cheose(n)  chuse(n)  to  choose,  duep  (dup) 
deep,  lof  (luef,  lufj  dear,  see  §  65. 

u  (gen.  written  u,  ui,  uy)  like  the  ii  in  NHG.  griin,  as 
fur  (fuir)  fire,  huden  (huiden)  to  hide,  mus  (muis)  mice, 
see  §  57. 

ai  nearly  like  the  ai  in  NE.  aisle,  as  dai  (day),  hail, 
maiden,  saide  he  said. 
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Early  ME.  f i  nearly  like  the  ay  in  NE.  day,  as  clfi,  grfi, 

If  ide  he  laid,  plf  ien"  to  play,  wf  i,  see  §  107. Early  ME.  ̂ i  with  e  like  the  6  in  Fr.  it6,  as  deien  lo  die, 
fie  eye,  fleien  to  fly,  see  §  107,  6. 

9i  like  the  oy  in  NE.  boy,  as  b9i  (bgy),  chgis,  jgie,  V9is. 

au  nearly  like  the  *ou  in  NE.  out,  as  drawen,  fau3t  he 
fought,  sau5  he  saw,  tau^te  he  taught. 

f  u  like  the  n.  dial,  pronunciation  of  the  ew  in  few,  as 

dfu  (dfw),  ffwe,  hfwen,  schfwen. 
Early  ME.  eu  with  e  like  the  €  in  Fr.  hi€,  as  he  we  hue, 

kneu  (knew),  newe,  pret.  J)reu  (J)rew),  see  §  112. 
Early  ME.  iu  (later  written  ew)  nearly  like  the  ew  in 

NE.  few,  as  sniwen  to  snow,  spiwen,  triwe  true. 

9U  with  9  like  the  o  in  NE.  not,  as  b9we  (OE.  boga) 
how,  pp.  f9U5ten,  kn9wen,  S9ule,  ))9U3te. 

Early  ME.  ou  neatly  like  the  o  in  NE.  no,  as  bowes 
branches,  pi.  inowe  enough,  plowes  ploughs,  see  §  114,  2. 

ui  (=  the  u  in  NE.  put  +  i)  generally  written  oi,  as 
enointen  to  anoint,  point  point,  see  §  207. 

B.    The  Consonants. 

§  24.  The  ME.  consonant-system  was  represented  by  the 
following  letters :— b,  c,  d,  f,  g,  3,  h,  j,  k,  1,  m,  n,  p,  q,  r,  s, 
t,  )>,  V  (u),  w,  X,  y,  z. 

Of  the  above  letters  b,  d,  f,  j,  k,  1,  m,  n,  p,  q,  r,  s,  t,  v  (u), 

w,  X,  y  had  the  same  sound-values  as  in  Modern  English. 
The  remaining  letters  require  special  attention,  see  §§  13-20. 

c  had  a  threefold  pronunciation  :  1.  Before  guttural  (back) 

vowels  and  liquids  it  had  the  k-sound,  as  cat,  C9ld,  cuppe ; 
elf  ne,  craft.  2.  Initially  and  medially  before  palatal  vowels 
it  had  the  sound  of  voiceless  s  in  Fr.  words,  as  citee, 
deceiven.  3.  It  was  occ.  used  to  represent  the  combination 
ts  (=O.Fr.  ts  from  Latin  ce,  ci,  which  later  became  s  in 
sound),  as  blecen  =  OE.  bletsian  to  bless,  milce  =  OE.  milts 
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mercy.  The  simple  affricata  was  written  ch,  and  when 
doubled  cch  (chch),  as  child,  kichene  ;  cnicche,  wrecche. 

g  had  a  twofold  pronunciation  :  1.  Initially  it  was  a  voiced 

explosive  (stop),  as  gate,  glad,  gnat,  god,  grene.  2.  Medially 
before  vowels  it  had  the  sound  dz  (=the  affricata  j  and  dg 

in  NE.  judge)  in  Fr.  words,  as  chargen,  jugen.  The  com- 
bination ng  had  the  sound  iDg  beside  ndz  according  as  it 

represented  OE.  guttural  or  palatal  ng,  as  long,  singen, 
J>ing,  beside  crengen  (cringen),  sengen  (singen) ;  and 
similarly  with  double  gg  (=0E.  guttural  gg  and  palatal 
eg),  as  dogge,  frogge,  stagge,  beside  brigge,  cuggele, 
seggen  to  say,  and  also  in  Fr.  words,  as  plegge  pledge. 

5  had  a  threefold  pronunciation :  1.  Initially  like.NE.  y  in 
ye,  as  jard,  jernen,  3ong.  2.  In  early  ME.  a  voiced  guttural 
or  palatal  spirant  like  the  g  often  heard  in  NE.  sagen  beside 
siegen,  as  b95e  later  b9we  low,  drajen  later  drawen, 
beside  flejen  later  fleien  to  fly.  3.  Finally  and  before  t  it 
was  a  voiceless  guttural  or  palatal  spirant  like  the  ch  in 
NHG.  noch  beside  ich,  as  burj  (burgh),  d9U5  (dgugh), 
d9U3ter  (d9ughter),  beside  he3  (heh)  hkjh,  fijten  (fighten). 

Initial  h  (except  in  the  combination  hw-  =  ytyf')  was  an 
aspirate  like  the  h  in  NE.  hand,  as  hand,  hous.  In  other 
positions  it  was  a  voiceless  spirant  like  the  3  in  3  above, 
which  came  to  be  written  for  it  in  early  ME. 

sch  from  OE.  sc  (gen.  written  sch  in  early  ME.,  and 
later  also  ssh,  sh,  and  in  Ken.  ss)  was  like  the  sh  in  NE. 
ship,  as  schaft,  waschen,  fisch;  ssrive  to  shrive,  vless 

flesh. 
Jj  (th)  was  used  to  express  both  the  voiceless  and  voiced 

sounds  like  the  th  in  NE.  thin,  cloth;  father,  then,  as 

ba)),  J)ing ;  brojjer,  Ken.  )>et  that. 
2  had  the  is  sound  in  early  ME.,  as  milze  =  OE.  milts 

mercy ;  in  later  ME.  it  was  also  used  for  voiced  s,  especially 
in  the  Ayenhite,  as  zelver  silver,  }>ouzond. 
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Stress  (Accent). 

§  25.  The  accentuation  in  native  ME.  words  was  essentially 
the  same  as  in  OE.,  that  is,  in  all  uncompounded  words  the 

chief  accent  fell  upon  the  stem-syllable  and  always  remained 
there  even  when  suffixes  and  inflexional  endings  followed  it. 

In  compound  words  the  chief  accent  fell  upon  the  stem- 
syllable  of  the  first  component  part  if  the  second  part  was 

a  noun  or  an  adjective ;  and  on  the  stem-syllable  of  the 
second  part  if  this  was  a  verb  or  derived  from  a  verb. 

CHAPTEE  II 

THE  OE.  VOWEL-SYSTEM 

§  26.  OE.  had  the  following  vowel-system  : — 
Short  vowels  a,  ae,  e,  i,  o,  u,  y 

Long      „        a,  £e,  e,  i,  6,  u,  y 
Short  diphthongs  ea,  eo,  ie,  io 

Long  ,,  ea,  eo,  ie,  io 

In  the  next  chapter  we  shall  trace  the  ME.  development 
of  the  above  simple  vowels  and  diphthongs  of  accented 
syllables.  And  in  doing  so  we  shall  first  deal  with  the 
independent  and  then  with  the  dependent  changes  which 
they  underwent  in  ME.  By  independent  changes  we  mean 
those  which  took  place  independently  of  neighbouring 
sounds,  and  by  dependent  changes  those  which  depended 
upon  or  were  due  to  the  influence  of  neighbouring  sounds. 
But  before  entering  upon  the  subject  it  will  be  useful  to 
state  here  certain  dependent  changes  which  took  place 
during  the  OE.  period,  as  some  of  them  are  of  special 
importance  for  ME. 

§  27.  The  diphthongs  la,  eo,  lo  became  monophthongs 
during  the  OE.  period  before  c,  g,  h,  hs,  hi ;  before  a  liquid 
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+  c,  g,  h ;  and  after  the  initial  palatals  c<,  g-,  and  sc*.  And 
then  the  resultant  long  or  short  vowels  had  the  same  further 
development  in  ME.  as  the  corresponding  older  long  or  short 
vowels.     See  EOE.  Gr.  §  67  and  notes. 

§  28.  Before  h  and  h  + consonant  ea  became  ae  (=  ME.  a, 
§§  48,  69)  in  Anglian,  but  e  in  late  WS.  and  also  in  the 
eleventh  century  in  Kentish,  as  saeh  he  saw,  faex  hair,  flaez 
flax,  waexan  to  grow,  sehta  eight,  faeht  he  fought,  hlaehtor 
laughter,  mseht  might,  nseht  night,  beside  seh,  fex,  flex, 
wexan,  ehta,  feht,  hlehtor,  meht,  neht.  A  few  of  these 
latter  forms  occur  in  Chaucer,  as  flex,  wex,  wexe(n)  beside 
waxe(n).     See  §§  107, 110. 

§  28.  After  initial  palatal  c*,  g*,  sc-  ea  generally  became 
SB  in  Anglian  (=  ME.  a),  but  e  in  late  WS.,  whence  a  beside 
e  in  ME.,  as  chaf  (OE.  ceaf)  chaff,  jaf  he  gave,  jat  gate, 
schal  shall,  beside  chef,  ̂ ef,  jet,  scheL 

§  80.  Before  ht  eo  became  i  in  later  WS.  (rarely  y),  Ken. 
and  the  south  Midlands  when  not  followed  by  a  guttural 
vowel  in  the  next  syllable,  but  became  e  in  the  north 
Midlands  and  the  North  (cp.  EOE.  Gr.  §  67  and  notes  1,  4), 
whence  we  have  in  early  ME.  riht  beside  reht  (mod.  n. 
dialects  reit)  right,  but  fehten  (OE.  feohtan)  in  all  the  early 
ME.  dialects.  The  common  form  fijten  was  a  ME.  new 
formation. 

§  81.  io  became  1  in  Anglian  before  c,  h  +  6  or  t,  and 

before  a  liquid +  c,  as  birce  birch-tree,  mile  milk,  mixen 
dunghill,  gebirhta(n)  to  make  light,  rihta(n)  to  set  straight^ 
see  §  62  and  EOE.  Gr.  §  67,  note  1. 

§  82.  The  OE.  eo,  io  which  occurred  after  initial  palatal 

SC-,  g*  were  probably  never  either  rising  or  falling  diph- 
thongs. The  e,  i  merely  indicated  the  palatal  nature  of  the 

preceding  sc*,  g-  as  is  shown  by  the  ME.  forms,  and  in  OE. 
itself  SCO*  occurs  beside  sceo.,  as  schort  (OE.  scort  beside 
sceort),  and  similarly  ME.  bischop,  schot  missile,  &c. ;  jon 
(OE.  geon)  yonder,  Orm  jocc  (OE.  geoc)  yoke.    And  in  like 
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manner  OE.  has  scu-,  iu-  (i  =  5)  beside  sceo*  (scio-),  geo- 
(gio-),  as  schulen  (OE.  sculon  beside  sceolon,  sciolon)  they 
shall,  5ung,  jong  (OE.  lung  beside  geong,  giong)  young. 

§  33.  The  OE.  initial  combinations  scS,-,  sco-  were  also 

often  written  scea-,  sceo-  with  e  merely  to  denote  the 
palatal  pronunciation  of  the  sc-,  as  sceacan  beside  scacan 
(ME.  schaken)  to  shale,  sceolde  beside  scolde  (ME.  scholde 
beside  the  unstressed  form  scholde)  should,  sce5p  beside 
scop  (ME.  schop)  he  created. 

§  34.  The  ea  from  older  se  (= Anglian  and  Ken.  e)  became 
e  after  the  initial  palatals  C-,  g-,  sc-  in  some  of  the  late  WS. 
dialects,  which  like  Anglian  and  Ken.  e  remained  in  ME. 

(§  52),  as  cep  cheap,  ces  he  chose,  gefon  they  gave,  ger  year, 
get  he  poured  out,  seep  sheep,  scet  he  shot=  ME.  chep  beside 
chf  p,  jer,  schep,  &c. 

§  35.  Before  c,  g,  h  ea  became  e  through  the  intermediate 
stage  ae  in  late  Anglian  and  WS.,  which  remained  in  early 
ME.,  as  becen  (earlier  beacen)  beacon,  ec  also,  lee  leek,  beg 
ring,  ege  eye,  leg  he  told  lies,  teg  rope,  heh  (older  heah)  high, 
teh  he  drew.  For  the  further  development  of  the  e  before 
g,  h,  see  §  107. 

§  36.  In  Anglian  eo  became  e  before  c,  g,  h,and  h  +  s  or 
t,  and  then  the  e  remained  in  early  ME.  like  the  e  from  eo 
in  other  positions,  see  §§  66,  107,  as  reca(n)  to  smoke,  sec 
(older  seoc)  sick,  flega{n)  to  fly,  flege  fly,  Jjeh  thigh,  wex  he 
grew,  leht  which  later  became  liht,  liht  a  light. 

§  37.  io  became  i  in  Anglian  before  palatal  c  and  ht,  as 

cicen,  older  *kioken  from  *kiukin  chicken,  lihta(n)  =  WS. 
liehtan  to  give  light. 

§  38.  weo- :  The  OE.  initial  combination  weo-,  of  what, 
ever  origin,  became  wu«  (rarely  wo*)  in  late  WS.,  and  wo- 
in  late  Northumbrian,  but  remained  in  Mercian  and  Kentish 

(=  ME.  we-),  and  then  the  -u-,  -o-,  -eo-  had  the  same  further 
-development  in  ME.  as  old  u  (§  48),  but  generally  written  O 
in  the  combination  wur-,  o  (§  47),  and  eo  (§  60).     These 

o 
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three  different  developments  were  preserved  in  these  areas 

in  ME.,  as  wurld,  generally  written  world,  and  similarly 

work,  worpen  to  throir,  wor)>,  wor])en  to  become ;  world, 

work,  worpen,  wor)),  wor])en ;  werld,  werk,  werpen, 

wer)),  wer))en.  And  we  also  have  suster  older  swuster 
(0£.  sweostor).  s^vurd,  generally  written  sword,  beside 
soster  older  swoster,  sword,  swerd. 

§  39.  wio- :  OE.  io  in  the  combination  wio-  generally 
became  wu-  in  late  WS.  and  Anglian,  but  remained  in 
Kentish  (=  ME.  e,  1).  And  before  gutturals  it  became  i 

in  Anglian  {EOE.  Gr.  §  63  and  note  2).  The  wu-forms 
generally  remained  in  ME.  In  ME.  we  accordingly  have 

WU-,  wi-  and  we-forms  representing  the  different  areas,  as 
bitwux,  bitwix,  bitwex  between,  cude  (code,  o  =  u), 
cwide,  cwede  cud,  cwuc,  cwic,  cwec  alive,  wuke,  wike 

(§  85),  weke  week,  wodewe  (o  =  n),  widewe  (widwe) 

widow,  wude  (wode)  icood,  see  §  85. 

CHAPTER  III 

THE    ME.    DEVELOPMENT    OF    THE    OE.   VOWEL- 
SYSTEM   OF  ACCENTED   SYLLABLES 

1.  INDEPENDENT  CHANGES 

A.     The  Shobt  Vowels. 

§  40.  OE.  ae  became  a,  and  y  was  unrounded  to  i  during 

the  ME.  period  in  those  areas  where  it  had  remained  in  OE. 

(§  49),  but  the  vowels  a,  e,  i,  o,  u  underwent  no  independent 

changes. 
a 

§  41.  OE.  a  in  closed  syllables  =  ME.  a,  as  asse  (OE. 

assa),  cat  (OE.  catte),  sak  (OE.  sacc),  and  similarly  asche, 

castel,  crabbe,  fals/a?se,  mattok,  palme,  stagge,  waschen. 
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basken  (ON.  batJask)  to  hathe,  casten  (ON.  kasta),  flat 

(ON.  flatr),  happe  (ON.  happ)  good  luck 

§  42.  Before  nasals  Germanic  a  became  rounded  in  early 
OE.  to  a  sound  intermediate  between  the  o  in  NE.  on  and 

the  a  in  NHG.  mann.  In  the  oldest  OE.  it  was  nearly 

always  written  a,  in  the  ninth  century  it  was  mostly  written 

o,  but  in  late  OE.  it  became  pure  a  again  except  in  some 

parts  of  Mercia  (west  Midlands)  where  it  became  full  o,  and 

has  remained  as  such  in  many  of  the  dialects  in  this  area 

down  to  the  present  day.  Examples  in  closed  syllables 

before  a  single  or  double  nasal,  and  a  nasal  +  a  voiceless  con- 
sonant are :  man,  mon;  J^ank,  ]7onk;  and  similarly  anker, 

bank,  bigan,  camp,  can,  pret.  drank,  hamme  ham,  plante, 

ram,  ran,  swam,  swan,  pret.  wan,  wanten.  ransaken 

(ON.  rannsaka).  For  OE.  a(o)  before  a  nasal  +  a  voiced 

stop  see  §§  72-4. 

Note.— Jjenne,  J>en  then,  whenne,  when  when,  beside  ]>anne, 
pSLXi,  whanne,  whan  were  the  unstressed  forms.  The  preterites 
cam  he  came,  nam  he  took  beside  com  (OE.  c(w)om),  nom  (OE. 
nom)  were  ME.  new  formations. 

§  43.  ae  had  become  a  sound  lying  between  e  ai^d  ae 

(generally  written  e)  during  the  OE.  period  in  Kent  and  the 

districts  boi'dering  on  it,  and  also  in  the  sw.  Midlands,  as 
feder  father,  gled,  smel,  ))et,  wes,  weschen  to  wash.  From 
about  1300  the  e  was  supplanted  by  a  in  the  sw.  Midlands, 

and  also  in  Kent  and  the  districts  bordering  on  it  from  about 

1400.  This  change  of  e  to  a  was  to  some  extent  not  a  sound- 

change,  but  merely  a  letter-change  imported  from  those 
parts  of  the  country  which  regularly  had  a  from  older  ae,  as 

is  evidenced  by  the  preservation  of  the  e-sound  in  some  of 
the  dialects,  especially  the  Kentish,  down  to  the  present  day. 

In  all  the  other  parts  of  the  country  OE.  ae,  of  whatever 

origin,   became  a  in  the  early  part  of  the  twelfth  century, 
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although  the  se  offcen  continued  to  be  written  until  a  much 

later  date,  e.  g.  in  the  Proclamation  of  London  (1258). 

Examples  in  closed  syllables  are :  appel  (OE.  seppel,  aepl), 

baj)  (OE.  bae))),  craft  (OE.  craeft),  Jjat  (OE.  J)8Bt),  and 
similarly  after,  at,  ax  axe,  bak,  blak,  fasten,  fat  vat,  glad, 

glas,  gnat,  gras,  pret.  hadde  (hafde)  pp.  had,  harvest, 

hat,  pa]7,  sad,  smal,  staf,  what,  pret.  bad  (OE.  bsed),  and 
similarly  bar,  brak,  brast,  sat,  spak,  was.  For  OE.  se  in 

open  syllables  see  §  79,  3. 

Note.— 1.  ME.  whether  (OE.  hw8B|>er)  is  the  unstressed  form 
which  became  generalized,  hedde  (OE.  hsefde)  had,  wes  (OE. 
waes)  teas  beside  .hadde,  was  were  the  unstressed  forms.  South 
Midland  pret.  sing,  forms  like  breek,  sect,  speek  were  new 
formations  with  the  long  vowel  of  the  plural  levelled  out  into  the 
singular.  The  northern  form  qaas  (quhas),  and  the  Midland  and 
southern  wb9S  whos  (OE.  hwees)  were  new  formations  from  the 
nom.  qua  (quhl),  wb9  who  (OE.  hwa)  loho.  Northern  forms 
like  after,  gres,  seek  (sekk)  beside  after,  gras,  sak  sack  were 

ON.  loan-words,  and  they  are  still  in  common  use  in  the  modem 
dialects  of  this  area,  see  Index  to  ED.  Or. 

2.  Forms  like  west  Midland  elder,  fellen  beside  alder,  fallen 

had  e  beside  ee  also  in  OE.,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  57  note  1. 

§  44.  OE.  e  in  closed  syllables  =  ME.  e,  as  bed  (OE. 

bedd),  better  (OE.  bet(e)ra,  bettra),  helpen  (OE.  helpan), 

and  similarly  benche,  bersten  to  burst,  beste,  delven, 
fresch,  helle  hell,  helm,  henne,  melten,  men,  nest,  net, 

quenchen,  sellen,  senden,  steppen,  swelten  to  die, 

tellen,  ))reschen,  wegge  wedge,  west,  egg  (ON.  egg),  legge 
(ON.  leggr)  leg.  For  OE.  e  before  Id,  nd,  ng,  see  §§  71, 
73,  74. 

Note.— In  some  parts  of  the  se.  Midlands  early  OE.  as  (=  the 
{•umlaut  of  a(o)  before  nasals,  EOE.  Gr.  §  57)  remained  until  the 
early  part  of  the  twelfth  century,  and  then  became  a  at  the  same 
time  as  ordinary  OE.  se  (§  48),  as  ande  end,  man  men,  pane  wes 
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panes  pans  pennies,  pence,  sanden  to  $end,  &c.,  but  these  and 
similar  a-forms  were  ousted  by  the  e-forms  of  the  neighbouring 
dialects  during  the  latter  half  of  the  fourteenth  century. 

§  45.  OE.  i  =  ME.  i  in  closed  and  generally  also  in  open 
syllables  (see  §  85),  and  was  often  written  y  before  and  after 
nasals,  u  (=  v),  w,  and  finally,  as  bidden  (OE.  biddan)  to 
pray,  hid,  cribbe  (OE.  cribb),  grim  (OE.  grimm),  milken 
(OE.  milcian),  sinken  (OE.  sincan),  )>ing  (OE.  ]>ing),  and 
similarly  biginnen,  bil  axe,  bitter,  brid  bird,  bringen,  chin, 
crisp,  disch,  drinken,  finger,  fisch,  fiicche  flitch,  his,  is, 
lid,  lippe,  middel,  ribbe,  ring,  schilling,  schip,  schrinken, 
sitten,  spinnen,  springen,  stingen,  stinken,  swimmen, 

twig,  J)is,  ))ridde  third,  winter;  hider hither,  liver, sive  sieve, 
]>ider  thither,  witen  to  Jcnow;  pret.  pJ.  and  pp.  of  strong 
verbs  belonging  to  class  I  (§  386),  as  biten  (OE.  biton, 
biten),  and  similarly  biden,  driven,  gliden,  riden,  risen, 
schinen,  writen.  bitten  (ON.  hitta)  to  hit,  ill  (ON.  illr), 
skil  (ON.  skil),  skin  (ON.  skinn).  For  OE.  i  before  Id,  mb, 

nd,  see  §§  71-3. 
§  46.  Late  OE.  i,  of  whatever  origin, +ht  remained 

throughout  the  ME.  period  in  the  northern  and  north 
Midland  dialects,  but  in  the  south  Midland  and  southern 
dialects  it  became  lengthened  to  i  with  gradual  loss  of  the 
spirantal  element  from  about  the  end  of  the  fourteenth 
century,  as  niht,  nijt,  night,  night  (early  OE.  neaht  later 
niht),  and  similarly  mijt  sb.,  mijti  adj.,  pret.  mijte  ;  knijt 
(early  OE.  cneoht  later  cniht)  boy,  and  similarly  rijt ;  sijt 

(early  WS.  gesieh]?  later  gesih]),  -siht)  sight ;  dijten  (OE. 
dihtan  from  Lat.  dictare)  to  set  in  older,  and  similarly 
pli^t,  wijt  thing,  creature,  &c. 

o 

§  47.  OE.  o  in  closed  syllables  =  ME.  o,  as  borwen  (OE. 
borgian)  to  borrow,  pp.  holpen  (OE.  holpen),  ))orn  (OE. 
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J)orn),  and  similarly  pp.  borsten  (brosten)  burst,  box,  broj), 
colt,  corn,  flok,  folk,  folwen  to  follow,  forke,  fox,  frogge, 
frost,  god,  hoppen,  horn,  hors,  knotte  knot,  lok,  morwe 

(morwen,  morjen)  morning,  morrow,  nor)>,  ofte,  orchard, 
oxe,  port  luuboiir,  sorwe  (sorje)  sorroio,  stork,  storm,  top. 

u 

§  48.  OE.  u  =  ME.  u  in  closed  and  generally  also  in  open 
syllables  (see  §  85).  From  about  the  middle  of  the  thirteenth 
century  o  came  to  be  written  for  u  before  and  after  nasals, 

u  (=  v),  and  w.  The  writing  of  o  for  u  in  these  positions 
became  pretty  general  towards  the  end  of  the  century.  In 
lute  ME.  o  was  also  generally  written  for  u  when  followed 
by  a  single  consonant  +  vowel  (§  9).  This  use  of  o  for  u  is 
later  than  that  of  U  for  y  =  ii  (§  49),  but  earlier  than  the 
writing  of  ou  for  u  (§  56).  Examples  are :  bukke  (OE. 
bucca),  ful  (OE.  full),  hunger  honger  (OE.  hungor),  and 
similarly  butter,  clubbe  (ON.  klubba),  cursen,  jung  jong 
young,  huntere  hontere,  plukken,  pullen,  sum  som  some, 
sunne  sonne  sun,  tunge  tonge  tongue,  wulf  wolf,  wulle 
wolle  icool,  pret.  pi.  and  pp.  of  strong  verbs  belonging  to 

Class  III  (§§  403-4),  as  runnen  ronnen  (OE.  runnon, 
runnen),  and  similarly  bigunnen  bigonnen,  drunken 
dronken,  sungen  songen,  wunnen  wonnen ;  cumen 
comen  (OE.  cumanj  to  come,  dure  dore  (OE.  duru)  door, 
and  similarly  huni  honi  honey,  luve  love,  nute  note, 
sumer  somer,  sune  sone  son. 

§  49.  OE.  y  appears  in  ME.  partly  as  i,  partly  as  e,  and 
partly  as  ii  (written  u  from  about  1100  onwards). 

1.  It  became  unrounded  to  i  in  late  OE.  or  early  ME.  in 

all  tiie  northern  counties,  in  a  great  part  of  the  east  Midland 

counties,  including  Lincolnshire,  Norfolk,  and  the  districts 

bordering  on  these  counties,  as  well  as  in  parts  of  the  south- 
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western  counties,   especially   Devonshire,  Dorsetshire,   and 
Wiltshire. 

2.  It  became  e  in  Kent  and  parts  of  Middlesex,  Sussex. 

Essex,  and  Suffolk  during  the  OE.  period,  and  remained  as 

such  in  ME.  and  also  in  many  of  the  modern  dialects  of  this 

area,  see  ED.  Gr.  §  109.  In  Chaucer  the  forms  witli  e  are 

nearly  as  numerous  as  those  with  i.  A  few  qf  the  e-forms 
have  crept  into  standard  NE.,  as  fledged  (mod.  n.  dialects 

fligd),  kernel,  knell,  left  adj. 

8.  In  all  other  parts  of  the  country,  including  the  west 
Midlands,  it  remained  and  was  written  u  until  about 

the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century  and  then  became  un- 
rounded to  i ;  see,  however,  §  125.  The  London  dialect  also 

belonged  to  the  ii-area  in  early  ME,  as  is  evidenced  by  the 
ii-forms  in  the  Proclamation  of  London  (1258).  The  writing 
of  u  for  y  is  earlier  than  that  of  o  for  u  (§  9),  both  of  which 

are  due  to  the  influence  of  Anglo-French  orthography. 
Examples  are :  brigge  bregge  brugge  (OE.  brycg)  bridge, 

dippen  deppen  duppen  (OE.  dyppan)  to  dip,  kin  (kyn)  ken 

kun  (OE.  cynn)  race,  generation,  kissen  kessen  kussen 

(OE.  cyssan)  to  kiss,  sinne  (synne)  senne  (zenne)  sunne 

(OE.  synn)  sin,  and  similarly  birjje,  chirche,  cripel,  dine 
din,  dint,  disi  foolish,  fillen,  fixene  vixen,  first,  hil,  hippe, 

hirdel,  kichene,  king,  kirnel,  listen  to  please,  listen 

to  listen,  lift  left,  mille,  pit,  rigge  ridge,  schitten  to  sJnit, 

sister  (ON.  syster).  stiren,  J)inken  to  seem,  Jdnne  (Jjynne), 

winne  ( wynne)  joy.  For  the  writing  of  y  for  i  see  §  45.  For 
OE.  y  before  nd  see  §  73. 

B.     The  Long  Vowels. 

§  50.  During  the  ME.  period  OE.  a  became  9  in  the 
dialects  south  of  the  Humber,  5  became  u  in  the  dialects 

north  of  tiie  Humber,  and  y  was  unrounded  to  i  in  tlioso 

areas  where  it  had  remained  in  OE.  (§  57),  but  the  vowels 
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se,  e,  I,  and  u  underwent  no  independent  changes.  In  the 
course  of  the  fifteenth  century,  however,  the  vowels  i,  u 
(south  of  the  Humber)  began  to  undergo  diphthongization, 
and  e,  6  (south  of  the  Humber)  had  become  i,  u  in  sound 
before  the  end  of  the  century,  see  ENE.  Gr.  §§  71,  73, 
75,  77. 

& 

§  61.  OE.  a  had  become  long  open  9  in  all  the  dialects 
south  of  the  Humber  by  about  the  year  1225.  The  change 
of  S  to  9  did  not  take  place  throughout  this  large  area  at  one 
and  the  same  time.  In  some  dialects,  especially  the  southern, 
it  undoubtedly  took  place  in  the  latter  half  of  the  twelfth 
century  and  in  others  later,  e.  g.  it  had  not  taken  place  in  the 
east  Midland  dialect  of  Orm  at  the  time  he  wrote  the 

Ormulum  (about  1200).  But  it  must  have  taken  place  before 
the  influx  of  early  French  loan-words  like  d^me,  fS,ble, 
rage  (§  195),  and  before  the  lengthening  of  early  ME.  k  in 
open  syllables,  as  name,  m3.ken,  &c.  (§  79),  otherwise  these 
two  types  of  words  would  also  have  been  included  in  the 
change  of  a  to  9.  The  9  was  sometimes  written  oa  (ao)  and 
from  the  fourteenth  century  onwards  it  was  very  often 
written  00  in  closed  syllables  and  when  final.  In  the 
dialects  north  of  the  Humber  the  a  remained  until  about 

the  end  of  the  thirtefenth  century,  when  it  became  long  open 
f ,  although  the  a  was  mostly  retained  in  writing,  and  from 
the  time  of  Barbour  (1375)  it  was  often  written  ai,  ay  (cp. 
§  121).  Throughout  this  large  area  OE.  a,  the  long  £  in 

early  French  loan-words,  and  early  ME.  &  in  open  syllables 
all  fell  together  in  |.  This  great  characteristic  difference 
between  the  ME.  development  of  OE.  a  in  the  dialects  north 

and  south  of  the  Humber  has  been  presei-ved  in  the  modern 
dialects  right  down  to  the  present  day.  On  the  other  hand 
the  modern  dialects  north  of  the  Humber  still  preserve  the 
distinction  in  development  between  OE.  a  and  early  ME.  6 
in  open  syllables  (§  81),  whereas  in  the  other  dialects  they 
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have  generally  fallen  together  just  as  in  the  standard 

language.  Examples  are :  b^n  b99n  ban  (OE.  ban)  hone, 

bgt  b99t  bat  (OE.  bat)  hoat,  gr9pen  grape  (OE.  grapian) 
to  grope,  vaqre  mare  (OE.  m^ra)  more,  t9  t99  ta  (OE.  ta) 

toe,  and  similarly  b9r,  h^^e  both,  br9d,  CI9J),  f9m  foam,  g9n 

to  go,  g9st  ghost,  ggt,  h9l  whole,  h9m,  h9t,  l9f,  n^n  none,  gn 

one,  gte  oats,  9)>,  r9d,  r9p  rope,  sgr,  striken,  t9de  toad,  )>9s 
those,  W9  woe,  W9t  I  know ;  the  pret.  sing,  of  strong  verbs 

belonging  to  class  I  (§  396),  as  ar9S,  b9d,  b9t,  dr9f,  sch9n, 

sl9d,  sm9t,  str9d,  wr9t. 

Note.— The  9  from  OE.  a  was  probably  a  low-back-narrow- 
round  vowel  like  the  a  in  N£.  all,  whereas  the  ME.  9  which  arose 

from  OE.  6  in  open  syllables  was  probably  a  mid-back- wide-round 
vowel  (§  81).  Although  the  two  sounds  have  fallen  together  in  the 
NE.  standard  language  they  are  still  kept  apart  in  some  of  the 
north  Midland  dialects,  the  former  having  become  us  (os)  and 
the  latter  9!,  as  usm  osm  (OE.  ham)  home,  but  )>r9it  (OE.  ptoUt) 
throat. 

§  62.  In  dealing  v^ith  the  history  of  OE.  S  in  ME.  it  is 

necessary  to  distinguish  between  se  =  Germanic  x  and  the 
se  =  the  i-umlaut  of  a. 

1.  Germanic  ae  had  become  long  close  e  in  the  non-WS. 
dialects  in  early  OE.,  but  by  the  end  of  the  OE.  period  the  « 

had  spread  again  to  Middlesex,  Essex,  parts  of  the  south 

Midland  counties,  and  parts  of  East  Anglia.  From  these 

latter  areas  words  containing  this  »-sound  gradually  crept 
into  most  of  the  other  areas  during  the  ME.  period  as  is 

evidenced  by  the  modern  dialects. 

2.  se  =  the  i-umlaut  of  a  became  long  close  e  in  Kentish 

during  the  OE.  period,  and  remained  as  such  throughout  the 

ME.  period.  In  all  the  other  dialects  the  «-sound  (=  |) 
generally  remained  in  ME.  until  near  the  end  of  the  fifteenth 

century  when  it  became  f ,  see  §  63  note. 
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In  consequence  of  the  spreading  of  ae  in  1,  Chaucer  some- 

times has  I  beside  e,  as  d^^d  beside  deed  deed,  generally 

rfden,  wfre(n)  beside  drede  dread,  slepen;  and  probably- 
through  the  influence  of  Kentish  e  in  2  he  occasionally  has 

f  beside  f,  as  clene,  leden^  leren  to  teach,  beside  clfne, 
l|den,  Ifren. 

In  those  areas  where  the  ae-sound  in  1  and  2  had  remained 

throughout  the  OE.  period  the  ae  was  preserved  in  writing 

until  about  the  end  of  the  twelfth  century,  and  occasionally 
even  later,  as  in  the  Proclamation  of  London  (1258).  In  the 

Ormuhim  (about  1200)  it  was  also  used  to  express  Germanic 

ae  as  well,  although  this  ae  had  become  e  in  Orm's  dialect 
hundreds  of  years  before  his  time.  This  was  due  to  Orm 

having  adopted  the  classical  WS.  system  of  orthography. 

Through  the  influence  of  Anglo-Norman  orthography  the  ae 
was  generally  supplanted  by  f  from  about  the  end  of  the 

twelfth  century,  and  from  the  fourteenth  century  onwards 

it  was  very  often  written  ee  in  closed  syllables  and  when 

final.  After  OE.  ea  had  been  monophthongized  to  ae  (§  63) 
the  ea  came  to  be  written  sometimes  for  old  se  in  the  twelfth 

and  early  thirteenth  centuries,  and  occasionally  also  in  the 

fourteenth  century.  This  change  of  ae  to  e  (ee),  generally 

written  f  (ff)  in  grammars,  was  not  a  sound-change,  but 
merely  an  orthographical  change.  The  sound  itself,  viz. 

a  low-front-narrow  vowel  like  the  at  in  NE.  air,  remained 
in  ME. 

In  those  areas  where  the  long  close  e  had  remained  at  the 

end  of  the  OE.  period,  it  also  remained  in  ME.  and  v/as 

written  e.  From  the  fourteenth  century  onwards  it  was 

very  often  written  ee  in  closed  syllables  and  when  final.  In 

grammars  it  is  generally  written  e  (ee). 

Examples  of  1  are :  ded  (Angl.  and  Ken.  ded) d|d  ( WS.  daed) 

deed,  slepen  (Angl.  and  Ken.  slepan)  slf pen  (WS.  slaepan) 

to  sleep,  and  similarly  bere  bier,  el,  even  evening,  her  hair, 

hfring,  leten,  mf de  meadow,  m^l  wicaZ,  repast,  nedle,  rf den, 
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sfd,  speche,  strete,  J>ere  there,  Jjred,  wepen,  where, 
wf te  toet ;  pret.  pi.  of  strong  verbs  belonging  to  classes  IV 

(§  407)  and  V  (§  408),  as  beren,  eten,  seten,  weren,  &c. 

mfden  (WS.  msden)  maiden,  pret.  sfde  (WS.  saede)  he 
said. 

Examples  of  2  are :  dflen  (Angl.  and  WS.  daelan)  delen 

(Ken.  delan)  to  divide,  elf  ne  (Angl.  and  WS.  claene)  clfne 

(Ken.  clene),  and  similarly  blfchen,  brfde  breadth,  fni  ani/, 

fvre  ever,  hflen,  hf  te,  h|)).  If  den,  Ifne  lean,  Ifnen  to  lend, 

If  ren  to  teach,  If  ven,  rf  chen,  rf  ren  to  rear,  sf  sea,  sprf  den, 

swf  ten,  tf  chen,  whf  te. 

Note. — 1.  The  f  =  OE.  ae  was  a  low-front-narrow  vowel  like  the 
ai  in  NE.  air,  whereas  the  MK.  f  which  arose  from  OE.  e  in  open 
syllables  was  probably  a  raid-front-wide  vowel  (§  80).  Although 
the  two  sounds  have  fallen  together  in  standard  NE.  they  are  still 
kept  apart  in  many  of  the  north  Midland  dialects,  the  former 
having  become  ia  and  the  latter  ei,  as  Had  (OE.  Isedan)  to  lead, 
but  eit  (OE.  etan)  to  eat. 

2.  In  pai-ts  of  the  se.  Midlands  (Middlesex,  Essex,  Herts.,  &c.) 
it  became  usual  to  write  a  for  f  (=  Germanic  se  and  the  i-umlaut 
of  OE.  a,  as  dad,  laten;  laden,  tachen)  from  about  1100-  until 
well  on  into  the  thirteenth  century,  and  then  the  a  was  gradually 
ousted  by  f .  The  writing  of  a  for  old  »  in  these  parts  was  only  a 
letter-change.  The  ae  could  not  have  become  a  in  sound,  other- 

wise it  would  have  fallen  altogether  with  old  a ;  and  furthermore 
the  modern  dialects  in  these  parts  have  no  trace  of  ME.  a  for  ae, 

but  see,  however,  Luick,  Hist.  Gr.,  pp.  345-6. 

e 

§  53.  OE.  long  close  e,  of  whatever  origin,  =  ME.  long 

close  I  (cp.  §  50).  From  the  fourteenth  century  onwards  it 

was  very  often  written  ee  in  closed  syllables  and  when  final, 
and  in  later  ME.  it  was  often  written  ie  through  the  influence 

of  French  orthography.  Examples  are :  1.  Germanic  e,  as  hfr 

hf  re  (OE.  her)  here,  mf  de  (OE.  med)  meed,  reward.  2.  The 

pret.  of  strong  verbs  belonging  to  class  VII  (§  414),  as  1ft 
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(OE.  let)  he  let,  and  similarly  hft  he  was  called,  slep  he  slept. 

8.  The  i-umlaut  of  OE.  5,  as  demen  (OE.  deman)  to  judge, 
ff t  (OE.  fet)  feet,  and  similarly  bfche,  blf den,  feden,  felen, 
gfs,  grfne,  greten,  hfden,  kene  Iceen,  kepen,  mften, 
quf ne,  sfken  (sf chen),  sfmen,  spede  success,  swete,  te)>, 
wfpen  to  weep.  4.  In  Latin  loan-words,  as  bete  (OE.  bete, 
Lat.  beta)  beetroot,  crede  (OE.  creda  creed,  Lat.  credo  / 
helieve).  5.  OE.  lengthened  e  in  monosyllables,  as  he  he,  mf 
me,  J>f  thee,  wf  we.  For  forms  like  bf  ken  beacon,  f  k  also, 
Ifk  leek,  see  §  36. 

i 

§  54.  OE.  i  =  ME.  i  (cp.  §  50)  which  was  veiy  often  written 
y  before  and  after  nasals,  u  (  =  v)  and  w  (§  9),  and  in  Chaucer 
y  is  also  very  common  in  other  combinations,  as  fif  five  (OE. 

fif)  five,  side  (OE,  side)  side,  time  tyme  (OE.  tima)  time,  )>in 
)>yn  (OE.  ))in)  tlnne,  wis  wys  (OE.  wis)  icise,  and  similarly 
bli}>e,  iren,  is  ice,  ivi,  knif  (ON.  knifr),  lif,  liken  to  please, 
lim,  mile,  pipe,  swin,  tide,  while,  whit,  wif,  win ;  in  the 

present  of  strong  verbs  belonging  to  class  I  (§  396),  as  biten 
(OE.  bitan)  to  bite,  and  similarly  biden,  chiden,  driven, 
gliden,  riden,  schinen,  smiten,  striden,  ])riven,  writen. 

5 

§  65.  In  the  dialects  south  of  the  Humber  OE.  long  close 
6  =  ME.  long  close  6  (cp.  §  50),  also  very  often  written  00 
in  closed  syllables  and  when  final  from  the  fourteenth  century 
onwards.  In  the  dialects  north  of  the  Humber  the  5  became 

ii  through  the  intermediate  stage  3  about  1300,  and  was 

generally  written  u  through  the  influence  of  Anglo-Norman 
orthography,  and  sometimes  o,  later  also  ui,  oi  (cp.  §  121), 
but  it  was  not  written  o  before  nasals,  u  (  =  v),  after  w,  and 
when  final.  Many  of  the  northern  dialects,  especially  the 

Scottish,  have  preserved  the  ii-  or  <i-sound  down  to  the  present 
day.  Examples  are:  bok  b&k  later  bulk  (OE.  boc)  book, 
gps  gQs  later  guis  (OE.  gos)  goose,  loken  l{ike(n)  later 
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luike(n)  (OE.  locian)  to  look,  and  similarly  blpd,  brod,  brok, 
brpm,  br5])er,  cok,  col,  dom,  don  (do),  flod,  fode,  fot, 
god,  hpd,  hok,  moder,  mone  moon,  mdne}>,  non,  o}>er,  pol 
rof,  rok,  rote,  scho,  sone,  sot,  spon,  stol,  tol,  t5]> ;  the 
pret.  of  strong  verbs  belonging  to  class  VI  (§  411),  as  awok, 
forsok,  schok,  schop  he  created,  stpd,  swor,  tok.  Pret. 

sing,  com  (OE.  c(w)6m),  nom  (OE.  nom)  he  took,  beside  the 
ME.  new  formations  cam  com,  nam  nom. 

§  56.  OE.  u  =  ME.  ii.  Through  the  influence  of  Anglo- 
Norman  orthography  it  was  often  written  ou  (ow)  from  the 
second  half  of  the  thirteenth  century  and  became  general  in 
the  fourteenth.  By  the  time  of  Chaucer  it  was  generally 
written  ow  when  final  and  frequently  also  in  open  syllables, 
especially  before  1,  n,  and  v,  but  in  other  positions  it  was 
mostly  written  ou  (§  9).  Examples  are  :  brii  brow  (OE. 
bru)  brow,  dun  doun  down  (OE.  dun)  doum,  hus  hous  (OE. 

hiis)  house,  muj)  mou]>  (OE.  mnp)  mouth,  and  similarly 
abouten  about,  broun,  cloud,  clout,  cou  (cow),  croume 
crumb,  douke  duck,  douve  dove,  foul,  goune,  hou  (how), 
loud,  louken  to  close,  lous,  mous,  nou  (now),  oule  (owle), 
our,  out,  ploume  plum,  proud,  rou)  rough,  roum,  schour, 
schroud,  scoulen  (ON.  skula),  souken  to  suck,  sou]),  toun, 

))0u  (]>ow),  ]70ume  (]70umbe)  thumb,  ]>ousend. 

y 

§  67.  The  development  of  OE.  y  in  ME.  went  parallel  with 
that  of  short  y  (§  49),  viz.  it  appears  in  ME.  partly  as  i, 
partly  as  f ,  and  partly  as  fi  (written  u,  ui,  rarely  uy  from 
about  1100  onwards,  see  §  9). 

1.  It  became  unrounded  to  i  in  late  OE.  or  early  ME.  in 
all  the  northern  counties,  in  a  great  part  of  the  east  Midland 
counties,  including  Lincolnshire,  Norfolk,  and  the  districts 

bordering  on  these  counties,  as  well  as  in  parts  of  the  south- 
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western  counties,  especially  Devonshire,  Dorsetshire,  and 
Wiltshire. 

2.  It  became  f  in  Kent  and  parts  of  Middlesex,  Sussex, 
Essex,  and  Suffolk  during  the  OE.  period,  and  remained  as 
such  in  ME.  In  the  modern  dialects  of  this  area  the  e  has 

become  i,  as  mis  =  ME,  mes  mice. 
3.  In  all  other  parts  of  the  countiy  including  the  west 

Midlands,  it  remained  and  was  written  u,  ui  (rarely  uy), 
until  about  the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century  and  then 
became  unrounded  to  i. 

Examples  are:  bride  brede  briide  (OE.  bryd)  bride,  fir 
ff  r  (ver)  ffir  (OE.  fyr)  fire,  hiden  heden  huden  (OE.  hydan) 
to  hide,  and  similarly  hide,  hire,  hive,  lis,  mis,  pride,  whi 

ivhy ;  li))en  (ON.  hlySa)  to  listen,  mire  (ON.  myrr)  mire,  skie 
(ON.  sky  cloud)  sky. 

C.     The  Diphthongs. 

§  58.  All  the  diphthongs  ea,  eo,  lo  became  monophthongs 

in  late  OE.  except  in  Kentish,  although  they  mostly  con- 
tinued to  be  written  long  after  this  sound-change  had  taken 

place,  le,  which  only  occurred  in  the  WS.  area,  had  become 
monophthongized  to  y,  i  by  the  time  of  Alfred,  although  the 
le  mostly  continued  to  be  written  until  a  very  much  later 
date. 

1.    The  Short  Diphthongs. 

ea 

§  59.  OE.  ea,  of  whatever  origin,  became  ae  in  the  early 
part  of  the  eleventh  century,  although  the  old  spelling  with 
ea  was  often  preserved  in  writing  until  a  much  later  date. 
This  ae  fell  together  with  old  ae  and  along  with  it  became  a 
in  the  early  part  of  the  twelfth  century  (§  43).  Examples 
are :  all  (OE.  eall)  all,  fallen  (OE.  feaUan)  to  fall,  barn 
(OE.  beam)  child,  and  similarly  calf  (see  §  284),  callen, 
chalk,  half,  halle  hall,  pret.  halp  he  helped,  malt,  salt. 
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scharp,  swal(e)we  swallow,  wall ;  arm,  dar(r)  I  dare,  jard, 
hard,  harm,  sparke,  sparwe  sparroio,  sward,  swarm, 
warm ;  chaf,  jaf  he  gave,  5at  gaie,  schadwe  slmdow,  schaft, 
schal. 

eo 
§  eo.  eo,  of  whatever  origin,  became  tt  in  late  OE.  in  all 

the  dialects,  although  the  eo  was  often  preserved  in  writing 

until  well  on  into  the  ME.  period.  The  tt  then  became  un- 
rounded to  e  during  the  twelfth  century  in  the  northern, 

east  Midland,  and  south  Midland  dialects,  but  remained  in 
the  west  Midland  and  southeiTi  dialects  (except  Kentish) 
until  about  the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century,  when  it  also 
became  unrounded  to  e.  In  these  latter  dialects  the  d'sound 

was  written  eo  and  later  through  the  influence  of  Anglo- 
Norman  orthography  o,  ue  and  sometimes  u.  Examples 
are :  herte,  heorte  horte  huerte  hurte  (OE.  heorte)  heart ; 

erj)e,  eor])e  ur))e  (OE.  eorjie)  earth,  and  similarly  berken 

to  hark,^  cherl  churl,  derk,  erl  Earl,  ernest,  ferre  far, 
kerven  to  carve,  self  (for  silf,  stilf  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  311), 
smerten,  sterre  star,  sterven  to  die,  3el(o)we  yellow,  hert 
hart,  heven(e),  seven(e),  werk  toorTc. 

ie 

§  61.  WS.  ie,  of  whatever  origin,  was  monophthongized 
to  y,  i  by  the  time  of  Alfred,  although  it  generally  continued 
to  be  written  until  a  very  much  later  date,  cp.  §  49  and 
EOK  Gr.  §  67.  The  chief  sources  of  the  ie  were  :  1.  The 

i-umlaut  of  ea  after  initial  palatal  c-,  g-,  sc- ;  2.  the  i-umlaut 
of  ea  which  arose  from  breaking ;  3.  the  i-umlaut  of  io ;  and 
4.  Germanic  e  after  initial  palatal  C-,  g-,  sc-.  For  1,  2,  and 
4  the  other  dialects  regularly  had  e  in  OE.  and  ME.,  but  for 
2  the  west  Midland  had  a  (before  1  +  cons.)  in  early  ME. 
which  was  later  supplanted  by  the  e  of  the  other  dialects,  and 
for  3  they  had  io  (eo)  in  OE.  and  i  (e)  in  ME.,  see  §  62.  In 
ME.  the  y  had  the  same  further  development  as  old  y  (§  40). 
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Examples  are :  chiile  chile,  chele  cold,  coldness ;  giist  gist, 
%Qsi guest]  schiippenschippen,  scheppen ^0 create;  chiirren 
chirren,  cherren  to  turn ;  dume,  deme  dark,  hidden ;  tildre, 

eldre,  aldre  elder  ;  fiillen,  fellen,  fallen  to  fell ;  siillen  sillen 
(WS.  siellan,  syllan,  sellan),  sellen  to  sell ;  Biirnen  jimen, 
Bernen  to  desire ;  hiirde  hirde,  herde  shepherd ;  iirre  irre, 
erre  anger ;  bigiiten  bigiten,  bigeten  to  beget ;  jiillen,  fellen 
to  yell. io 

§  62.  io,  of  whatever  origin,  had  become  eo  during  the 
OE.  period  except  in  Northumbrian  and  a  part  of  n.  Mercian 
where  the  io  remained.  In  ME.  the  eo  had  the  same 

development  as  old  eo  (§  60),  and  the  io  became  i,  as  melk, 

milk  (OE.  miol(u)c,  meol(u)c)  milk,  and  similarly  selk,  silk, 
selver,  silver ;  hirde  (Nth.  hiorde)  shepherd,  and  similarly 
irre  anger. 

2.  The  Long  Diphthongs. 

ea 

§  63.  ea,  qf  whatever  origin,  became  a  in  Anglian  and 

"WS.  in  the  early  part  of  the  eleventh  century,  and  thus  fell 
together  with  old  a  =  the  i-umlaut  of  S,  (see  §  62  and  note  1), 
although  the  ea  was  often  preserved  in  writing  until  well 
on  into  the  ME.  period.  Through  the  influence  of  Anglo- 
Norman  orthography  the  se  was  generally  supplanted  by  f 
from  about  the  end  of  the  twelfth  century,  and  from  the 
fourteenth  century  onwards  it  was  very  often  written  ee  in 
closed  syllables  and  when  final.  This  change  of  se  to  f  (f f), 

generally  written  f  (^f)  in  grammars,  was  not  a  sound - 
change,  but  merely  an  orthographical  change.  The  sound 
itself,  viz.  a  low-front-narrow  vowel  like  the  ai  in  NE.  air, 
remained  in  ME.  until  near  the  end  of  the  fifteenth  century 
when  it  became  f ,  see  note.  In  Kentish  ea  became  a  rising 
diphthong  in  the  second  half  of  the  twelfth  century,  which 

was  generally  written  ea,  ia,  ya,  yea,  and  in  the  fourteenth 
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century  e,  rarely  ye,  which  seems  to  indicate  that  by  this 
time  it  had  become  long  i.  Examples  are  :  dfd,  dead  dyad 
dyead  (OE.  dead)  dead ;  If  pen,  leapen  lyapen  lyeapen 
(OE.  hleapan)  to  leap,  and  similarly  bfm,  bfne  lean,  bften, 
brfd,  chfpe  cheap,  d|f,  df J>,  drfm,  |re  car,  f st,  flf  flea, 
grft,  hfp,  hfved  (hfd)  head,  Iff,  rfd  red,  slfn  to  slay,  stf m, 
stf p,  strfm ;  pret.  chf s  he  chose. 

Note.— In  both  native  words  (cp.  §§  52.  2,  80)  and  Fr.  loan- 
words (cp.  §§  196,  205.  3,  217,  223)  the  f ,  of  whatever  origin, 

became  e  towards  the  end  of  the  fifteenth  century,  that  is,  soon 
after  old  |  had  become  i  (§  50),  see  ENE.  Or.  §  72. 

§  64.  The  non-WS.  dialects  had  f  for  early  WS.  ea 
(  =  Germanic  ae,  §  52)  after  initial  palatal  C-,  g-,  sc*,  which 
remained  in  ME.,  as  chfke  cheek,  jer  i/ear,  5fven  they  gave, 
schf  p  sheep,  cp.  §  34. 

eo 

§  66.  eo,  of  whatever  origin,  became  3  in  Anglian  and 
WS.  in  late  OE.,  although  the  eo  was  often  preserved  in 

writing  until  well  on  into  the  ME.  pei'iod.  The  8  then 
became  unrounded  to  close  f  during  the  twelfth  centuiy  in 
the  northern,  east  Midland,  and  south  Midland  dialects,  but 

remained  in  the  west  Midland  and  southern  dialects  (except 
Kentish,  see  §  67)  until  about  the  end  of  the  fourteenth 
century,  when  it  also  became  unrounded  to  f.  In  these 

latter  dialects  the  8-sound  was  written  eo  and  later  through 
the  influence  of  Anglo-Norman  orthography  o,  ue  and  some- 

times u,  w,  "we,  cp.  §  112.  The  e  was  very  often  written  ee 
in  closed  syllables  and  when  final,  and  in  later  ME.  also 
often  ie  (§  9).  Examples  are :  dip  diep,  deop  duep  dup 

(OE.  deop)  deep  ;  ))|f  })ief,))eof  ))uef  ]7uf  (OE.  J>eof)  thief,  and 
similarly  b^  a  bee,  bf  den  to  bid,  bf  n  to  he,  elf  ven  to  cleave, 
erf  pen,  df  r  deer,  ff  nd  fiend,  flen  to  flee,  flf  s  fleece,  frfnd 
friend,  frf  sen,  knf ,  Iff  dear,  if  sen  to  lose,  rfd  reed,  rf  ken  to 
smoke,  sehf  ten  to  shoot,  sf  ke  beside  sike  sick  (§  99),  sf  n  to  see, 

D 
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se))en,  snesen,  wede  tvecd ;  the  pret.  of  strong  verbs 

belonging  to  class  VII  (§  414),  as  bet  he  heat,  held  he  held, 

lep  beside  lepte  he  leapt,  wep  beside  "wepte  he  wept. 

Note, — In  some  words  the  eo  became  a  rising  diphthong  eo 
which  in  ME.  became  5  by  absorption  of  the  first  element.  This 
often  gave  rise  to  double  forms,  as  chosen,  schoten  beside 

cliesen,  scheten;  jode  beside  jede  (OE.  ge-eode  beside  ge-eode) 
lie  ictnt. 

ie 

§  66.  WS.  ie,  of  whatever  origin,  was  monophthongized  to 

y,  i  (cp.  §  9  and  EOE.  Gr.  §  67)  by  the  time  of  Alfred, 

ulthough  it  generally  continued  to  be  written  until  a  very 
much  later  date.  The  chief  sources  of  the  ie  were  :  1.  The 

i-umlaut  of  io  =  io  (eo)  in  the  other  dialects  (cp.  §  67) ;  and 
2.  the  i-umlaut  of  ea  =  e  in  the  other  OE.  and  ME.  dialects. 

In  ME.  the  y  had  the  same  further  development  as  old  y 

(§  57).  Examples  are  :  dere,  dure  dire  (OE.  diore,  deore, 

diere)  dear,  heren,  huren  huiren  (§  9)  hiren  (OE.  heran, 

hieran)  to  hear,  and  similarly  alesen  to  deliver,  besen  later 

beien  (cp.  §  107,  6)  to  bend,  bileven  to  believe,  chese,  eken 

to  inercase,  nede,  sieve,  stele  steel,  stepel. 
io 

§  67.  Old  io  had  become  eo  in  all  the  dialects  except  the 

Kentish  before  the  end  of  the  OE.  period,  and  then  had  the 

same  further  development  in  these  dialects  as  old  eo  (§  65). 

On  the  other  hand  old  eo  had  become  io  (also  written  ia)  in 

Kentish  by  the  end  of  the  OE.  period,  and  then  had  the  same 

further  development  as  old  io.  The  io  became  ie  in  early 

ME.  Then  it  became  a  rising  diphthong  medially,  written  ie, 
ye  and  sometimes  i,  e,  which  became  e  in  the  fourteenth 

century,  but  remained  finally  and  then  later  became  i  also 

written  y.  Examples  are:  diep  dyep  (OE.  deop)  deep, 
diere  dyere  (OE.  diore,  deore,  WS.  diere)  dear,  and 

similarly  liese  lyese  to  lose,  lyeve  leve  dear,  viend  vyend 
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fiend,  but  bi  by  (OE.  bion,  beon)  io  he,  vly  (OE.  fleon)  (o 

flee,  vri  vry  (OE.  frio,  freo)  free,  zi  zy  to  see.  See  Luick, 

Hist.  Gi:,  p.  338. 

2.  dependp:nt  changes 

(1)  The  Lenc.theninq  of  Short  Vowels  befoue 
Consonant  Combinations. 

§  68.  From  our  knowledge  of  ME.  phonology  it  is  clear 

that  short  vowels  and  short  diphthongs  must  have  been 

lengtliened  some  time  during  the  OE.  period  before  certain 

consonant  combinations,  especially  before  a  liquid  or  a  nasal 

+  a  homorganic  voiced  consonant,  that  is,  before  Id,  rd,  nd, 

mb,  ng,  rl,  rn,  and  probably  also  before  r]),  rs  + vowel. 

This  lengthening  of  short  vowels  and  short  diphthongs 

took  place  some  time  before  the  end  of  the  ninth  century. 

But  the  lengthening  did  not  take  place  when  the  consonant 

combination  was  immediately  followed  by  anotherconsonant, 

as  pi.  lambru  :  lamb  lamb,  comp.  lengra  :  lang  long, 

heardra  :  heard  hard,  pret.  sende  from  *sendde  :  inf. 
sendan  to  send,  pi.  cildru  :  cild  child,  hundred  :  hund 

hundred,  pi.  sculdru  :  sculdor  shoulder,  wundru  :  wundor 

wonder,  &c. ;  nor  in  unstressed  forms,  as  sceolde  should, 
under,  wolde  would. 

§  69.  In  the  transition  period  from  OE.  to  ME.,  in  early 

ME.,  and  during  the  ME.  period  the  long  vowels  were 

shortened  again  before  some  of  the  combinations,  especially 

before  rd,  rl,  rn,  r)),  and  rs,  so  that  the  combinations  with 

which  we  are  specially  concerned  are  only  Id,  mb,  nd, 

and  ng.  And  even  before  these  latter  combinations  shorten- 

ing began  to  take  place  before  mb,  nd,  and  ng  in  tlie  course 
of  the  late  twelfth,  thirteenth,  and  fourteenth  centuries. 

§  70.  From  what  is  said  below  it  will  be  seen  that  whether 

the  long  vowels  were  preserved  or  became  shortened  again 

depended  partly  upon  the  nature  of  the  following  consonant 
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combination,  partly  upon  the  nature  of  the  vowel,  and  partly 
upon  difference  of  dialect.  The  lengthening  before  Id  was 
generally  preserved  in  all  the  dialects.  Shortening  had 

taken  place  before  nd,  ng,  and  rd  (see  below)  in  Orm's 
dialect  before  he  wrote  the  Ormulum,  as  senndenn  to  send, 
brinngenn  to  hring,  harrd  hard.  For  OE.  a(o)  before 
nasals  (§  42)  Chaucer  has  o  before  nd,  ng,  but  9  before  mb, 
as  hond,  lond,  stondon,  but  cymb,  pret.  cl9mb  he  climhcd, 
l9mb,  W9mb.  In  his  dialect  long  e  {=  OE.  10  (eo),  e) 
remained  before  nd  and  ng,  as  fend  fiend,  heng  he  hung, 
and  also  i  before  mb,  nd,  as  climben,  finden,  but  i  before 
ng,  as  bringen  ;  u  remained  before  nd,  as  ground,  but  was 

shortened  before  mb,  ng,  as  pp.  clomben  (o  =  u,  §  9) 
climhed,  songen  sung ;  a  was  short  before  rd,  as  hard, 
warde,  but  OE.  lengthened  0  remained  long,  as  horAhoard, 

hord  hoard,  and  similarly  in  Orm's  dialect.  For  f  (=  early 
OE.  ea,  later  ea)  before  rd  he  lias  |,  as  b|rd  heard,  yfrd 
yard,  and  similarly  before  rn,  as  bf  rn  child,  ff  rn  fern,  but 
for  OE.  e  he  has  e,  as  pret.  herde  (OE.  herde)  he  Jieard,  pp. 
herd  (OE.  hered),  pret.  ferde  (OE.  ferde)  he  hehaved.  i,  u 
were  shortened  to  i,  u  in  all  the  north  Midland  and  northern 
dialects  and  are  still  short  in  all  the  modern  dialects  of  this 

area,  but  remained  long  in  the  other  dialects,  as  binden, 
pp.  bounden.  Long  vowels  and  diphthongs  before  the 
consonant  groups  which  originally  caused  lengthening  were 
shortened  in  monosyllabic  forms  during  the  late  OE.  period 
in  Kentish,  but  were  preserved  in  the  inflected  forms,  as 
lamb  :  lambe,  hand  :  handa,  bund  hound  :  hundas,  eald  : 
ealde  which  in  ME.  became  ealde,  yalde  (cp.  §  63).  This 

gave  rise  in  ME.  to  many  new  formations  through  levelling 
out  in  different  directions. 

§  71.  Id :  The  lengthening  before  Id  was  generally  pre- 
served in  all  the  dialects. 

Anglian  a  from  older  a  (=  early  WS.  and  Ken.  ea,  later 
ea)  remained  in  early  ME.  in  the  northern  dialects,  but  in 
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the  Midland  and  some  of  the  southern  dialects  it  became 

9  at  the  same  time  as  old  a  became  9  (§  51).  In  the  other 
southern  dialects  the  later  WS.  ea  became  f  at  the  same 
time  as  old  ea  became  f ,  but  the  ea  remained  a  diphthong  in 
Kentish  {§  63).  A  few  of  these  southern  forms  with  |  are 
found  in  Chaucer,  as  hflde  to  hold,  \v|lde  to  rule,  although 
the  f  had  generally  been  ousted  by  the  9  of  the  other 

dialects  in  the  early  part  of  the  thirteenth  century.  Ex- 
amples are:  C9ld,  northern  cald,  southern  chfld.  Ken. 

chealde  cold,  and  similarly  b9ld,  f9lden,  h^lden,  9ld,  pret. 
S9lde,  t9lde,  pp.  S9ld,  t9ld. 

e,  also  written  ee,  as  feld  (early  OE.  feld,  later  feld)  field, 
chelde  cold  sb.,  fide  old  age,  Jflden  to  recompense,  sfld 
seldom,  schf  Id  shield,  wf  Iden  to  wield. 

I,  as  child  (early  OE.  cild,  later  cild),  and  similarly  milde» 
Wilde. 

6,  as  gold  (early  OE.  gold,  later  gold)  =  early  NE.  guld, 
Gould,  beside  gold  =  NE.  gold,  and  similarly  molde  mould ; 
pret.  scholde,  wolde  beside  the  unstressed  fornos  scholde 
(Orm  shoUde),  wolde  (Orm  woUde). 

§  72.  mb :  C9mb  (cp.  §  51),  northern  camb  (early  OE. 
camb,  later  camb),  and  similarly  l9mb,  later  lamb,  formed 
from  the  pi.  lambren,  W9mb  (see  §  128),  pret.  cl9mb  he 
climhed. 

i,  as  climben  clymben  (eaily  OE.  climban,  later 
climban). 

ii,  as  diimb  doumb  dumb,  beside  pp.  clomben  (o  =  u) 
climhed. 

§  73.  nd :  Before  nd  all  vowels  were  short  or  became 

shortened  in  the  late  twelfth  and  the  early  thirteenth  cen- 
turies in  the  northern  and  north  Midland  dialects.  In  the 

other  Midland  and  the  southern  dialects  they  all,  except  i 
(3=  early  OE.  i,  y)  and  ii,  became  shortened  during  the  ME. 
period,  but  the  approximate  date  of  this  shortening  is 
difficult  to  fix. 
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The  9  from  older  OE.  a  (o)  before  nasals  remained  until 
well  on  into  the  ME.  period  in  the  south  Midland  and  the 
southern  dialects,  and  then  became  shortened  to  O,  hence 
Chaucer  has  o,  but  we  have  a  in  the  north  Midland  and 
the  northern  dialects.  And  then  the  forms  with  o  were 

gradually  ousted  by  those  with  a  towards  the  end  of  the 
fourteenth  century.  Examples  are  :  Early  ME.  h9nd,  hand, 
later  bond,  hand  ;  st9nden,  standen,  later  stonden,  stan- 
den,  and  similarly  band  sb.,  pret.  band  he  hound,  land, 
sand,  strand,  &c. 

e,  as  early  MJE.  ende  (early  OE.  ende,  later  ende)  end, 
benden  to  tend  ;  later  ende,  benden,  and  similarly  blenden, 
renden,  spenden ;  sf nden,  later  senden,  but  pret.  always 

sende  from  older  •sendde,  and  similarly  with  the  preterite 
of  the  other  verbs.  The  ME.  e  from  OE.  io  (eo),  see  §  65, 
seems  not  to  have  been  regularly  shortened  before  nd,  as 
frend  (OE.  friond,  freond)  beside  frend  formed  from  the 
compound  frendschipe  (§  92,  2),  but  always  fend  (OE. 
fiond,  feond),  because  there  was  no  compound  beside  it. 

i,  as  blind,  blind  (early  OE.  blind,  later  blind),  and  simi- 
larly linde  lime-tree,  rinde,  wind;  inf.  binden,  binden 

(early  OE.  bindan,  later  bindan),  and  similarly  finden, 
grinden,  winden,  &c. ;  kinde,  minde. 

ii,  as  griind  (generally  written  ground),  grund  (early  OE. 
grund,  later  griind),  and  similarly  hound,  pound,  sound 
healthy,  wounde  tvound,  past  participles  like  bounden, 
founden,  wounden  wound. 

§  74.  ng :  The  OE.  lengthened  i,  ii  became  short  again  in 
early  ME.  in  all  the  dialects,  as  finger,  ring,  J)ing ;  jung 
(5ong)  young,  hunger  (honger),  tunge  (tonge)  tongue ;  inf. 
singen,  pp.  sungen,  and  similarly  springen,  stingen, 
wringen. 

The  OE.  lengthened  a  (o),  e  became  short  again  in  the 
latter  part  of  the  thirteenth  und  early  part  of  the  fourteenth 
centuries,  as  lang,  l9ng,  later  lang,  long,  and  similarly 
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hongen  to  hang,  strong,  J)ong,  wrong,  lenger  lonr/cr, 

lenjje  (§  263),  mengen  (mingen)  to  mix,  streng  (string) 
string,  see  §  132. 

§  75,  Neither  in  OE.  nor  in  ME.  were  short  vowels 

lengthened  when  the  consonant  combination  which  usually 

caused  lengthening  was  followed  by  a  third  consonant  see 

§  68.  Examples  are:  Orm  allderrmann  :  aid  old;  com  p. 

eldre  eldere  elder,  seldere  :  seld  seldom ;  pi.  children 

childre  :  child,  wildernesse  :  wild;  sing,  and  pi,  schul- 
dre  (Orm  sing,  schulldre)  shoulder,  dumbnesse  :  doumb 

dumb,  whence  the  back-formation  dumb ;  pi.  lambre,  lam- 

bren  :  lamb,  whence  the  back-formation  lamb ;  timbre 

timher;  slumbren.  candle,  gandre  (OE,  gandra),  wan- 
dren ;  hindren,  spindle;  blundren,  hundred,  wundren, 

pi,  w^undres,  from  which  a  new  singular  wunder  was 
formed.  ))under  always  had  short  u,  because  it  was  IVom 

OE.  J)unor.  PI.  engles,  whence  new  sing,  engel  angcL 

Many  exceptions  to  the  above  arose  in  ME,  through  now 

formations  from  the  simple  forms  which  regularly  had  li»n.i;' 
vowels,  as  childhf  de,  •h9de  :  child ;  frendli  beside  frendli  : 
frend ;  selden  (Ellesmere  MS,  seelden)  beside  selden : 
seld,  &c. 

§  76.  Long  vowels  also  arose  in  early  ME.  through  the 

loss  of  ]>  in  the  medial  combinations  •])n-,  ■])r-  of  words 
which  had  accented  and  unaccented  forms  side  by  side,  as 

hen  (ON.  he))an)  hence,  sen,  sm  (OE.  si]j)5an,  siojjj'an) 
since,  Jien  (ON.  ]?ej)an)  thence,  wen,  earlier  whej)en  (ON. 

hvaj)an)  ivhence,  whir  (OE.  hwej^er)  tvhciher,  or,  early  ME. 

o])(e)r.  Then  after  the  analogy  of  forms  like  MIC.  hider, 

])ider,  whider  with  i  were  formed  hij^en,  )ji)5en,  whij^en, 
which  also  became  hin,  ))in,  whin.     Cp.  §  249. 
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(2)  The  Lenqthening  of  Short  Vowels  in 
Opek  Syllables. 

§  77.  ME.  short  vowels,  of  whatever  origin,  were 
lengthened  in  open  syllables  of  dissyllabic  forms  during  the 
thirteenth  century.  The  lengthening  of  a,  e,  o  to  Jl,  f ,  9 
took  place  in  all  the  dialects,  whereas  that  of  i>  u  to  f ,  5 
only  took  place  in  some  of  them.  And  as  the  lengthening 
of  a,  e,  o  took  place  earlier  than  that  of  i,  u  and  with  an 
entirely  diflferent  result,  we  shall  deal  with  them  in  two 
separate  groups. 

1.  a,  e,  o 

§  78.  The  lengthening  of  a,  e,  o  to  a,  f ,  9  took  place 
somewhat  earlier  in  the  dialects  north  of  the  Humber  than 

in  those  south  of  it,  but  in  both  areas  the  vowels  had  been 
lengthened  before  the  end  of  the  first  half  of  the  thirteenth 
century.  In  the  dialects  north  of  the  Humber  the  new  a 
fell  together  with  old  a  (§  51),  but  in  the  dialects  south  of 
it  they  were  kept  apart,  because  old  a  had  become  9  (§  51) 
before  the  lengthening  of  a  to  a  took  place.  The  new 
f ,  9  differed  in  quality  from  the  ME.  f  which  arose  from 
OE.  a,  ea  (§§  52,  63),  and  the  9  which  arose  from  OE.  a 

(§  51  and  note).  The  new  f ,  9  were  probably  mid-fi'ont-wide 
like  the  long  of  the  short  e  in  standard  NE.  men,  and  mid- 

back-wide-round  like  the  first  element  of  the  diphthong  in 
standard  NE.  so,  and  the  older  |,  9  were  low-front-narrow 
like  the  al  in  standard  NE.  air  and  low-back-narrow-round 
like  the  a  in  standard  NE.  all.  Altliough  the  two  pairs 
have  fallen  together  in  standard  NE.  and  may  also  have 

fallen  together  in  the  south  Midland  and  southern  dia- 
lects during  the  ME.  period,  they  certainly  did  not  fall 

together  in  the  north  Midland  and  northern  dialects,  because 
they  are  still  kept  iapart  in  tlie  modern  dialects  of  this  area, 
e.g.  in  Yks.,  Lane,  Derb.,  Stf.  the  new  |  has  become  ei,  but 
the  old  f  has  become  ia  or  some  such  diphthong.     The  new 
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9  has  become  9!  and  the  older  9  has  become  Ud,  03  or  some 
such  diphthong. 

a 

§  79.  1.  From  OE.  a,  as  baken  (OE.  bacan),  hare  (OE. 
hara),  and  similarly  ape,  awaken,  ba))en,  care,  drake, 
haten  to  liate,  lakey  maken,  naked,  rake,  sake,  spade, 
waden,  waven.  bare  (OE.  masc.  pi.  bare)  hare,  dale  (OE. 
pi.  dalu),  gate  (OE.  pi.  gatu),  and  similarly  blade,  glade 
glad,  grave,  late,  smaie  small,  tale,  taken  (ON.  taka), 
and  similarly  cake,  gasen  to  gaze,  gapen  to  gape. 

2.  From  OE.  a  (o)  before  nasals,  as  name,  but  n9me  in 
the  west  Midlands  (OE.  nama),  see  §  42,  and  similarly  game, 
lame,  lane,  schame,  &c. 

3.  From  OE.  ae,  south-eastern  dialects  e  (§  43),  as  fS.der, 
ffder,  vf der  (OE.  faeder,  feder)  father,  raven,  rfven  (OE. 
hraefen,  hrefen)  raven,  see  §  102 ;  and  similarly  aker  acre, 
field,  brasen  brazen,  hasel,  pi.  pajies,  water,  &c. 

4.  From  OE.  ea,  of  whatever  origin  (§  50),  as  ale  (OE. 

ealu)  ale,  bale  (OE.  bealu)  hale,  evil,  and  similarly  cok- 
chafer,  mare  mare,  schade,  schaken,  &c. 

Note.— 1.  In  both  native  and  Fr.  loan-words  (§§  105, 216)  the  a 
became  fronted  to  ae  (=  |)  in  the  fifteenth  centuiy,  although  the 
a  was  mostly  retained  in  writing,  see  ENE.  Gr.  §  69. 

2.  For  maken,  taken  the  northern  and  north  Midland  dialects 
had  mak,  tak  through  early  loss  of  the  final  -en,  and  these  forms 
are  still  preserved  in  the  modern  dialects  of  this  area.  The  pret. 
and  pp.  made,  mad  (maad)  for  older  makede,  maked  arose  from 
the  loss  of  intervocalic  k.  From  the  new  pret.  and  pp.  was  then 
formed  a  new  present  ma(n),  after  the  analogy  of  which  was 
formed  a  new  present  ta(n)  for  taken.  These  presents  are  also 
still  preserved  in  the  modem  north  Midland  dialects. 

3.  haven,  h&vest,  h&ve)>  (haj))  beside  bihaven  are  the unstressed  forms. 

§  80.  1.  From  OE.  e,  as  b?ren  (OE.  beran)  to  hear,  m|te 
(OE.  mete)  meat,  stflen  (OE.  stelan)  to  steal,  and  similarly 
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bfre  lear,  brfken,  ften,  fven  even,  knfden,  m|te  meat, 

pfre  x>(^ar,  spfken,  spfre  spear,  swfren,  tfren,  trfden, 

wfren  to  wear,  wfven.  gften  (ON.  getaj,  Ifken  (ON. 
leka)  to  leak.     See  §§  11,  63  note. 

2.  From  OE.  eo,  of  whatever  origin  (§  60),  as  bfver  (OE. 

beofor)  beaver,  mf  de  (OE,  meodu)  mead  (drinJc),  and  simi- 

larly mf le,  smfre  ointment,  tfre  tar,  &c.     See  §  63  note. 

Note.-  For  brfken,  gften,  Ifken  the  noithern  and  north 
Midland  dialects  hnd  brek,  get,  lek  through  early  loss  of  the 

final  -en,  and  these  forms  are  still  preserved  in  the  modern 
dialects  of  this  area.  For  early  west  Midland  and  Southern  forms 
like  b5re  bear,  oten  to  eat,  stolen  (o  steal,  mSle  meal,  cp.  §  60. 

9 

§  81.  The  9  from  OE.  o  -was  very  often  written  oo  from 
the  fourteenth  century  onwards,  as  fl9ten  fl99ten  (OE. 

flotian)  to  float,  ]?9len  (OE.  J)olian)  to  hear,  suffa;  ])Tgte 
(OE,  ])rote)  throat,  and  similarly  f9le/oaZ,  h9peii,  n9se,  9pen, 

9ver,  r9se,  sm9ke.  Pp.  b9ren  (OE.  boren),  and  similarly 

br9ken,  forl9ren,  st9len,  sw9ren  sivoj-n.  C9le  (OE.  col, 
gen.  coles)  with  the  vowel  of  the  inflected  form  levelled 

out  into  the  uninflected,  and  similarly  h^le  (OE.  hoi),  see 

§103. 
§  82.  Lengthening  also  took  place  in  dissyllables  with  two 

consonants  belonging  to  the  second  syllalde,  as  navle,  also 

written  navele  (OE.  nafola)  navel,  wavren,  also  written 

waveren  (ON.  vafra)  to  waver ;  gen.  5f  stes  beside  nom. 

jest,  from  which  was  formed  a  new  nom.  3|st  ijeaat, 
cp.  §  97. 

§  83.  Just  as  long  vowels  were  shortened  before  single 

consonants  in  trisyllabic  forms,  so  also  short  vowels  re- 
mained unlengthened  before  a  single  consonant  in  trisyllabic 

forms,  see  §  87.  Examples  are:  fejjere  beside  early  ME. 

fejjer  (OE.  fej)er)  feather,  gaderen  (OE.  gaderian)  to  gather, 

and  similarly  bene  berry,  scateren,  stameren,  'pe  latere 
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(NE.  latter)  beside  later  (NE.  later),  &c.  hgdi  (OE.  bodig) 

hody,  beside  pi.  bodies  from  which  a  new  singular  bodi  was 

formed  ;  mani  (OE.  manig)  beside  early  ME.  pi.  manie  (OE. 
manige)  from  which  a  new  singular  mani  was  formed,  and 

similarly  with  a  large  number  of  other  words,  aspeni,  popi; 

disi  foolish,  bisi  busy,  hevi,  stedi,  &c. 

Note. — Beside  the  accented  form  mani  there  was  also  an 
unaccented  form  moni  which  was  very  common,  especially  in  the 
northern  dialects,  and  which  has  been  preserved  in  a  large  number 
of  dialects  down  to  the  present  day,  see  ED.  Gr.  p.  521. 

2.  i,  u 

§  84.  The  result  of  the  lengthening  of  i,  u  to  e,  6  through 

the  intermediate  stage  i,  u  was  entirely  different  from  that 
of  a,  e,  o  to  a,  f ,  9.  In  the  latter  case  there  was  only  a 

change  in  quantity,  but  in  the  former  case  there  was  a 

change  both  in  quantity  and  quality  of  the  vowels.  This 

change  of  i,  u  to  e,  9  took  place  in  the  dialects  north  of  the 

Humber  and  in  parts  of  the  north  Midland  dialects  in  the 

latter  half  of  the  thirteenth  century,  and  in  the  East  Anglian 

dialects  about  a  century  later.  In  the  Scottish  dialects  the 

f ,  5  were  later  written  ei,  oi  (ui),  see  §  10. 

§  85.  In  dealing  with  the  lengthening  of  i,  u  to  e,  0  it  is 

necessary  to  distinguish  two  types  of  words : — 

1.  Old  dissyllabic  forms  which  lost  their  final  -e  before 
lengthening  in  open  syllables  took  place,  so  that  in  this  type 

lengthening  only  took  place  in  the  inflected  forms,  as  Avik 

(OE.  wice)  tvcck  :  pi.  wfkes,  sun  (OE.  sunu)  son  :  pi. 

sones,  from  which  new  singulars  were  often  made,  as  wek, 
dor,  son,  &c. 

2.  Old  uninflected  dissyllabic  forms  which  became  tri- 
syllabic when  inflected  or  had  suffixes,  as  ̂ vel  (OE.  yfel, 

ifel)  coil  :  gen.  iveles,  sfker  (OE.  sicor)  secure  :  sikerli, 

spmer  (OE.  sumor)  summer  :  pi.  sumeres,  from  which  new 
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uninflected  forms  were  often  made,  as   bisi   }n^sy^  mikel, 
widow ;  sumer,  )5un(d)er,  &c. 

Other  examples  of  type  1  are :  northern  gif  :  geves  he 
gives,  lif  :  If  ves  he  Hoes ;  schip,  smi}>,  wik  :  pi.  schf  pes, 
smf  }>es,  wekes ;  cum  :  conies  lie  comes ;  dur  door,  wud 
wood :  pi,  dores,  wodes ;  and  of  type  2  :  northern  bfsi  busy: 
bisiness,  mekel :  mikelness,  wedow :  pi.  widowes.  East 
Anglian  elf  pe(n)  to  call,  love(n)  to  love  ;  northern  and  East 
Anglian  bftel  beetle,  crfpel  cripple,  wf vel  weevil,  &c.  The 
past  participles  of  strong  verbs  belonging  to  class  I  (§  396) 
also  regularly  had  f ,  as  drfven  driven,  rf sen  risen,  wrften 
written,  but  they  generally  came  to  have  i  through  new 
formations.  Already  in  late  0£.  the  past  participles  with 
•t-  often  had  -tt*  beside  't-,  as  bitten,  written  beside  biten, 
writen,  which  gradually  gained  the  upper  hand,  and  then 

the  •!•  in  this  type  of  verb  was  extended  analogically  to  the 
other  verbs,  as  driven,  riden,  risen,  &c. 

Note.— The  9  which  arose  from  u  became  u  in  the  northern 
dialects  at  the  same  time  as  old  9  became  u  about  1300,  see  §  56. 

(3)  The  Shortening  op  Long  Vowels. 

§  86.  Long  vowels  and  long  diphthongs  were  shortened 
before  certain  consonant  combinations  during  the  OE. 

period  and  especially  in  late  OE.  : — (a)  Before  combina- 
tions of  three  consonants,  as  pi.  bremblas  beside  sing. 

brem(b)el  bramble,  (b)  Before  two  consonants  in  trisyllabic 

and  polysyllabic  forms,  as  enlefan  from  older  *snlefan 
eleven,  hlammsesse  beside  older  hlafmaesse  Lammas, 

samcucu  (from  *sami-,  older  *S8emi-)  half  dead,  gen. 
twentiges  :  nom.  twentig  tivenfy,  blissian  beside  older 

blij)sian  to  rejoice,  pi.  deorlingas  :  deorling  darling. 
(c)  Before  double  consonants  +  r,  as  gen.  attres  beside  nom. 
ator,  whence  new  nom.  attor  beside  ator  poison  ;  blseddre. 
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naeddre  beside  older  blaedre  bladder,  nsdre  adder,  comp. 
hwittra  :  hwit  white,  gen.  foddres  beside  nom.  fodor, 
whence  new  nom.  foddor  beside  fodor  fodder,  comp. 
deoppra  :  deop  deep,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  146.  {d)  Before 
double  consonants,  as  ace.  aenne,  enne  beside  older  senne 

one,  ]jrittig  beside  older  ])ritig  thirty  ;  wimman  beside  older 
wifman  woman,  (e)  In  trisyllabic  forms  before  single  con- 

sonants, as  haligddm  :  halig  Jioly,  pi.  senige,  -u  :  sing, 
senig  anp,  pi.  cicenu  :  sing,  cicen  chicken,  whence  new 

singular  cicen,  sujierne  :  suj>  south,  pi.  heafodu  :  hea- 
fod  head.  (/)  And  in  late  OE.  and  early  ME.  long  vowels 
began  to  be  shortened  before  the  consonant  combinations 

which  caused  lengthening  in  early  OE.,  see  §  68. 
§  87.  In  the  following  treatment  of  the  shortening  of 

long  vowels,  we  shall,  as  a  rule,  not  distinguish  between 
shortenings  which  took  place  in  OE.  and  those  which  only 
took  place  in  ME.  So  far,  then,  as  ME.  is  concerned  it  may 
be  said  that  all  long  vowels,  whether  original  long  vowels  or 
long  vowels  which  arose  from  old  long  diphthongs,  were 

shortened  in  late  OE.  and  early  ME.  before  double  con- 
sonants and  before  all  consonant  combinations  other  than 

those  which  caused  the  lengthening  of  short  vowels  (§  68). 
Long  vowels  were  also  shortened  before  single  consonants 
in  trisyllabic  forms  of  which  many  arose  in  ME.  from  the 
development  of  svarabhakti  vowels,  as  in  bre|)eren  from 
older  brejjren  (§  152, 1),  or  were  new  formations  made  from 
the  uninflected  forms,  as  in  the  pi.  wfpenes  for  older 
wfpnes  formed  from  the  sing,  wfpen  tveapon.  This  kind 
of  shortening  took  place  in  the  thirteenth  century,  as  Orm 
still  preserved  the  long  vowels  in  this  position.  And  just 
as  long  vowels  were  shortened  in  words  of  this  type,  so  also 

short  vowels  remained  unlengthened  before  single  con- 
sonants in  trisyllabic  forms  (§  83). 

§  88.  Before  dealing  with  the  shortening  of  the  various 
separate  long  vowels  before  consonant  combinations  we  will 
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deal  with  the  shortening  in  trisyllabic  forms,  as  clavere 
beside  cl9ver  (OE.  clafre)  clover,  see  §  51 ;  laverke  later 
larke  (OE.  lawerce)  lark ;  erende  beside  older  frende  (OE. 
serende)  errand,  and  similarly  evere  (§152,  1),  pi.  heringes, 
nevere,  redili  beside  rf  di,  selinesse  beside  sf  11,  sell  hajypy, 

pi.  -wepenes  from  older  wfpenes  weapons  ;  pi.  stirgpes 
(OE.  stirapas)  stirrups  ;  bre)5eren  from  older  brfferen ; 
slumeren  :  OE.  slQma  slumber.  From  the  trisyllabic  were 
often  made  new  disyllabic  forms  with  short  vowel,  as  hering, 
redi,  wepen,  &c.,  beside  hfring,  rfdi,  wfpen,  «S:c. 

§  89.  In  dealing  with  the  shortening  of  long  vowels  before 
consonant  groups  it  is  necessary  to  take  into  consideration 
the  question  of  chronology.  When  se  was  shortened  in  OE. 
it  became  ae  and  then  a  in  ME.  (§  43),  but  when  ME.  f  from 
OE.  a  was  shortened  in  ME.  it  became  e,  whence  we  have 

forms  side  by  side  in  ME.  with  a  and  e.  And  similarly 
when  ea  was  shortened  in  OE.  it  became  ea  and  then  a  in 

ME.  (§  59),  but  when  ME.  f  from  OE.  ea  (§  63)  was  shortened 
in  ME.  it  became  e,  whence  we  have  forms  side  by  side  in 
ME.  with  a  and  e.  When  eo  was  shortened  hi  OE.  it 

became  eo  and  then  e  in  ME.  (§  60),  and  when  ME.  e  from 
OE.  eo  (§  65)  was  shortened  in  ME.  it  became  e,  so  that  in 
this  case  the  result  was  the  same. 

§  90.  a  became  a,  as  axen,  asken  (OE.  axian,  ascian) 

to  ask,  pp.  clad  from  *cladd  (OE.  cla))od)  clothed,  hatte 
(OE.  hatte)  is  or  was  called,  halwen  (OE.  halgian)  to  liullow, 
halwes  (OE.  J)a  halgan)  Hallows,  lammasse  (OE.  hlaf- 
maesse)  Lammas.  In  comparatives  like  bradder  :  br^d, 

br9d,  beside  the  new  formation  br9der ;  hatter  :  hat,  h9t 
beside  the  new  formation  h^ter  later  hotter,  see  §  51. 

§  91.  ae  became  a,  e.  It  should  be  remembered  that  late 

OE.  a  is  of  threefold  origin,  viz.  Germanic  ae  (§  52),  the 

i-umlaut  of  a  (§  52),  and  late  OE.  ae  from  older  ea  (§  63). 
Germanic  ae  became  e  in  Anglian  and  Kentish  in  early  OE., 
80  that  the  shortening  in  these  dialects  is  always  e,  whether 
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it  took  place  in  0,E.  or  ME.  se  the  i-umlaut  of  5  became  e  in 
early  Kentish  (§  52),  so  that  the  shortening  is  always  e  in 
this  dialect.  In  all  the  dialects  we  have  a  or  e  from  late 

OE.  ae  (=  early  OE.  ea)  according  as  the  shortening  took 

place  in  OE.  or  ME.     Examples  are : — 
1.  bladder,  bledder  (late  OE.  blaeddre  older  blaedre) 

hltahJci;  pret.  dradde,  dredde,  pp.  drad,  dred  dreaded,  and 
similarly  ampti,  em(p)ti  empty,  medwe  (OE,  inflected  form 
maedwe)  beside  mfde  (OE.  msed)  meadow,  nadder,  nedder 
udder,  pret.  radde,  redde  he  read,  pret.  slepte,  wrastlen, 
wrestlen  to  wrestle. 

2.  clansen,  clensen  (OE.  claensian)  to  cleanse,  fat,  fet 
(OE.  fsett)  fat,  and  similarly  clanli,  clenli  cleanly,  heljje 
health,  laddre,  leddre  ladder,  lafdi,  lefdi  lady,  pret.  lafte, 
lefte  he  left,  lasse,  lesse  less,  lasten,  lesten  to  folloiv, 

wra])J>e,  wre|)])e  ivrath ;  pret.  ladde,  ledde  (OE.  laedde 
older  Isedde),  pp.  lad,  led  led,  and  similarly  cladde,  cledde, 
clad,  cled ;  pret.  lente,  pp.  lent  (OE.  laened)  lent ;  spradde 
spredde,  sprad,  spred ;  swatte,  swette  sweated ;  f  ni  (OE. 
«nigj  any  beside  ME.  pi.  anie,  enie  from  which  was  formed 
a  new  singular  ani,  eni  (cp.  §  83). 

3.  biraft,  bireft  :  birfven  (OE.  bereafian)  to  deprive,  rob, 
chapman,  chepman  (OE.  ceapman),  and  similarly  grattre, 
grettre  greater,  lajjer  (OE.  leajjor,  gen.  leajires)  lather, 
schepherde,  Jjratte,  J»rette  he  threatened. 

§  92.  Late  OE.  e,  of  whatever  origin,  became  e : — 
1.  e  =  i-iimlaut  of  o,  as  pret.  bledde  (OE.  bledde,  older 

bledde)  he  hied,  and  similarly  fedde,  grette  he  greeted,  kepte, 
mette;  demde,  forms  like  demde,  wende  he  hoped  were 
ME.  new  formations  from  the  present ;  blessen,  brejjeren. 

twenti,  ten  (Orm  tenn)  is  a  back-formation  from  forms 
like  tenjje,  tenfpld. 

2.  e  =  OE.  eo  (§  65),  as  devei  (OE.  deofol,  gen.  deofles) 
devil,  lemman  (OE.  leofmann)  stceetheart,  and  similarly 

deppre  deeper,   ferj)ing,  frendschipe,   whence    the   back- 
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formntion  frend  beside  frfnd  (§  73).  seknesse,  stepfader; 
pret.  fell  (OE.  feoll)  he  fdl,  and  similarly  crepte,  lepte. 

3.  Non-WS.  eo  (io)  =  early  WS.  le,  as  derling  (OE. 
deorling,  dierling)  darling,  and  similarly  deppe  depth,  derre 

dearer,  Jiefte. 
4.  ON.  e,  as  fela^e,  felawe  (O.Icel.  fela.ge)felloiv. 

5.  OE.  i-umlaut  of  ea,  as  grettre  (OE.  grietra)  greater. 
§  93.  i  became  i,  as  children,  childre  :  child,  fifte  (OE. 

fifta)  Jjfth,  and  similarly  Cristmesse,  cristnen,  fifti,  lijt 
light  a  UgJU,  lijt  Ught  light,  lltel,  liitel  (OE.  litel,  lytel,  gen. 
litles,  lytles),  whence  the  ME.  new  formation  litel,  liitel 
little,  stiffer,  whence  the  new  formation  stif  (OE.  stif  j  stiff, 
wimman,  wisdom. 

§  94.  5  became  o,  as  fodder  (OE.  fodor,  gen.  fodres), 
gosling  :  gos,  pret.  schodde,  pp.  schod  :  schon  to  shoe,  and 
similarly  blostme,  blosme  blossom,  bosme  bosom,  softe. 
For  the  late  OE.  combination  oht  from  older  oht  see 

§  113,  5. 
§  96.  u  became  u,  as  dust  (OE.  dust)  dust,  husbonde  : 

hiis  (hous),  rust  (OE.  rust)  (see  §  97),  Jmrsdai  (OE.  ])tires- 
daeg)  O.Icel.  Jjors-dagr  Thursday,  )m3te  (OE,  }7uhte,  older 
]mhte)  it  seemed,  udder  (OE.  iider,  gen.  iidres). 

§  96.  Late  OE.  i,  e,  fi  from  early  OE.  y  (§  57)  were 
regularly  shortened  to  i,  e,  ii  (written  u),  as  fist,  vest,  fiist 
(early  OE.  fyst),  and  similarly  Glpe,  )>imel  (early  OE.  )>ymel, 
gen.  }>ymles)  thimble,  wischen;  pret.  hidde,  hedde,  hiidde 
(early  OE.  hydde),  pp.  hid,  hed,  hiid  (early  OE.  hyded)  hid, 
and  similarly  kidde,  pp.  kid  made  knoum. 

§  97.  Long  vowels  were  regularly  shortened  in  closed 

syllables  before  such  combinations  as  'SCh,  -st,  but  remained 
long  in  open  syllables  through  the  consonant  combinations 
belonging  to  the  second  syllable.  This  gave  rise  to  double 
forms  in  ME.  according  as  the  vowel  of  the  uninflected 
forms  was  levelled  out  into  the  inflected  forms  or  as  the 

vowel  of  the  inflected  forms  was  levelled  out  into  the  un- 
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inflected  forms.  Regular  forms  were :  fiesch  (OE.  flsesc), 
gen.  flfsches;  brest  (OE.  breost),  gen.  brfstes,  whence 
fiesch,  brest  beside  flfsch,  brest.  At  a  later  period  one 
or  other  of  the  forms  became  generalized.  Examples  of  the 
former  are:  blast  (OE.  blaest)  blast,  brest  (OE.  breost), 
dust  (OE.  dust),  rust  (OE.  riist),  fist,  vest,  fUst  (early  OE. 
fyst),  fiesch  (OE.  fisesc),  mesch  (OE.  msesce),  wisch, 
wesch,  wiisch  (early  OE.  wysc).  Examples  of  the  latter 
are :  gast,  g9st  (OE.  gast)  gJiost,  Crist,  fst  (OE.  east)  cast, 
prf  st  (OE.  preost)  priest.  For  forms  like  brust  breast, 
prust  priest  in  the  west  Midland  and  Southern  dialects,  see 
§§  60,  65. 

§  98.  From  numerous  examples  given  in  the  previous 
paragraphs  it  will  be  seen  that  long  vowels  were  regularly 

shortened  in  derivatives  and  compounds  when  the  stem- 

syllable  was  followed  by  one  or  mox-e  syllables  with  a  strong 
secondary  accent,  as  in  alderman  :  9ld,  older  aid,  chapman  : 
OE.  ceap,  Cristmesse  :  Crist,  frendli,  frendschipe  :  frend, 
halidai :  OE.  halig  Jioly,  lavedi,  lafdi  (Orm  laffdig) :  OE. 
hlsefdige  lady,  wildernesse  :  wilde,  wisdom  :  wis,  &c. 
This  rule  was,  however,  very  often  broken  through  new 
formations  made  from  the  simplex,  as  frf  ndli,  kindnesse, 
wisli,  &c.     Cp.  §  76. 

§  99.  Through  causes  which  have  never  been  satisfactorily 
explained  a  few  ME.  words  have  i  beside  e  for  the  shortening 

of  f ,  f,  as  brij)eren  beside  bre)>eren,  pret.  fil  beside  fel 
(OE.  feoll)  he  fell,  gritte  beside  grette  he  greeted  (§  426), 
hild  beside  older  hfld  he  held  (§  414),  kipte  beside  kepte 
(§  424),  ))ifte  beside  ))efte  (§  92,  3),  hipbrembles  beside 
hepbrembles  (OE.  heopbremblas)  dog-roses,  from  which 
were  formed  the  simplex  hipe  beside  hepe  (mod.  dialects  ep), 
hfpe  hip,  and  similarly  siknesse  beside  seknesse  (OE. 
seocnes),  whence  sik  beside  sek,  sfk,  silinesse  beside 

selinesse  (OE.  gesslignes),  whence  sili  beside  sell,  sfli, 
B^li. 
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§  100.  Through  causes  which  have  never  been  clearly 

defined  there  was  a  tendency  from  about  the  beginning  of 

the  thirteenth  century  onwards  in  some  dialects  to  shorten 

long  vowels  before  a  single  consonant  in  monosyllables. 

And  this  kind  of  shortening  became  quite  common  in  the 

fifteenth  century.  It  is  possible  that  the  shortening  started 

out  from  such  monosyllables  being  used  in  the  sentence 

before  other  words  beginning  with  a  consonant,  and  that 
then  the  shortened  forms  came  to  be  used  in  other  positions. 

Examples  from  the  Ormulum  are :  daeJ)J)  (OE.  dea]>)  beside 

dae)?  death,  pret.  drohh  (OE.  droh)  beside  droh  he  drew, 

comm  (OE.  c(w)6m)  he  came,  toj)))  (OE.  15]?)  tooth,  watt 
(OE.  wat)  beside  wat  he  knows,  &c.  ;  and  from  other  ME. 

texts :  bred  bread,  ded  dead,  fott  foot,  godd  good,  hedd  head, 

peS  thief,  &c.  Forms  like  grat,  gret  (OE.  great)  great, 

hat  hot,  stif  (OE.  stif),  swet  stveet  were  new  formations 

from  the  comparative  gratter,  gretter,  «&c. 

§  101.  Long  vowels  were  also  shortened  in  unaccented 

forms,  as  an  (OE.  an)  one,  an,  but  beside  but  (OE.  butan) 

except,  nat,  not  (OE.  nawiht,  nowiht,  naht,  n5ht)  nothing, 

not,  scholde  (Orm  shollde,  sollde)  beside  scholde  should, 

us  (Orm  uss)  beside  iis,  Orm  Jjehh  (OE.  J)eah)  beside  ]>ohh 

(ON.  *])6h)  though,  wham,  whom  beside  wh9m  (OE.  hwam) 
w/tom,  wolde  (Orm  wollde)  beside  woldetfouZd;  and  similarly 

with  personal  pronouns  like  me,  we,  ]>vl,  je,  he. 

(4)  Variable  Vowel  Length  in  Stem-syllables. 

§  102.  In  ME.  dissyllabic  nouns  and  adjectives  ending  in 

•el,  -em,  -en,  -er  the  vowel  in  the  second  syllable  belonged 
originally  to  the  uninflected  forms  only,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  96. 

But  already  in  OE.  the  vowel  in  the  uninflected  forms  was 

generally  levelled  out  into  the  inflected  forms  when  the 

stem-syllable  was  short,  as  nom.  sing,  secer,  cradol,  efen, 
gen.  seceres,  cradoles,  efenes  beside  aecres,  cradles,  efnes. 
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And  so  also  in  ME.  we  have  side  by  side  forms  with  and 

without  the  medial  vowel,  as  akeres,  cradeles,  evenes 

beside  akres,  cradles,  evnes.  ME.  short  vowels  in  open 

stem-syllables  regularly  remained  short  in  trisyllabic  forms 

(§  83),  so  that  lengthening  of  the  stem-vowel  took  place 
regularly  in  the  uninflected  forms  only,  but  regularly 
remained  short  in  the  inilected  forms.  Then  one  of  two 

things  h.ippened:  Either  the  long  vowel  of  the  uninfected 
forms  was  levelled  out  into  the  inflected  forms  or  the  short 

vowel  of  the  inflected  forms  was  levelled  out  into  the  un- 

inHected  forms.  This  often  gave  rise  to  double  forms  in 

ME.  itself,  as  cradel,  water,  fven,  9pen  beside  cradel, 

water,  even,  open,  and  similarly  fader  beside  fader  from 

the  inflected  forms  faderes,  fadres.  During  the  ME.  period 

one  or  other  of  the  doublets  usually  became  generalized. 

And  this  difference  in  the  stem-vowel  of  words  of  this  type 
is  reflected  in  standard  NE.  down  to  tlie  present  day,  cp. 
acre,  brazen,  cockchafer,  cradle,  hazel,  ladle,  maple, 

raven,  staple,  taper ;  beaver  (ME.  bfver  beside  bever), 
besom, evil,even, weasel;  open;  beside  fathom,  hammer, 

madder,  saddle,  shackle,  swaddle,  wattle ;  eleven, 

heaven,  kettle,  leather,  nettle,  seven,  weather ;  bottom, 
copper,  hovel,  otter.  The  modern  dialects  have  often 

preserved  the  forms  which  have  not  survived  in  the  standard 

language,  as  brazen,  staple,  even,  open. 

The  past  participles  of  strong  verbs,  just  like  dissyllabic 

nouns  and  adjectives  ending  in  -en,  had  double  forms  in 
ME.,  as  taken,  trfden,  gften,  br9ken,  st9len  beside  t^ken, 

tr^den,  geten,  broken,  stolen  (stoln).  At  a  later  period 

one  or  other  of  the  forms  became  generalized,  e.  g.  stems 

ending  in  -r,  -d,  -t  generally  had  the  short  vowel,  as  boren 
(born),  geten,  soden,  and  the  others  generally  had  tlie  long 

vowel,  as  taken,  br9ken,  st9len,  <S:c.,  which  more  or  less 

agrees  with  the  development  in  the  NE.  standard  language. 

On   the   other   hand   the   modern    dialects,    especially   the 
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northern  and  north  Midland,  have  usually  generalized  the 
forms  Avith  short  vowels,  as  taken,  eten,  broken,  chozen, 
spoken,  troden,  &c. 

§  103.  OE.  monosyllabic  nouns  and  adjectives  containing 
an  ae  (a),  e,  or  o  in  the  stem-syllable  gave  rise  to  double 
forms  in  ME.  according  as  the  vowel  of  the  inflected  forms 
was  levelled  out  into  the  uninflected  forms,  or  as  the  vowel 
of  the  uninflected  forms  Avas  levelled  out  into  the  inflected 

forms.  Examples  of  such  double  forms  are: — bare  beside 
bar  (OE.  baer,  gen.  bares)  hare,  late  beside  lat  (OE.  laet, 
gen.  lates)  latCt  and  similarly  C9le  beside  col  (OE.  col,  gen. 
coles)  coal,  smale  beside  smal,  whale  beside  whal,  &c. 
During  the  ME.  period  one  or  other  of  these  forms  became 
generalized.  Examples  of  the  former  kind  of  levelling  are  : 
bare,  dale,  gate,  grave,  late,  smale,  tame,  whale ;  C9le, 

h9le  hole,  39ke  beside  Orm's  jocc.  And  examples  of  the 
latter  kind  of  levelling  are :  bak,  ba}>,  blak,  bras,  glad, 
glas,  gras,  pa}>,  staf ;  bro]>,  God,  lok,  &c. 

(5)  The  Formation  of  New  Diphthongs  in  ME. 

§  104.  One  of  the  great  characteristic  differences  between 
OE.  and  ME.  is  the  monophthongization  of  the  typical  OE. 

diphthongs  in  ME.  (§  58),  and  the  development  of  a  large 
number  of  diphthongs  of  an  entirely  different  type,  the 
second  element  of  which  contained  an  i  (y)  or  u  (w). 

Although  late  OE.  had  a  small  number  of  such  diphthongs, 
e.  g.  daei  (Ken.  del)  day,  Ken.  meiden  beside  older  megden 
maiden,  maew,  meu  seagull,  gen.  sSwle,  saule  beside  sawol 
soul,  cp.  EOE.  Gr.  §  79,  the  number  became  greatly  increased 
through  sound-changes  which  took  place  in  early  ME., 
especially  the  vocalization  of  intervocalic  palatal  and  guttural 
3,  and  the  development  of  glides  between  a  vowel  and 
a  following  palatal  and  guttural  h  (=  x),  written  h,  3  or  gh 
in  ME. 
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In  OE.  the  -i  (y)  and  -u  (w)  type  of  diphthong  only 
occurred  finally  and  before  consonants,  and  this  must  also 

have  been  the  case  in  the  earliest  ME.  period,  but  already 

in  early  ME.  diphthongs  seem  to  have  arisen  before  a 

following  vowel  through  a  change  of  syllabic  division  in 

the  combination  vowel +  5  (=  i-consonant)  or  w  + vowel 
whereby  the  5  or  w  was  transferred  from  the  second  to  the 

first  syllable.  "When  the  first  element  was  origintilly  long 
it  became  shortened  at  the  time  the  diphthong  was  formed. 

When  such  diphthongs  are  marked  as  long  in  ME.  grammars 

the  sign  of  length  merely  indicates  that  the  first  element 

was  long  before  the  formation  of  the  diphthongs.  It  was 

very  common,  especially  finally  and  before  n,  to  write  y  for 

the  second  element  of  i-diphthongs  and  "w  for  the  second 
element  of  u-diphthongs.  The  new  diphthongs  which  arose 
in  ME.  were  all  falling  diphthongs.  On  the  other  hand  the 

Kentish  diphthongs  of  the  ME.  period  which  arose  from  the 

OE.  falling  diphthongs  ea,  io  (eo)  were  rising  diphthongs, 

see  §§  63,  67. 

§  105.  The  formation  of  new  diphthongs  in  ME,  was 

mainly  due  to  the  following  causes  : — 
1.  Intervocalic  and  final  postvocalic  w  combined  with  the 

preceding  vowel  to  form  a  diphthong  of  the  U-tvpe  in  the 
first  half  of  the  twelfth  century. 

2.  The  vocalization  of  palatal  and  guttural  3  to  i-  and  u- 

consonant  respectively.  In  the  former  case  the  i-consonnnt 
combined  with  the  preceding  vowel  to  form  a  diphthong  of 

the  i-type,  and  in  the  latter  case  a  diphthong  of  the  u-type 

was  foi'med.  The  vocalization  of  palatal  5  to  i-consonant 
took  place  already  in  late  OE.  after  palatal  vowels  finally 
and  before  consonants,  and  in  early  ME.  also  medially 

between  vowels.  The  medial  guttural  3  began  to  become  w 
after  back  vowels  before  the  end  of  the  twelfth  century  and 

then  later  it  combined  with  the  preceding  vowel  to  form 

a  diphthong  of  the  u-type. 
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3.  A  great  many  of  the  IME.  diphthongs  arose  from  the 

development  of  a  glide  between  a  vowel  and  a  following 

palatal  and  guttural  h  (=  x)  i"  the  thirteenth  century.  In 

the  former  case  the  glide  eventually  became  i-consonant,  and 

in  the  latter  u-consonant  which  combined  with  the  preceding 

vowel  to  form  diphthongs  of  the  i-  and  U'type. 
The  new  diphthongs  which  arose  in  the  native  element 

of  the  language  in  the  early  ME.  period  were:  — ai,  ei,  au, 

fu,  eu,  9U,  ou,  iu.  Tlirough  sound-changes  which  took 
place  during  the  ME.  period  the  number  of  diphthongs 

became  somewhat  reduced.  The  ei,  of  whatever  origin, 

generally  became  ai  about  1300  and  thus  fell  together  with 

old  ai,  although  the  ei  was  often  retained  in  writing  until 

a  much  later  date,  eu  and  iu  fell  together  in  iu  about  the 

end  of  the  thirteenth  century.  In  some  dialects,  e,  g. 

Chaucer's,  ou  and  Qu  fell  together  in  pu  in  the  early 
fourteenth  century,  but  they  did  not  fall  together  in  all  the 

dialects  as  is  proved  by  their  being  still  kept  apart  in  many 

of  the  modern  dialects,  see  ED.  Gr.  §§  127-8,  16C-8.  To 
the  above  list  of  diphthongs  may  be  added  the  9i,  ui  in 

French  loan-words  (§§  206,  207). 

ai 
§  106.  OE.  ae  + palatal  g  (=  3)  became  aei  partly  in  late 

OE.  and  partly  in  early  ME  ,  and  then  the  aei  became  ai 
(§  48),  also  written  ay,  as  mai  may  (OE.  maeg)  he  may, 

fai(e)r  (OE.  faeger)  fair,  hail  (OE.  haegl)  hail,  main  (OE. 

maegen)  power,  saide  (OE.  saegde)  he  said,  and  similarly 

brain,  dai  (gen.  sing,  and  the  new  nom.  pi.  dales  dayes 

formed  direct  from  the  singular),  fain,  pret.  lai,  maiflen, 
nail,  snail,  tail ;  pp.  said,  slain. 

Note.  — In  seme  parts  of  the  Nortli,  Midlands,  and  the  South 
a  became  ai  befoie  sch  in  tlie  thirteenth  century,  as  aische  (OE. 

flBSce,  asce)  ashes,  waischen  (OE.  wascan)  to  wash,  and  the  ai  is 
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still  preserved  in  some  of  the  north  Midland  and  south-western 
dialects  down  to  the  present  day  (ED.  Gi:  §  27). 

ei 

§  107.  Early  ME.  ei,  also  written  ey,  was  of  various 
origins,  and  in  most  cases  it  became  ai,  also  written  ay, 
about  1300. 

1.  From  OE.  e  + palatal  g  (=  5),  as  wei  (OE.  weg)  way, 
pp.  Is5en  leijen  lei(e)n  ley(e)n  (OE.  legen)  lain,  plejen 
pleijen  pleien  (OE.  plegian)  to  play,  and  similarly  eie  awe, 
rein  beside  Southern  ren  (WS.  ren),  sell  sail,  pp.  sei(e)n 
sey(e)n  (Anglian  gesegen)  sem,  weien  to  weigh ;  leiest,  leij>, 
pret.  leide  beside  Southern  lede  (WS.  lede),  pp.  leid  laid. 
The  ME.  northern  and  Midland  infinitives  leyen  (lei,  lai)  and 
seyen  (seyn,  sei,  sal)  beside  the  southern  regular  forms 
leggen,  seggen  were  new  formations  made  from  the  second 

and  third  persons  singular  leyest,  lei]?  and  seyest,  seij>, 
and  similarly  the  first  pers.  singular,  the  regular  forms  of 
which  would  be  legge  (OE.  lecge),  segge  (OE.  seege). 

2.  From  Ken.  e  + palatal  3  =  WS.  ae  + palatal  3  (§  43),  as 
dei  day,  lei  he  lay,  meiden,  seide  he  said. 

3.  From  Ken.  e  + palatal  3  =  WS.  y  + palatal  3  (§  49),  as 
reie  (Ken.  rege,  WS.  ryge)  rye,  and  similarly  beien  beyen 
to  buy  (see  leyen  above). 

4.  From  late  OE.  e  (=  early  WS.  ea)  +  h  or  ht  (§  28),  as 
ei3te  eighte  (early  WS.  eahta)  eight,  and  similarly  feight 
he  fought,  leighter  laughter,  pret.  sei3  seigh  (Chaucer  also 
say)  he  saw,  streight  straight. 

5.  From  OE.  ae  or  ea  + palatal  g  (=  3),  as  clei  cley  (OE. 

claeg)  clay,  neien  (OE.  hnaegan)  to  neigh ;  drei5  he  endured, 

and  similarly  ei  ey  egg,  ei))er  either,  grei,  kei  key  key,  pret. 

pi.  leien  they  lay,  seien  (OE.  sagon)  they  saw,  weie  weighing- 
machine,  whei  whey,  cp.  §  35. 

C.  Late  OE.  ?,  of  whatever  origin,  +  g  (=  3)  or  h  (written 
h,  3,  gh  in  ME.)  had  various  developments  in  ME.  which 
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were  due  partly  to  the  position  of  the  5  and  h  in  the  word, 

partly  to  difference  of  dialect,  and  partly  to  new  formations 

through  levelling  out  in  different  directions: — 
When  the  §3  stood  before  a  following  vowel  at  the  time 

of  the  formation  of  diphthongs  it  generally  became  ei  in  the 

North  and  Midlands,  but  i,  mostly  written  y,  through  the 

intermediate  stage  13  in  some  parts  of  the  Midlands,  especially 
the  south  Midlands  including  the  dialect  of  Chaucer,  and  the 
South,  but  the  modern  dialects  show  that  the  i  did  not  occur 

in  the  north  Midlands,  otherwise  it  would  have  become  ai 

whereas  they  have  i  from  older  e  in  words  of  this  type. 

Examples  are : — M.  deien,  S.  dien  dyen  (late  OE.  degian) 
to  dye ;  eie,  ye  (late  OE.  ege,  §  36)  eye :  fleien,  flyen  (late 

OE.  flegan)  to  fiy,  and  similarly  deien,  dyen  to  die ;  dreie, 

drye  tedious,  dree  ;  fleie,  flye  fly  ;  leien,  lyen  to  tell  lies ; 

pret.  pi.  seien,  syen  they  saw,  from  which  was  formed  a  new 

sing,  sy  beside  the  regular  form  seih,  seij  (late  OE. 

seh) ;  teien,  tyen  to  tie ;  wreien  (cp.  NE.  be-wray),  wryen 
to  accuse,     Cp.  §  118. 

Note. — In  some  parts  of  the  North,  Midlands,  and  the  South  e, 
of  whatever  origin,  became  ei  before  sch  in  the  thirteenth  centuiy, 

as  tiei&ch  flesh  (cp.  §  97),  freisch  fi-esh,  neisch  tender,  }>rei8chen 
to  thresh,  which  has  been  preserved  in  some  dialects  down  to  the 
present  day,  see  Index  to  ED.  Gr. 

§  108.  In  the  northern  and  north  Midland  dialects  the  fj 

in  the  above  and  similar  forms  had  come  to  stand  finally 

through  early  loss  of  the  following  syllable.  These  dialects 

accordingly  had  f3  (=  fx,  generally  wi-itten  egh),  and  later 
e  with  loss  of  the  gh  in  pronunciation  in  the  fii*st  half  of  the 
fourteenth  century,  as  degh  to  dye,  egh  eye,  fifgh  to  fly,  Ifgh 

he  lied,  later  df ,  f ,  fie,  If  which  have  regularly  become  di,  i, 
fli,  lid  in  the  modern  dialects  of  this  area.  But  when  the 

following  vowel  was  preserved  these  dialects  also  had  ei,  like 
the  Midland,  as  eien  eies  eyes,  fieies  he  flies,  leies  Jie  tells  lies, 
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&c.  And  then  new  formations  often  took  place  through 

levelling  out  in  different  directions,  as  flei  formed  from  fleies, 
and  fleghes  formed  from  flegh ;  &c. 

§  109.  Medially  before  consonants  and  finally  late  OE.  fh 

(cp.  §§  35,  36)  generally  became  eih,  mostly  written  eigh,  in 
the  dialects  south  of  the  Humber,  and  then  later  igh  in  some 

of  the  southern  dialects.  "When  the  ei  came  to  stand  before 
vowels  through  the  addition  of  inflexional  endings  it  became 
i.  Eogular  forms  were  e.g.  heigh  (mod.  n.  Midi,  dialects  ei) 
high  beside  pi.  hie,  and  then  through  levelling  out  in  both 
directions  either  the  ei-  or  the  i-form,  usually  the  latter, 
became  generalized,  as  in  Chaucer  high  hy  beside  heigh, 
nigh  ny  beside  neigh  (mod.  n.  Midi,  dialects  nei)  nigh,  near, 
and  similarly  sligh  slye  sly  beside  sleigh  (ON.  sldegr), 
J)igh  beside  ))eigh,  heighte  (mod.  n.  Midi,  dialects  eit)  beside 
hijte  highte  due  to  the  influence  of  high. 

In  the  northern  and  some  of  the  north  Midland  dialects 

the  eh  (generally  written  fgh)  remained  in  the  above  and 
similar  forms,  as  ]>eh  J)f  gh  (mod.  dialects  ]>i)  thigh. 

au 

§  110.  ME.  au,  also  written  slw,  was  of  various  origins : — 
1.  From  OE.  antevocalic  a  +  w  or  f  (=  v),  as  awel  aul 

awl  (OE.  awul,  awel)  mvl,  clawe  clau  claw  (late  OE. 
clawu  beside  the  regular  nom.  clea),  strau  straw,  formed 
from  the  OE.  inflected  forms  like  gen.  strawes,  and 
similarly  rau  raw ;  ))awen  (OE.  Jiawian)  to  thaw ;  hawek 
later  hauk  (OE.  hafoc),  nauger  (OE.  nafogar)  auger. 

2.  From  OE.  a  +  w  in  the  dialects  north  of  the  Humber, 

as  blawe  blau  (OE.  blSwan)  to  blow,  snau  (OE.  snaw) 
snow,  aujjer  (OE.  aw]jer)  cither,  and  similarly  crawe  crau 
to  croiv,  knawe  knau  to  know,  saule  soul,  slau  slow.  See 
§  113, 1. 

3.  From  OE.  a  +  guttural  g  ( =  3),  as  drawen  (OE.  dragan) 
to  draw,  pi.  dawes  (OE.  dagas)  beside  dales,  formed  from 
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the  sing,  dai  day,  hawe  (OE.  hagu)  haw,  and  similarly 

gnawen,  lawe  law.  ma  we  stomach,  sawe  a  saw,  pp.  slawen 
from  OE.  siagen  beside  slain  from  slsegen. 

4.  From  OE.  a  +  guttural  g  (=  5)  in  the  dialects  north  of 
the  HuQiber,  as  ajen  awe  (OE.  agan)  to  possess,  awen  auen 

aun  (OE.  agen)  own,  sawen  (OE.  sawon)  they  satv  from 

which  was  formed  the  singular  saw,  ])rawe  (OE.  Jrag) 

space  of  time. 

5.  From  Anglian  ae  (§  43)  =  WS.  ea  before  h  and  ht,  as 

saugh  (Angl.  saeh,  WS.  seah)  he  saw,  faught  (Angl.  faeht, 

WS.  feaht)  he  fought,  and  similarly  aughte  eight,  laughter, 

maught  might,  naught  night,  straught  straight,  straughte 
he  stretched.  But  the  northern  dialects  did  not  develop 

a  glide  before  h  and  ht,  as  sa?  sagh,  a^te  aghte,  fajt  faght, 

lajter  laghter,  ma^t  maght,  najt  naght,  slajter  slaghter. 

6.  From  late  OE.  ae  (§  43),  a,  older  ae,  a  before  ht,  as 

aught  (OE.  aht)  aught,  anything,  raujte  raughte  (OE. 

rsehte,  rahte)  he  reached,  and  similarly  taujie  taughte  he 

taught,  naujt  naught  naught,  nothing. 

Note.— A  new  au  arose  in  late  ME.  through  the  development 
of  a  glide  between  a  and  a  following  1  + consonant.  This  glide 
eventually  became  full  u-consonant,  and  then  combined  with  the 
preceding  a  to  form  the  diphthong  au,  b/b  aull  all,  faull(e)  to  fall, 
haulf  half,  taulk(e)  to  talk,  see  ENE.  Gr.  §  102. 

?U 

§  111.  ME.  f  u,  also  written  f  w,  was  of  various  origins : — 
1.  From  OE,  «  and  ea  (§  63) +  w,  as  slfu))e(OE.  slaew)>) 

sloth,  dfu  d§w  (OE.  deaw)  dew,  f?we  ffu  (OE.  feawe)/ei<7, 

h^wen  hf u  (OE.  heawan)  to  hew,  and  similarly  pret.  rfu 

he  rued,  schf  wen  to  show,  p^n  ]jf  w  custom.  For  the  falling 
diphthong  in  the  above  and  similar  words  Ken.  also  had 

a  rising  diphthong,  writtan  yau,  eau  (eaw),  as  dyau,  sseawy 

to  sJiow,  see  §  63. 
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2.  From  OE.  eow,  as  f we  (OE.  eowe)  ewe,  s§wen  sfu 

(OE.  seowian)  to  sew,  strf  wen  (OE.  streow(i)an)  to  strew. 

3.  From  OE.  ante  vocalic  e  f  f  (=  v),  as  fwte  older  evete 
(OE.  efete)  newt. 

Note.  — In  a  few  words  the  OE.  ea  became  a  rising  diphthong 
ea  which  in  ME.  became  a  (later  9  §  51)  by  absorption  of  the  fir<t 
element.  This  gave  rise  to  double  forms  like  schqwen  beside 
schfwen  to  show;  and  similarly  with  eow  beside  eow  in  S9wen, 
str9wen  beside  sfwen,  str^wen. 

?u 
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1.  From  OE.  eow,  as  brewen  breu  (OE.  breowan)  to 

breto,  and  similarly  chewen  cheu  to  chtw,  rewen  reu  to  reu ; 

pret.  of  the  old  reduplicated  strong  verbs  (§  414),  as  bl?u 

blew  (OE.  bleow)  he  Uew,  and  similarly  greu,  kneu,  J)r§u. 

2.  From  Non-WS.  io  (eo)-|-w  =  WS.  ie-fw,  as  newe 
niwe  (Non-WS.  niowe,  neowe)  new,  and  similarly  clewe 

clew,  heu  hew  he  we  hue,  reujje  ruth,  trewe  trv%  trewen 
to  trow. 

For  forms  like  bruwen,  ruwen,  bluwe  blwe  Uew,  knuwe 

knwe  knew,  huwe  hwe  hue,  nuwe  nwe  new,  t.ruwe  trwe 
trw  true  in  the  southern  and  west  Midland  dialects  see  §  65. 

Note.  — 1.  In  a  few  words  OE.  initial  eow  became  a  rraing 

diphthong,  as  50U  (OE.  ace.  eow)  you,  59wer  jour  (OE.  eower) 
your,  and  then  later  the  jou-  became  jii-,  although  the  old  spelling 
was  geneitilly  preserved. 

2.  In  some  words  OE.  medial  eow  became  a  rising  diphthong 

eow  which  in  ME.  became  9U  (9W)  by  absorption  of  the  firet 
element.    This  often  gave  rise  to  double  forms  in  ME.,  as  ch9wen 
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beside  chewen,  and  shuilaily  fpwer  foure  four,  rowen  to  me, 
trowen,  trpujje  tmth.  For  the  later  change  of  ou  to  9U,  cp. 
§  114,  1,  and  for  the  further  change  of  9U  to  au  in  some  dialects, 
as  fauer  faur,  trawj)e  trau}>e,  see  §  113  note. 

9U 

§  113.
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:  — 

1.  ME.  9  +  w  =  OE.  a  +  w  in  the  dialects  south  of  the 

Humber  (§  51),  as  blQwen  (OE.  blawan)  to  hlow,  sngw  (OE. 

snaw)  snotp,  S9wle  S9ule  (OE.  sawol,  gen,  sawle)  soul, 

and  similarly  cr9we  crow,  cr9wen,  kn9wen,  m9wen, 

9uJ)er  either,  n9u])er  neither,  SI9W,  r9we  rotv,  S9wen, 

))r9wen. 
2.  From  OE.  0  + guttural  g(=  5),  as  b9ue,  b9we  (OE. 

boga)  how,  pp.  89 wen  fl9u(e)n  (OE.  flogen)  flotm,  pi. 

tr9wes  (OE.  trogas)  troughs. 

3.  From  early  ME.  9  +  3  =  OE.  a  +  guttural  g  (=  5)  in 
the  dialects  south  of  the  Humber  (§  51),  as9wen  (OE.  agan) 

to  possess,  9wen  (OE.  adj.  agen)  own,  ̂ rg-we  (OE.  J>rag) 
time, period;  iQwe  (O.Icel.  lagr)  low. 

4.  From  OE.  o  +  h  or  ht,  as  tr9U3  tr9Ugh  (OE.  troh, 

trog)  trough,  d9U3ter  d9ughter  (OE.  dohtor)  daughter,  pp. 

fpu^ten  f9Ughten  (OE.  fohten)  fought,  and  similarly  pret. 

wr9ughte  (but  west  Midland  warhte  wrahte),  pp.  wr9ught. 

5.  From  oht  which  was  shortened  to  oht  during  the  OE. 

period,  as  9U3t  9Ught  (OE.  oht,  oht)  anything,  pret.  br9U3te, 

br9ughte  (OE.  brohte,  brohte)  he  brought,  pp.  br9u5t 

br9ught  (OE.  broht,  broht),  and  similarly  n9Ught  naught, 

S9ughte,  S9ught ;  ])9ughte,  ]79ught. 

Note. — The  9U  in  1.  became  au  in  some  dialects,  especially  in 
the  Kentish  and  parts  of  Cl^e  n.,  nw.  and  w.  Midland  in  the  four- 

teenth century ;  and  the  9U  in  2.  also  became  au  in  the  nw. 
Midland.  Examples  are:  blawe(n)  to  blow,  knawe(n)  to  know, 

saule  (Ken.  zaule)  soul,  snau  snow,  \>Ta.vre{n)  to  thi-ow,  &c. ; 
bawe  low,  flawe(n) /own,  &c.    See  §  114, 1. 
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ou 

§  114.  ou,  also  written  ow,  was  of  various  origins  : — 
1.  From  OE,  6  +  w,  as  blowen  (OE.  blowan)  to  bloom, 

hlossom,  flowen  (OE.  flowan)  to  flow,  and  similarly  glowen, 
growen,  lowen  to  low,  rowen,  stowe  jplaee.  In  some 

dialects,  e.  g.  Chaucer's  dialect,  the  ou  became  9U  in  the 
early  part  of  the  fourteenth  century,  and  thus  fell  together 
with  the  gu  in  §  113,  but  they  did  not  fall  together  in  all  the 
dialects  as  is  evidenced  by  many  of  the  modern  dialects 

which  still  keep  them  apart.  In  the  north  and  north-west 
Midlands,  for  example,  the  ou  has  become  9U  (flQU,  gr9U, 
&c.),  but  the  9U  has  become  93,  9  (kr9a  crow,  ngs  to  know, 
&c.)  from  older  au,  see  §  113  and  note. 

2.  From  OE.  6  + final  guttural  -h  (= -x)  and  medial 
guttural  -g-  (=  -J-),  cp.  EOE.  Gr.  §  172.  It  is  necessary  to 
distinguish  between  the  final  and  the  medial  position, 
because  the  development  in  ME.  was  not  the  same  in  both 
cases : — 

(a)  Final  -oh  regularly  became  -ouh  (also  written  -ouj, 
•ough)  which  later  became  •9ugh  as  in  1.  above,  as  bough 
(OE.  boh)  lough,  inough  (OE.  genoh)  enough,  ))OUgh  (ON. 

*J)oh)  though,  and  similarly  drough  he  drew,  l9Ugh  he  laughed, 
plough,  slough  he  slew,  tough,  &c. 

(h)  Medial  antevocalic  -63-  became  ou,  also  written  -ow-, 
which  then  became  -u-,  although  the  -ou-,  -ow-  were  retained 
in  writing  through  the  influence  of  the  Anglo-Norman 
system  of  orthography  (§  9),  as  pi.  bowes  (OE.  b5gas) 
houghs,  drowen  (OE.  drogon)  they  drew,  and  similarly 

lowen  they  laughed,  plo'w es  plougJis,  slowen  they  slew,  &c. 
Cp.  §  120. 

(c)  Then  new  uninflected  forms  were  often  made  by 
levelling  out  the  ou  (ow)  =  u  of  the  inflected  forms,  as  bow 
beside  bough,  drou  drow  beside  drough,  inou  inow  beside 
inough,  plow  beside  plough,  slow  beside  slough,  &c. 
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§  115.  The  combinations  -oh  and  -o^-  had  an  entirely 
difTerent  development  in  the  dialects  north  of  the  Humber. 

Here  as  in  the  paragraph  above  it  is  also  necessary  to  dis- 

tinguish between  the  final  and  the  medial  position  : — 

(a)  Final  -oh,  generally  w^ritten  -oj,  -ogh,  remained  until 
about  the  end  of  the  thirteenth  century,  and  then  became 

•iigh  (=  ux)>  although  tlie  old  spelling  was  mostly  pre- 
served, see  §  55,  as  b5gh,  enogh,  plogh,  slogh  he  sleiv,  &c. 

(b)  Medial  -OJ-  became  iiu  through  the  intermediate  stage 
6u  (cp.  §  55)  and  was  generally  written  ou  (ow),and  then  in 
the  fifteenth  century  the  iiu  became  iu  by  the  unrounding 

of  the  first  element,  and  was  generally  written  ew  (cp. 

§  lie),  as  pi.  bowes,  enowe,  plowes,  slowen,  &c.,  later 
bewes,  enewe,  plewes,  slewen,  &c. 

(c)  Then  new  uninflectud  forms  were  often  made  by 

levelling  out  tiie  ew  (=  iu)  of  the  inflected  forms,  as  bew, 
enew,  plew,  slew,  beside  the  older  forms  bogh,  &c. 

m 

§  116.  The  chief  source  of  early  ME.  iu  (written  iw)  is  OE. 

i  +  w,  as  sniwen  (OE.  sniwan)  to  snoiv.  spiwen  (OE. 

spiwan)  to  spew,  vomit,  stiward  (OE.  stiweard  older  stig- 
weard)  stetmrd,  Tiwesdai  (OE.  Tiwes  deeg)  Tuesday.  But 
after  eu  had  become  iu  about  the  end  of  the  thirteenth 

century  (§  112)  the  iw  came  to  be  written  ew^  in  the 
above  and  similar  words,  as  snewen,  spewen,  steward, 
Tewesdai. 

§  117.  In  the  southern  "dialects  of  the  south-western  area 
f ,  9  initially  and  after  initial  h«  became  the  rising  diphthongs 

5f ,  W9,  written  5e-  ye-,  wo-,  who-,  in  the  latter  part  of  the 
fourteenth  century,  as  5|r  yfr  beside  f re  ear  in  the  other 

dialects,  and  similarly  5f rb  yf rb  herb,  5f si  yfsi  easy,  5fven 

y^ven  even  ;  wh^l  beside  h9l,  hal  sound,  whole,  in  the  other 

dialects,  W9ld  beside  9ld,  aid  old  in  the  other  dialects,  and 
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similarly  whQm  home,  whpt  hot,  wgn  one,  W9tes  oats. 

And  the  rising  diplitliongs  in  the  above  and  similar  words 

have  been  preserved  in  the  modern  dialects  of  this  aiea,  see 
Indox  to  ED.  Gr. 

(6)  The  Monovhtiiongization  of  ME.  Diphthongs. 

§  118.  Tn  parts  of  the  Midlands,  especially  the  south 
Midlands,  and  the  Soutli,  early  ME.  antevocalic  e?  became  i 

(mostly  written  y)  through  the  intermediate  stage  15  in  the 

second  half  of  the  thirteenth  century,  see  §  107,  6,  as  ie,  ye 

(late  OE.  ege  older  eage)  ci/c,  flien,  flyen  (OE.  fleogan, 

Anglian  flega(n))  to, fly,  dien,  dyen  (late  OE.degian)  to  dye, 
and  similarly  dien  to  die,  slen  they  saw,  tien  to  tie,  &c. 

§  119.  Final  and  anteconsonantal  eigh  from  OE.  eh 

became  igh  in  some  of  the  southern  dialects,  see  §  109,  as 

high  beside  heigh  high,  and  similarly  highte  height,  nigh 

nigh,  near,  slighs^y. 

§  120.  In  the  dialects  south  of  the  Humber  ME.  ante- 

vocalic  ou  from  OE.  -o^-  became  G,  written  ou,  ow  (§  9)  in 
the  second  half  of  the  thirteenth  centuiy,  see  §  114,  2  (b),  as 

pi.  bowes  (OE.  bogas)  houghs,  and  similarly  pi.  inowe 

enough,  drowen  they  drew,  plowes  ploughs,  slowen  they 
slew,  &c. 

§  121.  In  many  Scottish  dialects,  e.  g.  Barbour's  dialect, 
the  diphthongs  ai,  oi,  ui  (=  Anglo-Norman  ui  for  older  oi), 
of  whatever  origin,  became  a,  6,  ii  in  the  latter  part  of  the 

fourteenth  century,  although  the  ai,  oi,  ui  were  very  often 

retained  in  writing.  This  led  to  the  i  being  regarded  as  the 

sign  of  long  vowels,  and  then  old  long  vowels  also  came  to 

have  i  written  after  them  to  indicate  that  they  were  long,  as 

mair  =  mar  more,  seik  =  sek  sick,  boik  buik  =  biik  hook 

(§  55).  Examples  are:  far  beside  fair  (OE.  faeger,  §  106) 

fair,  hal  beside  hail  (OE.  hagol)  hail,  ma  beside  mai  (OE. 

maeg)  he  may,  rass  beside  raiss  (ON.  reisa)  to  raise,  tratour 
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beside  traitour  (O.Fr.  ace.  traitor),  choss  beside  choiss 

(O.Fr.  chois)  choice,  jo  beside  joi  (O.Fr.  joie)  jot/,  voce 
beside  voice,  punt  beside  puint  point,  piisoune  beside 

puisoune  (mod.  northern  dialects  ̂ mzn)  poison. 

(7)  Fusion. 

§  122.  Fusion  arose  from  the  merging  together  of  OE.  i, 

y  (=  ti)  + palatal  3  and  u  + guttural  3  after  the  3  had  been 

vocalized  to  i-  and  u-consonant  (cp.  §  105, 2).  The  fusion  of 
1  +  3  took  place  partly  in  late  OE.  and  partly  in  early  ME., 

but  the  fusion  of  y +  3  and  u  +  3  did  not  take  place  until  the 

early  ME.  period.     Examples  are  : — 
1.  OE.  i  +  3  became  i,  also  written  y,  as  nine  (OE.  nigon) 

nine,  liest  lyest  (OE.  ligest)  thou  liest  dotvn,  and  similarly 

sti  pif/sty,  stile  stile,  tile  tile. 

2.  OE.  if 3  became  i,  as  stien  styen  (OE.  stigan)  to 

ascend,  wi  (OE.  wig)  battle,  and  similarly  Fridai  Friday, 

hien  hyen  to  hie,  hasten  ;  twies  (OE.  tw!ga  + adverbial  gen. 

ending  -es),  Orm  twigess  twiggess  twice,  and  similarly 
Jjries  thrice. 

3.  OE.  y  (§49) +  3  became  iii,  i,  as  luie,  lie,  lye  (OE. 

lyge)  a  lie,  and  similarly  biiiest,  biest,  byest  thou  huyest, 
riiie,  rie,  rye  rye. 

4.  OE.  y  (§  57)  +  3  became  iii,  i,  as  driiie,  drie,  drye 

(OE.  dryge)  dry,  biiien,  bien  (OE.  biegan,  later  bygan, 
bigan)  to  bend. 

6.  OE.  U4-3  became  ii,  later  written  ou,  ow  (§  9),  as  pi. 

mouen,  mowen  (OE.  *mugon)  they  may,  fiiel,  fou(e)l  (OE. 
fugol)  bird,  fowl,  and  similarly- 3ii))  ̂ oup  youth,  sow(e)  (OE. 
sugu)  sow. 

6.  OE.  ii  +  3  became  u,  later  wntten  ou,  ow,  as  biien 

bouen  bowen  (OE.  biigan)  to  bend,  bow,  triien  trouen 

trowen  (OE.,  Anglian  trfigian)  to  trust. 
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(8)  Other  Dependent  Changes. 

§  123.  The  initial  wur-  in  the  late  OE,  combination 

wur -I- consonant  fioni  older  wyr  +  consonant  (EOE.  Gr, 

§  63)  was  generally  written  wor-  in  ME.,  as  virorchen, 
wurchen  (early  OE.  wyrcan)  to  worh,  and  similarly  worm, 

■wurm  ;  worse,  w^urse  ;  wort,  wurt  root. 
§  124.  The  initial  combination  wim-  became  wum-  (also 

written  worn-)  in  early  ME.,  as  wum(m)an  (OE.  wimman 

older  wifraan)  woman,  although  the  old  writing  with  wim- 
was  often  retained. 

§  125.  In  tliose  parts  of  the  country  where  OE.  y  remained 

in  early  MP].  (§  49)  the  ii  about  the  beginning  of  the  thirteenth 

century  became  u  (often  written  o,  §  9)  before  §  (=  sch), 

t§  (=  ch  in  chin),  lt§,  nts,  and  dz  (=  the  j  in  just  I,  as 
blus,chen(OE.  blyscan)  to  blush,  crucche  (OE.  crycc)  crutch, 

muchel'  later  much(e)  (OE.  mycel)  m\ich,  unche  beside 
inche  (OE.  ynce)  inch,  cuggel  (OE.  cycgel)  ctuhjeJ,  and 

similarly  rusche,  J>rusche,  wusch  tvish  ;  clucchen,  kuch2n 

kitdien,  swuche  later  suche,  whuch  ivhich  ;  bnigge  bridge, 

rugge  ridge. 

§  126.  The  ii  in  the  above  area  also  became  u  in  the 

neighbourhood  of  consonants  which  favoured  rounding,  viz. 

after  labials  and  sch,  before  r  and  especially  between  such 

sounds  as  bur))en  burden  (OE.  byrj)en)  burden,  churche 

(OE.  cyrice,  cirice)  church,  gurdel  (OE.  gyrdel)  girdle, 

schuttel  (OE.  scytel)  shuttle,  and  similarly  churn, 

hurdel,  hurst  copse,  schutten,  &c.,  see  Luick,  Hist.  Gr. 

§397. 
§  127.  Before  and  after  certain  consonants  e  became  1  in 

the  thirteenth  and  fourteenth  centuries  in  the  North  and 

some  parts  of  the  Midlands,  especially  the  east  and  south- 
east Midlands,  as  brijjren  (mod.  dialects  bri5a(r)z)  beside 

brej)ren,  and  similarly  brist  breast,  bristen  to  burst,  5it  yet, 

lin|)(e)  length  (cp.  §  283),  prist  priest  (cp.  §  97),  rist  (mod. 
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dialects  list,  rust)  rest,  strin\>{e)  strengtn  (cp.  §  263),  togidre 
together  (cp.  §  99). 

§  128.  Postconsonantal  W9  from  OE.  wa  {§  51)  became 

"WO  in  a  great  part  of  the  Midlands  in  the  thirteenth  century, 
as  two  (OE.  twa)  two,  who  (OE.  hwa)  who,  and  similarly 

sw^open  io  sweep,  swot  sweat,  womb  (cp.  §  72). 
§  129.  ME.  e,  of  whatever  origin,  became  a  before  r 

belonging  to  the  same  syllable  in  the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth 

centuries,  although  the  e  was  very  often  retained  in  writing, 

as  marre  (OE.  merran)  to  mar,  starte  (ON.  sterta)  to  start, 

and  similarly  harvest,  yard  rod,  staff;  farre  older  ferre 

(OE.  feorrj  far,  and  similai-ly  dark,  harte  heart,  starre 
star,  starve  to  die  ;  darling  (early  OE.  deorling,  later  deor- 
ling),  and  similarly  farjjing,  starbord ;  parsoun  (O.Fr. 

persone)  person,  parson,  and  similarly  sarve  to  serve, 
sarvise,  v^arre  war,  &c. 

§  130.  ri  in  the  combination  consonant  +ri 4- dental 
became  ir  (ur)  in  the  early  part  of  the  fifteenth  century,  as 
bird  burd  beside  older  brid  bird,  bime  to  hum,  birste  to 

burst,  beside  burne,  burste,  Cursmas  (mod.  n.  dialects 

kasmas)  beside  older  Cristes  messe  Christmas,  dirt  durt, 

older  drit,  ))irde  Jjurde,  older  )jridde  (OE.  Jiridda)  third. 
§  131.  During  the  ME.  period  i  was  probably  lowered  in 

closed  syllables,  especially  before  and  after  labials,  liquids, 

and  nasals,  to  a  mid-mixed-narrow  vowel  like  the  e  in 
German  gabe.  It  was  often  written  e,  especially  in  the 
Midland  and  northern  dialects,  and  in  some  dialects  it 

became  a  full  mid-front- wide  vowel  like  the  e  in  standard 

NE.  set,  as  is  shown  by  its  development  in  the  modern 

dialects,  e.g.  in  the  south  of  Scotland,  n.Nhb.,  n.Cum.,  Dor. 
and  w.Som.,  see  ED.  Gr.  §  68.  Examples  are:  bigenne(n) 

to  begin,  fenger,  leppis  lips,  reng  ring,  sweftli,  wekked 
wicked,  welle  will,  wemmen  women.  What  is  written  i 

often  rhymes  with  e  from  the  thirteenth  century  onwards, 
as  childre :  eldre,  stille  :  telle,  &c. 
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§  132.  e  became  i  during  the  ME.  period  before  nk,  ng, 
palatal  ng  (=  ndz)  and  nt§,  as  |>inken  (OE.  ))encan)  to  think, 
flingen  (ON.  flengja)  to  fling,  inglisch  (OE.  englisc)  English, 
singen  (OE.  sengan)  to  singe,  drinchen  beside  drenchen 
(OE.  drencan)  to  droivn,  and  similarly  link,  winge  (ON. 
vaengr)  wing. 

§  133.  The  o  which  arose  from  older  9  before  ng  (§  74) 
became  u  (generally  written  o,  §  9)  during  the  ME.  period  in 
the  west  Midland  dialects,  and  the  u-sound  or  its  further 
development  has  been  regularly  preserved  in  the  modern 

dialects  of  this  area,  and  has  even  spread  to  other  ai-eas,  see 
ED.  Gr.  §  32.  Examples  are :  amonge,  long,  mongere 
menhant,  song,  strong,  tonge  a  pair  of  tongs,  )>rong, 

wrong,  of  Avhich  amonge  and  mongere  have  ci*ept  into 
standard  NE. 

CHAPTER  IV 

THE  ME.  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  OE.  VOWELS 

OF  UNACCENTED  SYj:.LABLES 

1.  The  WEAKENiNa  of  Vowels  in  Unaccented  Syllables. 

§  134.  One  of  the  characteristic  differences  between  OE. 

and  ME.  is  the  weakening  of  the  OE.  vowels  to  e  in  un- 
accented syllables,  and  its  eventual  disappearance  in  most 

cases.  The  weakening  of  a,  o,  u  to  e  had  begun  to  take 

place  in  late  OE.,  and  final  -i  had  already  become  -e  in  the 
seventh  century.  It  is  impossible  to  determine  what  was 
the  precise  quality  of  this  e.  In  final  syllables  it  must 

have  been  a  kind  of  a-sound  and  have  varied  in  quality 
according  to  the  nature  of  the  surrounding  sounds  something 
like  the  a  in  standard  NE.  china,  cathedral.  This  no 
doubt  accounts  for  its  being  sometimes  written  i,  u.  These 
variations  in  writing  were  common  from  the  end  of  the 
thirteenth  century ;    the  u  was  especially  common  in  the 
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west  Midland   dialects  and  the  i  in  the  northern  dialects. 

Examples  in  final  syllables  are  : — 
(rt)  When  final,  as  sone  (OE.  sona)  soon,  eijte  (OE. 

eahta)  eifjht,  nom.  sing,  of  masc.  n-stems,  as  dogge  (OE. 
dogga)  clog,  the  ending  of  the  gen.  pi.  of  nouns  and 

adjectives,  as  st9ne  (OE.  stana),  godre  (OE,  godra),  the 

comparative  of  adjectives,  as  gretter(e)  (OE.  grietra) 

greater,  dat.  sing,  of  u-stems,  as  sune  (OE.  sunaj.  Nom. 

sing,  of  wa-,  wo-stems,  as  bale  (OE.  bealu,  -o)  evil,  schade 

(OE.  sceadu,  -o)  sliadoiv,  nom.  sing,  of  short  o-stems,  as 
tale  (OE.  talu)  talc,  numher,  nom.  ace.  sing,  of  short 

u-stems,  as  sune  sone  (OE.  sunu)  son ;  OE.  gearu,  -o 
ready,  pi.  gearAve  regularly  became  jare,  jarwe,  and  then 
from  the  latter  was  formed  a  new  singular  ̂ aru,  and 

similarly  buru  burrow,  holu  hoUotv,  naru  narrow,  schadu 

shadow,  soru  sorrow,  &c.,  see  §  241.  Nom.  sing,  of  masc.  ja- 

stems,  as  ende  (OE.  endej.  nom.  ace.  sing,  of  short  i-stems, 
as  dfne  valley,  spfre  spear  (OE.  dene,  spere),  nom.  sing, 

of  fern,  n-stems,  as  tunge  (OE.  tunge)  tongue,  nom.  ace.  pi.  of 

strong  adjectives,  as  blinde  (OE.  blinde),  &c. 

{b)  In  final  syllables  ending  in  a  consonant,  as  nom.  ace. 

pi.  of  masc.  a-stems,  as  stones  (OE.  stanas),  ace.  gen.  dat. 

sing,  and  nom.  ace.  pi.  of  masc.  and  fern,  n-stems,  as 
doggen  (OE.  doggan),  tungen  (OE.  tungan),  the  inf.  of 

strong  and  weak  verbs,  as  helpen,  dflen,  maken  (OE. 
helpan,  dslan,  macian),  ending  of  the  second  and  third 

pers.  sing,  of  the  present  of  the  second  class  of  weak  verbs, 

as  makest,  make)?  (OE.  macast,  maca)?),  the  ending  of  the 

pres.  plural  of  strong  and  weak  verbs,  as  helpe)),  m&ke]> 

(OE.  helpaf),  macia))).  hfved  later  hfd  (OE.  heafod)  Aeadf, 

sadel  (OE.  sadolj,  bro)>er,  moder  (OE.  br6);or,  modor), 

superlative  of  adjectives  glade st  (OE.  gladost;,  pp.  of  th« 
second  class  of  Aveak  verbs,  as  maked  (OE.  macod)  made, 

the  pret.  pi.  of  strong  and  weak  verbs,  as  bounden,  makeden 

(0£.  bundun,  -on,  macodun,  -on),  the  dat.  pi.  of  nouns  and 
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adjectives,  stpnen,  tungen,  blinden  (early  OE.  stanum, 
tungum,  blindum,  late  OE.  -un,  -on,  -an  §  259),  here  the 
ending  -en  mostly  disappeared  in  early  ME. 

From  the  examples  given  in  (o)  and  (6)  it  will  be  seen  that 
the  OE.  stem-formative  or  inflexional  endings  -a,  -an,  -as, 
•ast,  -ajj;  -ol,  -on,  -or,  -ost;  -u,  -um  (see  §  269),  -un  all 
became  in  ME.  -e,  -en,  -es,  -est,  -ej);  -el,  -en,  -er,  -est ;  -e,  -en. 

(c)  In  medial  syllables,  as  gen.  sing,  hevenes  (OE. 
heofones),  pret.  sing,  maked(e),  pi.  maked(en)  (OE. 
macode,  macodun,  -on),  &c. 

2.  The  Development  of  ME.  Svarabhakti  Vowels 
IN  Final  Syllables. 

§  135.  In  late  OE.  or  early  ME.  the  vocalic  nasals  and 
1  developed  an  e  before  them  and  then  became  consonantal, 
as  bosem  (OE.  bdsm)  hosom,  hasel  (OE.  haesl)  hazel  shruh, 
sweven  (OE.  swefn)  dream,  and  similarly  blossem,  botem, 
husel  Eucharist,  setel  seat,  t9ken  token,  &c. 

§  136.  Final  -els  became  -eles,  as  birieles  berieles 
biirieles  (OE.  byrgels)  tomb,  and  similarly  rfcheles 
rfkeles  incense,  rf deles  rf deles  riddle,  &c. 

§  137.  In  late  OE.  and  early  ME.  a  vowel  was  developed 
between  r  and  a  following  gutteral  spimnt,  as  ME.  iiom. 
sing,  buruj  (OE.  burug,  buruh  beside  burg,  burh),  inflected 
form  bur9we  (with  >v  from  older  5,  §  105),  from  which 
a  new  nom.  sing,  burgugh  v^^as  formed,  and  similarly 
fur9ugh,  hol9ugh  hollow,  mar9ugh  marrow,  sor9w(e) 
sorrow,  &c.,  cp.  EOE.  Gr.  §  102. 

8.  The  Weakening  op  Vowels  in  Syllables  with 
A  Secondary  Accent. 

§  188.  The  vowel  in  suffixal  and  derivative  syllables  was 
generally  weakened  to  e  just  as  in  the  inflexional  syllables, 
but  in  some  suffixal  and  derivative  syllables  which  had 
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a  secondary  accent  the  vowel  was  not  weakened  to  e.  This 

was  especially  the  case  with  derivatives  in  -dom,  •er(e) 
(denoting  nomina  agentis),  -fast,  '£9^  (-^Id),  -ful,  -h^de 
(•hfde),  -i  (older  -i  =  OE.  -ig),  -ing,  -isch,  -Ifs  (OE.  -leas), 
•liche,  -ling,  -lok  (OE.  -lac),  -schipe,  -sum,  -ung,  and  -ward. 
The  long  vowels  in  the  above  were  shortened  during  the 

ME.  period.     Examples  are : — 
kinedom,  wisdom;  baklre  (OE.  baecere),  drinker(e) 

(OE.  drincSre) ;  stfdefast  (OE.  stedefaest) ;  Orm  anfald 

(OE.  ftnfeald) ;  >ankful  (OE.  JjancfuU) ;  chndhgde,  -hfde 
(OE.  cildhad) ;  bodi,  hgli  hall  (OE.  bodig,  halig),  hfring 
(OE.  hsring)  herring,  englisch  (OE.  englisc),  faderlfs, 
h9ml|s  (OE.  fsederleas,  hamleas) ;  hevenlich(e)  (OE. 
heofonlic)  heavenly ;  schilling  (OE.  scilling) ;  wedlok 
(OE.  wediac) ;  frendschipe  (OE.  freondscipe) ;  langsum 
longsum  (OE,  langsum)  tedious  ;  chfpung  (OE.  ceapung) 
trading  ;  afterward  (OE.  sefterward). 

The  OE.  ending  -ende  of  the  present  participle  became 
•and(e)  in  the  North  (probably  of  ON.  origin,  O.Icel.  -ande), 
•end(e)  in  the  Midlands,  but  ind(e)  in  the  south-west  Mid« 
lands,  and  •ind(e)  in  the  South,  as  helpand(e),  helpend(e), 
helpind(e)  helping. 

4.  The  Loss  of  Final  -e. 

§  189.  The  loss  of  final  -e  took  place  at  various  periods 
and  under  various  conditions,  e.  g.  it  ceased  to  be  pronounced 
much  earlier  in  the  North  than  in  the  South,  and  much 
earlier  in  unaccented  than  in  accented  words,  but  it  is  only 
possible  to  fix  approximate  dates  for  its  loss.  This  is  in 
a  great  measure  due  to  the  laxity  in  the  metrical  construction 
of  much  of  the  ME.  poetry  and  to  the  great  conservatism 
exhibited  by  some  of  the  best  poets.  The  importance 
attached  to  metre  and  rhyme  is  sometimes  exaggerated. 
What  the  student  of  the  English  language  wants  to  know  ib 
not  so  much  what  poets  like  Orm,  Chaucer,  Barbour,  &c., 
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wrote  in  their  metre,  as  how  they  actually  pronounced  their 
words  in  speaking.  Good  metre  is  always  a  valuable 
auxiliary  aid  in  helping  to  confirm  results  which  have  been 
arrived  at  by  other  means,  but  when  it  is  used  as  the  chief 
or  sole  means  for  arriving  at  results,  we  are  merely  making 

use  of  what  might  be  called  letter-language  instead  of  spoken 
language. 

§  140.  In  treating  the  history  of  final  -e  in  ME.  it  is  im- 
portant to  remember  that  a  large  number  of  ME.  words  have 

a  final  -e  which  did  not  belong  to  such  words  in  OE.,  the  e 
of  the  inflected  forms  having  been  levelled  out  into  the  un- 
inflected  forms,  as  bare  (OE.  baer,  pi.  bare),  bride  (OE. 
bryd),  chfpe  (OE.  ceap),  cple  (OE.  col,  gen.  coles),  Ipre 
(OE.  lar),  nfdle  nfdle  (OE.  nsedl,  nedl),  sfke  (OE.  seoc) 

sick,  tide  (OE.  tid),  &c.,  see  §  103.  This  final  -e  had  the 
same  further  development  in  ME.  as  in  words  with  final  •€ 
from  OE.  -a,  -e,  -o,  -u. 

§  141.  The  final  -e  disappeared  or  rather  ceased  to  be 
pronounced  earlier  in  dissyllabic  forms  with  a  short  stem- 
syllable  than  in  those  with  a  long  stem-syllable,  as  in  bit§ 
(OE.  bite)  hite,  bit,  sun^  sone  (OE.  sunu),  beside  nfdle 
nf  die,  tide.  In  both  categories  of  words  the  -e  continued 
to  be  written  long  after  it  had  ceased  to  be  pronounced.  In 

late  ME.  the  -e  in  dissyllabic  forms  with  a  short  stem- 
syllable  was  generally  omitted  in  writing,  as  in  bit,  son, 

but  in  dissyllabic  forms  with  a  long  stem-syllable  it  was 
generally  retained  in  writing  to  indicate  that  the  preceding 
vowel  was  long.  It  ceased  to  be  pronounced  earliest  in  the 
Scottish  and  northern  dialects,  later  in  the  Midland  dialects, 
and  latest  of  all  in  the  southern  dialects,  especially  the 

Kentish  dialect.  In  all  the  dialects  it  disappeared  in  pro- 
nunciation earlier  in  nouns  and  verbs  than  in  adjectives,  and 

earlier  in  the  strong  than  in  the  weak  declension  of  adjec- 
tives. 

In  the  Scottish  and  northern  dialectd  it  had  ceased  to  be 
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pronounced  in  all  forms  by  about  the  middle  of  the  thirteenth 
century. 

In  the  Midland  dialects  it  had  ceased  to  be  pronounced  in 
all  forms  by  about  the  middle  of  the  fourteenth  century,  but 

the  loss  of  final  -e  in  pronunciation  began  in  some  parts  of 
this  large  area  at  a  much  earlier  date.  Already  in  the 
Omiulum  (about  1200)  it  was  often  unpronounced  when 
the  next  word  in  the  same  sentence  began  with  a  vowel,  in 

the  d at.  sing,  of  strong  nouns  and  adjectives,  and  in  the 
imperative  singular  of  verbs.  In  the  poetry  of  the  fourteenth 

century  it  had  become  optional  to  retain  or  omit  the  final  -e 
in  most  forms.  But  the  full  process  of  its  loss  in  pronun- 

ciation was  not  completed  until  about  one  hundred  yeans 
later  than  in  the  Scottish  and  northern  dialects. 

As  Chaucer  (1340-1400)  is  by  far  the  most  important  ME. 
poet  it  will  be  useful  to  give  here  a  brief  summary  of  his 
retention  and  omission  of  the  final  -e.  It  should,  however, 
be  remembered  that  he  was  a  very  conservative  poet,  and 
that  consequently  his  metrical  forms  are  no  sure  guarantee 
of  how  he  actually  pronounced  such  forms  in  his  spoken 

language.  In  his  poetry  the  final  -e  was  generally  pro- 
nounced in  dissyllabic  forms  with  a  long  stem-syllable  at  the 

end  of  the  line,  but  was  often  not  pronounced  in  other 
positions.  It  was  not  pronounced  in  the  following  categories 
of  forms : — In  the  pp.  of  strong  verbs  when  the  final  -n  had 
disappeared,  as  come,  driv^,  st9le ;  in  the  second  pers.  sing, 
of  the  preterite  of  strong  verbs,  as  bere,  tok^,  &c.  ;  in  nouns 

with  a  short  stem-syllable,  as  sone,  wonf  custom,  and  also 
in  the  dat.  singular  of  such  nouns.  It  was  generally  pro- 

nounced in  the  following  categories: — In  the  plural  of 
attributive  adjectives,  and  in  the  infinitive  of  verbs,  as 
bf  re,  make.  It  was  sometimes  pronounced  and  sometimes 

omitted  in  the  following  categories:— It  was  often  omitted 
in  the  present  indicative  and  the  imperative,  more  seldom  in 
the  present  subjunctive,  and  sometimes  in  the  syncopated 
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forms  of  the  singular  and  plural  of  the  preterite  of  weak 

verbs.  It  was  omitted  in  nouns  with  a  short  stem-syllable, 

but  rarely  in  nouns  with  a  long  stem-syllable.  In  the  dat. 
singular  of  nouns  ending  in  a  consonant  it  was  generally 

omitted  in  pronunciation.  It  was  often  unpronounced  in 

the  singular  of  the  weak  declension  of  adjectives. 

In  the  southern  dialects  the  final  -e  ceased  to  be  pronounced 
in  all  forms  in  the  second  half  of  the  fourteenth  century. 

§  142.  The  loss  of  final  -e  in  trisyllabic  forms  can  only  be 

pai'tially  treated  here  as  we  shall  have  to  return  to  it  when 
dealing  with  -e-  in  medial  syllables  (§§  153-4).  It  began  to 
disappear  in  early  ME.  when  the  first  syllable  was  long  and 

the  second  syllable  had  a  secondary  accent,  but  the  secondary 
accent  in  the  second  syllable  remained  longer  in  some  types 

of  words  than  in  others,  and  in  poetry  the  final  -e  often  con- 
tinued to  be  pronounced  until  the  fifteenth  century,  whence 

such  double  forms  as  frendschipe,  heijliche  higJih/,  sik- 

nesse,  pi.  wur))ie  worthy,  beside  frendschip,  hei3lich, 

sikness,  wur)>i.  This  explains  why  the  final  -e  disappeared 
so  early  in  the  inflected  forms  of  dissyllabic  adjectives,  as 

pi.  If  red  learned,  wurj»i.  The  -e  regularly  remained  in  early 
ME.  in  verbs  of  the  type  lovede  (OE.  lufode),  cp.  §  153,  but 

in  verbs  of  the  type  makede  (OE.  macode)  it  only  remained 

for  a  time  through  the  influence  of  dissyllabic  preterites  like 

df  mde  (OE.  demde)  he  judged,  herde  (OE.  hierde,  herde) 

he  Jieard,  cp.  §  153. 

6.  The  Loss  op  e  in  Final  Syllables  ending 

IN  A  Consonant. 

§  143.  Endings  like  -es,  -ed  were  in  some  dialects  written 

•is  (-ys),  -id  (-yd),  -us,  -ud,  see  §  134,  and  Chaucer  sometimes 

used  these  i-endings  for  the  sake  of  rhyme. 
§  144  e  disapjjeared  in  early  ME.  between  a  diphthong 

and  a  following  liquid  or  nasal,  as  dra^vn  beside  older 
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drawen,  dra^en  (OE.  dragen)  drawn,  fain  (OE.  faegen) 

joyful,  fair  (OE.  faeger)  beautiful,  seil  (OE.  segel,  segl)  sail,  and 

similarly  hail,  f9ur/a?/r,  pp.  lein  lain,  leir/a?>,  ma.in  power, 

awn  9wn  oicn,  rein  ruin,  pp.  slein  slain,  tail,  wain  wagon. 

§  145.  e  also  disappeared  in  early  ME.  in  the  combination 

vowel  +  e  +  consonant,  as  foul  from  older  fuwel  fujel  (OE. 

fugol)  bird,  fowl  (§  122),  twis  twice,  ))ris  thrice,  beside  older 
twies,  ))ries. 

§  146.  -es.  This  ending  occurs  in  the  gen.  sing,  of  the 
strong  declension  of  nouns  and  adjectives  and  in  the  plural 

of  nouns  except  the  weak  declension,  in  adverbial  genitives,  in 

the  second  and  third  pere.  singular  and  the  plural  of  the 
present  in  the  northern  dialects.  In  the  northern  and  north 

Midland  dialects  the  e  began  to  be  syncopated  in  the  early 

part  of  the  fourteenth  century  and  this  process  was  com- 
pletely carried  out  by  the  end  of  the  century,  as  dai(e)s, 

wai(e)s,  cla))(e)s ;  adv.  ell(e)s  dse,  9ns  once ;  verbs,  as 

cum(e)s  com(e)s,  bf  r(e)s,  &c.  When  unsyncopated  forms 
are  found  after  the  above  date  in  monuments  belonging  to 

the  Scottish  and  northern  dialects,  they  are  due  to  the 

imitation  of  Chaucerian  forms.  The  syncope  in  nouns  and 

adjectives  took  place  much  later  in  the  Midland  and  southern 
dialects. 

§  147.  -en.  This  ending  occurs  in  the  weak  declension  of 
nouas  and  adjectives,  in  the  infinitive,  in  the  past  participle 

of  strong  verbs,  in  the  present  plural  of  the  subjunctive,  in 

the  preterite  plural  of  strong  and  weak  verbs,  and  in  the 

Midland  dialects  in  the  present  plural  of  the  indicative. 

The  final  -n  in  some  of  these  categories  disappeared  during 

the  OE.  period  in  the  northern  dialects.  The  final  -n  also 
generally  disappeared  early  in  the  southern  dialects,  but  see 

f  247.  After  the  loss  of  the  final  -n  the  e  also  gradually 
disappeared.  When  preceded  by  a  diphthong  the  e  was 

regularly  syncopated  in  the  infinitive,  as  lein  leyn  to  lay, 

sein  seyn  to  say.     It  was  also  syncopated  between  r-n,  and 
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l-n  in  the  past  participle  of  strong  verbs,  as  b9rn,  tprn, 
st9ln,  and  also  between  a  diphthong  and  the  n,  as  pp.  slain 
slayn  (OE.  slaegen)  slain,  see  §  144. 

§  148.  -er.  This  ending  chiefly  occurs  in  the  comparative 
of  adjectives.  The  OE.  ending  was  -ra.  In  passing  from 
OE.  to  ME.  the  glide  vowel  e  was  developed  between  a 
preceding  consonant  and  the  r  which  gave  in  early  ME.  the 

ending  -ere.  And  then  the  final  -e  disappeared,  whence 
the  ordinary  ME.  ending  -er,  as  OE.  grietra  =  ME.  gretter, 
OE.  bradra  =  ME.  brSder  br9der.;  and  similarly  with  the 

ending  of  the  gen.  plural  of  strong  adjectives  (OE.  -ra),  cp. 
Chaucer  oure  aller  cok,  alderbest,  alderfirst. 

§  149.  -est.  This  ending  occura  chiefly  in  the  superlative 
of  adjectives,  and  corresponds  to  the  OE.  ending  •est(a), 
•ost(a).     In  ME.  the  -e-  was  never  syncopated. 

§  150.  -est,  -e)).  These  endings  occur  in  the  second  and 
third  pers.  sing,  of  the  present  indicative,  for  the  plural 

ending  -e)),  see  below.  Here  a  distinction  must  be  made 
between  the  different  dialects.  In  the  OE.  period  syncope 
was  general  in  the  strong  verbs  in  WS.  and  Kentish,  but  in 
the  Anglian  dialects  the  forms  without  syncope  were  almost 
entirely  generalized.  This  distinction  was  also  preserved  in 
the  ME.  period,  that  is,  syncope  regularly  took  place  in  the 
southern  dialects,  but  generally  not  in  the  Midland  dialects, 
and  not  at  all  in  the  northern  dialects.  In  the  Midland 

dialects  syncope  was  far  more  common  after  long  than  after 
short  stems.  Chaucer  has  double  forms  in  the  third  pers. 

singular,  as  com]),  m&k]),  lov^]>,  beside  come}),  m^ke]), 
love}).  Syncope  did  not  take  place  in  any  of  the  dialects  in 
the  second  pers.  sing,  of  the  second  class  of  weak  verbs,  as 

lovest,  lokest,  OE.  lufast,  15cast.  The  e  in  the  ending 

•e\>  of  the  plural  of  the  present  indicative  was  never  synco- 
pated in  the  southern  dialects. 

§  151.  -ed.  This  ending  of  the  pp.  of  weak  verbs  corre- 
sponds to  the  OE.  endings  -ed,  -od.     The  -ed  regularly 
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remained  in  ME.,  but  there  are  many  new  formations  which 

were  formed  direct  from  the  ME.  preterite.  Regular  forms 

were  :  maked  (OE.  macod),  ki))ed  (OE.  cy|)ed)  made  known, 

wfred  (OE.  "wered)  defended,  &c.  New  formations  were: 
herd  (OE.  hiered,  hered) :  herde,  maad  :  made,  beside  the 

regular  form  maked,  clept  :  clepte,  beside  the  regular  form 

clfped. 

6.  The  Development  of  ME.  Svarabhakti  Vowels  in 

Medial  Syllables. 

§  152.  Many  words  which  were  dissyllabic  in  OE.  became 

trisyllabic  in  ME.  through  the  development  of  a  glide 
vowel  between  a  consonant  and  a  following  liquid,  nasal 

or  w  : — 
1.  An  e  was  developed  about  1200  in  the  combination 

open  voiced  consonant  +  a  liquid  or  nasal  in  dissyllabic  forms 

with  shortening  of  a  preceding  long  vowel,  as  bre))eren 

beside  older  brej)ren,  pi.  develes  beside  older  dfvles, 
evere  (OE.  ffifre)  ever,  slumeren  to  slumber. 

2.  An  o  was  developed  between  a  liquid  and  a  following 

w  from  older  3  (§  298),  as  borgwen  beside  older  borjen 

(OE.  borgian)  to  borrow,  and  similarly  fol9wen,  hal9wen 
to  Iwllow,  morgwe  morrow. 

7.  The  Loss  or  Retention  of  Medial  and  Final  e  in 
Trisyllabic  Forms. 

§  153.  It  is  necessaiy  to  distinguish  between  trisyllabic 

forms  with  a  short  stem-syllable  and  those  with  a  long  stem- 

syllable.  When  the  stem-syllable  was  short  the  medial  e 

regularly  disappeared,  and  when  it  was  long  the  final  -e 
disappeared.  This  loss  of  the  medial  or  final  e  began  to  take 

place  in  early  ME.  Examples  with  short  stem-syllables  are  : 
))anne  Jjonne  (OE.  ))anone)  thence,  pi.  fadres  (OE.  faederas), 

gen.  and  dat.  sing,  watres,  watre  (OE.  waeteres,  wsetere), 
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pi.  develes,  hevenes,  pi.  munkes  monkes  (OE.  munecas) 

from  which  was  formed  a  new  singular  munk  monk,  and 

similarly  hemp,  mint  coin,  &c.  The  forms  with  syncope 

are  veiy  common  in  the  Ormulum,  as  pi.  eflfne  beside  sing, 

efenn,  gaddrenn,  ni)>))renn  to  Jmmhle,  oppnenn,  wattrenn, 
gen.  werrldess  beside  nom.  werelld  world,  but  even  in  the 

Ormulum  we  occasionally  find  neAV  formations,  especially  in 
the  preterite  of  weak  verbs,  as  lufede,  oppnede,  «S:c. ;  in  fact 

forms  of  the  type  lufde  were  rare  in  ME.,  because  the  medial 

e  was  mostly  preserved  through  the  influence  of  the  e  in  the 

past  participle.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  medial  e  in 

preterites  like  havede  (OE.  haefde),  livede  (OE.  lifde)  was 

never  pronounced  in  the  spoken  language.  Examples  with 

long  stem-syllable  are  :  pi.  helpers,  maiden(e)s  beside  the 
new  formation  maidnes,  pret.  maked  (OE.  macode),  loked 

(OE.  locode),  but  preterites  of  the  type  loked,  maked 

preserved  the  final  -e  for  a  time  through  the  influence  of 

dissyllabic  preterites  like  demde,  herde,  cp.  §  142.  During 

the  ME.  period  the  above  sound-laws  became  to  some  extent 
obliterated  through  analogical  formations  in  both  directions. 

In  the  northern  dialects  the  loss  of  the  final  -e  in  foims 

with  a  short  stem-syllable  became  more  general.  In  the 
southern  dialects  the  loss  of  the  medial  e  in  forms  with  a 

long  stem-syllable  became  more  general.  In  Chaucer  double 
forms  are  sometimes  found  side  by  side,  as  wf  rf  de  beside 

wf  red,  clepte  beside  clfped.  The  trisyllabic  forms  are  very 
rare  in  late  ME.  poetry. 

§  154.  In  trisyllabic  forms  containing  a  secondary  accented 

syllable  it  is  necessary  to  distinguish  whether  the  secondary 
accent  was  on  the  second  or  on  the  third  syllable.  When  it 

was  on  the  second  the  final  -e  regularly  disappeared,  but 
when  it  was  on  the  third  the  medial  e  disappeared.  Examples 

of  the  former  are  :  Ormulum  allmess  (OE.  selmesse)  alms, 

laffdlB  (OE.  hlsefdige)  lady,  frendschip,  heijlich,  sikness, 

beside  older  frendschipe,  &c.,  see  §  142.     This  explains 
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why  adjectives  like  englisch,  h^li,  rijtfuU,  wurj>i,  &c., 

superlatives  like  fairest,  hardest,  derivatives  in  -ung,  -ing, 
&c.,  remained  uninflected  in  the  oblique  case*.  Examples 
of  the  latter  are:  Fridai  (OE.  Frigedaeg),  kindom  (OE. 
cynedom),  neighbour  older  nehhebour  (OE.  neahgebur), 

quinstrf  beside  older  quinestrf  quince-tree.  This  syncope 
of  medial  e  is  not  common  in  early  ME.,  and  in  the 
Ormulum  it  does  not  take  place  at  all,  but  at  a  later  date 
numerous  analogical  formations  are  found. 

8.  The  Tbeatment  of  Unaccented  e  in  Polysyllabic 
FOBKS. 

§  155.  In  forms  of  the  type  xxxx  the  medial  e  disappeared 
in  the  first  instance  and  then  with  the  loss  of  the  secondary 

accent  in  the  third  syllable  the  final  -e  also  disappeared,  as 
mfnch^ne  (OE.  mynecenu),  later  minchen  nun,  h6rb6rwe 
(OE.  hereberge)  later  barber  harbour,  inn,  w6bst6re  (OE. 

webbestre)  with  -6-  due  to  the  influence  of  webbere,  later 
Webster  female  iveaver,  and  similarly  bakster,  d4isi(e) 
daisy,  minter,  sempster,  &c.  Preterites  like  gaderede, 
scaterede  and  those  of  the  type  ̂ nswlr^de,  witn&ss6de 
preserved  the  stronger  secondary  accent  and  had  the  endings 

-ede,  -ed,  -de  apparently  used  indiscriminately. 

9.  The  Treatment  of  Vowels  in  Prefixes. 

§  156.  In  the  treatment  of  prefixes  it  is  necessary  to  dis- 
tinguish between  original  nouns  and  adjectives  on  the  one 

hand,  and  verbs  on  the  other.  In  OE.  as  in  the  other  Old 
Germanic  languages  original  nouns  and  adjectives  containing 
a  prefix  had  the  principal  accent  on  the  prefix.  This  rule 
was  preserved  in  ME.  and  accordingly  the  prefixes  generally 

underwent  no  change,  cp.  after-ward  (OE.  aefter-weard), 
unfair  (OE.  unfaeger),  &c.  On  the  other  hand  in  OE.  as 
in  the  other  old  Germanic  languages  verbs  containing  an 
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inseparable  prefix  had  the  principal  accent  on  the  verbal 
element.  This  rule  was  also  preserved  in  ME.  with  the 
result  that  prefixes  containing  a  long  vowel  in  OE.  were 
shortened  in  ME.,  as  abiden,  arisen  =  OE.  ilbidan,  arisan, 
to-brf  ken  =  OE.  to-brecan  to  break  to  pieces.  With  the 

exception  of  OE.  aet-,  be>,  ge-,  of*,  on*,  ond-,  the  prefixes 
containing  a  short  vowel  generally  underwent  no  change  in 
ME.,  a^  forbfren  (OK  forberan)  to  forbear,  fulfillen  (OE. 
fulfyllan)  to  fidfil,  misliken  (OE.  mislician)  to  displease, 

undon  (OE.  unddn)  to  undo,  set-  became  at-,  as  athalden, 
•h9lden  to  witiihold.  be>  became  bi-,  as  bicumen  (OE. 
becuman),  bihaten  (OE.  behatan)  to  promise,  ge-  became 
i«  (also  written  y-)  through  the  intermediate  stages  ji-,  i-,  as 
iholpen  (OE.  geholi>en),  inough  (OE.  genog,  gendh) 

enough,  iwis  (OE.  gewiss)  certain,  of-,  on-,  ond-  became  a-, 
as  adoun  (OE.  ofdune)  down,  a)>irst  (OE.  of)>yrst)  thirsty, 
abouten  (OE.  onbiitan)  about,  along  (OE.  ondlong,  and- 
lang)  along. 

10.  The  Treatment  of  Unaccented  Words. 

§  167.  This  subject  has  been  partly  dealt  with  under  the 
shortening  of  long  vowels,  see  §  101,  and  we  shall  have  to 
return  to  it  when  dealing  with  the  pronouns  and  auxiliary 
verbs.  By  referring  to  Chapter  XI  of  the  EOE.  Gr.  it  will 
be  seen  that  many  of  the  pronouns  hud  double  forms  in  OE., 
and  similarly  in  ME.  we  also  have  accented  beside  unaccented 
forms,  as  wS,  tis,  n&t,  n6t  beside  nauBt,  n9UBt,  kn,  k  beside 

an,  9n.  Final  -e  disappeared  in  early  ME.  in  unaccented 
forms,  as  jes  yes,  son  soon,  ))an  ())en),  whan  (when),  &c., 
beside  the  accented  forms  jese,  sone,  }>anne  (J>enne), 
whanne  (whenne),  &c. ;  in  the  inflected  forms  of  words 
like  in,  min,  )>in,  &c.,  and  also  between  1  or  n,  and  s  in 
final  syllables,  as  els  else,  hens  hence,  sins  since,  whens 
whence,    beside    older    elles,    hennes,    sinnes    (si)>nes), 
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'whennes.  The  -e  in  the  def.  article  often  disappeared 
when  the  next  word  began  with  a  vowel,  as  ))ende  the  end, 

))6)jre  ihe  other.  This  elision  of  the  e  has  become  generalized 
both  before  vowels  and  consonants  in  all  the  modern 

English  dialects  from  Northumberland  to  Nottinghamshire, 

that  is,  it  has  become  ))  (never  t$)  or  t,  see  ED.  Gr.  §  312. 

CHAPTER  V 

THE  SCANDINAVIAN  AND  FKENCH 

ELEMENTS  IN  ME. 

1.  THE  SCANDINAVIAN  ELEMENT  IN  ME. 

§  158.  This  is  a  wide  and  important  subject  and  at  the 

same  time  a  difficult  subject,  because  of  the  very  large 

number  of  words  which  were  entirely  alike  or  nearly  alike 

in  the  Old  English  and  Old  Scandinavian  languages.  And 

we  should  now  be  unable  to  tell  from  which  language  they 

came  if  we  had  no  English  records  before  the  invasions  of 

the  Scandinavians  took  place.  The  consequence  was  that 

an  Englishman  in  those  days  would  have  no  greater  difficulty 

in  understanding  a  Viking  than  a  Yorkshire  dialect  speaker 

would  have  in  understanding  a  Somersetshire  peasant  of 

to-day.  And  we  even  possess  historical  evidence  that  the  old 
Scandinavians  looked  upon  the  English  language  as  one  with 

their  own.  In  Chapter  VII  of  the  Saga  of  Gunnlaugr 

Ormsiunga  it  is  stated  that  tliere  was  at  that  time  (eleventh 

century)  '  the  same  tongue  in  England  as  in  Norway  and 

Denmark '. 
§  159.  The  Scandinavian  loan-words  found  their  way 

into  English  in  different  strata  and  at  different  periods, 

which  in  some  measure  accounts  for  the  same  W9rd  appear- 

ing in  various  forms  in  ME.,  as  gauk,  g9wk,  gok  cuckoo, 
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laus,  I9US,  15s  loose,  naut,  nput  cattle,  &c.     These  periods 

may  be  conveniently  divided  into : — 
1.  From  787  to  about  860.  During  this  period  the  in- 

vaders merely  made  raids  for  the  sake  of  plunder,  and  no 

loan-words  w^orth  mentioning  came  into  the  language. 
2.  From  860  to  about  990.  During  this  period  a  very 

large  number  of  Scandinavians  settled  permanently  in  this 

country,  and  the  foreign  idiom  was  spoken  over  large  tracts 
of  the  country. 

3.  From  about  990  to  1016.  This  was  a  period  of  political 

conquest  and  of  the  importation  of  large  numbers  of  loan- 
words into  the  language. 

4.  From  1013  to  1042  England  was  entirely  under 

Danish  rule.  During  this  period  English  was  spoken  at 

Court,  and  by  this  time  the  foreign  idiom  had  practically 

ceased  to  be  spoken.  An  important  factor  which  helped  to 

bring  about  the  complete  fusion  of  the  Scandinavian  settlers 

and  the  English  was  the  Norman  Conquest  in  1066,  when 

both  the  Scandinavians  and  the  English  combined  together 
to  combat  the  invader. 

5.  From  1050  to  1 150,  when  the  English  and  Scandinavian 

peoples  were  completely  merged  together.  This  was  the  last 

and  most  important  period  of  influx,  and  a  veiy  large 

number  of  loan-words  found  their  way  into  the  language 
during  these  years. 

§  160.  The  area  over  which  the  loan-words  extended  in 
OE.  and  ME.  and  still  extends  in  the  modern  dialects  was 

the  northern,  the  north  and  east  Midland  counties  down  to 

East  Anglia,  and  the  north-western  counties.  The  great 
bulk  of  the  loan-words  must  have  come  into  the  language  in 
the  course  of  the  tenth  and  especially  the  eleventh  century, 

but  they  do  not  appear  in  great  numbers  in  the  literature 

until  the  ME.  period.  This  was  due  to  the  fact  that  literature 

in  late  OE.  was  mainly  written  in  the  WS.  dialect.  We 
know  that  the  Scandinavian  influence  was  least  of  all  in  the 

a 
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southern  and  south-western  dialects,  hence  naturally  very 
few  loan-words  would  be  found  in  the  WS.  dialect  of 

the  OE.  period.  Thus  in  La5amon's  Brut  (about  1206),  the 
language  of  which  keeps  up  much  of  the  traditions  of  the 
WS.  literature,  there  are  very  few  Scandinavian  words,  while 
in  the  east  Midland  Ormulum  (about  1200)  the  Scandinavian 
element  is  considerable,  viz.  about  250  such  words. 

§  161.  The  number  of  Scandinavian  loan-words  in  ME. 
must  have  been  very  much  greater  than  what  appears  in 
ME.  literature.  This  is  proved  by  the  fact  that  the  modern 
dialects  contain  thousands  of  such  words  including  all  parts 
of  speech.  In  this  connexion  we  will  only  mention  one 

important  piece  of  evidence  showing  how  great  the  Scandi- 
navian element  is  in  the  modern  dialects.  In  the  modern 

dialects  OE.  initial  sc-  (=  sk-)  has  become  sh-  in  native 
words  just  as  in  the  standard  language,  as  shade,  ship,  &c., 
whereas  in  words  of  foreign  origin  it  has  remained  in  the 
dialects  just  as  in  the  standard  language,  as  scaffold,  school, 
score,  skill,  skin,  skirt,  sky,  &c.  Now  if  we  exclude  all 

SC"  words  of  various  origins  which  are  common  to  the  standard 
language  and  the  dialects,  it  is  a  remarkable  fact  that  the 
English  Dialect  Dictionary  contains  1,154  simple  words 

beginning  with  sc-  (sk-). 
§  162.  In  this  connexion  it  is  important  to-remember  that 

the  dialects  spoken  by  the  Scandinavian  settlers  had  for  a  time 
a  life  of  their  own  side  by  side  with  the  English  dialects, 
whilst  the  Scandinavians  were  still  regarded  by  the  English 

as  foreigners.  During  this  period  of  the  existence  of  Scan- 
dinavian dialects  spoken  on  English  soil,  owing  to  the  inter- 

course between  the  two  nations,  fresh  loan-words  were  being 
continually  introduced  into  English,  and  then  in  the  counse 
of  time  the  two  languages  gradually  became  merged  into  one 

which  was  chiefly  English  in  form,  but  very  rich  in  Scandi- 
navian words.  This  process  was  in  a  great  measure  brought 

about  by  intermarriage  between  Scandinavian  and  English 
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families.  That  this  was  so  is  clearly  seen  by  the  large 

number  of  proper  names  of  persons  of  Scandinavian  origin 
which  are  found  in  late  OE.  and  early  ME.  charters  and 

documents,  and  by  the  large  number  of  double  forms  with 

practically  the  same  meaning,  the  one  being  Scandinavian 
and  the  other  native  English,  as  aje  (awe)  :  eie  fear, 
deilen  :  dflen  to  divide,  egg  :  eie  (pi.  eyren)  egg,  fra  (frg) : 

fram  from,  gar}) :  jard  yard,  garden,  gra  :  OE.  grag,  ME. 

grei  grey,  gayt :  gat,  ggt  goat,  hell :  OE.  hal,  ME.  hal,  hyl 

sound,  whole,  lagu :  OE.  ae  law,  laten,  Igten :  Iften,  leten 

(OE.  laetan,  letan)  to  let,  Igupen  :  OE.  hleapan  to  leap,  laus 
(I9US)  :  OE.  leas/aZsc,  loose,  naut  (n9ut)  :  OE.  neat  cattle, 
scateren  :  schatern,  skiften  ;  schiften,  sister  :  suster 

(OE.  sweostor),  swein  :  swan  (sw9n)  servant,  NE.  sky  : 
heaven,  trigg  :  OE.  treowe  fidelity,  J>ei :  )>§.  those,  weik  : 
OE.  wac  wealt,  werre  :  worse,  fpen  :  OE.  wepan  to 
cry,  &c. 

§  163.  With  these  few  preliminary  remarks  we  shall  now 
proceed  to  state  the  more  important  phonological  criteria 
by  which  the  Scandinavian  element  in  ME.  can  easily  be 
recognized,  and  shall,  as  a  rule,  only  give  such  illustrative 
examples  as  are  to  be  found  in  well-known  ME.  texts,  such 

as  the  Cursor  Mundi  (1300),  Richard  Rolle  de  Hampole's 
Prkke  of  Conscience  (about  1349),  Barbour's  Bruce  (1375), 
the  Ormulum  (1200),  Genesis  and  Exodus  (about  1250),  the 

Lay  of  Havclok  the  Bane  (1300),  Robert  of  Brunne's  Handlyng 
Synne  (1300-30),  Early  English  Alliterative  Poems  (about 
1350),  &c.  And  it  should  be  noted  that  the  Scandinavian 
loan-words  which  came  into  ME.  underwent  all  further 

sound-changes  in  common  with  the  native  words  containing 
the  same  sounds.  As  Old  Icelandic  is  the  best  representa- 

tive of  the  Old  Scandinavian  languages  the  older  illustrative 
examples  are  here  taken  from  that  language.  When  the 
0£.  or  ME.  word  comes  first  in  the  comparisons  given  in 
the  following  paragraphs,  it  means  that  the  word  is  of  native 
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origin,  but  of  Scandinavian  origin  when  the  O.Icel.  word 
comes  first. 

§  164.  When  a  Scandinavian  loan-word  contained  a  short 
stem- vowel  at  the  time  it  was  borrowed  we  have  no  means 
of  determining  from  the  vowel  alone  whether  the  word  was 
of  Scandinavian  or  English  origin,  that  is,  the  vowel  fell 
together  in  sound  with  the  corresponding  OE.  or  early  ME. 

vowel,  as  OE.  eall,  ME.  al(l)  =  O.Icel.  all-r  all,  OE.  dragan 
=  O.Icel.  draga  to  draw,  OE.  sealt,  ME.  salt  =  O.Icel.  salt, 
O.Icel.  taka  =  OE.  tacan,  ME.  taken,  later  taken.  O.Icel. 

fela  =  ME.  felen,  later  fflen  to  conceal,  O.Icel.  geta  =  ME. 
gften  beside  the  native  form  -jlten  to  get,  O.Icel.  hnefi  = 
ME.  neve,  later  nf  ve  Jist,  O.Icel.  ketill  =  OE.  cietel,  ME. 
ketel,  OE.  sendan  =  O.Icel.  senda  to  send.  O.Icel.  skinn 
=  OE.  scinn,  ME.  skin,  O.Icel.  hitta  =  ME.  hitten  to  hit. 

O.Icel.  oddi  =  ME.  odde  odd,  OE.  open,  ME.  open,  later 
9pen  =  O.Icel.  opinn,  O.Icel.  rottinn  =  ME.  roten  rotten. 
OE.  sum  =  O.Icel.  sum-r  some,  OE.  tunge  =  O.Icel.  tunga 
tongue.  O.Icel.  flytja  =  ME.  flitten,  fiiitten  to  flit,  migrate, 
OE.  cynn  =  O.Icel.  kyn  kin,  kindred,  O.Icel.  stytta  from 

older  *stynta  =  ME.  stinten,  stenten,  stiinten  to  stint, 
stop,  see  §  49,  O.Icel.  syster  =  ME.  sister. 

§  165.  From  the  examples  of  long  vowels  given  below 
it  will  be  seen  that  with  the  exception  of  Germanic  se  (§  52) 
we  have  no  means  of  determining  from  the  long  vowel  alone 
whether  the  word  containing  it  is  of  Scandinavian  or  English 
origin,  as  OE.  ddeman,  deman,  ME.  demen  =  O.Icel. 
ddema  to  judge,  OE.  ME.  her  =  O.Icel.  her  here,  O.Icel.  ser 
=  ME.  sfr  separately,  OE.  bitan,  ME.  biten  =  O.Icel. 
bita  to  bite,  O.Icel.  tl}>inde  =  ME.  tijjende  tidings,  neivs, 

Olcel.  J)rifa-sk  =  ME.  J)riven  to  thrive.  OE.  ME.  fot  = 
O.Icel.  fot-r  foot,  O.Icel.  bon  =  ME.  bone  request,  O.Icel. 
rot  =  ME.  rote  root.  OE.  ME.  bus  =  O.Icel.  hQs  house, 

O.Icel.  biiin-n  =  ME.  boune  ready,  O.Icel.  driipa  =  ME. 
droupen  to  droop.    PI.  OE.  mys,  ME.  mis,  mes,  mfis  (§  67) 
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=  O.Icel.  r^yss  mice,  O.IceJ.  brynn  =  ME.  brin  eyebroiv, 
O.Icel.  Jrysta  =  ME.  Jjristen,  )>resten,  ))rusten  to  thrust. 

§  166.  The  treatment  of  Germanic  ae  is  entirely  different 
in  O.Icel.  and  OE.  In  O.Icel.  it  became  a,  whereas  in  OE. 

it  became  e  (=  ME.  e)  in  the  Anglian  and  Kentish  dialects, 
but  remained  in  WS.  Before  nasals  it  became  5  (=  ME.  6) 
in  all  the  OE.  dialects.  In  this  case  we  have  an  excellent 

test.  If  a  ME.  word  is  of  Scandinavian  origin  it  has  5,  9 

(§  51),  if  it  is  of  English  origin  it  has  e,  f  (§  52),  and  6 

before  nasals,  as  O.Icel.  gra-r  =  ME.  gra,  grQ  beside  OE. 
graeg,  ME.  grei  grey,  O.Icel.  har  =  ME.  hare,  hgre  beside 
OE.  haer,  her,  ME.  hfr,  her  hair,  O.Icel.  lata  =  ME. 

laten,  l9ten  beside  OE.  Isetan,  letan,  ME.  Iften,  Iften 

to  let,  O.Icel.  rajja  =  ME.  raj)en,  r9)?en  beside  OE.  rsedan 

to  counsel,  O.Icel.  vapn  =  ME.  wapen,  W9pen  beside  OE. 

waepen  weapon,  O.Icel.  v9rom  from  older  *varum  =  ME. 
waren,  W9ren  beside  OE.  wseron  tee  were,  and  similarly 
baren,  b9ren  xce  hore,  gaven,  g9ven  tee  gave,  OE.  m5na  = 
ME.  mone  =  O.Icel.  mane  moon.  A  similar  distinction  ex- 

isted in  ME.  when  the  O.Icel.  a  corresponded  to  OE.  ea, 

of  whatever  origin,  as  0.  Icel.  fa-r  =  ME.  fa,  fg  beside  OE. 
feawe,  ME.  f^wefew,  O.Icel.  fla  =  ME.  fla(n),  89(0),  beside 

OE.  flean^ME.  flf(n)  to  flay,  O.Icel.  sla  =  ME.  sla(n),  sl9(n), 
beside  OE.  slean,  ME.  sl|(n)  to  slay. 

O.Icel.  ar  with  a  from  Germanic  ai  =  ME.  ar,  9r  beside 

OE.  ae  from  *airiz  =  ME.  |r  earlier,  formerly,  he/ore. 
§  167.  A  good  test  as  to  whether  a  ME.  form  is  of  Scandi- 

navian or  native  English  origin  is  to  be  found  in  the  treat- 

ment of  the  Germanic  diphthongs  in  the  Scandinavian  and 

English  languages,  especially  the  diphthongs  ai,  au,  and 

the  i-umlaut  of  the  latter  diphthong,  as  will  be  seen  from  the 
table  given  below.  It  should  be  noted  that  in  O.Icel.  the 

Germanic  diphthong  eu  became  a  rising  diphthong,  viz. 

jii  before  f,  p,  g,  k,  and  jo  in  all  other  positions.  At  the 

time,   however,  when  Scandinavian  loan-words  came  into 
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English  the  diphthong  from  Germanic  eu  must  have  been 
a  falling  diphthong,  because  it  had  the  same  development 
in  ME.  as  OE.  eo,  that  is,  it  became  e,  so  that  no  further 
notice  of  it  will  be  taken  here. 

Prim.  Germ. ai 
au eu 

O.Icel. ei au jo  du) 

ey 

ME. 
ei(ai) 

9u 

e 

ei(ai) 

OE. a ea 
eo 

ie 

ME. 

a(9) 

f e 
i,  fi,  1 

§  168.  O.Icel.  ei :  bleik-r=ME.  bleik,  blaik  beside  OE. 
biac,  ME.  biak,  bl9k  hUak,  freista  =  ME.  freisten  to  ask, 
geit  =  ME.  geit,  gait  beside  OE.  gat,  ME.  gat,  g9t  goat, 
heil(l)  =  ME.  heil,  hail  beside  OE.  hal,  ME.  hal,  h9l  sound, 

whole,  heijrin-n  =  ME.  heij)en,  hai}7en  beside  the  OE. 
mutated  form  h3b]>en,  ME.  hf))en  heathen,  leika  =  ME. 
leiken,  laiken  beside  OE.  lacan  to  play,  lei]>'T  =  ME.  leij), 
lai|)  beside  OE.  la)),  ME.  la))e,  lQ]>e  loathsome,  nei  =  ME. 
nai,  nay  beside  OE.  na,  ME.  na,  n9  no,  nay,  steik  =  ME. 

steike  steak,  );ei-r,  ];eir(r)a,  ))eim  =  ME.  ])ei,  ]>e\re,  feim, 
NE.  they,  their,  them  beside  OE.  \>a.  those,  ]>a.rsi  (J)8Bra), 

Jjsem  {))am),  veik-r  =  ME.  weik,  walk  beside  OE.  wac, 
ME.  wake,  W9ke  weak. 

Note.— The  ei  in.  the  above  and  similar  words  became  ai,  also 
written  ay,  about  1300  (§  107),  and  then  in  the  dialects  south  of 
the  Humber  the  ai  became  |  before  k  about  the  end  of  the 
fourteenth  century,  as  wfk  beside  older  weik  walk  weak,  and 
similarly  blf k  bleak,  stfk  steak. 

§  169.  O.Icel.  au  :  gaula  =  ME.  g9ul6n,  gaulen  to  howl, 
hlaupa  =  ME.  l9upen  beside  OE.  hleapan,  ME.  If  pen  to 
leap,  kaupa  =  ME.  C9upen  beside  OE.  ceapian,  ME. 
chfpen  to  buy,  laus  =  ME.  l9us(e),  16s  loose  beside  OE. 
leas,  ME.  If  s  false,  v/ntrue,  naut  =  ME.  naut,  n9ut  beside 
OE.  neat,  ME.  nfte  cattle,  rauta  =  ME.  r9uten  to  bellow. 
Cp.  §§  118  note,  169. 
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§  170.  u.  Icel.  ey :  leysa  =  ME.  leisen,  laisen  beside 
OE.  (Anglian)  lesan,  ME.  lesen  to  loosen  (see  §  66),  neyta 
=  ME.  naiten  to  make  use  of,  treysta  =  ME.  treisten, 

traisten  beside  OE.  *trystan,  ME.  tnsten,  trSsten  to  trust 
§  171.  In  order  to  keep  together  the  various  criteria  by 

which  Scandinavian  loan-words  can  be  recognized  in  OE. 
and  ME.  we  shall  also  include  here  the  consonants. 

§  172.  Initial  w  disappeai'ed  in  early  Old  Scandinavian 
before  6,  u  and  1,  whence  forms  like  cepa  =  ME.  f pen 

beside  OE.  wepan,  ME.  wepen  from  *w6pjan  to  weep,  okr 
=  ME.  oker  beside  OE.  wocor  usury,  orm-r  snake  =  ME. 
proper  name  Orm,  NE.  Ormsby  beside  OE.  wurm,  wyrm 
snake,  worm,  leita  =  ME. ,  leiten,  laiten  to  seek,  look  for, 
beside  OE.  wlatian  to  gaee. 

§  173.  Germanic  d  remained  in  Old  Scandinavian,  but 
became  d  in  prehistoric  OE.  {EOE.  Gr.  §§  113,  133),  whence 

O.Icel.  gartS-r  enclosure,  yard  =  ME.  gar))  and  many  mod. 
n.  dialects  garth  beside  OE.  geard,  ME.  B^rd,  ̂ erd  yard, 

O.Icel.  ratJa  =  ME.  ra]>eii,  r9j)en  beside  OE.  rfedan, 
redan,  ME.  rf  den,  rf  den  to  advise,  counsel,  O.Icel.  titJinde 

=  ME.  tij)ende,  tij>inde  beside  ME.  tidende,  tidinde  tidings, 
news :  OE.  tid  time. 

§  174.  Old  Scandinavian  had  no  trace  whatever  of  the 
palatalization  of  Germanic  k  when  originally  followed  by 
a  palatal  vowel,  whereas  the  k  in  this  position  became 
palatalized  in  prehistoric  OE.  (EOE.  Gr.  §  166),  and  then  in 
late  OE.  or  early  ME.  itbecame  ass  ibilated  to  t§,  written 

ch,  in  all  the  dialects,  see  Hoops,  Wissenschaftliche  Forsch- 
ungsberichte,  pp.  78-9,  but  in  other  positions  it  remained 
both  in  OE.  and  ME.  Examples  are :  O.Icel.  bekkr  =  ME. 
bek  beside  OE.  bece,  ME.  beche  brook,  O.Icel.  kirkja  = 
ME.  kirke,  mod.  n.  dialects  kirk  beside  OE.  cir(i)ce,  ME. 
chir(e)che  church,  O.Icel.  kirna  =  mod.  n.  dialects  kirn 
beside  ME.  chime  churn,  O.Icel.  kista  =  mod.  n.  dialects 
kUt  beside  OE.  cest,  cist,  ME.  cheste,  chiste  chest,  O.Icel. 
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diki  =  ME.  dike  beside  OE.  die,  ME.  dich,  NE.  dike 

beside  ditch,  O.Icel.  ketill  =:  ME.  ketel  beside  OE.  cietel, 

ME.  chetel  Mtle.  But  O.Icel.  kald-r,  early  OE.  ceald, 
cald,  ME.  cald,  cpld  cold  (see  §  71),  O.Icel.  kalla,  late  OE. 
ceallian,  ME.  callen  to  call,  O.Icel.  kenna,  OE.  cennan, 

ME.  kennen  from  *kannjan  to  hnow.  recognize.     See  §  285. 
§  175.  Initial,  medial,  and  final  sk  is  a  good  test,  because 

there  can  be  no  doubt  that  sk  (sc)  became  sch  in  ME. 

native  words,  see  §161.  Examples  are:  O.Icel.  skel  = 
mod.  n.  dialects  skel  beside  OE,  sciell,  ME.  schelle  shell, 

O.Icel.  skifta  =  ME.  skiften,  mod.  n.  dialects  skift  beside 

OE.  sciftan,  ME.  schiften  to  shift,  O.Icel.  aska  =  ME. 

aske  beside  OE.  asce,  ME.  asche  ashes,  fisk-r  =  ME.  fisk 

(Orm  pi.  fisskessj  beside  OE.  fisc,  ME.  fisch.AV/. 

§  176.  The  Germanic  initial  spirant  3  became  the  explosive 

g  in  the  Old  Scandinavian  languages,  and  also  during  the 

OE.  period  before  guttural  vowels,  but  remained  in  OE. 

before  palatal  vowels  {EOF.  Gr.  §  168),  whence  we  have 

O.Icel.  g-,  but  OE.  and  ME.  g-  beside  5-,  as  O.Icel.  gaf  = 
ME.  gaf  beside  OE.  geaf,  ME,  3af,  jef  he  (javc,  O.Icel. 

gapa  =  ME.  gapen  to  yawn,  gape,  O.Icel.  gam  =  ME.  and 
many  mod.  dialects  gam  beside  OE.  gearn  yarn,  O.Icel. 

gar?5-r  enclosure,  yard  —  ME.  gar)?  beside  OE.  geard,  ME. 

jard,  '^qtCl  yard.  O.Icel.  gat  liole.  opening  —  ME.  gat,  gate 
(cp.  §  292)  beside  OE.  geat,  ME.  jat,  jet,  and  many  mod. 

dialects  yat,  yet  gate,  O.Icel.  geta  =  ME.  gften  to  get, 

beside  OE.  only  in  compounds,  as  forgietan,  ME.  fonften 
to  forget. 

§177.  Germanic  medial  33,  of  whatever  origin,  became  gg 

in  the  prehistoric  period  of  all  the  Germanic  languages, 

which  in  OE.  became  differentiated  into  palatal  gg  (written 

eg)  and  guttural  gg  under  the  same  conditions  as  those  by 

which  Germanic  k  became  differentiated  into  palatal  and 

guttural  k  (§  280).  The  guttural  gg  remained  in  OE.  and 

ME.,  but  palatal  gg  became  assibilated  to  dz  (written  gg)  in 
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late  OE.  or  early  ME.,  as  OE.  dogga,  ME.  dogge  dog,  but 

OE.  licgan,  ME.  liggen  (=*lidzen)  to  lie  down.  Examples 
are:  O.Icel.  bryggja  =  ME.  brigge  and  mod.  n.  and  Midi, 

dialects  brig  beside  OE.  brycg,  ME.  brigge,  brugge  bridge, 

O.Icel.  eggja  =  ME.  eggen  to  egg  on,  O.Icel.  hrygg-r  =  ME. 
and  many  mod.  dialects  rig  beside  OE.  hrycg,  ME.  rigge, 

riigge  ridge,  lack,  O.Icel.  liggja  =  ME.  liggen  and  many 
mod.  dialects  lig  beside  OE.  licgan,  ME.  liggen  to  lie  down. 

2.  THE  FRENCH  ELEMENT  IN  ME. 

§  178.  The  French  element  which  gained  a  permanent 

footing  in  ME.  was  far  greater  in  amount  than  the  sum 

total  of  all  the  other  foreign  elements,  and  it  also  differed 

very  materially  in  its  nature  from  those  elements.  The 

Scandinavian  element  consisted  for  the  most  part  of  every- 
day words,  such  as  would  be  used  by  the  common  people, 

whereas  the  French  element  was  largely  composed  of  words 

representing  a  higher  culture  or  state  of  civilization  than 

either  the  Scandinavian  or  the  native  element,  such  as  mili- 

tary, ecclesiastical,  legal,  hunting,  and  heraldic  terms.  This 

is  accounted  for  by  the  fact  that  the  Anglo-Normans  belonged 
to  the  upper  classes,  whereas  the  Scandinavians  belonged 

chiefly  to  the  yeoman  and  agricultural  classes.  Hence  it 

may  be  said  that  the  French  or  Anglo-Norman  element 
penetrated  from  the  higher  to  the  lower  classes,  whereas  the 

Scandinavian  element  penetrated  from  the  lower  to  the 

upper  classes,  in  so  far  as  such  words  were  permanently 

incorj)orated  into  the  stindard  language. 

§  179.  As  a  result  of  the  Norman  Conquest  French  in 

England  had  become  the  language  of  the  Court,  of  the 

pobility,  of  the  clergy,  and  indeed  of  all  who  wished  for 

and  sought  advancement  in  Church  or  State.  Robert  of 

Gloucester  (1298)  thus  describes  the  important  position  of 

French  in  the  England  of  his  day  :  '  Lo  !  tiiuscame  England 

into  Normandy's  hand  and  the  Normans  could  then  speak 
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nothing  but  their  own  tongue.  They  spoke  French  as  they 
did  at  home,  and  taught  their  children  to  do  likewise,  so 
that  men  of  high  rank  in  the  country,  who  are  their 
descendants,  keep  to  that  same  tongue,  which  they  inherited 
from  them,  for  unless  a  man  knows  French,  he  is  little 
esteemed.  But  the  lower  ranks  still  keep  to  English,  their 
own  native  tongue.  I  believe  there  is  no  country  in  all  the 
world,  save  England  only,  that  keeps  not  to  its  native 
speech.  But  one  knows  well,  that  it  is  good  to  be  able  to 
speak  both,  for  the  more  knowledge  a  man  has,  the  greater 

his  worth,'  see  Morris  and  Skeat's  Specimens  of  Early 
English,  Part  II,  pp.  8-9.  In  the  same  volume  (pp.  240-2) 
another  interesting  passage  bearing  on  this  subject  is  to  be 

found  in  John  of  Tre visa's  translation  of  Higden's  Foly- 
chronicon  (1387).  He  records  how  the  English  '  birth- 
tongue  '  has  become  '  impaired '  by  the  admixture  of  too 
much  French,  for  one  reason  because  'children  in  school, 
contrary  to  the  usage  and  manner  of  all  other  nations,  are 
compelled  to  neglect  their  own  language  and  construe  their 
lessons  and  hear  things  in  French,  and  have  done  so,  since 

the  Normans  came  first  into  England  '.  But  he  goes  on  to 
tell  us  in  an  additional  passage  of  his  own  authorship,  that 

in  the  year  of  our  Lord  1385  '  in  all  the  grammar  schools 
of  England,  children  neglect  French,  and  construe  and  learn 

in  English'. 
§  180.  It  has  been  estimated  that  the  population  of  this 

country,  including  the  Scandinavians,  was  about  two  millions 
at  the  time  of  the  Norman  Conquest,  and  that  of  these 

one-fourth  were  killed  or  otherwise  disappeared  during 

the  Conqueror's  reign,  and  that  on  the  other  hand  at  least 
500,000  Frenchmen  settled  in  England  during  his  reign,  so 

that  there  was  for  a  time  great  danger  lest  the  English  lan- 
guage should  be  ousted  by  Norman-French.  Had  it  not 

been  for  the  strong  infusion  of  Scandinavian  settlers  in 
England  at  this  period,  whose  influence  would  tend  towards 
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the  preserv.vtion  of  the  kindred  Germanic  tongue,  this  danger 

would  probably  not  have  been  averted. 

§  181.  But  the  French  element  in  ME.  is  not  wholly 

Anglo-Norman,  there  was  also  a  certain  infusion  of  Central 
French,  or,  as  it  is  sometimes  termed,  Parisian  French. 

For  some  time  Anglo-Norman  prevailed,  but  gradually  it 
came  to  be  regarded  as  an  inferior  dialect  of  Old  French,  and 

already  in  the  thirteenth  century  and  onwards  into  the 
fourteenth  century,  the  educated  and  upper  classes  began  to 

learn  and  to  speak  Central  French.  And  Anglo-Norman 
practically  died  out  as  a  spoken  language.  This  brought 
about  the  introduction  of  a  large  number  of  Central  French 

words  into  the  standard  ME.  of  authors  like  Chaucer, 

Lydgate,  &c.  Nearly  all  the  words  introduced  during  the 

fifteenth  century  are  from  Central  French.  This  admixture 

of  the  two  French  elements  gave  rise  to  many  double  forms 

in  ME.,  the  one  being  chiefly  used  by  the  lower  and  the 

other  by  the  educated  classes.  And  the  difference  between 

the  forms  manifested  itself  especially  in  the  treatment  of 

the  vowels  of  unaccented  syllables.  Some  of  these  differ- 
ences are  still  reflected  in  the  standard  language  and  the 

dialects  of  the  present  day,  as  edjukeit,  edzukeit :  ediket, 

•eat  educate,  fitSa  :  fiata  feature,  kx)zn  :  kuzin  cousin,  vael- 
ju  :  vala  vali  value,  &c. 

§  182.  French  was  the  language  used  in  the  Courts  of 

Law  until  1362,  in  which  year  it  was  decreed  by  an  Act  of 

Parliament  that  all  pleadings  in  the  Courts  should  hence- 
forth be  conducted  in  English,  because,  as  is  stated  in  the 

preamble  to  the  Act,  French  was  *  become  much  unknown 

in  the  realm  '.  But  the  mongrel  French  known  as  '  Law 
French  '  continued  to  exist  for  centuries  later,  and  it  was  not 
finally  abolished  until  1731.  The  Proceedings  in  Parliamx>nt 

were  recorded  in  French  till  1488,  when  Kichard  III  intro- 
duced a  reform  whereby  the  Statutes  were  for  the  first  time 

drawn  up  in  English.     French  or  Latin  was  used  at  the 
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Univei-sities,  and  it  was  not  until  1349  that  boys  in  schools 
began  to  learn  Latin  through  the  medium  of  English  instead 
of  French. 

§  183.  The  French  element  only  found  its  way  gradually 

into  literature,  and  its  influx  was  always  much  greater  in 
the  South  than  in  the  North,  a  difference  still  reflected  in 

the  modern  English  dialects.  The  Peterborough  Chronicle, 

which  was  continued  until  1154,  contains  only  fourteen 

French  words.  The  total  number  of  French  loan-words  up 
to  the  end  of  the  twelfth  century  amounts  only  to  about 
a  hundred.  Between  1250  and  1350  hundreds  of  words 

were  introduced,  and  then,  after  about  the  year  1400,  the 

numbei"s  began  to  decrease  rapidly.  As  far  as  literature  is 
concerned  the  period  of  greatest  influx  was  between  1250 

and  1400,  the  highest  point  being  reached  during  the  second 

half  of  the  fourteenth  century.  Chaucer  employed  a  far 

greater  number  of  Fi*ench  words  than  any  other  author  of 
his  day.  As  an  illustration  of  the  French  element  in  early 

ME.  literature  may  be  quoted  the  number  of  French  words 

found  in  three  works  belonging  to  different  dialects  of  the 

early  part  of  the  thirteenth  century  : — The  Onnulum  (about 
1200),  consisting  of  more  than  20,000  lines,  contains  only 

about  20  ;  Lajamon's  Brut,  Text  A  (about  1203),  consisting 

of  32,241  short  lines,  and  based  upon  Wace's  Le  Roman  de 
Brut,  contains  only  87 ;  and  the  Ancrcn  Biwle  (about 

1210),  consisting  of  about  200  printed  pages,  contains  500. 
In  conclusion  it  may  be  noted  that  French  nouns  and 

adjectives  were  generally  taken  over  in  their  accusative 

forms  (O.Fr.  generally  :  nom.  sing,  -s,  ace.  sing,  nos- ;  nom. 

pi.  no  S-,  ace.  pi.  -s).  In  the  verbs  the  strong  stem-form  of 
the  present  sing,  sometimes  became  the  type  for  the  whole 

of  the  inflexion,  but  sometimes  the  weak  stem-form  of  the 

plural  became  the  type,  hence  in  ME.  we  often  have  side  by 

side  double  forms,  as  destruien  beside  destroyen,  preven 

beside  proven,  see  |§  198,  202. 
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§  184.  Now  that  some  account  has  been  given  of  the 
nature  and  amount  of  the  French  loan-words  in  ME.  we  will 

proceed  to  look  at  the  subject  from  a  philological  point  of 

view.  Although  it  is  true  that  after  AN.  and  C.Fr.  words 
were  introduced  into  English  they  underwent  all  further 

changes  in  common  with  the  native  English  words  contain- 
ing the  same  sounds,  yet  from  a  philological  point  of  view 

it  is  necessary  to  know  not  only  how  the  words  were  pro- 
nounced at  the  time  they  were  introduced,  but  also  to 

know  what  special  phonological  changes  they  underwent 
at  the  time  of  their  introduction.  But  this  knowledge  can 

only  be  acquired  by  treating  the  subject  in  much  the  same 

manner  as  the  native  element  is  generally  treated  in  passing 

from  OE.  to  ME.  By  adopting  this  method  of  treatment 

some  light  can  be  thrown  upon  many  phonological  points 

connected  with  the  native  element  in  ME.  By  way  of 

illustration  a  few  such  points  may  be  mentioned  here:  — 
1.  However  early  AN.  words  containing  long  a  were 

introduced,  they  were  not  introduced  early  enough  for  the 

long  a  to  fall  together  with  OE.  long  a  in  ME.  except  in 

the  northern  dialects  (§  61).  From  this  we  can  infer  that 

OE.  long  a  began  to  be  rounded  to  9  at  a  very  early  period, 

cp.  ME.  cave,  damage,  dame  beside  b9t  hoat,  st9n,  19  toe. 

2.  The  ME.  9  from  AN.  o  in  open  syllables  fell  together 

with  the  OE.  o  in  open  syllables,  as  C9te  coat,  r9se  rose 

beside  ))r9te  (OE.  ))rote)  throat,  h9pen  (OE.  hopian)  to  Jiope, 
but  not  with  the  ME.  9  from  OE.  a,  as  in  b9t  (OE.  bat) 

boat,  st9n  (OE.  stan)  stone.  This  is  clearly  proved  by  the 

difference  in  the  development  of  the  two  kinds  of  9  in 

the  modern  dialects,  k9it,  J>r9it  beside  buat,  stuan  (§  51 
note). 

3.  And  similarly  the  modern  dialects  show  that  the  ME. 

I  from  older  ei  in  AN.  words  (§  205,  2)  fell  together  with 

the  ME.  I  from  OE.  a  (=  the  i-umlaut  of  a)  and  ea  (§§  62, 

68),  but  not  with  the  f  from  OE.  e  in  open  syllables  (§  80). 
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4.  The  OE.  ii-sound  (written  y)  remained  in  the  west 
Midland  and  southern  dialects  until  the  end  of  the  fourteenth 

century  and  then  became  unrounded  to  i  (§  49,  3),  but  the 
ii  in  closed  syllables  of  AN.  words  was  never  unrounded  to  i 
in  the  above  dialects,  but  became  u  during  the  ME.  period 
(§  103),  which  shows  that  the  two  kinds  of  ti  had  not  precisely 
the  same  pronunciation  otherwise  they  would  regularly  have 

fallen  together.  And  in  like  manner  the  OE.  ti-sound 
(written  y)  remained  in  the  above  dialects  until  the  end  of 
the  fourteenth  century,  and  then  became  unrounded  to  i 
(§  57,  3),  but  the  ii,  of  whatever  origin,  in  AN.  words  was 
never  unrounded  to  i ;  for  it  iu  was  substituted  in  all  the 
dialects  of  England,  see  §  202. 

§  186.  Before  entering  upon  the  history  of  the  AN.  simple 
vowels  and  diphthongs  in  ME.  it  will  be  useful  to  state  here 

a  few  general  principles  concerning  the  vowel-system  in 
general. 

1.  All  the  nasal  vowels  became  denasalized  and  then  these 

oral  vowels  generally  had  in  ME.  the  same  further  develop- 
ment as  the  corresponding  original  oral  vowels. 

2.  All  final  accented  vowels  were  long  or  became  long  in 
ME. 

3.  All  short  vowels  were  lengthened  in  open  syllables  of 
dissyllabic  forms. 

4.  Short  vowels  were  lengthened  in  monosyllables  before 
a  single  final  consonant. 

5.  Short  vowels  were  lengthened  before  a  mute  4-  liquid. 
6.  Short  vowels  were  generally  lengthened  before  st  (§  203). 
7.  Short  accented  vowels  were  lengthened  before  another 

vowel  in  dissyllabic  words. 
8.  Vowels  were  short  before  consonant  combinations  other 

than  a  mute  +  liquid.  They  also  remained  short  in  open 
syllables  of  trisyllabic  words. 

The  cause  of  the  lengthening  of  the  stem-vowel  in  type  4 
was  due  to  the  inflected  forms,  just  as  in  ME.  native  words 
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like  C9le  (OE.  col,  gen.  coles)  coal  (§  81),  &c.  The  stem-vowel 
in  words  of  types  6  and  6  was  in  reality  generally  in  an 

open  syllable,  because  the  following  consonant  combina- 
tions mostly  belonged  to  the  second  syllable.  There  was 

a  tendency  to  shorten  the  vowel  again  in  types  5  and  6, 

especially  when  the  final  -e  ceased  to  be  pronounced,  as 
propre,  couple,  double,  trouble ;  arest,  best  beside  bf  st 
heast,  forest,  tempest,  &c. 

9.  Instead  of  the  AN.  the  O.Fr.  vowel-system  is  sometimes 
taken  as  the  basis  for  treating  the  AN.  element  in  ME. 
When  that  is  the  case  it  should  be  remembered  that  several 

of  the  O.Fr.  diphthongs  underwent  changes  in  AN. ;  the 
most  important  of  the  independent  changes  are  given  in  the 

following  table : — 
O.Fr.    ai,    oi,    iii,    ie,    ue 
AN.      ei,    ui,    fi,    f,     8 

10.  As  a  result  of  the  AN.  element  in  ME.  two  new 

diphthongs  were  added  to  those  already  existing  in  the 
native  element,  viz.  9i  and  ui. 

11.  In  dealing  with  the  vowels  we  have  to  distinguish 
between  :  (1)  the  vowels  of  accented  syllables,  (2)  the  vowels 

of  pretonic  syllables,  and  (3)  the  vowels  of  post-tonic  syllables 
and  unaccented  syllables  generally. 

1.  The  Vowels  of  Accented  Syllables. 

§  186.  The  O.Fr.  and  AN.  accented  vowels  in  early 

borrowed  words,  which  became  post-tonic  in  ME.  through 
shifting  of  the  accent,  remained  for  a  time  unchanged,  and 
then  later  became  weakened  down  through  loss  of  the  new 
secondary  accent 

a.  The  Short  Vowels. 

§  187.  The  short  vowels  generally  remained  before  the 
consonant  combinations  which  had  short  vowels  before  them 

in  native  words.     They  also  remained  in  open  syllables  of 
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trisyllabic  forms.  The  short  nasalized  vowels  became  de- 
nasalized  and  then  generally  had  the  same  further  develop- 

ment as  the  old  oral  vowels.     Examples  are  : — 
§  188.  a :,  as  balle,  cacchen,  calme,  charge,  charme, 

large,  part,  scarce ;  angle,  blank,  cancre,  frank, 

janglen,  cp.  §  211. 
§  189.  AN.  f  and  e  generally  appear  in  ME.  as  f ,  as 

accepten,  castel,  clerk,  desert,  detesten,  dette  diht, 
distresse,  lettre,  medlen,  pressen,  taverne,  werre  war, 
but  Cfsen  beside  cessen  to  cease.  The  e  was  often 
lengthened  before  r  + consonant,  as  pfrche,  sfrchen,  tfrme 
beside  perche,  serchen,  terrae,  see  §  196.  assenten,  at- 
tempten,  defenden,  membra,  menden,  presence,  silence. 
This  e  became  i  before  nk  at  the  same  time  e  became  i  in 

native  words,  as  enke,  inke  (O.Fr.  enque),  see  §  132. 
§  190.  i :,  as  conslderen,  deliveren,  dische,  epistle, 

finischen,  punischen,  resisten,  riche ;  prince,  simple,  cp. 

§199. 
§  191.  o :,  as  apostle,  cofre,  fors  force,  loggen  fo  lodge, 

ordre,  propre,  robben,  rollen.  But  the  o  was  often 

lengthened  before  r-f  consonant,  see  §  200. 
§  192.  u:  O.Fr.  7  and  u  fell  together  in  u  in  AN.,  and 

then  the  u  generally  remained  in  ME.,  as  discuvren,  purpre 
purple,  purse,  puschen  (poschen)  to  push,  turnen,  turtle; 
with  u  =  O.Fr.  o,  as  encumbren,  numbre,  summe,  trumpe 
trumpet, 

§  193.  AN.  ii  (written  u)  remained  in  early  ME.,  but 
during  the  ME.  period  it  became  u,  as  juggen  to  judge,  just, 
purgen  to  purge,  sepulcre;  humble. 

b.  The  Long  Vowels. 

§  194.  All   final   accented   vowels  became  long.     Short 
vowels  were  lengthened  in  monosyllables  before  a  single 
consonant.      Short  accented  vowels  were  also  lengthened 
before  another  vowel  in  dissyllabic  words.     All  vowels  were 
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lengthened  in  open  syllables  of  dissyllabic  forms,  and  also 

before  two  consonants  belonging  to  the  second  syllable. 

§  195.  a :,  as  blame,  cas  case,  cave,  debate,  escSlpen, 
dame,  declaren,  general,  grape,  lake,  pale,  pas ;  filble, 

miracle,  table ;  age  (=*a-dze),  and  similarly  cage,  corage, 

damage,  homage,  image;  grace  (=:*gra-tse),  chacen, 
place,  tracen,  see  §  79  note  1.  But  the  a  in  AN.  -arie  = 
C.Fr.  -aire  from  Lat.  -arium  remained  short  in  open 

syllables,  and  also  generally  in  ME.  verbs  ending  in  -arien, 
as  adversarie,  Februarie,  necessarie ;  carien,  marien, 
tarien. 

§  196.  O.Fr.  |,  as  bfk  heak,  condicionfl,  eternfl,  hostfl, 

nf t  neat,  prfchen,  repf len,  requfren  to  require,  w|re  beside 

werre  u-ar,  but  O.Fr.  e  before  r  + consonant,  as  pfrcen 
(percen)  to  pierce,  pfrle,  rehfrsen  to  rehearse,  sfrchen, 

tfrme,  see  §§  63  note,  205. 

§  197.  1.  e  =  O.Fr.  e,  as  appfren  to  ajrpear,  beaute  beauty, 

cler  clear,  daunger,  frere  brother,  per  2wer,  pitf  pifi/, 

succeden.  AN.  -eje,  -eie  (=O.Fr.  -ee  from  Lat.  -ata-) 

became  -eie  (-ey)  in  ME.  O.Fr.  -ee  also  became  e  in  forms 
introduced  into  ME.,  although  the  second  e  was  preserved 

in  writing,  hence  in  ME.  we  often  have  double  forms,  as 
countreie  and  country?,  entreie  and  entre^,  jouriieie  and 

journey,  valeie  and  valee  valley. 
2.  O.Fr.  ie  became  f  in  AN.  about  1150  and  then  the 

f  remained  in  ME.,  sometimes  written  ie,  as  achfven, 

ffble,  greven  to  grieve,  manere,  matfre,  nece  niece,  pfce 

piece  piece,  preiere  prayer,  releven,  rivere,  sf  ge  siege  ; 

bref,  chef,  gref  grief  grief,  me&ch^f  miscJiicf,  cp.  §  60; 

contenen,  maintenen,  sustenen.  The  verbs  of  this  type 

were  later  remodelled  after  the  analogy  of  verbs  like 

ordeinen,  see  §  210. 

§  198.  O.Fr.  ue  became  3  in  AN.  and  then  the  8  had  the 

same  further  development  in  ME.  as  OE.  eo  (§  65),  that  ia,  it 

became  unrounded  to  f  in  all  the  dialects  except  the  west 
H 
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Mitllund  and  the  southern  dialects,  but  in  these  latter  dialects 
it  also  became  unrounded  to  e  about  the  end  of  the  fourteenth 

century.  It  was  often  written  eo  and  in  the  west  Midland 
and  southern  dialects  also  oe,  ue,  o,  and  u,  see  §  65.  Ex- 

amples are :  bef  heef,  contreven  to  contrive,  del  doel  duel 
sadness,  mfven  to  move,  pf pie  poeple  people  people,  pref 
l)roof,  prfven,  reprfven.  The  verbal  forms  had  in  O.Fr. 
ue  in  the  first  pers.  singular  and  5  in  the  first  pars,  plural, 
as  muef,  pi.  movons.  In  ME.  the  strong  form  of  the 
singular  generally  became  the  type  for  the  whole  inflexion, 
but  sometimes  the  weak  form  of  the  plural  became  the  type, 
hence  in  ME.  we  have  side  by  side  appreven  and  approven, 
mfven  and  moven,  preven  and  proven,  &c.  The  f,  6 
were  shortened  to  e,  o  before  an  r  in  the  following  syllable, 
as  keveren,  koveren  to  cover,  &.c. 

§  198.  i :  as  arriven,  bribe,  companie,  cryen,  defyen, 
denyen,  delit  delight,  desyr,  despisen,  devisen,  dinen, 
enticen,  justise,  malice,  mercy,  striven ;  gentil,  leisir, 
prys,  strif;  bible,  tigre;  fin  fine,  basin,  gardin,  cp.  §  50. 
The  i  also  became  i  before  n  +  dental,  as  pinte,  but  prince,  &c. 

§  200.  9  (=Lat.  au,  6):,  as  clgke,  cl9sen,  cgte, 
disppsen,  n9ble,  n9te,  rep9sen,  repr9chen,  rest9ren, 
r9be,  r9se,  supp9sen,  tres9r ;  and  also  before  r  +  consonant, 
as  f9rce,  f9rge,  P9rk,  p9rt.  Beside  £91  fool,  p^re  (O.Fr. 
povre)  poor,  tr^ne  throne  we  have  fol,  pore,  (rone.  AN. 
•orie  (=C.Fr.  -oire)  became  •9rie  in  ME.,  as  gl9rie, 
mem9rie,  st9rie,  victfrie. 

§201.  ii  (=AN.  u  O.Fr.  9),  as  allowen,  clamour, 
creatour,  culour,  devouren,  devout,  doute  doubt,  flour 
fiowcr,  goute,  gracious,  honour,  houre,  labour,  poudre, 
sermoun,  spouse,  tour  tower,  touchen,  vouchen ;  before 
r  +  consonant,  as  course,  court,  sours  source ;  before  mb,  n, 
nd,  nt,  nee,  nge  {=nd2),  as  abounden,  acount,  amount, 
condicioun,  count,  encountren,  lioun,  mount,  ounce, 

pardoun,  ploungen,  prisoun,  pronouncen,  renoun,  rf  soun 
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reason,  round,  soun  smnd,  toumbe,  but  always  uncle. 

Cp.  §  50.  The  u  afterwards  underwent  shortening  in 
couple,  double,  ploungen,  touchen,  troublen. 

§  202.  fi  =  1.  O.Fr.  and  AN.  ii  from  Lat.  u.  The  pure 

U'Sound  did  not  exist  in  any  of  the  dialects  of  England  at 
the  time  the  AN.  words  containing  this  sound  were  intro- 

duced. There  was  a  kind  of  u-sound  in  the  west  Midland 

and  some  of  the  southern  dialects,  but  it  was  different  from 

the  AN.  sound,  as  is  evidenced  by  the  subsequent  history  of 

the  two  sounds  both  in  ME.  and  the  modern  dialects  (cp. 
§  57).  For  AN.  u  was  substituted  what  seemed  to  the 

English  ear  the  nearest  equivalent,  viz.  iu,  and  this  is  also 

the  case  in  modern  times  when  English  people  without 

a  knowledge  of  phonetics  attempt  to  reproduce  Modern 

French  u.  In  the  older  loan-words  it  was  generally  written 
u,  as  duren,  usen,  vertu,  and  later  also  eu,  ew,  iu,  yw 
(cp.  §§  112,  116).  Examples  are :  accusen,  bugle,  duren, 

creature,  curen,  duk  duke,  figure,  fortiine,  mesflre,  pQr, 
rfide,  refiisen,  refuten,  sfigre  sugar,  sfir,  usen. 

2.  =O.Fr.  iii  (from  Lat.  u,  6  +  1)  became  u  in  AN. 

for  which  iu  was  substituted  in  ME.,  written  u  (ui),  eu,  ew, 

iu,  iw,  as  fruit  frut,  pu  pew  puw  pew,  suit,  cp.  §§  112,  116. 

The  verbal  forms  had  in  O.Fr.  iii  in  the  first  pers.  sing,  and 
9i  in  the  first  pers.  plural.  In  ME.  the  strong  form  of  the 

singular  generally  became  the  type  for  the  whole  of  the 

inflexion,  but  sometimes  the  weak  form  of  the  plural  became 

the  type,  hence  in  ME.  we  have  side  by  side  forms  like 
anuien  and  ancien,  destruien  and  destroien,  vuiden  and 
voiden. 

§  203.  Before  st  we  often  have  double  forms  just  as  in 

native  English  words  (cp.  §  97),  and  one  or  other  of  the  forms 

became  generalized,  as  ch&ste,  hUste,  t^sten,  wasten; 

bfste,  ffste  feast,  but  arest,  forest,  tempest ;  Christ ; 

bgsten,  C9ste  coast,  h9st,  P9st,  r9sten,  t9sten,  but  cost, 
costen ;  crouste  but  later  cruste  ;  jUst. 
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§  204.  In  place  of  long  vowel  +  a  single  consonant,  we 
sometimes  have  a  short  vowel  4- double  consonant,  as 
chapelle  :  chapf le,  passen  :  pas  ;  cessen  :  cfsen  to  cease, 
dette :  d|te  debt,  lettre  :  Iftre,  plegge :  ̂ l^gepledgc,  werre  : 
wf  re  war ;  quitte  :  quite  ;  loggen  :  l9gen  to  lodge,  proffren  : 
prgfren ;  copple  (o  =  u)  :  couple ;  stiggre  :  sugre  sugar, 
&c. 

c.  TJie  DiphtJiongs. 

ai,  ei 

§  205.  O.Fr.  ai  and  el  fell  together  in  ̂ i  in  AN.  and  then 
the  ei  became  ai  in  ME.  at  the  same  time  as  ei  became  ai 

in  native  words  (§  107).  And  then  later  the  ai  became  | 
before  consonants,  especially  before  liquids,  dentals,  and  s,  so 
that  in  ME.  we  often  have  f  beside  ai,  and  ei. 

Examples  are : — 
1.  O.Fr.  ai,  as  aiden,  air,  assaien  to  test,  claimen,  delai, 

gai,  grain,  lai  lay,  song,  maire  mayor,  maistre,  paien  to 

pay,  plain,  rai,  repairen,  vain,  waiten. 
2.  O.Fr.  ei,  as  conveien,  deceiven,  despeir,  displeien, 

heir,  obeien,  moneie,  peine  jpa/w,  preien  ̂ o  pra^,  receiven. 
3.  O.Fr.  ai  and  ei,  as  decfven,  df »  (deis)  table,  disfse, 

fse  (aise)  ease,  encrfsen,  frfle  (fraile)  frail,  grfse,  mfre 
(maire),  p|s  (pais)  peace,  plfden,  plfsen,  recft  (receit) 
receipt,  reef ven  (receiven),  sf sen  (saisen)  to  seize,  trften. 
See  §  63  note. 
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§  207.  O.Fr.  oi,  ui  (from  Lat.  6,  u  +  i)  =  AN.  ui  which 
remained  in  ME.  and  also  in  NE.  until  the  late  sixteenth  or 
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early  seventeenth  century,  although  it  was  generally  written 
oi  (oy),  as  acointen  to  acquaint,  boilen,  enointen,  joint, 
point,  poisen  to  poison,  soilen,  &c.  Forms  like  V9ice,  m9ist 
were  from  Central  French. 

au 

§  208.  O.Fr.  and  AN.  au  from  older  a  +  1  remained  in 
early  ME.,  and  then  later  it  became  a  before  labials,  as 
assaut  assault, fa.uchon falchion,  faute  fault,  heraud,  paume, 
later  pame  palm  of  the  hand,  sauce,  sauf  later  saf  safe, 
sauven  later  saven,  see  §  213,  1. 
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d.  The  Fomiation  of  Neto  Diphthongs, 

§  210.  Palatal  1'  and  n'  generally  became  il  and  in,  and 
then  the  i  combined  with  the  preceding  vowel  to  form 
a  diphthong  or  i  when  the  preceding  vowel  was  i,  as 
assailen,  aveilen,  barain  barren,  bataile,  fallen,  foun- 
taine,  gainen,  maille  mail,  montaine  mountain,  railen, 
travail,  vitaille  victuals,  atteinen,  compleynen,  feinen  to 

feign,  feint,  merveile  marvel,  ordeinen,  peinten,  reine  reign 
restreinen,  veile.  And  then  the  ei  became  ai  at  the  same 

time  as  ei  in  native  words  became  ai  (§  107).  Coloigne 
Cologne,  ui  (written  oi)  from  O.Fr.  ui,  as  boilen,  joinen, 
oile,  soile,  spoilen.  O.Fr.  iii  which  became  ii  in  AN.  and 
for  which  iu  was  substituted  in  ME.,  written  u,  ui  (see  §  202, 
2),  as  impugnen,  Jull  Jul  July,  Juin  Jun  June,  benigne 

benine,  where  -ign  =  -in,  and  similarly  resignen,  signe. 
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vigne  ;  peril.  When  the  diphthongs  in  the  above  and 

similar  examples  lost  their  secondary  accent  during  the  ME. 

period  they  were  generally  weakened  down  to  e,  although 

the  old  spelling  was  generally  preserved. 

Note.— Palatal  1 ,  n  were  often  expressed  by  Ij  (written  I3,  Ijh, 
ly),  nj  (written  nj)  in  the  Scottish  dialects,  as  batalje,  gan3e 
beside  bataile,  gaine;  and  in  late  ME.  they  were  also  sometimes 
expressed  by  Ij,  nj  (written  li,  ni)  in  the  Southern  dialects,  as 
talie,  spaniel  beside  taile  tally,  spainel,  see  Jordan,  ME.  Gr. 

§§  253,  256. 

§  211.  Between  a  and  a  nasal  belonging  to  the  same 

syllable  a  glide  was  developed  in  AN.,  which  in  ME.  com- 
bined with  the  preceding  vowel  to  form  the  diphthong  au, 

before  final  n,  before  m  + labial,  and  n  + dental  (=  n  +  d,  t 

or  s,  n  +  dz  or  t§),  as  aungel,  aunte,  balaunce,  braunche, 

chaumbre,  chaunce,  chaunge,  daunce  daunse,  demauii' 
den,  distaunce,  exaumple,  garlaunde,  graunten,  haunten, 

jaumbe,  laumpe,  paun,  plesaunt,  servaunt,  slaundre, 
tauny,  vaunten.  And  then  later  the  au  became  a  before 
in  + labial  and  n  +  di  or  t§,  see  §  213,  1. 

§  212.  The  a  which  arose  from  the  above  au  before  n  +  di 

or  tS  became  ai  in  some  parts  of  the  western  and  northern 

areas  about  the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century,  as  chaynge 

change,  raynge,  straynge  ;  braynche  branch,  staynche  to 
stanch. 

6.  Monophthongieation. 

§  213.  Before  certain  consonant  combinations  some  of 

the  diphthongs  became  monophthongs  about  the  end  of  the 

thirteenth  and  early  part  of  the  fourteenth  centuries : — 
1.  au  became  S.  before  labials,  n  +  di  or  t§,  df  and  t§,  as 

9.ngel,  bame  older  baum  bawm  halm,  branche,  chambre, 

changen,  jambe,  lampe;  fachon  falchion,  gagen,  safe, 

savage,  saven  to  save,  see  §§  208,  211. 

2.  ai,  ui  became  a,  u  before  S  and  s  + consonant,  as 
abaschen    older    abaischen    to    abash,    ascheler    (O.Fr. 
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aisselier)  ashlar,  master  older  maister,  casche  (O.Fr. 
caisse) ;  buschel  (O.Fr.  buissel),  cuschin  older  quischin 
ciisJiion,  cruschen  older  cruischen  to  crush. 

3.  fu  became  f  before  labials,  as  flfme  older  flfume 
phlegm,  rfme  older  r^ume  (reaume)  realm, 

f.   Vowel  Contraction. 

§  214.  Vowel  contraction  took  place  partly  in  AN.  and 
partly  in  ME.,  especially  when  the  second  vowel  or  diphthong 
was  e,i,  u,  or  el,  oi,  as  sfl  (O.Fr.  seel)  seal,  v.fl  (O.Fr.  veel) 
veal,  chaine  (O.Fr.  chaeine),  coin  (O.Fr.  cooin)  qiiincef 

brawn  (O.Fi-.  braoun),  mirour  (O.Fr.  mireiir),  s-iir  (O.Fr. 
seiir)  sure ;  O.Fr.  third  pers.  sing,  obeit  he  obeys,  pi. 
obeissent,  whence  ME.  obeien  beside  obeischen,  and 

similarly  abaischen  to  abash,  traien  beside  traischen  to 
betray,  rejgischen  to  rejoice. 

Contraction  also  took  place  when  intervocalic  i-consonant 
disappeared,  as  dfn  (O.Fr.  deien)  clean,  Ifl  (O.Fr.  leiel) 
loyal,  m|n  (O.Fr.  meien)  mean,  middle. 

2.  The  Vowels  of  Pretonic  Syllables. 

§  215.  The  O.Fr.  and  AN.  pretonic  vowels  and  diphthongs 
which  became  tonic  (accented)  through  the  shifting  of  the 

accent  generally  remained  in  ME.  The  short  vowels  were, 

however,  generally  lengthened  before  a  following  vowel  and 

in  open  syllables  of  early  borrowed  words,  but  remained 
short  in  later  borrowed  words. 

a.  The  Simple  Vowels. 

§  216.  a,  a,  au :,  as  amorous,  baroun,.bataIle,  carpenter, 
chapfle,  chariot,  gardin,  manfre,  palais,  ravenous, 
taverne,  travaien.  amiable,  a-precock  apricot,  bacoun, 
basin  basin,  flavour,  gracious,  masoun  mason,  nacioun 
nation,  natflre  nature,  pacient,  see  §  79  note  1.     AN.  a  was 
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denasalized  to  a  before  nd,  nt,  and  ng,  as  anguische, 
language,  mantel,  standard.  In  other  positions  it  had  the 
same  development  asin  accented  syllables  f§  211),as  auncient, 
brandischen  beside  braundischen,  chaumpion,  chauncel, 
daunger,  raunsoun  ransom. 

§  217.  e,  f :,  as  lessoua,  merci,  metal,  nevew,  peril 
beside  peril,  plesaunt,  present,  secounde;  aventure, 
engin,  gentil,  plentf ,  tempeste.  Ifsir,  plfsir,  rfsin  grape, 

rfsoun  reason,  see  §  63  note.  Before  r -i- consonant  we 
have  e  later  a  (§  129j,  as  gerlaund,  merchaunt,  merveile, 
persoune,  sermoun,  later  garlaund,  &c. 

§  218.  i,  i :,  as  cite,  diner,  finischen,  pitf ,  scriptfire, 
vinfgre.     giaunt  giant,  lioun,  sq\aier.     pilot,  ivorie, 

§  219.  o :,  as  comoun,  folie  foUy,  foreste,  fortfine, 
gobelet,  honouren,  office,  solas  solace,  torment. 

§  220.  u,  n  (written  ou,  owj,  as  buteler,  butoun  button, 
culour,  glutoun,  mutoun,  sudain,  supere.  coward, 
dowere  doure  dowry,  powere,  towaile  toxcel ;  bountf , 
counseil,  countrf,  fonntaine,  mountaine. 

§  221.  ii,  ii.  u  remained  in  early  ME.,  but  became  u 
during  the  ME.  period  (cp.  §  125),  and  iu  v?as  substituted  for 
fi  (cp.  §  202),  as  duchesse,  juggement,  punischen,  studien 
to  study,    cruel  crewel,  humilltf ,  humovir,  suretf ,  usag^. 

b.  The  DipUhongs. 

§  222.  The  pretonic  diphthongs  generally  had  the  same 
development  in  ME.  as  the  tonic  (accented)  diphthongs 
except  that  ei  undenvent  weakening  in  medial  syllables. 

§  223.  ai  was  generally  monophthongized  to  |,  but  forms 
with  ai  also  occur  in  ME.,  as  f^tiire  and  faiture  feature, 
rfsoun  and  raisoun,  sf soun  and  saisoun,  see  §§  63  note, 
206 ;  the  ai  remained  before  old  palatal  1 ,  as  tailour  tailor, 
see  §  210. 

§  224.  ei  :,  as  leisir  leisure,  prei^re  prayer,  veia.ge  (O.Fr. 
voitge)  voyage. .   curtesie  beside  older  curteisie,  orisoun 
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beside  older  oreisoun,  venisoun  beside  older  veneisoun 

(O.Fr.  venoison). 

§  225.  9i:,  as  J9ious. 
§  226.  ui  (written  oi) :,  as  oinoun  onion,  poisoun  poison. 

§  227.  O.Fr.  iii  =  AN.  fi,  for  which  the  iu-sound  was  sub- 
stituted in  ME.  (§  202,  2),  as  nuisaunce. 

§  228,  au :,  as  auter  altar,  faucon  falcon,  saumoun 

salmon,  sauv^ge  (see  §  213,  1). 

§  229.  eau,  eu  became  iu  (see  §  112),  as  beaute  beutf 

bewte  beauty ;  fewaile  fuel,  jewel  jewel. 

3.  The  Vowels  op  Post-tonic  and  Unaccented 
Syllables  oenerallt. 

§  280.  The  vowel  in  post-tonic  syllables  was  always  -e,  as 
in  chapfle,  faute,  justise,  madame,  natiire,  reine  reign. 

The  final  -e  in  these  and  similar  words  disappeared  in  pro- 
nunciation earlier  in  ME.  than  the  -e  in  words  of  English 

origin  (cp.  §§  141-2).  This  was  especially  the  case  after  st, 
ce  (=  s)  and  after  vowels,  as  bf  st(e),  tempest(e),  plac(e), 

foli(e)  folly,  maladi(e),  prei(e)  prey.  In  this  respect  Chaucer 

was  behind  the  spoken  language  of  his  time.  In  his  poeti7 

the  final  -e  was  preserved  in  pronunciation,  and  he  never 
allowed  words  ending  in  -ce  (=  s)  to  rhyme  with  those 

ending  in  -s  nor  those  ending  in  ̂ ye  (-ie)  with  those  ending 
in  -y. 

For  the  weakening  down  of  long  vowels  and  diphthongs 

which  were  accented  in  O.Fr.  and  AN.,  but  became  un- 
ace«ited  in  ME.  through  the  shifting  of  the  principal  accent, 
see  §§  186,  210. 

§  231.  Initial  e-  disappeared  before  s-h  tenuis,  as  Spaine, 
spyen,  staat  beside  estaat,  sttidien,  scipen  beside 

escapen,  squirel  (0  Fr.  escurel).  Initial  vowels  also  often 

disappeared  before  other  consonants,  as  menden  beside 

amenden,  prentys  beside  aprentys,  pistil  beside  epistil. 
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Initial  prefixes  often  disappeared,  as  fenden  beside  defenden, 

steinen  beside  desteinen  to  stain,  sport  beside  disport, 
saumple  beside  ensaumple,  &c. 

§  232.  Medial  vowels  often  disappeared  between  con- 
sonants, as  chimneie  beside  chimeneie  chimney,  kerchef 

beside  keverchef,  norture  beside  noriture,  pantrie  beside 

psinetTie  pantry,  palfrei  beside  palefrei,  &c.,  cp.  §  154. 

CHAPTER  VI 

THE  ME.  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  OR 
CONSONANT-SYSTEM 

§  233.  OE.  had  the  following  consonant-system : — 

r„L.v,7  Inter-     j.^  .  ,      Guttti-     Pala- 
^«^'«^-        dental     ̂ ^^^«^-      ral         tal 

Explosives  r^^^i^!^  P'PP  *'"  "'"     "'"" Ivoiced  b,  bb  d,  dd  g,  gg    g,  eg 

„  .       ,         (voiceless  f,  ff      b,  bb     s,  ss  h,  hh  h,  hh 
Spirants      i     ■     ■,  r  C 

(voiced  f  ))  s  g  g 
Nasals  m,  mm  n,  nn         n  n 

Liquids  1,11;  r,  rr 
Semi-vowel  w 

To  these  must  be  added  the  aspirate  h,  and  x.  The  double 

consonants  were  pronounced  long  as  in  Modern  Italian  and 

Swedish,  thus  habban  =  hab-ban  to  have,  swimman  = 

swim-man  to  swim.  On  the  doubling  of  consonants  in  late 

ME.,  see  §  12,  and  ENE.  Gr.  §§  53-4. 

§  234,  Many  of  the  changes  which  the  OE.  consonant- 
system  underwent  in  ME.  were  not  sound-changes,  but 

merely  orthographical  changes  due  to  the  influence  of  the 

Anglo-Norman  system  of  orthography.  Most  of  these 
changes  have  been  stated  in  §§  13-20,  and  others  will  be 
dealt   with  in   the  treatment  of  the  separate  consonants. 
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The  sound-changes  which  the  OE.  consonants  underwent  in 

ME.  were  insignificant  compared  with  the  vowel-changes. 
In  fact  the  consonants  have  changed  comparatively  little  in 

the  whole  history  of  the  language,  whereas  the  vowels  have 

been  continuously  on  the  change  and  still  are  so.  It  may 

therefore  be  said  that  the  consonants  in  a  language  like 

English  merely  form,  as  it  were,  the  framework  of  the 

language,  and  that  the  vowels  are  the  clockwork  or 

living  organism.  This  is  quite  different  from  a  language 

like  French  where  the  consonants  equally  with  the  vowels 

have  undergone  great  and  radical  changes  in  passing  from 

popular  Latin  to  the  French  of  the  present  day. 

§  235.  Before  entering  upon  the  history  of  the  individual 

consonants  in  ME.,  it  will  be  well  to  treat  here  several  con- 

sonant-changes which  are  best  dealt  with  collectively,  viz. 
the  voicing  and  unvoicing  of  consonants,  the  vocalization  of 

consonants,  assimilation,  metathesis,  the  loss  of  consonants, 

and  the  development  of  glide  consonants. 

1.  The  Voicing  of  Consonants. 

§  236.  The  initial  voiceless  spirants  f,  s,  \>  became  the 

voiced  spirants  v,  z,  5  in  late  OE.  or  early  ME.  in  Kentish 

and  the  southern,  especially  the  south-western  dialects,  as 
vader,  vat,  vlesch,  vrend;  zaule  zQuIe,  zinne  zenne 
ziinne  sin,  tSat  tSet,  Sing.  The  modern  dialects  show  tliat 

this  voicing  of  the  initial  voiceless  spirants  must  have  taken 

place  at  an  early  period,  because  it  is  almost  exclusively 

confined  to  native  words,  hence  the  change  must  have  taken 

place  before  the  great  influx  of  Anglo-Norman  words  into 

these  dialects.  The  use  of  the  in'tial  voiced  for  the  voiceless 
spirants  is  now  obsolete  in  Ken.,  Sur.,  Sus.,  and  obsolescent 

in  s.  Pem.,  Hamp.,  and  the  I.  W.,  but  it  is  still  in  general 

use  in  east  Hrf.,  parts  of  Glo.,  west  Brks.,  Wil.,  Som.,  and 

Dev.     These  modern  dialects  help  to  throw  some  light  upon 
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the  standard  NE.  voiced  8  (written  th)  in  pronouns  and  the 
adverbs  related  to  them.  There  is  no  indication  either  in 

ME.  or  NE.  to  show  when  the  )>•  became  voiced  in  such 
words,  but  the  dialects  of  Sus  ,  Ken.,  and  s.  Pem.  show  that 

it  must  have  taken  place  pretty  early,  because  in  these 

dialects  the  J)-  has  become  d-,  although  the  forms  with  d-  are 
now  obsolescent  in  the  two  latter  counties.  Examples  are : 

dea  their,  there,  dem,  den,  di  the,  dis.  These  forms  with  d- 

show  that  the  voicing  of  the  Jj-  in  pronominal  and  adverbial 
forms  was  older  than  the  voicing  of  it  in  the  other  OE. 

words  beginning  with  ]>.     See  EB.  Gr.  §§  278,  310,  320. 

§  287.  In  simple  words  the  voiceless  spirants  f,  s,  p 
became  voiced  between  voiced  sounds  in  early  OE.,  although 

they  were  always  retained  in  writing,  and  this  rule  was  also 

preserved  in  ME...  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  139.  Final  -s  and  -p 
became  voiced  after  vowels  during  the  ME.  period  in  un- 

accented syllables,  although  the  -s,  •]>  (-th)  were  retained  in 
writing.  And  similarly  in  unaccented  words  like  his,  is, 
was. 

2.  The  Unvoicing  of  Consonants. 

§  238.  In  early  OE.  the  voiced  spirants  v  (written  f),  J 

became  voiceless  f,  x  before  voiceless  sounds  and  finally,  and 

this  rule  was  also  preserved  in  early  ME.,  see  §§  266,  308, 

and  EOE.  Gr.  §  140.  When  final  -e  disappeared  at  an  early 
period  (§  138)  z,  v  and  tJ  became  unvoiced  to  s,  f  and  p,  as 

hgp^,  erp^,  froJ>?,  northern  dialects  ris  to  rise,  gif  to  give, 
luf  to  love,  beside  older  rise(n),  give(n),  luve(n). 

The  g  in  the  combination  ijg  became  k  (written  c)  before 
voiceless  consonants  in  OE.,  but  the  g  was  generally  restored 

through  association  with  forms  where  the  g  was  regular,  as 

strenc))  beside  streng))  with  g  restored  from  Strang  strong 
(cp.  EOE.  Gr.  §  140),  whence  such  ME.  double  forms  as 

lenk|>,  strenk))  beside  leng}),  streng)),  and  forms  with  nk 
are  still  common  in  many  of  the  modern  dialects,  see  Index 
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to  ED.  Gr.  There  was  also  a  tendency  for  final  og  to  become 

i)k  in  some  of  the  ME.  dialects,  especially  in  the  north-west 
Midland,  as  in  Sir  Gawain  and  the  Green  Knight:  Bonk(e) 

young,  rynk  ring,  )jink  thing,  &c.,  and  such  forms  are  still 
common  in  some  of  the  dialects  of  this  area,  see  ED.  Gr.  §  274. 

§  239.  In  early  OE.  d  became  t  before  and  after  voiceless 

consonants.  When  two  dentals  thus  came  together,  they 

became  tt  which  were  simplified  to  t  finally  and  after  con- 
sonants (EOE.  Gr.  §  140).  This  rule  also  remained  as 

a  characteristic  feature  of  the  southern  dialects  in  the  ME. 

period,  as  bintst  beside  older  bindest  thou  hindest,  bitst 

beside  older  bidest  thou  prayest,  bint  from  *bind)),  older 

binde))  he  hinds,  bit  from  *bid)),  older  bide))  he  prays,  &c. 
And  in  like  manner  the  d  also  became  t  in  the  pp.  of 

trisyllabic  weak  verbs  after  the  loss  of  the  -e*  in  the  final 
syllable,  as  punischt,  witnest  beside  older  punisched, 

"Witnessed,  see  §  155.  In  ME.  as  in  the  modern  dialects 
(cp.  ED.  Gr.  §§  303-4)  there  was  a  tendency  to  unvoice  d  to 
t  in  final  unaccented  syllables.  This  was  especially  the  case 

in  the  preterite  and  past  participle  in  the  Scottish  and  west 

Midland  dialects.  For  the  unvoicing  of  d  to  t  in  the  pi-eterite 
and  past  participle  of  verbal  stems  ending  in  -Id,  -nd,  and  -rd, 
see  §  270.  And  in  the  west  Midland  dialects  d  also  became 

t  finally  after  1,  n,  r  in  monosyllables,  as  bf  rt  beard,  felt 

field,  pret.  belt  Md,  lont  land,  wint  wind,  &c. ;  the  t  in 

these  and  similar  words  has  been  preserved  in  many  of  the 

dialects  of  this  area  down  to  the  present  day,  see  ED.  Gr. 

§302. 

3.  The  Vocalization  of  Consonants. 

§  240.  The  prefix  je-  became  i-  through  the  intermediate 

stages  i-,  ji-,  which  remained  initially  (also  written  y-),  as 
iwis  ywis  (OE.  gewiss)  certain,  iclad  yclad  clothca,  but 

disappeared  medially  through  the  intermediate  stage  -e-,  as 
neighbour,  older  nehhebour  (OE.  neahgebiir),  see  §  168. 
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Medial  palatal  5  became  i  between  r  and  a  following  vowel, 
as  burie(n)  birie(n)  (OE.  byr(i)gan)  to  bury,  murie  mirie  (OE. 
myr(i)ge)  pleasant,  terie(n)  (OE.  tergan)  to  annoy,  and 
similarly  in  French  words,  carie(n),  contrarie,  marie(n), 
studie(n).  Palatal  5  became  vocalized  to  i  after  vowels  and 
then  combined  with  a  preceding  vowel  to  form  a  diphthong 

of  the  i-type,  see  §§  105,  299. 

§  241.  When  "W  came  to  stand  finally  after  consonants  it 
became  vocalized  to  u,  as  pi.  5arwe  (OE.  gearwe)  from 
which  was  formed  a  new  sing,  jam  ready,  and  similarly 
holu  hollow,  naru  narrotv,  &c.,  see  §  134  (a).  Postvocalic 
old  w  became  vocalized  to  u,  and  then  combined  with  the 

preceding  vowel  to  form  a  diphthong  of  the  u-type,  as 
chewen  (OE.  ceowan)  to  chew,  kn9wen  (OE.  cnawan)  to 
know,  schfwen  (OE.  sceawian,  later  sceawian)  to  show, 
beside  northern  cheu  (ch§u),  knau,  schf  u,  see  §§  110,  2,  111. 
And  in  like  manner  w  from  OE.  and  early  ME.  guttural  5 

became  vocalized  to  u  after  a  guttural  vowel  and  then  com- 
bined with  the  preceding  vowel  to  form  a  diphthong  of  the 

u-type,  see  §§  105,  298. 

§  242.  V  was  vocalized  to  u  (generally  written  "w)  Avhen 
it  stood  or  came  to  stand  before  a  consonant  through  the 
loss  of  a  medial  unaccented  vowel  (§  153),  as  awkward 

from  older  *avkward,  *avuk',  pi.  chaules  (OE.  ceaflas) 
from  which  was  formed  a  new  singular  chaul  cheek,  craAvlen 
(ON.  krafla)  to  crawl,  f  wte  older  evete  (OE.  efete)  newt,  pi. 
hawkes  (OE.  hafocas)  from  which  a  new  singular  hawk 
was  formed,  nauger  old©r  naveger  (OE.  nafogar)  auger. 

4.'  Assimilation 

§  213.  Partial  or  total  assimilation  of  dentals  took  place 

in  unaccented  particles,  as  and  tat  =  and  )>at,  atte  =  at  )>e, 
)}atte  =  ))at  ))e,  and  similarly  with  ))ii  thou  after  verbal  forms 
with  simplification  of  the  tt,  as  artu  art  thou  ?,  wiltu  unit 
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thou  ? ;  these  and  similar  forms  are  still  a  characteristic 
feature  of  the  Modern  northern  and  north  Midland  dialects, 

see  ED.  Gr.  §  404.  In  and  nl  became  11,  as  elle  older  elne 
(OE.  eln)  ell,  mille  older  milne  (OE.  myln),  ellev?n(e)  beside 
older  enleven  (OE.  en(d)leofan)  eleven,  fm  became  mm,  as 
lemman  (OE.  leofman)  sweetheart,  wimman  (OE.  wimman 

beside  wifman)  woman,  n  became  m  before  f  and  p,  as  com- 
fort (O.Fr.  confort),  hemp  (OE.  henep),  noumpere  (O.Fr. 

nonper)  umpire,  pf  became  ff,  as  chafiFare  (OE.  *ceapfaru) 
trade. 

5.  Metathesis. 

§  244.  The  metathesis  of  r  was  common  in  QE.,  especially 

in  the  Northumbrian  dialect.  Already  at  that  period  ante- 
vocalic  r  often  became  postvocalic  when  a  short  vowel  was 
followed  by  n,  nn,  s  or  s  + consonant  {KOE.  Gr.  §  143). 

ME.  examples  ai-e :  bird  (OE.  brid),  brijt  (OE.  beorht) 
bright,  forst  beside  frost  (OE.  forst  beside  frost),  hors  (OE. 
hros),  ))irde  (OE.  ))ridda) ;  asken  beside  axen  =  OE. 
ascian  beside  axian  to  ask. 

6.  The  Loss  of  Consonants. 

§  245.  Postconsonantal  w  disappeared  before  back-rounded 
vowels,  as  als9,  ase  (OE.  ealswa),  59  (OE.  swa),  soche 
suche  beside  sv^ich  (OE.  swylc),  sord  beside  sword,  sole 
beside  swote  sweet  adv. ,  suster  (OE.  sweostor,  §  38)  sister, 

to  beside  two  (OE.  twa),  ])Ong  beside  )>wong,  ho  beside 
who  (OE.  hwa).  It  also  disappeared  in  certain  verbal  forms 
with  the  negative  prefix,  as  nas  (OE.  naes  =  ne  waes)  was 
not,  nille  (OE.  nille  =  ne  wille)  will  not,  and  similarly  niste 
I  knew  not,  n^t  I  know  not,  nolde  /  would  not,  &c. 

§  240.  1  disappeared  in  the  Midland  and  southern  dialects 
before  and  after  ch  =  OE.  palatal  c,  as  f ch  (OE.  able)  each, 
muche  moche,  miche  (OE.  mycel)  great,  suche  soche, 
siche,  swich  (OE.  swylc),  which  whuch  (OE.  hwylc). 
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beside  northern  ilk,  mikel,  swilk,  qtiilk.  It  also  dis- 

appeared in  the  unaccented  particle  ase  beside  the  accented 

form  als9  (OE.  ealswa). 

§  247.  Final  -n  disappeared  early  in  dissyllabic  and  tri- 
syllabic nouns  and  adjectives  in  the  Midland  and  jiouthern 

dialects,  but  was  often  or  generally  restored  again  from  the 

inflected  forms,  as  kinrede,  kindred  (OE.  cyn-raeden),  eve 

beside  even  evening,  maide(n).  It  had  disappeared  in  Nor- 
thumbrian during  the  OE.  period  in  words  of  more  than  one 

syllable.  This  law  was  fairly  well  preserved  in  the  infinitive, 

the  present  and  preterite  plural  subjunctive,  the  weak 

declension  of  nouns  and  adjectives,  numerals  and  adverbs, 

but  in  strong  nouns  and  adjectives  including  the  past  parti- 

ciples of  strong  verbs,  the  final  -n  was  generally  reintroduced 
into  the  nom.  singular  from  the  inflected  forms.  It  was 

also  mostly  reintroduced  into  the  pret.  indicative  plural 

through  the  influence  of  the  past  participle,  which  itself  was 
a  new  formation. 

In  early  ME.  the  final  -n  disappeared  in  unaccented 
syllables  except  in  the  pp.  of  strong  verbs  in  the  northern 
and  north  Midland  dialects.  In  the  other  Midland  dialects 

it  was  mostly  retained,  especially  in  the  piesent  plural  of 

the  indicative,  the  infinitive,  and  the  past  participle  of  strong 
verbs.  It  was  retained  in  the  southern  dialects  in  the  weak 

declension  of  nouns  and  adjectives,  whereas  in  the  Kentish 

dialect  it  disappeared  at  an  early  period  in  the  past  parti- 

ciple of  strong  verbs,  see  §  147.  Final  -n  disappeared  in  the 
indefinite  article  and  the  possessive  pronouns  when  the  next 

word  began  with  a  consonant,  as  a,  9  ]>ing  (OE.  an),  119 

))ing  (OE.  nan)  mi  fader  (OE.  min).  When  the  next  word 

began  with  a  vowel  the  -n  was  run  on  to  it,  as  mi  nfm  (OE. 
min  eam)  my  uncle. 

§  248.  Final  b  disappeared  after  in  in  the  northern  dialects 

about  the  beginning  of  the  fourteenth  century,  as  dum 

dumb,  lam  lamb,     f  disappeared  in  O.Fr.  before  final  -s,  as 
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nom.  sing,  baillis  beside  ace.  baillif,  whence  ME.  bailli 

beside  baillif,  joli  beside jolif,  pensi  beside  pensif  thoughtful. 

The  forms  baily  and  pensy  are  still  very  common  in  the 
modern  dialects,  v  from  older  f  also  disappeared  before 

consonants,  as  hf d  beside  older  hfved  (OE.  heafod)  head, 

ladi  from  older  lavdie,  lavedie  (OE.  hlaefdige)  lady,  larke 

from  older  laverke  (§  88),  l9rd  from  older  Igverd  (OE. 

hlaford,  -ard)  lord.  The  common  forms  J)ar  I  need,  J>arst, 
Jjar,  beside  Jjarf,  J)arft,  Jjarf  were  due  to  association  with 
dar  I  dare,  darst,  dar. 

§  240.  t  disappeared  before  st,  between  s  and  s  or  m,  as 

best  (OE  bet(e)st),  laste  (OE.  latest)  last,  Wessex  (OE. 

West-Seaxan),  blosme  (OE  blostma  beside  blosma) 

blossom,  d  disappeared  before  s,  as  answere  (OE.  and- 
swaru),  gospel  beside  older  godspel,  gossib  beside  older 

godsib.  )>  disappeared  at  the  end  of  the  first  element  of 

compounds,  as  Norfolk  (OE.  NorJ)-folc),  Sussex  (OE.  SuJj- 
seaxan),  wurschipe  beside  older  wur))schipe  loorship.  It 

also  disappeared  in  the  medial  combinations  -Jjn-,  -Jjr-  with 
lengthening  of  the  preceding  vowel,  as  hen  (ON.  hej)an) 

hence,  sin,  sen  (OE.  si]?)7an,  siojjjjan)  since,  Ipen  (ON.  ))ej)an) 
thence,  wher  ivhcther,  see  §  76. 

§  250.  Intervocalic  k  disappeared  in  the  preterite  and  past 
participle  made,  mad  (maad)  for  older  makede,  maked. 

From  the  pret.  and  pp.  was  then  formed  a  new  present 

ma(n)  in  the  northern  and  north  Midland  dialects,  after  the 

analogy  of  which  was  also  formed  a  new  present  ta(n)  for 

taken,  see  §  79  note  1.  Final  -ch  disappeared  in  unaccented 
words  and  syllables  in  late  ME.,  as  I  beside  ich,  -ly  beside 

older  -liche,  as  in  hevenly  beside  hevenliche.  Initial  fa- 
disappeared  before  1,  n,  r,  but  these  combinations  were  often 

written  Ih,  nh,  rh  in  early  ME,,  especially  in  Kentish,  as 

Ifpen  (OE.  hlf apan)  to  leap,  laujen  (Anglian  hlaBhha(n))  to 

laugh,  neien  (OE.  hnaegan)  to  neigh,  nute  (OE.  hnutu)  nut, 

raven  (OE.  hraefn),  ring  (OE.  bring). 
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7.   The  Developmekt  of  Glide  Consonants  in  ME, 

§  251.  Glide  consonants  were  developed,  especially  in  the 
neighbourhood  of  nasals  and  s. 

A  b  was  developed  between  m-1,  m-r,  as  bremble  (OE. 
bremel,  gen.  bremles)  hramhU,  schamble  (OE.  sceamol, 

gen.  sceam(o)les),  Jjimble  (OE.  ))ymel,  gen.  ))ymles), 
slumbren  (OE.  slumerian),  and  also  after  m  in  croumbe 

(OE.  crQma)  ctmmb,  J)Oumbe  (OE.  ))iima)  thumb.  A  p  was 
developed  between  m-n,  ni't,  as  nempnen  (OE.  nemnan)  to 
name,  empti  (OE.  aemtig),  and  in  French  words  like 
autumpne  autumn,  dampnen  to  damn,  solempne  solemn, 
tempten  to  attempt. 

A  d  was  developed  between  l-r,  n-r,  as  alder  (OE.  air, 
alor)  alder,  J)e  alderbeste  (OE.  ealra  betsta)  the  best  of  all, 

and  similarly  alderfirst,  alderlast;  kindred  (OE.  cyn- 
rseden),  ])under  (OE.  Jjunor,  gen.  J)un(o)res).  jaundice 
beside  jaunice  (AN.  jaunisse).  A  final  -t  was  developed 
after  n  in  AN.  words,  as  auncient  (O.Fr.  ancien),  and 
similarly  fesaunt,  tiraunt,  ribant  (riband)  beside  riban 
ribbon.  A  t  was  developed  between  s  and  n  in  glistnen 
(OE.  glisnian),  listnen  (OE.  hlysnan)  to  listen,  and  after 

final  -s,  as  a^ainest  beside  older  ajaines,  bihfste  (OE. 
behss)  vow,  promise,  hf  st  (OE.  has)  command. 

The  Semivowels. 

■w 

§  252.  OE.  ̂   was  still  used  occasionally  until  the 
thirteenth  century,  but  in  early  ME.  w  was  generally 
written  uti,  more  rarely  vv,  and  in  northern  manuscripts 
XX  after  dentals  and  s.  In  late  northern  manuscripts  it  was 
often  written  v.  w  was  introduced  from  the  AN.  alphabet  in 
the  thirteenth  century,  and  OE.  cw  came  to  be  written  qu. 
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§  253.  OE.  w  remained  initially  before  vowels,  and 

generally  also  initially  before  and  after  consonants,  as  warm 

(OE.  wearm),  weder  (OE.  weder)  vxather,  wlank  (OE. 

wlanc)  proud,  writen  (OE.  writan),  twelf  (OE.  twelf ),  and 

similarly  was,  water,  wepen  to  weep,  wide,  winter, 
wischen,  wolf,  wounde,  wunder,  and  similarly  in  AN. 

words,  as  waiten,  wasten,  werre  %car,  &c.  ;  wlite  face, 

form,  wrecche  ivrctched ;  dwellen,  swimmen,  twig ; 

quene  (OE.  cwen)  queen,  woman,  quik  (OE.  cwic). 

It  also  remained  medially  after  consonants,  as  wid(e)we 

(OE.  wid(e)we)  wkloiv,  medwe  beside  mfde  (OE.  gen. 

maedwe  beside  nom.  mad)  meadow,  and  similarly  bolw^e 
holloio,  schadwe,  swalwe.  For  the  vocalization  and  loss 

of  w  see  §§  241,  245. 

§  254.  AN.  w  (=  O.Fr.  gu,  later  g,  in  words  of  Germanic 

origin)  remained  in  ME.,  as  rew^arden,  wage,  waiten, 
wSsten,  werre  icar. 

The  O.Fr.  combination  qu  =  kw^  remained  in  ME.  before 
a,  e,  i,  but  became  k  (c)  before  o,  u,  as  equal,  qualitee, 

quarter,  questioun ;  but  C9i,  likour. 

Germanic  j 

§  266.  Germanic  initial  j  had  become  a  palatal  spirant  like 

the  y  in  NE.  yet,  you  in  the  oldest  period  of  the  language. 

This  explains  why  it  was  written  g  in  OE.,  and  5,  later  y, 

in  ME.,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §§  1.50-1.  The  OE.  sound  remained 
initially  in  ME.,  as  je  (OE.  ge)  ye,  5|r  jfr  (OE.  gear,  ger) 

year,  and  similarly  5et  5it  yet,  Jif  if,  50k  39ke  yolce,  Jong 

young,  30U))e  youth.     See  §  240. 

The  Liquids. 

1 

§  266.   OE.  and  AN.  1  generally  remained  in  all  positions 

of  the  word,  as  loud  (OE.  hlud),  fallen  (OE.  feallan),  ale 

(OE.  ealu),  clfne  (OE.  claene),  all  (OE.  eall),  dfl  (OE.  dsel), 
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and  similarly  lamb,  Ifpen,  litel,  loven ;  fillen,  sellen, 
tellen,  woUe ;  blod,  flesch,  folk,  glad,  helpen,  milk, 
nedle,  silver,  S9ule,  stflen ;  foul,  full,  sadel ;  labour, 
langage ;  blamen,  calme,  delai,  fallen,  table  ;  criiel.  For 
the  loss  of  1  see  §  246. 

r 

§  257.  OE.  and  AN.  r  generally  remained  in  all  positions 
of  the  word,  as  roum  (OE.  riim),  bringen  (OE.  bringan), 

bf  ren  (OE.  beran),  hard  (OE.  heard),  sterre  (OE.  steorra) 
star,  fader  (OE.  faeder),  and  similarly  r|d  red,  rein  rain, 
riden ;  arm,  bare,  er])e  earth,  ferre  far,  grene,  sprfden, 
strfm  stream,  ire,  word,  writen  ;  better,  fyr  fire,  moder ; 
rage,  round ;  chaumbre,  f^rce,  grace,  nature,  trouble ; 

pfir.    For  the  metathesis  of  r  see  §  244. 

The    Nasals. 

m 

§  258.  OE.  and  AN.  m  generally  remained  in  ME.,  as 
moder  (OE.  modor)  mother,  climben  (OE.  climban),  name 
(OE.  nama),  roum  (OE.  rum),  and  similarly  maken,  man, 
min,  mou)) ;  cgmb,  cumen,  swimmen,  time ;  bosem, 
botem,  brom,  fajiem,  helm,  worm ;  maladie,  moneie ; 
chaumbre,  damage,  lampe. 

§  259.  Final  -m,  when  an  element  of  inflexion,  became  -n 
in  late  OE.,  as  dat,  pi.  dagon,  giefon,  sunon  beside  older 
dagum,  giefum,  sunum ;  dat.  sing,  and  pi.  godon  beside 

older  godura.  This  change  of  final  -m  to  -n  was  due  to  the 
levelling  out  of  the  -n  in  the  n»stems  into  the  dative  plural, 
and  from  which  it  was  then  extended  analogically  to  the 

other  stems.  The  -n  disappeared  at  an  early  period  in  ME. 
(cp.  §  147).  The  old  inflexional  ending  with  -m  was  pre- 

served in  the  ME.  isolated  form  whilom,  the  dat.  pi.  of  OE. 
hwil  time,  used  adverbially. 
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n 

§  260.  OE.  and  AN.  dental  n  generally  remained,  as 
name  (OE.  nama),  biginnen  (OE.  beginnan),  sune  (OE. 
sunu)  son,  st9n  stone,  and  similarly  nedle,  nijt ;  gnawen 
to  gnatv,  grene,  henne,  hound,  kne,  land,  quf  ne,  senden, 
sunne  sun ;  chin,  toun ;  nature,  n9ble,  n9ise  ;  aunte, 

chaunce,  point ;  baroun,  vain.  For  the  loss  of  final  -n  see 
§§  147,  247. 13 

§  261.  OE.  and  AN.  guttural  K)  (written  n)  remained,  as 
bringen  (OE.  bringan),  singen,  pret.  pi.  sungen  (OE. 
singan,  sungon),  tunge  (OE.  tunge),  and  similarly  drinken, 
finger,  king,  lang  long,  ]}anken;  anguische,  frank, 
langage,  &c. 

§  262.  OE.  palatal  DC  (§  286)  and  Dg  (§  294)  became  ntS 
(written  nch)  and  ndi  (written  ng),  as  benche  (OE.  bene), 

finch  (OE.  fine),  Jsenchen  (OE.  Jiencan)  to  think ;  sengen 
singen  (OE.  sengean)  to  singe. 

§  263.  In  many  dialects  the  OE.  palatal  combinations 
eiDC,  eog  became  ein  before  d,  t,  ]>  with  i  to  indicate  the 
palatal  nature  of  the  n,  the  ei  then  later  became  e,  as  pret. 
meinde  (OE.  mengde)  he  mixed,  dreinte  (OE.  drencte) 
he  drowned,  and  similarly  bleinte  he  deceived,  seinde  he 
singed,  sleinde  he  slung,  &c.,  leinten,  later  lenten  (OE. 

lengten,  lencten)  spring.  Lent,  leinjje,  lenjie  (OE.  lengjju), 
strein]3e,  strenjje  (OE.  strengj)u).  The  forms  len))  stren)) 
are  still  the  usual  forms  in  all  the  dialects  of  Scotland  and 

the  northern  counties.     Cp.  §§  238,  295. 

The  Labials. 

P 

§  264.  OE.  and  AN.  p  generally  remained  in  all  positions 
of  tlie  word,  as  paj>  (OE.  paej>),  slfpen  slf pen  (OE.  slaepan, 
slepan),  dfp  (OE.  deop),  and  similarly  peni,  pleien  to  play. 
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pound,  prest,  proud ;  cuppe,  harpe,  helpen,  lippe, 
spfken,  steppen,  wepen  to  weep  ;  pret.  halp,  schip ;  part, 
plf  sen  to  please,  present ;  lampe,  purple,  space. 

§  265.  OE  and  AN.  b  generally  remained  in  all  positions 
of  the  word,  as  bfren  (OE.  beran),  brfken  (OE.  brecan), 
ribbe  (OE.  ribb),  web  (OE.  webb),  and  similarly  baj), 
binden,  blak,  bpn,  bringen;  climben,  clubbe,  ebbe, 
webbe  female  weaver  ;  cgmb,  doumb  diimh,  gossib  ;  bf  st, 
blamen,  boilen  ;  chaumbre,  labour,  membre,  table. 

ME.  haven  to  have,  hfven  to  raise,  heave,  liven  beside 
OE.  habban,  hebban,  libban  were  new  formations  made 

from  the  present  second  and  third  pers.  singular  hafast, 
hafa]7,  &c. 

f 

§  263.  OE.  medial  and  final  f  had  a  twofold  origin  and 

a  twofold  pronunciation,  see  FOE.  Gr.  §§  1-57-8. 
1.  Medially  in  combination  with  voiceless  sounds,  and 

finally,  it  was  pronounced  like  NE.  f,  and  corresponded  to 
Germanic  b  and  f,  as  wif  (=  OHG.  wib,  NHG.  weib),  wulf 
(=  OHG.  wolf). 

2.  Medially  between  voiced  sounds  it  was  pronounced  like 
the  V  ill  NE.  vine,  five,  and  corresponded  to  Germanic  1) 
and  f,  as  giefan  (OHG.  geban),  pi.  wulfas  (OHG.  wolfa). 
In  early  ME.  the  OE.  voiced  f  was  generally  written  u 
(rarely  v).  In  the  Scottish  and  northern  dialects  w  was 
sometimes  written  for  v  in  AN.  words,  as  wertu,  trawail 

1.  OE.  Voiceless  f. 

§  267.  OE.  initial  and  final  f,  and  f  in  combination  with 
voiceless  sounds,  remained,  as  fader  (OE.  faeder),  dff  (OE. 

deaf)  deaf,  fif  (OE.  V\l)fiie,  after  (OE.  aefter),  and  similarly 
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ferre  far,  finden,  flyen  fo  fly,  folk,  fresen  to  freeze,  full ; 

calf,  Iff  leaf,  turf,  twelf ;  gift,  offren  ;  also  in  AN.  words, 

as  face,  frut  (fruit) ;  bref  hrief  strif.  Forms  like  five  be- 
side fif,  grave  beside  OE.  graef,  twelve  beside  older  twelf 

were  new  formations  from  the  inflected  forms.  For  the 

voicing  of  initial  f  in  Kentish  and  the  southern  dialects  see 

§236. 

2.  OE.  Medial  f  =  v. 

§  268.  OE.  medial  f  =  v  generally  remained,  as  driven 

(OE^  drifan),  havest,  havej>  (OE.  hafast,  hafaj)),  and 
simiiurly  bfver,  given  (jiven),  heven,  knave,  loven, 

raven,  seven,  sterven  to  die,  wf ven  ;  also  in  AN.  words, 
as  valour,  verai ;  availen,  avengen,  serven.  f  from  older 

V  disappeared  in  the  unaccented  forms  hast,  ha|)  beside  the 

accented  forms  havest,  have)).  For  other  examples  of  the 

loss  of  V  see  §  248.  For  the  unvoicing  of  v  see  §  238,  and 

for  the  vocalization  of  v  to  u  (generally  written  w)  see 

§242. 

The  Dentals. 

§  269.  OE.  and  AN.  t  generally  remained  in  all  positions 

of  the  word,  as  tale  (OE.  talu),  tunge  (OE.  tunge),  biten 

(OE.  bitan),  setten  (OE.  settan),  what  (OE.  hwaet),  and 

similarly  taken,  tellen,  time,  toun,  tre,  twig ;  better, 

|ten,  fijten  to  fight,  herte,  resten,  sitten,  swete,  preterites 

like  grette  he  greeted,  kepte,  slepte ;  fot,  m9st,  ni3t  night ; 

table,  tempest ;  douten  to  doubt,  straunge  ;  delit  delight. 

Note.— 1.  c,  z  (also  occasionally  5)  were  sometimes  written  for 
ts,  as  blecen  (Orm  blettsenn,  OE.  bletsian)  to  bless,  milze, 
Orm  niillce  (OE.  milts)  mercy. 

2.  In  late  ME.  th  was  sometimes  written  for  t  in  French  words, 

as  autour  (O.Fr.  auteur)  later  authour,  t|me  (O.Fr.  tesme)  later 
th|nie,  tr9ne  (O.Fr.  trone)  later  tbr9ne. 
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d 

270.  OE.  and  AN.  d  generally  remained  in  all  positions 
of  the  uord.  as  dai  (OE.  daeg),  drinken  (OE.  drincan), 
bidden  (OE.  biddan),  binden  (OE.  bindan),  fader  (OE. 
faeder),  dfd  (OE.  dead),  and  similarly  dep,  d9U3ter  daughter, 
dwellen ;  bodi,  bladder,  finden,  f9lden,  sadel,  ))under, 
weder  tveather,  wilde ;  bed,  feld,  god,  hard,  land,  9ld, 
word  ;  dame,  daunger ;  maladie,  pardoun  ;  round.  But 
single  d  between  a  vowel  and  a  following  vocalic  r  (written 
er)  began  to  become  tJ  in  native  words  from  the  beginning 
of  the  fifteenth  century,  as  father,  gather(en),  wether 
tveather,  from  older  fader,  gaderen,  weder,  see  ENE.  Gr. 
§  230.  The  t  in  the  preterite  and  pp.  of  verbal  stems  ending 

in  -1,  -11,  -Id,  -rd,  -m,  -n,  -nd  was  due  to  the  analogy  of  pre- 
terites and  past  participles  like  kepte,  kept ;  mette,  met ; 

kiste,  kist,  where  the  t  was  regular,  as  bilte  (OE.  bylde), 
bilt ;  dwelte,  dwelt ;  felte,  felt ;  girte,  girt ;  dremte, 

dremt  ;  blente,  blent  Uended,  sente,  sent.  For  the  un- 
voicing of  d  see  §  239. 

P 

§  271.  OE.  J>  (tJ)  had  a  twofold  pronunciation,  see  EOE. 
Gr.  §  139. 

1.  Initially,  medially  when  doubled,  and  finally  it  was 

pronounced  like  the  th  in  NE.  thin. 
2.  Medially  between  voiced  sounds  it  was  pronounced  like 

the  th  in  NE.  then. 

In  the  fourteenth  century  th  gradually  came  to  be  used 

beside  J>,  but  the  J)  continued  to  be  written  beside  th, 
especially  initially,  throughout  the  ME.  period.  In  the  best 
manuscripts  of  the  Canterbury  Tales  th  is  generally  used 

(cp.  §  20). 
1.  Voiceless  J). 

§  272.  OE.  voiceless  )>  generally  remained,  as  J)ing  (OE. 

|3ing),  ))r|d  Jjred  (OE.  Jjraed)  thread,  kij>]3e  (OE.  cyj)))u) 
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Icindrcd,  dfj)  (OE.  dea]>)  death,  and  similarly  J^anken, 
])enken  ))inken,  J)orn ;  wra])])e ;  ba)),  mou]),  toj).  The 
pret.  quod  beside  quo)>  had  d  from  the  old  plural.  For  the 
voicing  of  initial  J)  in  the  Kentish  and  southern  dialects  see 

§  236,  and  of  final  ■))  in  unaccented  syllables,  see  §  237. 
§  273.  J)  became  t  after  voiceless  spirants,  as  droujte 

(OE.  driigoj))  drought,  heijte  (OE.  hiehj)u)  height,  leste  (OE. 
J>y  laes  ]>e)  lest,  nosterl  beside  older  nos])yrl  nostril,  sijte 
(OE.  gesih)))  sight,  ))efte  (OE.  ))eof|>,  J)iefJ))  tlveft. 

2.  Voiced  J>. 

§  274.  OE.  voiced  }>  generally  remained,  as  bro))er  (OE. 
br6))Or),  lej)er  (OE.  lejjer)  leather,  and  similarly  ba))en, 
biquf  J)en,  bli])e,  fa))em,  hfjjen  healJien,  o})er,  sf))en  /o 
see^/jc,  &c.  The  pret.  coude  beside  couJ)e  could  was  a  new 
formation  after  the  analogy  of  the  other  preterites  in  -de. 
For  the  unvoicing  of  J)  see  §  238. 

§  275.  J>  became  d  before  and  after  liquids,  as  aforden 
beside  older  aforJ)en  (OE.  gefor]jian),  burdene  beside  older 
burjjene  (OE.  byr))enn),  and  similarly  fiddle,  murdren  to 
murder. 

The  Sibilant  s. 

§  276.  OE.  s  had  a  twofold  pronunciation,  see  EOE.  Gr. 

§139. 
1.  It  was  voiceless  initially,  medially  when  doubled,  and 

in  combination  with  voiceless  consonants,  and  finally.  In 
ME.  the  letter  c  was  sometimes  used  for  s  initially  and  in 
AN.  words  both  initially  and  medially  (cp.  §  24).  sc  was 
also  sometimes  written  for  ss,  as  blescen  bliscen  =  blessen 
to  bless.  The  OE.  final  -s  which  in  ME.  became  voiced  after 

voiced  sounds  in  unaccented  syllables  (§  237)  was  sometimes 
written  5,  as  heggej  hedges. 

2.  It  was  voiced  (=z)  medially  between  voiced  sounds. 
In  early  ME.  voiced  s  was  only  occasionally  written  z,  but 
the  z  became  more  common  in  late  ME. 
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1.  Voiceless  s. 

§  277.  OE.  and  AN.  voiceless  s  generally  remained,,  as 

senden  (OE.  sendan),  spfken  (OE.  specan,  older  sprecan), 

fist  (OE.  fystj,  kissen  (OE.  cyssan),  hous  (OE.  hus),  and 

similarly  sand,  singen,  slepen,  smal,  sonne  sun,  standen, 
strong,  swete  siceet ;  asken,  asse ;  hors,  mous,  was ; 

saven,  cfsen  to  cease,  space,  stout;  deceiven,  hpst, 

passen ;  cas  case,  p|s  j?cace.  For  the  voicing  of  initial  s« 

in  the  Kentish  and  southern  dialects,  and  of  final  -s  in  un- 

accented syllables,  see  §§  236-7. 

Note.— Initial  si-  was  sometimes  written  sol-,  as  sclepen, 
sclain,  sclender  beside  slepen,  slain,  slender. 

§  278.  AN.  -(ilss-  became  -(ijsch-  in  ME.,  as  punischen 

(O.Fr.punir  :  piiniss-),  and  similarly  anguische.cherischen, 
finischen,  perischen,  &c.     See  §  289  note. 

2.  Voiced  s. 

§  279.  OE.  and  AN.  voiced  s  remained,  as  fresen  (OE. 

freosan)  to  freeze,  risen  (OE.  risan).  and  similarly  besme 

1)6801)1,  chesen  to  choose,  v^se ;  desir,  plf sen,  prisoun, 

visage,  visiten,  &c.,  cp.  §  18.  For  the  unvoicing  of  z 

(written  s)  see  §  238. 

The  Gutturals. 

k 

§  280.  Germanic  k  became  differentiated  iiilo  a  guttural 

and  a  palatal  k  in  OE.,  generally  written  C  in  both  cases. 
For  the  cause  of  this  differentiation  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  166. 

1.  OE.  Guttural  c. 

§  281.  OE.  guttural  c  remained  in  ME,,  and  was  generally 

written  c  before  guttural  vowels  and  1,  r,  and  k  before  palatal 

vowels,  n,  and  finally,  and  cw  was  generally  written  qu  (§  14), 
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as  kichene  (OE.  cycene),  kissen  (OE.  cyssan),  col  (OE. 
col)  cool,  corn  (OE.  corn),  cumen  (OE.  cuman),  baken 
(OE.  bacan),  sinken  (OE.  sincan),  spfken  (OE.  specan, 
older  sprecan),  blak  (OE.  blaec),  bok  (OE.  boc),  and 
similaily  biquf))en,  can,  keie  kep,  kene,  kepen,  king, 
clfne,  climben,  kne,  knpwen,  cpld,  C9mb,  craft,  crepen, 
quene,  cou  cow,  cuppe ;  brfken,  drinken,  maken  ;  stikke 
sticke,  ]7ikke  }>icke  (see  §  14) ;  bak,  dark,  folk,  milk,  work ; 
also  written  c  in  AN.  words,  as  cacchen  to  catch,  colour, 
commoun,  doctour,  escapen,  &c. 

OE.  Palatal  c. 

282.  There  is  still  some  difference  of  opinion  among 
scholars  about  what  was  the  normal  development  of  the  OE. 
palatal  c  in  ME.  Some  scholars  assume  that  it  became 
assibilated  to  tS  in  the  Midland  and  southern  dialects  some 

time  during  the  OE.  period,  but  that  in  the  northern  dialects 
the  palatalization  was  given  up  and  that  consequently  no 

assibilation  took  place.  They  explain  the  tS-forms  in  the 
northern  dialects  as  being  importations  from  the  other 

dialects,  and  conversely  the  k-forms  in  the  Midland  and 
southern  dialects  as  being  importations  from  the  northern 
dialects.  This  explanation  can  hardly  be  the  correct  one, 
because  the  t§-forms  in  the  oldest  records  of  the  northern 
dialects  are  so  numerous,  and  such  common  everyday  words, 
that  they  cannot  all  have  been  importations  from  the  other 
dialects,  especially  at  such  an  early  period.  Other  scholars 
assume  that  OE.  palatal  c  became  assibilated  to  t§  in  all  the 

dialects  (but  see  §  284),  and  that  the  k-forms  in  ME.  and 
standard  NE.  are  either  Scandinavian  words  (cp.  §  174)  or 
are  due  to  Scandinavian  influence  caused  by  the  Scandinavian 

element  of  the  population  substituting  the  k-sound  for  the 
t§  with  which  they  were  unfamiliar,  and  that  then  some  of 

these  k-forms  gradually  spread  beyond  the  Scandinavian 
area.     This  explanation  is  probably  the  correct  one.     It  is 
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also  possible  that  forms  like  ))enken  (OE.  ))encan)  to  thinJc, 
))inken  (OE.  Jjyncan)  to  seem,  seken  (OE.  secan)  to  secJc, 

beside  ))enchen,  ))inchen,  sechen  were  new  foi-mations 
from  the  early  OE.  syncopated  forms  like  Jjenc)),  ))yncj>, 
secjj  (see  EOE.  Gr.  §  319)  with  regular  change  from  the 
palatal  to  the  guttural  c. 

§  283.  In  some  southern  texts  ch  was  written  for  OE. 
palatal  c  in  all  positions  as  far  back  as  the  twelfth  centuiy. 
In  the  early  ME.  period  the  t§  was  written  ch,  and  medially 
when  doubled  cch.  Later  it  was  written  tch  medially  and 

finally.  Examples  are : — chewen  (OE.  ceowan)  to  cliew, 
child  (OE.  cild),  chin  (OE.  cinn),  chicken  (OE.  cicen,  gen. 
cicnes),  fecchen  (OE.  feccean  beside  fetian),  tfchen  (OE. 
tacan)  to  teach,  birche  (OE.  birce),  and  similarly  cheke, 
chfp,  cheris  cherry,  chese,  chiden,  chile;  beche  beech, 
kichene,  strecchen,  chirche,  crucche,  hevenliche,  spf  che, 
wicche  witch,  wrecche  ;  dich,  pich. 

Note.— In  kerven  (OE.  ceorfan)  to  carve  the  k  of  the  pret.  pi. 
and  pp.  was  levelled  out  into  the  present. 

§  284.  Assibilation  did  not  take  place  initially  in  the 
Anglian  area  before  ME.  a  from  early  OE.  (Anglian)  ae  = 
WS.  ea,  as  caf  (Angl.  caef)  :  chaf  (WS.  ceaf)  chaff,  and 
similarly  calf :  chalf,  cald  C9ld  :  chald  chfld  cold  (§  71), 
calk  :  chalk. 

§  285.  In  a  number  of  words  k-  and  ch-forms  exist  side 
by  side.  The  k-forms  occur  chiefly,  but  not  ex^.lusively,  in 
the  ME.  period  in  those  areas  where  Scandinavian  influence 
was  greatest,  as  ic  ik  :  ich  (OE.  ic)  I,  ilk  :  fch  (OE.  aelc) 
each,  lik  :  Hche  (OE.  lie)  like,  mikel  :  miche  muche  (OE. 
mycel),  seken  :  sechen  (OE.  secan),  swilk  :  siche  suche 

swich  (OE.  swylc),  ))enken  :  J)enchen  (OE.  ))encan)  to 
thinh,  ))inken  :  ))inchen  (OE.  pyncan)  to  seem,  quilk  :  which 
(OE.  hwylc),  wirken  :  wirchen  (OE.  wyrcan)  to  work  (cp. 
§  282).     For  further  examples  see  §  174. 
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In  AN.  words  we  also  sometimes  have  k-  and  ch-  side  by 
side,  because  in  the  dialects  of  north  Normandy  and  Picardy 

the  k-  remained  unassibilated,  as  calengen  :  chalengen  to 
challenge,  calice  :  chalice,  catel  :  chdiiel  property. 

§  286.  Palatal  loc  became  nt§  (written  nch),  as  benche 

(OE.  bene),  J)enchen  (OE.  )jencan)  to  think,  and  similarly 
finch,  Jjinchen  to  seem,  wenche,  see  §  262. 

§  287.  In  many  dialects  the  palatal  combination  -eioc- 
became  -ein-  before  t,  with  i  to  indicate  the  palatal  nature  of 
the  combination,  as  dreinte  (OE.  dLTencie)hedroivncd,\Qvaien 
later  lenten  (OE.  lengten,  lencten)  spring,  Lent,  see  §  263. 

§  288.  AN.  ch  (=  ih)  remained  in  ME.,  as  chaumbre, 
charge,  chaunce ;  acheven,  prf  chen  to  preach,  touchen, 
&c. 

sc 

§  289.  In  the  oldest  period  of  the  language  sc,  like  k, 
was  guttural  or  palatal  according  as  it  was  originally  followed 
by  a  guttural  or  a  palatal  vowel  {EOE.  Gr.  §  167),  but  some 
time  during  the  OE.  period  the  guttural  sc  became  palatal, 

except  in  loan-words,  sc  became  §  in  late  OE.  or  early  ME. 
In  early  ME.  it  was  generally  written  sch  or  sometimes  sh 
as  in  the  Ormulum,  also  medially  and  finally  ssh,  sch, 
later  sh,  in  the  Cursor  Mundi  sc,  and  in  Kentish  ss. 

Examples  are: — schaft  (OE.  sceaft),  scheld  (OE.  scield), 
schilling  (OE.  scilling),  waschen  (OE.  wascan),  fisch 
(OE.  fisc),  and  similarly  schade,  schal,  scharp,  schf  wen 
to  show,  schinen,  schort;  asche,  wischen;  englisch, 
flesch.  West  Midland  and  south-western  dialects  aschen 
(OE.  ascian,  axian,  §  244)  beside  asken  with  later  meta- 

thesis again  of  ks  =  x  in  the  other  dialects,  and  similarly 
tusch  beside  tusk  =  OE.  tusc  beside  tux.  For  sc  in  loan- 

words see  §§  161,  175. 

Note.— In  the  northern  dialects  the  S,  of  whatever  origin, 
became  s  in  unaccented  syllables,  as  felasip  fellowship,  inglis 
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English,  and  similarly  in  AN.  words,  as  blemis  blemish,  finis  to 
finish,  &c,  (cp.  §  278).  It  also  became  s  in  unaccented  words,  as 

sal  shall,  suld  should,  which  are  still  the  usual— now  accented — 
forms  in  the  modern  northern  dialects,  see  ED.  Gr.  §  337. 

g,  5 

§  290.  Germanic  3  became  g  after  to  during  the  prim. 

Germanic  period.  5j  and  jn  became  gg  in  West  Germanic. 

Germanic  3  remained  a  spirant  in  all  other  positions  in  the 

oldest  period  of  OE.  Germanic  initial  and  medial  3  became 

differentiated  in  prehistoric  OE.  into  a  guttural  and  a  palatal 

voiced  spirant  under  the  same  conditions  as  those  by  which 

Germanic  k  became  differentiated  into  a  guttural  and  a  palatal 

explosive,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  168. 

§  291.  Initial  guttural  3  remained  in  the  oldest  period  of 

the  language,  but  had  become  the  voiced  explosive  g  before 

the  end  of  the  OE.  period.  And  then  the  g  remained  in 

ME.  (cp.  §  16),  as  gaderen  (OE.  gaderian)  to  gather,  gate 

(OE.  pi.  gatu),  glad  (OE.  glaed),  god  (OE.  god),  ground  (OE. 

grund),  and  similarly  gilden,  gilt  guilt,  glof  glove,  god,  ggn 

gan  to  go,  gos,  gnawen,  gras.  AN.  g  remained  in  ME. 

both  initially  and  medially,  as  gai,  grace,  tigre,  vigour. 

§  292.  OE.  initial  palatal  5  remained  a  spirant  (=  the  y 
in  NE.  yet,  yon)  in  ME.,  and  was  written  3  later  y,  as  3af 

(OE.  geaf)  he  gave,  3ard,  3erd  (OE.  geard),  3elden  (OE. 

gieldan)  to  recompense,  and  similarly  3ellen,  3elwe  yellow, 

3ernen,  3esterdai,  for3|ten  for3iten.  In  OE.  the  guttural 

and  palatal  3  often  existed  side  by  side  in  different  forms 

of  the  same  word,  and  then  at  a  later  period  one  or  other 

of  the  forms  became  generalized,  as  OE.  pi.  gatu  beside 

sing,  geat,  whence  ME.  gate  beside  3at,  3et  (cp.  §  176). 
And  similarly  ME.  biginnen  had  its  g  from  the  preterite 

and  past  participle.  In  a  few  words  the  English  and 
Scandinavian  forms  existed  side  by  side  in  ME.,  as  for3|ten 

for3iten   (OE.   forgietan)  beside  gften   (ON.   geta),   and 
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similarly  5|ven,  jiven  beside  given,  northern  gif,  3ift  beside 
gift,  see  §  176. 

§  293.  Initial  ji-  became  i-  (later  Avritten  y-)  through  the 
intermediate  stage  i-,as  icchen,  older  jicchen  (OE.  gicc(e)an) 
to  itch,  if  beside  older  jif.  And  similarly  the  OE.  prefix  ge- 
became  5i-  and  then  later  i-  (y-),  see  §  240,  as  iwis  y  wis  (OE. 
gewlss)  certain,  inouj  ynouj  (OE.  genog,  genoh)  enough, 
and  in  past  participles,  as  islain,  iclad.  This  prefix  of  the 
pp.  generally  disappeared  in  the  northern  dialects  and  often 
also  in  the  Midland. 

§  294.  The  g  in  the  combination  og  remained  guttural  or 
became  palatal  in  OE.  according  as  it  was  originally  followed 
by  a  guttural  or  a  palatal  vowel  or  j  {EOE.  G>\  §  168). 

OE.  guttural  ag  (written  ng)  remained  in  ME.,  as  bringen 
(OE.  bringan),  hunger  (OE.  hunger),  lang  long  (OE. 
lang,  long),  and  similarly  England,  finger,  singen,  tonge 
tunge ;  king,  ring,  ))ing. 

OE.  palatal  og  became  assibibted  to  ndi  (written  ng)  in 

late  OE.  or  early  ME.,  as  crengen  (OE.  *creng(e)an)  to 
crinje,  sengen  singen  (OE.  seng(e)an)  to  singe. 

§  296.  In  many  dialects  the  OE.  palatal  con^bination 
•eog-  became  -ein-  before  d,  J?  with  1  to  denote  the  palatal 
nature  of  the  n.  The  ei  then  later  became  e,  as  pret. 
meinde  (OE.  mengde)  he  mixed,  leinjje  later  lenjje  (OE. 
leng))u)  length,  streinjje  later  stren))e  (OE.  strengj)u) 
strength,  see  §§  238,  263. 

§  296.  West  Germanic  gg  became  differentiated  into 
guttural  gg  and  palatal  gg  in  OE.  under  the  same  conditions 
as  those  by  which  Germanic  k  became  differentiated  into  a 

guttural  and  palatal  explosive. 
OE.  guttural  gg  remained  in  ME.,  as  dogge  (OE.  dogga), 

and  similarly  frogge,  hogge,  stagge,  and  also  in  ON.  loan- 
words like  draggen  to  (hag,  draw,  haggen  to  hew.  waggen 

to  wag,  shake,  &c. 

OK.  palatal  gg  (written  eg,  often  also  cge»  cgi)  became 
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assibilated  to  dz  in  late  OE.  or  early  ME.,  and  was  written 

gge  later  dge,  as  brigge  (OE.  brycg),  cuggele  (OE.  cycgel), 
and  similarly  egge,  hegge,  migge,  rigge,  wegge.  The 

southern  dialects  had  the  regular  forms  in  the  verbs,  as 

biggen  biiggen  beggen  (OE.  bycgan)  to  buy,  leggen  (OE. 

lecg(e)an)  to  lay,  and  similarly  liggen  to  lie  doivn,  seggen 

ziggen  (Ken.)  to  say,  but  byen  to  buy,  leien  to  lay,  lyen  to 

lie  down,  seien  sal  to  say,  in  the  Midland  and  northern 

dialects  were  new  formations  from  the  second  and  third  pers. 

sing,  of  the  present. 

Note. — There  is  both  in  ME.  ar.d  in  the  modern  dialects  of  the 
northern,  Midland  and  eastern  counties  a  number  of  words  with 

the  explosive  g  where  we  ̂ hould  regularly  expect  dz,  as  brig, 
fligd  fiedged,  lig  to  lie  down,  rig  hack,  ridge,  seg  sedge.  The  g  in 
these  words  is  no  doubt  due  to  Scandinavian  influence  as  the 

forms  only  occur  in  those  areas  where  that  influence  was  strong, 

cp.  §  235. 

§  297.  The  dz  (written  j,  g  initially  and  g,  gg  medially) 
remained  in  AN.  words,  as  cage,  chargen ;  general, 

joinen,  juge,  juggen,  plege  plegge. 

§  298.  OE.  medial  guttural  3  (written  g)  remained  in  early 

MK  after  guttural  vowels  and  liquids,  but  became  vocalized 

to  u-consonant  (written  'w)  before  the  end  of  the  twelfth 
century  except  in  Kentish  where  the  change  did  not  take 

place  until  about  1400,  and  then  the  'W  combined  with  a 
preceding  guttural  vowel  to  form  a  diphthong  of  the  u-type, 
but  Vi  (written  ou,  ow)  if  the  preceding  vowel  was  u,  as 

dra^en,  drawen  (OE.  dragan)  to  draw,  ha3e,  hawe  (OE. 

hagu)  liaw,  see  §  110,  3  ;  ajen,  awe,  9wen  (OE.  agan)  to 

possess,  see  §  110,  4  and  §  113,  3 ;  b93e,  b9ue  b9we  (OE. 

boga)  boiv,  pi.  tr93es,  tr9wes  (OE.  trogas)  trougJis,  see 

§  113,  2  ;  pi.  bo3es,  bowes  (OE.  bogas)  boughs,  dr63en, 

drowen  (OE.  drogon)  they  drew,  see  §  114,  2  {b) ;  fu3el,  fuel, 

fou(e)l  (OE.  fugol)  bird,  fowl,  see  §  122,  5  ;  bu3en,  biien, 

bouen  bowen  (OE.  biigan)  to  bend,  see  §  122,  6  ;  bel9wes 
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(OE.  pi.  belgas)  bellows  (cp.  §  152,  2),  benen,  berwen  (OE. 
beorgan)  to  protect ;  foljen,  folwen  (OE.  folgian)  to  folloiv, 
hal^en,  halwen  (OE.  halgian)  to  hallow,  moreen,  morwe(n) 
(OE.  morgen)  morning,  morrow,  sone,  sorwe  (OE.  sorh, 
sorg,  gen.  sorge)  sorroiv,  sweljen,  swelwen,  swolwen 
(OE.  swelgan)  to  swallow,  wiraen,  wirwen  (OE.  wyrgan) 
to  strangle. 

§  200.  The  vocalization  of  palatal  3  to  i-consonant  took 
place  already  in  late  OE.  after  palatal  vowels  finally  and 
before  consonants,  and  in  early  ME.  also  medially  between 

vowels,  and  then  the  i-consonant  combined  with  a  preceding 
palatal  vowel  to  form  a  diphthong  of  the  i-type,  but  i  if  the 
preceding  vowel  was  i,  as  mai  (OE.  mseg,  later  maei)  he  may, 
majen,  main  (OE.  maegen)  power,  saide  (OE.  saegde)  he 
said,  see  §  106 ;  wei  (OE.  weg,  later  wei)  way,  piemen, 
pleien  (OE.  plegian)  to  play,  see  §  107,  1  ;  clei  (OE.  claeg) 
clay,  pret.  pi.  leien  (OE.  Isegon)  they  lay,  see  §  107,  6 ; 
dfjen,  deien,  dien  (late  OE.  degian)  to  dye,  eje,  eie,  ye 
(late  OE.  ege)  eye,  flejen,  fleien,  flyen  (late  OE.  flegan, 
earlier  fleogan)  to  fly,  see  §§  107,  6,  108;  stijele,  stile  (OE. 
stigel)  style,  see  §  122,  1 ;  stijen,  stien  (OE.  stigan)  to 
ascend,  see  §  122,  2. 

For  the  vocalization  of  OE.  final  'ig  in  unaccented 
syllables  and  of  g  between  r  and  a  following  vowel  see 
§§  138,  240. 

§  300.  OE.  initial  h  (except  in  the  combination  hw)  was 
an  aspirate  like  the  h  in  NE.  hand,  but  with  a  strong 
emission  of  breath  between  the  h  and  the  following  vowel  or 
consonant.  Initial  hw  was  pronounced  Xw,  like  the  wh  in 
many  modern  Scottish  dialects.  In  all  other  positions  h, 
including  hh,  was  a  guttural  or  a  palatal  spirant  according 
as  it  was  originally  followed  by  a  guttural  or  a  palatal  vowel 
or  j,  cp.  EOE.  Gr.  §§  166,  174. 

K 
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§  301.  OE.  initial  h  remained  in  ME.  before  accented 
vowels,  as  hous  (OE.  hus),  hflen  (OE.  hselan)  to  heal,  and 
similarly  him  h^m  Jiome,  hand  hond,  hard,  hare  Jiare, 
helpen,  herte  heart,  hound.  But  before  unaccented  vowels 
it  often  disappeared,  especially  in  pronominal  forms,  as  em, 
im,  it  beside  accented  hem  them,  him,  hit ;  and  in  unaccented 

forms  it  was  sometimes  wrongly  inserted,  as  hart,  his  = 

art  (v.),  is.  This  indicates  that  the  h'  either  had  a  very 
weak  articulation  or  had  ceased  to  be  pronounced. 

§  302.  AN.  initial  h  was  not  pronounced,  and  accoi'dingly 
it  was  often  omitted  in  the  writing  of  such  loan-words  as 
habit  abit,  h3.ste  aste,  heire  eire  Jieu;  honest  onest, 
honour  onour,  houre  oure  hour. 

§  303.  OE.  hw  came  to  be  written  qu,  qv,  quh,  qw,  qwh 
in  the  northern  dialects,  especially  the  Scottish,  and  wh  in 
the  Midland  and  southern  dialects  (cp.  §17).  This  diflference 
in  the  spelling  indicates  that  the  x  in  XW  was  pronounced 
with  greater  force  in  the  northern  than  in  the  other  dialects, 
and  it  is  also  attested  by  the  modern  dialects  which  have 
XW  in  the  fonner,  but  w  in  the  latter,  see  ED.  Gr.  §  240, 
Examples  are  :  what :  quat  qvat  quhat  (OE.  hwaet),  who 
wh9 :  qua  qva  quha  (OE.  hwa),  and  similarly  wh0e, 
white,  &c. 

§  304.  Initial  h-  disappeared  before  1,  n,  r,  but  these 
combinations  were  often  wiitten  Ih,  nh,  rh  in  early  ME., 

especially  in  Kentish,  as  Ifpen  (OE.  hleapan)  to  leap, 
nute  (OE.  hnutu)  nut,  ring  (OE.  bring),  and  similarly 
ladder,  lau^en  to  laugh,  lid,  l9f  loaf,  lot,  neien  to  neigh, 
raven,  &c. 

§  305.  Medial  and  final  hs  (=  xs)  had  become  ks  (written 
x)  in  the  oldest  period  of  the  language,  as  ̂ vaxen  (OE. 
weaxan,  Goth,  wahsjan)  to  grow,  six  (OE.  siex,  six,  Goth, 
safhs)  six,  and  similarly  flax,  fox,  oxe,  &c. 

§  306.  Intervocalic  h  (=  Germanic  x)  disappeared  in  the 
prehistoric  period  of  the  language  [EOE.  Gr.  §  144).     OE. 
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medial  hh  was  simplified  to  h  in  ME.  and  was  written  5, 3h 

gh,  h5,  &c.,  as  laujen  laughen  (Anglian  hlaBhha(n))  beside 

lichen  lih3en  leih3en  (early  WS.  hliehhan,  later  hlihhan, 

hlyhhan)  to  laugh,  C9U3en  C9ughen  (OE.  cohhettan)  to 
cough. 

§  307.  The  h  in  the  OE.  combination  hi  was  guttural  or 

palatal  according  as  it  was  preceded  by  a  guttural  or  a 

palatal  vowel,  and  this  distinction  was  generally  preserved 

in  ME.,  see  §§  107,  4  ;  110,  5,  6  ;  113,  4,  5.  In  ME.  the  ht 

was  geneially  written  5t,  jht,  ght,  rarely  ct.  Examples  are  : 

d9U5ter  dgughter  (OE.  dohtor)  daughter,  pp.  fgujten 

f9ughten  (OE.  fohten)  fought,  pret.  b9U3te  b9ughte  he 

bought,  pp.  b9U3t  b9ught  (OE.  bohte,  boht),  and  similarly 

br9U5te,  br9U3t;  s9U3te,  s9U5t;  wr9U3te,  wr9U3t.  au3t 

aught,  a3t  aght  (OE.  aht)  aught,  anything,  pret.  tei3te 

teighte  (OE.  tsehte)  beside  tau3te,  ta3te,  Orm  tahhte  (OE. 

tahte)  he  taught,  pret.  fau^t,  fa3t  (late  Anglian  faeht)  beside 

feijt  (late  WS.  feht)  he  fought,  au3te  aughte,  a3te  aghte 

(late  Anglian  aehta)  beside  ei3te  eighte  (late  WS.  ehta) 

eight,  and  similarly  laujter  laughter,  slau3ter  slaughter, 

strau3te  straughte  he  stretched.  fei3ten  feighten  older 

fehten  beside  fi3ten  (Orm  fihhten)  to  fight.  For  examples  of 
lateOE.  i  +  htsee§46. 

Note. — The  palatal  spirantal  element  began  to  disappear  in 
pronunciation  from  about  the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century  in  the 
south  Midland  and  southern  dialects,  and  the  guttural  spirantal 
element  began  to  disappear  or  become  f  in  these  dialects  during 
the  fifteenth  century. 

§  308.  OE.  postvocalic  final  -h,  which  was  guttural  or 
palatal  according  as  it  was  preceded  by  a  guttural  or  a  palatal 

vowel,  generally  remained  in  ME.  and  was  written  h,  3,  3h, 

gh,  and  occasionally  c,  g,  see  §§  107,  4  ;  109  ;  110, 5  ;  113,  4  ; 

and  114, 116.  Examples  are  :  da3  dagh,  d9U3  d9ugh  (OE. 

d9.h,  dag)  dough,  pret.  sau3  saugh,  sa3  sagh  (late  Anglian 

saeh)  beside  sei3  seigh  (late  WS.  seh)  he  saw.   tr9U3  tr9ugh 
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(OE.  troh,  trog)  trough.  bou3  bough  later  b9U5  bgugh 
(OE.  boh)  hough  (§  114,  2),  and  similarly  inouj  inough, 

plou3  plough,  ))OU3  ))Ough  though,  heij  heigh  beside  hij 
high  (late  OE.  heh)  high,  ))ei3  J)eigh  beside  ))i3  ]?igh  (late  OE. 
J)eh)  thigh.  ME.  fe  ca^^ife,  wone?/  beside  feh  feij  (OE.  feoh, 
gen.  feos)  was  a  new  formation  from  the  inflected  forms 
where  intervocalic  h  regularly  disappeared  {EOE.  Gr.  §  144), 
and  similarly  scho  (OE.  scoh,  gen.  scos)  shoe. 

§  309.  OE.  final  -h  after  liquids  generally  remained  in 
ME.,  as  ))urh  ])ur3  (OE.  ))urh)  through,  cp.  §  241.  Forms 
like  holu  holloiv  beside  hol3  (OE.  holh,  gen.  holwes)  were 
new  formations  from  the  inflected  forms,  and  similarly  with 
forms  like  sele  (OE.  seolh,  gen.  seoles)a  seal  (cp.  §  134  (a)). 
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CHAPTER  VII 

THE  DECLENSION  OF  NOUNS 

§310.  ME.  nouns  have  two  numbers :  singular  and  plural; 
three  genders :  masculine,  feminine,  and  neuter  ;  four  cases  : 
nominative,  accusative,  genitive,  and  dative.  The  vocative 
is  like  the  nominative,  as  in  OE. 

§  311.  In  ME.  as  in  OE.  nouns  are  divided  into  two  great 
classes,  according  as  the  stem  originally  ended  in  a  vowel  or 
a  consonant.  Nouns  whose  stems  originally  ended  in  a  vowel 
belong  to  the  vocalic  or  so-called  strong  declension.  Those 

whose  stems  originally  ended  in  -n  belong  to  the  so-called 
weak  or  n-declension.  All  other  consonantal  stems  are 

generally  put  together  under  the  general  heading  '  Minor 
Declensions '. 

§  312.  In  OE.  nouns  whose  sterna  originally  ended  in 
a  vowel  are  subdivided  into  four  declensions.  The  first  or 

a-declension  comprises  masculine  and  neuter  nouns  on!}', 
and  includes  pure  a^stems,  ja-stems,  and  wa-stems.  The 
second  or  6-declension  contains  feminine  nouns  only,  and 

includes  pure  6-stems,  jo-stems,  and  wo-stems.  The  third 
or  i-declension  comprises  masculine,  feminine,  and  neuter 
nouns.  The  fourth  or  u»declension  comprises  masculine 

and  feminine  nouns  only.  The  neuter  nouns  of  the  a- 
declension  had  the  same  cade-endings  in  the  singular  and 
plural  as  the  masculine,  except  that  the  nominative  and 

accusative  plural  of  the  neuter  nouns  ended  in  -u  (-o)  or 
had  no  ending,  and  the  masculine  nouns  ended  in  -as.  In 

the  plural  the  genitive  had  the  ending  -a  (-en-a)  and  the 
dative  the  ending  -um  in  all  four  declensions  (see  §  269). 
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§  313.  These  declensions  underwent  such  radical  changes 

in  passing  from  OE.  to  ME.  that  in  ME.  it  is  no  longer 

practicable  to  classify  the  strong  declension  of  nouns  accord- 
ing to  the  vowels  in  which  the  stems  originally  ended.  We 

shall  therefore  adopt  the  plan  of  subdividing  it  into  three 

declensions  according  to  the  gender  of  the  nouns  in  OE., 

viz.  (1)  the  declension  of  masculine  nouns,  (2)  the  declension 

of  neuter  nouns,  and  (3)  the  declension  of  feminine  nouns. 

The  chief  cause  of  the  breaking  up  of  the  OE.  system  of  the 

declension  of  nouns  was  that  in  passing  from  OE.  to  ME.  all 

the  OE.  vowels  of  the  case-endings  were  weakened  to  e 
(§  134).  The  result  of  this  weakening  of  all  vowels  to  e  was 

that  many  different  case-endings  fell  together,  and  that  in 
some  instances  different  declensions  fell  entirely  together, 

e.g.  the  feminine  6-  and  u-declensions,  the  declension  of  the 
masculine  and  feminine  weak  nouns. 

§  314.  With  this  weakening  of  all  the  vowels  to  e  is  also 

closely  connected  the  loss  of  grammatical  gender  in  nouns, 

which  was  partly  due  to  the  breaking  up  of  the  old  declen- 
sions themselves,  and  partly  to  the  weakening  or  loss  of  the 

inflexional  endings  in  the  definite  article,  the  demonstrative 

pronouns,  and  the  adjectives.  It  was  in  a  great  measure  due 

to  the  changes  which  these  latter  parts  of  speech  underwent 

in  late  OE.  and  early  ME.  that  grammatical  gender  had 

become  lost  in  all  the  dialects  by  about  the  end  of  the 

fourteenth  century  ;  cp.  the  opposite  process  in  MHG.  and 

NHG.,  where  grammatical  gender  has  been  mainly  preserved 

through  the  preservation  of  the  inflexional  endings  in  these 

parts  of  speech.  This  loss  of  grammatical  gender  did  not 

take  place  concurrently  in  all  the  dialects.  The  process 

began  much  earlier  in  the  northern  than  in  the  other  dialects. 

Even  in  the  OE.  period  both  the  gender  and  declension  of 

nouns  fluctuated  considerably  in  the  Northumbrian  as  com- 

pared with  the  other  dialects.  It  had  almost  entirely  dis- 
appeared in  the  Midland  dialects  by  the  end  of  the  twelfth  or 
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early  part  of  the  thirteenth  century,  in  the  south-western 
dialects  by  the  middle  of  the  thirteenth  century,  and  in  the 

south-eastern  dialects,  including  Kentish,  in  the  latter  part 
of  the  fourteenth  century. 

§  315.  One  of  the  most  characteristic  differences  between 

OE.  and  ME.  is  the  breaking  up  of  the  old  system  of  declen- 
sions, the  substitution  of  natural  for  grammatical  gender, 

and  the  gradual  spreading  of  the  endings  of  the  genitive 
singular  and  of  the  nominative  and  accusative  plural  of  the 

old  masculine  a-declension  to  the  types  of  nouns  which  did 
not  regularly  have  these  endings  in  OE.,  viz.  to  the  6-stems, 
the  feminine  and  neuter  i-stems,  the  u-stems,  the  n-stems, 
most  of  the  other  old  consonant  stems,  and  the  plural  of  the 

old  neuter  a-stems.  Some  of  these  changes  began  to  take 
place  during  the  late  OE,  period,  especially  in  Northumbrian. 

Even  at  that  early  period  the  plural  ending  -as  of  the 
masculine  a-  and  i-declensions  was  often  extended  to  the 

neuter  a-stems,  the  masculine  short  u  stems,  and  the  mascu- 

line nouns  belonging  to  the  '  Minor  Declensions ',  and  in 
late  Northumbrian  it  also  began  to  be  extended  to  the 
feminine  6-  and  i-stems  as  well  as  to  the  n-stems  after 

the  loss  of  the  final  -n  in  the  tenth  century.  In  late  OE.  the 
plural  ending  in  -en  (-an)  was  sometimes  even  extended  to 
old  strong  nouns.  This  was  especially  common  in  the 
southern  dialects. 

§  316.  This  gradual  extension  of  the  s-plural  was  continued 
during  the  ME.  period  until  it  eventually  became  general  for 

all  classes  of  nouns  except  a  few  old  neuter  a-stems  (§  331), 
and  mutated  plurals  like  fft,  men  (§  346),  but  this  radical 
change  in  the  formation  of  the  plural  did  not  take  place  at 

the  same  pace  in  all  the  dialects.  In  the  northern  and  noi'th 
Midland  dialects  it  had  spread  to  all  classes  of  nouns  by  the 
end  of  the  twelfth  century.  In  the  south  Midland  dialects 
it  had  become  the  general  rule  from  about  1250  for  strong 
nouns  of  all  genders,  and  often  also  for  weak  nouns.   Many 
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weak  nouns,  however,  preserved  the  old  plural  ending  in  -n, 
which  was  also  sometimes  extended  to  the  strong  nouns, 

but  by  the  time  of  Chaucer  the  s-plural  had  with  few 
exceptions  been  extended  to  all  classes  of  nouns.  In  the 
southern  dialects  the  history  of  the  formation  of  the  plural 
was  somewhat  different  from  that  in  the  other  dialects.  The 

neuter  nouns  of  the  a-declension  took  the  plural  ending  -es 
in  early  ME.,  but  strong  feminines  and  the  masculine  short  i- 
and  ustems  gradually  took  the  n-plural  after  the  analogy  of 
the  weak  nouns.  During  the  thirteenth  century  the  reverse 

process  set  in,  and  from  then  onwards  the  s-plural  gradually 
encroached  upon  the  n-plural  and  through  the  loss  of  the 
final  -en  towards  the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century  it  rapidly 
gained  ground  until  in  the  fifteenth,  century  it  became 
general  for  all  classes  of  nouns. 

§  317.  In  OE.  the  a-  and  the  masculine  find  neuter  i-stems 
regularly  had  the  ending  -es  in  the  genitive  singular,  but 
the  5-  and  feminine  i-stems  had  -e,  the  u-stems  -a,  and  the 
n-stems  "an,  which  became  weakened  down  to  -e,  -en  in 
early  ME.  (§  134).  Parallel  with  the  gradual  extension  of 

the  s-plural  to  all  classes  of  nouns  also  went  that  of  the 
genitive  ending  -es,  but  genitives  without  -(e)s  in  those 
types  of  nouns  which  did  not  have  it  in  OE.  are  occasionally 
found  throughout  the  ME.  period,  and  a  few  such  genitives  are 

still  preserved  in  NE.,  as  Friday,  Lady  day  beside  Thurs- 

day, the  Lord's  day.  The  e  in  -es  was  generally  written, 
but  not  pronounced  after  secondary  accented  syllables  of  tri- 

syllabic forms,  as  felawes,  housbondes,  bodies,  ladies,  &c. 
§  318.  During  the  ME.  period  the  preposition  of  came  to 

be  used  before  the  nominative  and  accusative  singular  to 

express  the  genitival  relationship,  and  similarly  the  preposi- 
tion to  to  express  the  dative. 

§  319.  The  nominative  and  accusative  plural  were  always 
alike  in  OE.  and  so  also  in  ME.  In  OE.  the  genitive  plural 

of  all  strong  nouns,  of  whatever  gender,  ended  in  -a  (=  ME. 
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-e),  except  the  pure  6-stenis  which  had  -ena  (=  ME.  -ene) 

beside  -a.  The  genitive  plural  of  weak  nouns  ended  in  -ena 

(=  ME.  -ene).  And  the  dative  plural  of  all  noun.s,  of  what- 

ever gender  and  declension,  ended  in  -um,  late  OE.  un,  -on, 

•an  (=  ME.  -en),  see  §  259.  The  endings  -ene  and  -en 
remained  for  a  time  in  ME.  in  those  nouns  which  had  the 

weak  ending  -en  (=  OE.  -an)  in  the  nominative  and  accusative 

plural.  But  in  those  nouns  where  '(6)8  had  come  to  be  used 

for  the  nominative  and  accusative  plural,  the  -(6)8  was 
gradually  extended  to  the  genitive  and  dative,  that  is  to  say 
the  nominative  and  accusative  came  to  be  used  for  the 

genitive  and  dative. 

§  320.  Trisyllabic  inflected  forms  with  -el-,  -en-,  -er- 

generally  syncopated  the  medial  -e-,  as  foules,  apples, 
wintres,  fingres,  fadres,  modres  (cp.  §  102).  But  when 

the  medial  'el-,  -en-,  -er-  were  preceded  by  m,  v,  J)  the 

medial  -e-  was  retained  in  writing,  but  not  in  pronuncia- 
tion, as  ham^res,  develes,  hevf  nes,  br5))eres.  All  nouns 

ending  in  f,  s,  J>  changed  these  to  v,  z  (written  s),  and  tJ 

(written  J))  in  the  inflected  forms.  Original  medial  double 

consonants  were  generally  simplified  when  they  came  to 

stand  finally,  as  gen.  hilles,  mannes,  pottes  beside  nom. 

hil,  man,  pot.  With  rare  exceptions  the  Anglo-Norman 
nouns  were  inflected  in  ME.  like  the  native  English  nouns 

which  in  OE.  belonged  to  the  masculine  a-declension,  that 

is,  the  genitive  singular  ended  in  "CS,  the  dative  in  -e,  and 
the  plural  in  -es. 

A.  THE  VOCALIC  or  STRONG  DECLENSION 

1.  Masculine  Nouns. 

§  821.  To  this  declension  belong :  (a)  the  OE.  masculine 

a*,  ja-,  and  wa^stems ;  {h)  the  OE.  masculine  i-stems ;  and 
(c)  the  OE.  masculine  u>stems.  In  OE.  the  nominative  and 

accusative  singular  of  the  a*stems,  the  ja-stems  with  an 
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original  short  stem-syllable,  and  the  long  i-  and  u-stenis 
generally  ended  in  a  consonant,  as  stan  stone,  daeg  day, 
mearh  horse,  scoh  shoe ;  hyll  hill,  mycg  midge ;  dael  part, 
giest  guest,  wyrm  ivorm ;  feld  fidd,  sumor  summer ;  but 

the  nominative  and  accusative  singular  of  the  ja-stenis  with 
an  original  long  stem-syllable,  the  short  i-  and  u-stems  ended 

in  a  vowel,  as  ende  end,  drincere  drinker;  "w'me  friend, 
stede  place ;  sunu  son,  wudu  wood.  This  difference  in  the 
ending  of  the  nominative  and  accusative  singular  was  regularly 

pi-eserved  in  nearly  all  the  nouns  in  ME. 
§  322.  In  passing  from  OE.  to  ME.  the  following  changes 

took  place  in  the  nom.  and  ace.  singular :  nouns  like  daeg 
came  to  end  in  a  diphthong,  as  dai  (pi.  dales  beside  dawes), 

wei  (OE.  weg).  which  also  sometimes  took  -e  from  the 
inflected  forms,  as  dale  (daye),  weie  (weye,  Orrmdiim 
wej^e).  Nouns  of  the  type  mearh,  sc5h,  mycg  came  to  end 
in  a  vowel  through  having  been  remodelled  after  the  analogy 
of  the  inflected  forms,  as  mf  re  (OE.  mearh,  gen.  meares), 
scho  (OE.  scoh,  gen.  sc5s),  migge  (OE.  mycg,  gen. 

mycges).  In  late  ME.  a  mute  -e  was  sometimes  added  to 
monosyllables  ending  in  a  single  consonant  and  containing 
a  long  vowel  in  order  to  indicate  that  the  preceding  vowel 
was  long,  as  st9ne  stone,  strfme  stream,  beside  st9n,  strf m 

(§  11  j.     Final  -U  was  weakened  to  -e  (§  134). 
§  323.  ME.  nouns  ending  in  a  consonant;  and  generally 

also  those  ending  in  a  diphthong,  took  -es  (also  sometimes 
written  -us,  -is,  -ys,  see  §  134)  in  the  gen.  singular,  as  stpnes, 
dales  beside  dais,  and  those  ending  in  a  vowel  took  -s,  as 
schos,  sfs  seas.  In  early  ME.  the  dat.  singular  ended  in  -e 
(§  141).  This  -e  was  retained  when  the  nom.  and  ace.  ended 
in  -e,  but  when  they  did  not  end  in  -e  they  came  to  be  used 
for  the  dative  also,  as  nom.  ace.  and  dat.  sing.  st9n,  scho, 

dai.  Trisyllabic  forms  containing  medial  -el-,  -en-,  -er* 
generally  syncopated  the  medial  -e-,  as  gen.  apples,  fingres 
beside  nom.  appel,  finger  (cp.  §  102). 
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§  324.  Through  the  weakening  of  the  OE.  ending  -as  to 
•es  in  ME.  the  ending  of  the  nom.  and  ace.  plural  came  to 
be  like  that  of  the  gen.  singular.  The  OE.  gen.  plural 
ending  -a  and  the  dat.  ending  -urn  (=  late  OE.  -un,  -on,  -an, 
§  259)  were  weakened  to  -e  and  -en  which  remained  in  the 
transition  period,  but  already  in  early  ME.  ihey  were 

supplanted  by  -the  nominative  and  accusative,  and  thus  all 
cases  of  the  plural  came  to  be  alike. 

§  325.  st9n  stone,  engel  angel,  ende  end,  and  sone  son 
will  serve  as  models  for  the  nouns  belonging  to  this 
declension. 

§326. ME. OE. 
ME. OE. 

Sing.  Nom.     Ace. st9n Stan engel engel 
Gen. st9nes stanes engles engles 
Dat. st9n(e) stane engle engle 

Plural  Nom.  Ace. stones stanas engles englas 
Gen.    st9nes    stana  engles        engla 
Dat.     stones    stanum      engles       englum 

§  327.  Like  st9n  are  declined  a  large  number  of  nouns,  as 
arm,  b9t,  brom,  C9mb,  craft,  dom,  fisch,  g9st  ghost,  hail, 
h9m,  hound,  king,  nail,  rein  rain,  r^p,  roum  room,  schaft, 
stol,  storm,  swan,  tr9U3h,  wind,  &e. ;  and  similarly  old 

long  wa-stems,  as  sn9w,  dfw;  old  long  i-stems,  as  dfl, 
dint,  gest,  flijt,  plijt,  wurm;  old  long  u-stems,  as  feld, 
ford,  J>orn,  &c.  Nouns  ending  in  a  voiceless  spirant 
changed  it  to  the  corresponding  voiced  spirant  in  the  inflected 

forms,  as  ))f  f  thirf,  mouj),  gen.  ))f  ves,  mou|>es,  and  similarly 

l9f  lo<ff,  knif,  staf,  wolf,  gp  oath,  pa)).  Medial  double  con- 
sonants were  simplified  when  they  came  to  stand  finally,  as 

gen.  briddes,  hilles,  pittes,  walles,  beside  nom.  brid,  &c. 

§  328.  Like  engel  are  declined  nouns  ending  in  -el,  'Cn, 

-er,  as  appel,  cradel,  girdel,  hunger,  sadel,  J>imbel,  ))under. 
But  when  the  -el,  -en,  -er  were  preceded  by  m  or  v  the 
medial  -e-  was  written  in  the  inflected  forms,  but  was  not 
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pronounced,   as  gen.    hameres,  hevenes,    dat.    hamere, 
hevene  :  noni.  hamer,  heven. 

§329.  ME.        OE.  ME.  OE. 

Sing.  Nom.    Ace.  ende  ende  sone  sunu 
Gen.  endes  endes  sones  suna 
Dat.  ende  ende  sone  suna 

Plural  Nom.  Ace.  endes  endas  sones  suna 
Gen.  endes  enda  sones  suna 
Dat.  endes  endum  sones  sunum 

And  similarly  mf  re  mare  horse,  sf  le  seal  (animal) ;  old 

ja-stems  like  migge  midge,  rigge  hackf  wegge  wedge  ;  herde 
shepherd,  whfte;  bakere,  drinkere,  fischere;  old  short 

i-stems,  as  bile  hill,  bite,  dfne  valley,  stiche;  old  short 

u-stems,  as  mf  de  mead,  spite  spit,  *  veru ',  vrode  wude  wood. 
§  330.  Nouns  ending  in  a  vowel  other  than  -e  had  simply 

•s  in  the  gen.  singular  and  in  the  plural,  and  no  -e  in  the 
dat.  singular,  as  flf  Jlea,  gen.  flfs,  dut.  fif,  pi.  fifs,  and 
similarly  scho  shoe,  sf  sea,  peni  (inflected  penif  s,  penes), 

dai  and  "wei  were  also  similarly  inflected,  as  dais,  dat. 
sing  dai. 

2.  Nrutek  Nouns. 

§  331.  To  this  declension  belong :  (o)  the  OE.  neuter  a-,  ja*, 
and  wa-stems,  and  (b)  the  OE.  neuter  i-stems.  These  stems 
were  inflected  in  OE.  exactly  like  the  corresponding  mascu- 

line stems  except  in  the  nom.  and  ace.  plural.  In  OE.  the 

nom.  and  ace.  plural  of  neuter  stems  ended  either  in  -u  or 
had  no  ending  {EOE.  Gr.  §  188),  whereas  the  masculine 

stems  ended  in  -as  (=  ME.  -es).  Therefore  in  treating  the 
neuter  nouns  it  is  only  necessary  to  take  into  consideration 
the  formation  of  the  plural. 

1.  When  the  singular  ended  in  a  consonant  the  plural  was 

generally  formed  by  adding  -es  after  the  analogy  of  the  old 
masculine  a-deelension,  as  word,  pi.  wordes,  and  similarly 
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bak,  barn,  b^n,  bord,  horn,  land,  nest,  schip,  werk ;  Iff 
leaf,  pi.  Ifves,  and  similarly  ba)),  hous,  lif,  &c. ;  water,  pi. 
watres,  and  similarly  t9ken,  wonder,  but  pi.  maidens 

never  maidnes  in  Chaucer;  ja-stems,  as  bed,  pi.  beddes, 
and  similarly  bil,  den,  kin,  net,  rib,  web ;  long  i-stems,  as 
flesch,  pi.  flfsches,  and  similarly  flf s  Jkece,  hilt,  &c. 

Monosyllabic  nouns  with  a  long  stem-syllable  denoting 
collectivity,  vtreight,  measure,  .and  time  generally  remained 
uninfected  in  the  plural  just  as  in  OE.,  as  dfr  deer,  folk, 
n|t  cattle,  pound,  schep,  swin,  3fr  jfr  year,  &c.,  cp.  NE. 

deer,  sheep,  swine,  five-pound  note.  This  rule  practically 
agrees  with  that  in  the  modem  dialects.  In  all  the  modern 
dialects  nouns  denoting  collectivity,  time,  space,  weight, 
measure,  and  number  when  immediately  preceded  by  a 
cardinal  number  generally  remain  unchanged  in  the  plural, 
see  ED.  Gr.  §  382. 

2.  When  the  singular  ended  in  a  vowel  or  a  diphthong  in 

ME.  the  plural  took  'S  after  the  analogy  of  the  corresponding 
old  masculine  nouns,  as  cgle  coal,  pi.  c^les,  and  similarly 
dale,  gate,  h9le,  59ke  (§  103),  ff  (OE.  feoh,  gen.  feos) 
cattle ;  old  long  ja-stems,  as  |rende  errand,  flicche,  stfle 

steel ',  old  wa-stems,  as  mfle  meal,  flour,  t|re  tar ;  knf ,  trf , 
strf  f  beside  straw  (OE.  strea  beside  gen.  *strawes) ;  short 
i-stems,  as  sive  sieve,  sp|re  spear,  &c. 

3.  Feminine  Nouns. 

§  332.  To  this  declension  belong :  (a)  the  OE.  6-,  j6«,  and 
wo-stems  ;  (6)  the  OE.  feminine  i-stems ;  and  (c)  the  OE. 
feminine  u-stems.  After  the  OE.  final  vowels  had  been 

weakened  to  -e  the  following  changes  took  place  in  the  types 
of  nouns  belonging  to  this  declension :  In  the  6-  and  jo-stems 
which  in  OE.  ended  in  a  consonant  the  -e  of  the  oblique 

cases  was  levelled  out  into  the  nominative,  as  bpte  advan- 
tage, syule,  henne  =  OE.  bot,  s&wol,  henn.     In  the  wd> 
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stems  we  have  double  forms  in  ME.  according  as  the  old 

nominative  or  accusative  singular  became  generalized,  as 

short  Avo-stems  schade  (=  OE.  nom.  sceadu)  beside 
schadwe  (=  OE.  ace.  sceadwe),  sine  (=  OE.  nom.  sinu, 

sionu)  beside  sincAve  (=  OE.  ace.  sin  we)  sineio  ;  long  w5- 

stems,  as  mfde  with  -e  from  the  inflected  forms  (=  OE. 
nom.  maed)  beside  medwe  medewe  (=  OE.  ace.  maedwe) 

meadow.  In  the  i-stems  the  -e  of  the  gen.  and  dat.  was 
levelled  out  into  the  nom.  and  accusative,  as  quene  (=  OE. 

nom.  ace.  cwen,  gen.  and  dat.  cwene).  In  the  long  u-stems 

the  -e  (=  OE.  -a)  of  the  gen.  and  dat.  was  not  levelled  out 
into  the  nom.  and  accusative,  as  nom.  ace.  hand,  flor, 

quern  =  OE.  hand,  flor,  cweorn  hand-mill  The  -e  of  the 
oblique  cases  was  also  not  levelled  out  into  the  nominative 

or  respectively  into  the  nominative  and  accusative  of  other 

stems  ending  in  -ing  (-ung),  -st,  -jtjas  lerning,  fist,mi3t  =0E. 
leornung,  fyst,  miht.  With  the  exception  of  the  types  of 

nouns  just  mentioned,  all  the  other  types  belonging  to  this 

declension  regularly  have  -e  from  older  -u  in  the  nominative, 
as  tale  (=  OE.  talu),  love  (=  OE.  lufu),  &c. 

§  333.  In  early  Northumbrian,  and  then  later  also  in  WS. 

and  Kentish,  the  ace.  sing,  of  the  i-stems  often  had  -e  after 

the  analogy  of  the  6-stems.  The  genitive  ending  •(e)s  of  the 
strong  masc.  and  neut.  nouns  was  gradually  extended  to  the 

feminine,  but  throughout  the  ME.  period  forms  without  -s 
are  sometimes  found.  Feminine  nouns  denoting  animate 

objects  generally  had  the  ending  •(e)s,  whereas  abstract 
nouns  and  nouns  denoting  inanimate  objects  mostly  or  often 

had  simply  ̂ e.  The  nom.  and  ace.  of  those  nouns  which  in 
ME.  ended  in  a  consonant  came  to  be  used  for  the  dative  at 

an  early  period,  as  hand,  lerning,  fist,  &c.  Chaucer  has  the 

dat.  honde  beside  bond.  The  plural  ending  of  the  OE. 

masculine  a-  and  i-declensions  was  gradually  extended  to  the 
strong  feminines.  The  strong  feminines  had  begun  to  take 

the  s-plural  in  Northumbrian  already  in  the  late  OE.  period, 
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as  saules,  dedes,  &c.  The  strong  feminines  legulaily 

formed  their  plural  in  -{6)8  in  Chaucer,  but  the  southern 

dialects  of  the  fourteenth  century  mostly  had  -en  after  the 
analogy  of  the  n-declension.  Later  on,  however,  the  plural 

in  these  dialects  also  took  the  ending  •{e)%.  See  §§  315-17. 
§  334.  tale  numher,  tale,  while  time,  quene  queen,  and 

hand  will  serve  as  models,  for  the  nouns  belonging  to  this 
declension. 

§  335. 
Sing. ME.      OE. ME. 

OE. ME.          OE. 
Noni. tale       talu while hwil 

quene      cwen Ace. tale       tale while hwlie 
quene      cwen Gen. tale(s)  tale 

while(sj hwTle 
quene(s)  cwene Pat. tale       tale while hwile quene      cwene 

Plural 

.   "^Uales     tala,  -e  whiles     hwila,  -e       queues    cwene,  -a Ace.  I 

Cen.    tales     tala,  -ena        whiles     hwila,  -ena  quenes    cwena 
Dat.     tales     talum  (§  259)  whiles     hwilum         quenes    cwenum 

§  336.  Like  tale  are  declined  the  OE.  6-stems  with  a  short 

stem-syllable,  as  care,  love,  schame,  wrake  vengeance, 

the  OE.  abstract  nouns  in  -Jju,  as  leng))e,  streng)>e ;  the 

OE.  wo-stems  with  a  short  stem-syllable,  as  schade 

(schadwe),  sine  (sinewe) ;  and  the  OE.  short  u-stems,  as 
dore  dure,  n9se. 

§  337.  Like  while  are  declined  the  OE.  6-stems  which  did 

not  have  -u  in  the  nom.  singular,  as  fetere,  fe))ere,  glove, 

l9re,  nedle,  netele,  sorwe,  S9ule,  wounde ;  the  OE.  jo- 
stems,  as  brigge  bridge,  cribbe,  egge  edge,  helle,  henne, 
sibbe  relationship,  sille,  sinne;  blisse,  hinde  doc,  hglinesse, 

reste ;  the  OE.  long  wo-stems,  mf de  (medwe),  stowe. 

§  338.  Like  quf  ne  are  declined  the  OE,  feminine  i-stems, 
as  benche,  bride,  d^de,  hide,  hive,  n^de  need,  spfde 
success,  tide. 
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§330. 
ME. 

Sing.  Nom.  Ace. hand 
Gen. hande(s) 

Dat. 
hand(e) 

Plural  Nom.  Ace. handes 

Gen. handes 
Dat. handes 

[§§  339-41 
OE. 

hand 
handa 

handa 
handa 

handa 
handum  (§  269) 

§  340.  Like  hand  hond  are  declined  the  OE.  feminine 

long  u-stems,  as  flor,  quern  hand-mill ;  the  OE.  abstract 
nouns  in  -ung  (-ing)  and  nouns  ending  in  -st,  -ht,  as  blessing, 
f  vening,  lerning,  fist,  mijt.  The  plural  hend  hands,  which 
was  common  in  the  northern  dialects,  was  of  ON.  origin 

(O.Icel.  hend-r). 

B.  THE  WEAK  OB  N-DECLENSION 

§  341.  This  declension  contained  in  OE.  masculine, 
feminine,  and  neuter  nouns.  It  contained  a  large  number 
of  masculine  and  feminine  nouns,  but  only  three  neuter 
nouns  all  of  which  denote  parts  of  the  body,  viz.  eage  eye, 
eare  ear,  and  wange  cJieek.  The  only  distinction  between 
the  masculines  and  the  feminines  in  OE.  was  that  the 

nominative  singular  of  the  former  ended  in  -a,  and  that  of 
the  latter  in  -e.  After  the  -a  had  been  weakened  to  -e  in  the 
nom.  singular  of  the  masculines  the  two  classes  of  nouns 
had  the  same  endings  in  all  cases  of  the  singular  and  plural. 

So  that  the  early  ME.  case-endings  were  : — 
ME.  OE. 

Sing.  Nom. 

•e 

•a, -e 

Ace.  Gen.  Dat. 

•en •an 

Plural  Nom.  Ace. 

•en •an 

Gen. 

•ene •ena 

Dat. 

•en 

•um  (§  259) 

The  following  changes  took 

place  :- 

-The  •e  of  the  nom. 
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singular  supplanted  the  -en  (=0E.  -an)  of  the  oblique  cases 
of  the  singular,  and  then  later  -s  was  added  for  the  gen. 
singular.  The  singular  thus  fell  together  with  the  old 
masculine,  feminine,  and  neuter  strong  nouns  whose  nom. 

singular  ended  in  -e  in  ME.  The  extension  of -(6)8  from  the 
old  strong  masculines  and  neuters  of  the  a-  and  i-declensions 
to  the  nouns  of  this  declension  took  place  earlier  in  the 
masculines  than  in  the  feminines.  And  in  the  masculines 

it  took  place  earlier  in  nouns  denoting  animate  objects  than 
in  those  denoting  inanimate  objects.  In  Chaucer  the  old 

feminines  generally  have  •(e)s  in  the  gen.  singular,  but 
forms  like  gen.  lady,  sonne,  widwe  also  occur.  The  old 

•en  plurals  remained  much  longer  in  the  southern  and 
Kentish  dialects  than  in  the  Midland  and  northern.  In  the 

former  dialects  the  -en  plural  was  often  extended  to  nouns 
which  were  strong  in  OE.  and  even  also  to  Anglo-Norman 
words.  This  was  especially  common  with  the  gen.  plural 
ending  -ene  (=  OE.  -ena)  of  the  OE.  6  and  n-declensions. 

On  the  other  hand  the  -en  plural  was  supplanted  by  the 
•(e)s  plural  at  an  early  period  in  the  northern  and  north 
Midland  dialects.  For  the  approximate  dates  at  which  the 
change  from  the  weak  to  the  strong  declension  took  place  in 
the  separate  dialects,  see  §  316. 

§  342.  The  three  OE.  neuter  nouns  eage,  eare,  wange  » 
ME.  f 3e,  eye,  ye  (§  107,  6),  fre,  wange  (wonge)  were  in- 

flected in  ME.  like  the  old  Qiasculine  and  feminine  weak 
nouns.  The  old  masculine  and  feminine  contracted  weak 

nouns  were  inflected  in  ME.  just  like  the  uncontracted  nouns, 

as  flf  (OE.  flea)/ea,  pi.  flfs,  flfn,  and  similarly  f9  foCf  r^ 
roe ;  bf  (OE.  beo)  hee,  pi.  bf  s,  b?n,  and  similarly  SI9  sloe, 
t9  toe. 

§  343.  Examples  of  OE.  masculine  nouns  which  belong 
to  this  declension  in  ME.  are:  &pe,  asse,  b|re,  b9we 
(OE.  boga)  how,  bukke,  dogge,  f9le,  frogge,  hare,  lippe, 
mone,  nftme,  oxe,  sterre  star,  ])Oumbe  thumbt  &«•    And 

L 
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of  feminine  nouns :  asche,  belle,  bladdre,  cheke,  chirche, 

cuppe,  harpe,  herte,  mo)>J)e,  oule,  pipe,  sonne,  swalwe, 
tonge  tunge,  )?r9te,  widewe,  woUe  ivool.  ladi  older 
lavdie,  lavedie  (OE.  hlsfdige)  lost  its  final  -e  at  an  early 

period,  cp.  Orm's  lafifdij  (§  154),  and  similarly  pley  (OE. 
plega). 

§  344.  Only  a  small  number  of  the  old  plurals  in  -en  are 
found  in  Chaucer,  as  h9sen,  oxen ;  in  a  few  words  he  has 
weak  and  strong  forms  side  by  side,  as  ascben,  been,  fl^f  n, 

f99n,  t99n  beside  asches,  b^es,  flf f s,  f99s,  1995,  and  in 
the  old  strong  noun  schoon  beside  schoos. 

C.  THE  MINOR  DECLENSIONS 

§  345.  The  nouns  belonging  to  these  categories  are  all  old 
consonant  stems,  and  include  nouns  belonging  to  all  genders. 
In  treating  their  history  in  ME.  we  shall  follow  the  same 

order  as  in  the  EOE.  Gr.  §§  255-67. 

1.  Monosyllabic  Consonant  Stems. 

a.  Masculine. 

§  346.  The  nouns  of  this  type  had  umlaut  in  the  dat. 

singular  and  the  nom.  ace.  plural,  otherwise  the  case-endings 
were  the  same  as  in  the  OE.  masculine  a-declension.  In 

ME.  a  new  dat.  singular  in  -e  without  umlaut  was  formed 
after  the  analogy  of  nouns  like  st9n,  as  f9te  beside  OE.  fet. 
The  OE.  umlauted  form  of  the  nom.  ace.  plural  remained 
and  also  came  to  be  used  for  the  dative,  to  which  was  then 

added  the  ending  ̂ es  to  form  a  new  genitive,  as  nom.  ace. 
dat.  ff  t,  gen.  ff  tes  beside  OE.  nom.  ace.  fet,  gen.  fota,  dat. 
fotum,  and  similarly  man,  gen.  mannes,  pi.  men ; 
wim(m)an  wum(m)an  wom(m)an,  pi.  wim(m)en,  &c. ; 

to)),  pi.  tf)). 
6.  Feminine. 

§  347.  The  nouns  of  this  type  had  umlaut  in  the  dat. 
singular,  and  many  also  had  it  in  the  genitive,  as  dat.  sing. 
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bee,  hnyte,  gen.  bee  beside  bdee,  hnute.  These  cases 

were  remodelled  in  ME.  after  the  analogy  of  the  old 

a-declension,  as  nom.  ace.  bok,  note  nute  nut,  gen.  bokes, 
notes,  dat.  boke,  note.  In  OE.  the  nom.  ace.  plural  had 

umlaut,  as  bee,  hnyte,  otherwise  the  case-endings  of  the 

plural  were  the  same  as  in  the  a-declension.  Of  the  OE. 
nouns  which  belonged  to  this  type  five  preserved  the 

umlaut  in  the  nom.  ace.  plural  in  ME.,  and  these  cases  also 

came  to  be  used  for  the  old  genitive  and  dative,  as  nom.  ace. 

gen.  dat.  ges  beside  OE.  nom.  ace.  ges,  gen.  gdsa,  dat. 

g5sum;  and  similarly  lous,  pi.  lis;  mous,  pi.  mis;  brfeh 

(OE.  brec  beside  sing,  broc)  trousers ;  cou,  pi.  ki  ky  beside 

kyn  kien  with  -n,  -en  from  the  weak  declension.  In  all 

the  other  nouns  a  new  plural  in  -es  was  formed  from  the 

singular  after  the  analogy  of  nouns  like  st9n,  pi.  st9nes,  as 

nom.  ace.  gen.  dat.  bokes,  beside  OE.  nom.  ace.  bee,  gen. 

bdca,  dat.  bocum;  and  similarly  burj  buruj  borotigh,  pi. 
bur3es  burwes;  fur?  furuj  furrow,  pi.  furjes  furwes; 

g9tes  beside  gf  t  goats ;  nite,  pi.  nites ;  nijt,  pi.  ni^tes  be- 

side ni^t  nights;  note,  pi.  notes  nuts;  9k,  pi.  9kes  oaks; 

turf,  pi.  turves. 
c.  Neuter. 

§  348.  The  only  noun  belonging  to  this  type  in  OE.  was 

scriid  garment.  Already  in  OE.  it  had  come  to  be  declined 

like  the  long  neuter  a-stems  except  that  the  dat.  singular 
was  scryd  beside  serude.  In  ME.  it  was  declined  like  an 

ordinary  old  neuter  a-stem  with  dat.  in  -(e)  and  plural  in 
•es,  as  schroud,  pi.  schroudes. 

2.  Stems  in  •]>. 

§  349.  Of  the  four  OE.  nouns  belonging  to  this  type  only 

two  were  preserved  in  ME.,  viz.  monej)  (OE.  mbna.]>),  and 

ale  ale  (OE.  ealu,  gen.  and  dat.  ealo^).  In  OE.  mdna]> 

was  declined  like  a  masc.  a-stem  except  that  the  nom.  ace. 
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plural  was  mbnsLp.  In  ME.  a  new  plural  ih  -es  was  formed 
after  the  analogy  of  nouns  like  st9nes,  as  m5n(e)))es  beside 
the  uninflected  form  m6ne)>.  ale  remained  uninflected  in 
ME. 

3.  Stems  in  -r. 

§  350.  To  this  type  belong  the  nouns  of  relationship  : 

fader  (OE.  faeder),  br6J>er  (OE.  br6)>or),  moder  (OE. 
modor),  d9U3ter  (OE.  dohtor),  suster  soster  (OE. 
sweostor),  sister  (ON.  syster). 

The  plural  of  faeder  was  inflected  like  a  masculine  a-stem. 
The  nom.  ace.  pi.  faederas  regularly  became  fadres  fad^res 
in  ME.  and  was  then  used  for  the  gen.  and  dat.  also.  In  OE. 
the  sing,  was  faeder  in  all  cases,  but  the  gen.  had  faederes 
beside  faeder,  and  similarly  in  ME.  nom.  ace.  dat.  fader, 
gen.  fader  beside  fadres. 

The  uninflected  forms  broJ>er,  moder,  d9U5ter  of  the 
nom.  ace.  and  gen.  singular  came  to  be  used  for  the  old 
umlauted  forms  brej)er,  meder,  dehter  of  the  dat.  singular, 

so  that  the  singular  of  these  nouns  generally  remained  un- 
inflected in  ME.,  but  sometimes,  however^  a  gen.  br5})?res, 

modres,  d9U3tres  is  also  found. 
The  OE.  nom.  ace.  pi.  mddor,  dohtor  regularly  became 

moder,  d9U5ter  in  ME.,  and  were  then  used  for  the  old  gen. 
and  dative,  but  beside  these  forms  there  also  occur  plurals  in 

•es  after  the  analogy  of  fadres,  &c,,  and  in  -en  after  the 
analogy  of  the  weak  declension,  as  modres,  modren ; 
d9U5tres,  d9U3tren.  brojjer  also  has  three  plural  forms  all 
of  which  are  new  formations,  viz.  brej)er  formed  after  the 
analogy  of  words  like  to  J),  pi.  tf  J) ;  br6))?res  formed  after 
the  analogy  of  words  like  fader,  pi.  fadres ;  and  bre))f  ren 

formed  from  brf  J)er  with  -en  from  the  weak  declension. 
suster  soster  (OE.  sweostor),  sister  (ON.  syster) 

remained  uninflected  in  the  singular  just  as  in  OE.  This 
word  like  moder  has  also  three  plural  forms  in  ME.,  viz. 
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suster,  soster,  sister,  and  the  plural  forms  in  -en,  -es,  as 
sustren,  sustres. 

4.  Masculine  Stems  in  -nd. 

§  351.  OE.  had  several  nouns  of  this  type  of  which  only 
two  were  preserved  in  ME.,  viz.  frend/m«d(OE.freond)and 
ff  nd  enemy,  fiend  (OE.  feond),  see  §  73.  In  OE.  the  dat.  sing. 
and  nom.  ace.  pi.  had  umlauted  beside  unumlauted  forms,  as 
dat.  sing,  friend  beside  freonde,  pi.  friend  beside  freondas, 
otherwise^  the  nouns  of  this  type  were  inflected  like  masculine 
a-stems.  In  ME.  the  umlauted  form  of  the  dat.  singular 
disappeared,  so  that  the  singular  was  inflected  just  like  an 

old  masculine  a-stem.  In  early  ME.  the  umlauted  plural 
form  frend  (OE.  friend)  was  preserved,  and  then  later  the 

•es  plural  frendes  (OE.  freondas)  became  generalized  for  all 
cases,  and  similarly  with  fend. 

5.  Neuter  Stems  in  -os,  -es. 

§  352.  This  declension  originally  contained  a  large  number 
of  nouns,  all  of  wh^ch,  with  the  exception  of  six,  passed  over 
into  other  declensions  in  the  prehistoric  period  of  the 
language.  The  six  nouns  which  remained  are:  cealf  caZ/, 
cild  child,  aeg  egg,  lamb  lamh,  speld  splinter,  and  the  pi. 
breadru  crumbs,  the  last  two  of  which  disappeared  in  ME. 

The  singular  of  cealf,  cild,  sg,  and  lamb  was  inflected  in 

OE.  like  an  a-stem,  and  similarly  also  in  ME.  In  OE.  the 
plural  of  these  nouns  was  cealfru,  aegru,  lambru,  and  cild 

beside  cildru.  The  ending  -ru  regularly  became  -re  in  ME., 
to  which  was  added  -n  in  the  southern  dialects  after  the 

analogy  of  the  weak  declension,  ascalvren,  eiren,  lombren, 
children  beside  child er.  In  the  northern  dialects  we  also 

have  children  beside  childer,  but  in  the  other  words  a  new 

plural  in  -es  was  formed  direct  from  the  singular,  as  calves, 
lambes,  egges  from  ON.  egg,  and  then  the  -es  plural 
gradually  spread  to  all  the  dialects. 
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CHAPTER  VIII 

ADJECTIVES 

1.  THE  DECLENSION  OF  ADJECTIVES 

a.  The  Strong  Declension. 

§  353.  In  OE.  the  strong  declension  is  divided  into  pure 
a-,  6'Stems,  ja-,  j6-stems,  and  wa-,  w6«stems  like  the  corre- 

sponding nouns.  The  original  i-  and  ti-stems  passed  over 
almost  entirely  into  this  declension  in  prehistoric  OE.  In 

OE.  the  declension  of  the  ja-,  jo-stems  and  wa-,  "wd-stems 
only  differed  from  that  of  the  pure  a-,  o-stems  in  the  masc. 
and  fern.  nom.  singular  and  the  neuter  nom.  ace.  singular, 

and  even  here  the  ja-,  j5-stems  with  an  original  short  stem- 
syllable  and  the  wa-,  w6-stems  with  a  long  stem-syllable 
vvere  declined  like  pure  a-,  6-stems,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §§  270,  279, 
284.  The  ending  of  the  nom.  singular  of  the  various  types 

was  accordingly  in  OE.  : — 
Masc.        Neut.  Fern. 

Pure  a-,  6-stems  or  stems 
declined  like  them — — 

-  -u  (.o) 

ja-,  j6-stems  or  stems  de- 
clined like  them 

•e 

•e 

•U  (.0) 

Short  wa-,  wo-stems 

•U  (-0) 
•u  (.0) 

•n  (.o) 

After  the  ending  -u  (-o)  had  been  weakened  to  -e  (§  134  (a)), 
the  masc.  neut.  and  fem.  singular  of  the  adjectives  of  these 

types  ended  in  a  consonant  or  in  e-,  as  short  a-,  o-stems : 
glad  (OE.  masc.  and  neut.  glaed,  fem.  gladu,  -o),  and 

similarly  blak,  smal,  &c. ;  long  a-,  6-stems  and  long  wa«, 
w6-stems  :  br9d  broad  (OE.  masc.  neut.  and  fem.  brad),  and 
similarly  cgld,  dfd  dead,  dff  deaf,  hard,  lang  (long),  rfd 
red,  ri3t,  wis ;  SI9W  (OE.  slaw  with  -w  from  the  inflected 

forms) ;  pi.  ff  we  (OE.  flawe  fete) ;  ja-,  j6-stems :  elf ne 
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(OE.  mnsc.  and  neut.  claene,  fern,  clanu,  -o),  and  similarly 
blijje,  grene,  kene,  newe,  ripe,  ))inne,  &c. ;  fre  (OE.  freo 

free)',  short  wa-,  wo-stems:  narwe  (OE.  niasc.  neut.  and 
fern,  nearu,  gen.  masc.  and  neut.  nearwes)  with  w  from 

the  old  inflected  forms,  and  similarly  falewe  {iaXQ)  fallow, 

3elwe  (jelowe)  yellow,  &c. 

A  certain  number  of  OE.  adjectives  with  a  short  stem- 

syllable  came  to  end  in  -e  in  ME.  through  the  levelling  out 
of  the  inflected  forms,  as  bare  beside  bar  (OE.  baer,  gen. 

bares),  and  similarly  late,  smale  beside  lat,  smal,  see 

§  103.  And  as  OE.  final  -ig  was  weakened  to  -i  in  ME.  all 
the  adjectives  of  this  type  also  ended  in  a  vowel  in  ME.,  as 

hevi(OE.  hefig),  and  similarly  blodi,  h9ll,  &c.,  see  §  138. 

§  354.  The  OE.  endings  of  the  oblique  cases  were  : — 

Mdsc. Neut. Fern. 

Sing.  Ace. 

•ne 

=  Nom. 

■e 

Gen. 

•es 
•es 

•re 

Dat. 

■um 
■um 

•re 

Plural  Nom.  Ace. 

•e 

— ,  -U  (-0) 
•a,  e 

Gen. 

•ra 
•ra 

^ra 

Dat. 

■um 
•um 

-um 

In  late  OE.  and  early  ME.  the  endings  -um  (see  §  259), 

•U  (•o),  -a,  and  -ra  were  regularly  weakened  to  •en,  -e,  •re 

(§  134).  A  few  of  the  old  case-endings  are  occasionally  found 
in  early  ME.,  viz.  the  ending  of  the  ace.  masc.  singular  -ne, 

the  gen.  and  dat.  fem.  singular  -e  (-ere),  and  a  few  isolated 
forms  of  the  gen.  plural  were  still  preserved  in  Chaucer,  as 
cure  aller  cok,  alderbest,  alderwerst,  alderfirst,  see 

§148.  Apart  fi'om  these  isolated  forms  of  the  gen.  plural, 
the  form  of  the  masc.  nom.  singular  had  become  generalized 

for  the  whole  of  the  singular,  and  the  form  of  the  nom.  hoc. 

plural  had  become  generalized  for  the  whole  of  the  plural 
before  the  end  of  the  first  half  of  the  thirteenth  century. 

We   accordingly  arrive  at   the   following  scheme  for  the 
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inflexion   of  strong   adjectives  in    what   might  be  termed 
standard  ME.  : — 

(a)  Monosyllabic  adjectives  ending  in  a  consonant  remained 

uninflected  throughout  the  singular,  and  had  -e  throughout 
the  plural,  as  br9d,  god,  glad,  pi.  br9de,  gode,  glade. 

(b)  Adjectives  which  ended  in  a  vowel  in  OE.  or  which 
came  to  end  in  a  vowel  in  ME.  (§  140)  remained  uninflected 
throughout  the  singular  and  plural. 

(c)  Dissyllabic  adjectives  including  past  participles  ending 
in  a  consonant  remained  uninflected  throughout  the  singular 

and  plural  through  loss  of  the  old  final  -e  in  the  plural,  as 
bitter,  litel,  botinden,  cursed,  &c.,  see  §  142. 

The  Anglo-Norman  adjectives  were  generally  inflected  like 
the  native  English  adjectives. 

&.    The  Weak  Declension. 

§  365.  In  OE.  the  weak  declension  of  adjectives  had  the 

same  case-endings  as  the  weak  declension  of  nouns  except 
that  the  gen.  plural  had  the  strong  ending  -ra  beside  the 
weak  ending  -ena.  The  nom.  singular  of  the  masculine 
ended  in  -a,  and  that  of  the  feminine  and  neuter  in  -e,  as 
g5da,  gode ;  claena,  clsene ;  nearwa,  nearwe.  Through 

the  weakening  of  the  final  -a  to  -e  the  nom.  singular  came 
to  be  alike  for  all  genders  in  ME. 

§  356.  The  endings  of  the  oblique  cases  were  : — 

Masc.  Neut.  Fern. 

Sing.  Ace. 

-an 

-e 

•an 

Gen. 

-an 
-an 

-an 

Dat. 

-an 
-an •an 

Plural  Nom.  Ace. 

•an 
■an 

•an 

Gen. 
•ena •ena 

-ena 

Dat. 

•um 
•um 

-um 

In  late  OE.  and  early  ME.  the  endings  -an,  -ena,  um  (see 
§  268)  were  regularly  weakened  to  -en,  -ene,  and  even  these 
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two  endings  had  ceased  to  be  in  use  after  about  the  beginning 
of  the  thirteenth  century.  In  ordinary  standard  ME.  the 
only  distinction  preserved  between  the  old  strong  and  weak 
declensions  of  adjectives  is  in  the  singular  of  monosyllabic 
adjectives  ending  in  a  consonant,  as  strong  sing,  god, 
pi.  gode  ;  weak  sing,  gode,  pi.  gode.  In  all  the  other  types 
of  adjectives  there  was  no  longer  any  distinction  between  the 
strong  and  weak  declensions. 

2.  THE  COMPARISON  OF  ADJECTIVES 

§  357.  In  OE.  the  comparative  and  superlative  belonged 
to  the  weak  declension  except  that  the  neuter  nom.  ace. 

singular  had  the  strong  beside  the  weak  form  in  the  super- 
lative, but  in  ME.  they  ceased  to  be  inflected  at  an  early 

period,  cp.  §  154.  In  OE.  the  comparative  had  or  had  not 

umlaut  in  the  stem-syllable  according  as  the  ending  -ra 
corresponded  to  Germanic  -izo  or  -ozo,  and  similarly  in  the 
superlative  est  =  Germanic  'ist-  beside  -ost  =  Germanic 
•6st-,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  291,  as 

eald  old 

geong  young 

great  great 
lang  long 

but  earm  poor 
glaed  glad 
leof  dear 

ieldra 

giengra] 

gingra  J 

grietra lengra 

earmra 

glaedra leofra 

The  -ra  and  -ost  regularly  became  -re  (-ere)  and  -est  in  late 
OE.  and  early  ME.  (§§  148, 149),  so  that  in  ME.  the  com- 

parative was  generally  formed  by  means  of  -re  (-ere),  later 
-(e)r,  and  the  superlative  by  -(e)st,  as 

hard  harder  hardest 
fair  fairer  fairest 

clfne  clfner  clfnest 

ieldest 

giengest 

gingest 
grietest lengest 
earmost 

gladost leofost 
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§  358.  Only  a  small  number  of  OE.  adjectives  had  um- 

laut in  the  comparative  and  superlative,  and  even  some  of 
these  did  not  have  it  in  ME.  The  most  important  ME. 

examples  are : — 

grft 
lang  (long) 

neij,  ni5  near 

9ld 

gretter  (OE.  grietra)    grettest 
lenger 

nf  re  (OE.  neahra)  ] 
nerre  (OE.  nearra)) 
elder 

Strang  (strong)    strenger 

lengest  beside 
longest 

next  (OE.  niehst) 

nest  (Angl.  nest) 
eldest 

strengest 

Note. — The  usual  ME.  comparative  and  superlative  of  Jung 
young  were  jungre,  -er,  ;ungest  formed  direct  from  the  positive, 
but  beside  these  there  were  also  the  regular  forms  jingre  (OE. 
gingra),  ̂ ingest  (OE.  gingest)  from  which  a  new  positive  jing 
was  formed,  and  which  was  common  throughout  the  ME.  period. 

§  359.  Long  vowels  were  regularly  shortened  in  the  com- 
parative (§  90),  and  then  the  short  vowel  was  often  extended 

to  the  superlative,  and  sometimes  even  to  the  positive,  as 

grft gretter grettest h9t hotter hottest 
mte 

•  latter last 

stif stiffer stiflFest 

In  later  ME.  the  comparative  and  superlative  were  generally 

formed  direct  from  the  positive,  as  gfrfter,  grftest  beside 

older  gretter,  grettest ;  and  similarly  9lder,  9ldest  beside 

elder,  eldest ;  later,  latest  beside  latter,  last  (§  249) ;  &c. 

§  860.  Anglo-Norman  monosyllabic  and  dissyllabic  adjec- 
tives also  formed  their  comparative  in  -er  and  superlative  in 

•est,  but  adjectives  of  more  than  two  syllables  generally 
formed  their  comparative  and  superlative  by  prefixing  m9re, 

m9st  to  the  positive. 
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§  301.  A  certain  number  of  adjectives  in  ME.  as  in  OE. 
and  NE.  form  their  comparatives  and  superlatives  from  a 

different  root  than  the  positive : — 

god  better  best  (§  249) 
f  vel,  ill,  badde  werse,  wurse  werst,  wurst  (§  123) 
muche(l),  mikel  in9re  (mare)  mf  st  (m9st,  mast) 
litel,  lite  lasse,  lesse  l|st(e) 

§  362.  In  a  certain  number  of  OE.  words  the  comparative 
was  originally  formed  from  an  adverb  or  a  preposition,  with 

a  superlative  in  -um-,  -uma.  The  simple  superlative  suffix 
was  preserved  in  OE.  forma  =  Goth,  fruma,  ME.  J>e  forme 
the  first,  from  which  was  formed  in  ME.  the  new  comparative 
former.  In  prehistoric  OE.,  as  in  Gothic,  to  -um-  was  added 
the  ordinary  superlative  suffix  -ist'  which  gave  rise  to  the 
double  superlative  suffix  'Umist-,  as  Goth,  frumists  first, 
hindumists  hindmost.  In  OE.  -umist-  regularly  became 
•ymist-,  later  -imest-,  -emest-,  -mest-,  as  inne  within, 
innera,  innemest.  In  ME.  the  ending  -mest  came  to  be 
associated  with  mf  st,  later  m9st  (mast)  with  9  (a)  from  the 

old  comparative,  whence  such  ME.  forms  as  formfst,  for- 
m9st,  formast,  beside  formest,  and  similarly  inm9st 

(innermost),  sou]>m9st,  iitm9st  (utterm9st),  «&c. 

3.  NUMERALS 

a.  Cardinal  Numerals. 

§  363.  Apart  from  the  regular  phonological  changes  the 
cardinal  numerals  also  underwent  other  changes  in  passing 

from  OE.  to  ME.  The  following  are  the  most  important 
changes  to  be  noted : — 

9n  (northern  an),  but  9  (northern  a)  before  words  begin- 
ning with  a  consonant,  was  used  as  a  numeral ;  and  the  early 

shortened  form  an  (§  101),  but  a  before  words  beginning  with 
a  consonant,  was  used  as  the  indefinite  article  (§  247). 
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tw9,  two,  to  (northern  tua)  =  OE.  fern,  and  neut.  twa, 
came  to  be  used  also  for  the  masculine ;  and  similarly 
twein(e),  tweie  (=  OE.  masc.  twegen)  came  to  be  used 
also  for  the  feminine  and  neuter. 

|)rf  =  OE.  fem.  and  neut.  )>rio,  ))reo,  came  to  be  used  also 
for  the  masculine. 

In  OE.  the  cardinals  4  to  19  generally  remained  uninflected 
when  they  stood  before  a  noun,  whereas,  if  they  stood  after 
a  noun  or  were  used  as  nouns,  they  were  inflected  as  follows : 

nom.  ace.  masc.  and  fem.  -e,  neut.  'U  (-o),  gen.  -a,  dat.  -um. 
The  inflexional  ending  -e  was  also  preserved  in  ME.,  espe- 

cially when  the  numerals  stood  after  the  noun  or  were  used 
alone,  whence  the  ME.  double  forms  five,  sevene,  &c., 
beside  fif,  seven,  &c. 

The  regular  OE.  forms  used  for  expressing  the  decades  70 
to  120,  as  hundseofontig,  hundeahtatig,  hundnigontig, 

hundteontig,  hundendleofantig,  hundtwelftig  were  sup- 
planted by  the  new  formations  seventi,  &c.,  hundred  and 

ten,  hundred  and  twenti.  The  form  hund,  which  along 
with  the  units  was  used  to  express  the  hundreds  200  to  900, 

was  gradually  supplanted  by  hundred.  In  OE.  the  decades, 
hundred  (hund),  and  Jjusend  were  nouns  and  governed  the 
genitive  case.  In  ME.  they  were  almost  exclusively  used  as 
adjectives, 

§  364.  The  ME.  cardinals  are:  911,  9  (northern  an,  a), 
tw9,  two,  to  (northern  tua),  tweine,  tweie  ;  ]>re ;  f9ur(e), 
f9wre  (cp.  §  112  note  2) ;  fif,  five ;  six(e),  sex(e)  (Angl.  sex); 
seven(e) ;  eijte,  aujte  (northern  a3t(e)),  see  §§  107, 4, 110, 5  ; 
ni3en(e),  nine  ;  tene  beside  the  shortened  form  ten  (§  92) ; 
elleven(e),  eleven(e),  enleven  (cp.  §  243) ;  twelf,  twelve ; 

))rettene,  ))rittene;  f9urtene;  fiftene;  sixtene;  seven- 
tene ;  eiatetene ;  nijentene,  ninetene ;  twenti,  ))retti  ())ritti), 
f9urti,  fifti,  sixti,  seventi,  ei^teti  (eiBti),  ni3enti  (nln(e)ti), 
hundred  beside  hundre])  (ON.  hundra))),  ))Ousend. 
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b.  Ordinal  Numerals. 

§  365.  In  passing  from  OE.  to  ME.  some  of  the  ordinals 
underwentanalogical  changes  besides  the  regular  phonological 
changes.  From  about  the  end  of  the  thirteenth  century 
onwards  the  French  form  secounde  was  used  beside  the 

English  form  6]>er.  Several  of  the  ordinals  were  new  forma- 
tions formed  direct  from  the  corresponding  ME.  cardinals, 

as  sevenj)e,  nin])e,  ten})e,  J)rettenJ>e  ())rittenj)e),  &c.,  beside 
the  regular  forms  seve))e  (OE.  seofo))a),  ni5e))e  (OE. 

nigojja),  tejje  (OE.  teoJ>a),  Jjrettejje  })rittej)e  (OE.  ))reo- 
teojja),  &c.  Besides  these  new  formations  there  were  also 

others  ending  in  'de  which  were  partly  or  entirely  due  to 
ON.  influence,  as  sevende  (O.Nth.  seofunda,  siofunda, 
O.Icel.  sjaunde),  nijende,  ninde  (O.Icel.  nionde),  tende 

(O.Icel.  tionde,  tiunde),  ))rettende,  )>rittende  (O.Icel. 
Jwettande),  &c.  hundred  and  )>ousend  had  no  ordinal 
forms  in  ME.  just  as  in  OE. 

§  366.  The  ME.  ordinals  are:  first,  furst,  ferst,  verst 

(OE.  fyrest),  ojjer  (secounde),  J)ridde  (J)irde),  fpurjie  (fer|)e, 
firjje),  fifte,  sixte,  sevejje  (sevenjje,  sevende),  eijtejje 
(ejtende,  northern  a?tand),  ni3e|)e  (nijende,  ninde,  ninjje), 
te])e  (tenjje,  tende),  ellefte  (ellevende),  twelfte,  J>rette|je 
(J)ritte))e,  pTettenpe,  jjrittende),  and  similarly  fgurt^Jje, 
fifte J)e,  sixte J)e,  seven te}>e,  &c.,  twentijje,  })rittij)e,  &c. 

c.  Other  Numerals. 

§  367.  The  ME.  multiplicative  numeral  adjectives  were 

formed  from  the  cardinals  and  the  suffix  -fpld  (=  OE.  -feald), 
9nf9ld  beside  the  loan-word  simple,  twg-,  two-fpld  beside 
the  loan-word  double,  ))rff9ld,  &c.,  f|lef9ld,  manif9ld. 

§  368.  Adverbial  multiplicatives  are :  9nes,  gnes,  fnes 

(OE.  gen.  aenes),  twies,  ])ries.  The  remaining  multiplica- 
tives were  expressed  by  sij)e,  times,  as  fif  si])e  (OE.  fif 

si]7um),  times,  &c.,  f|lesi]7e,  mani  sl\>e. 
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§  369.  For  the  first,  second,  third,  &c.,  time,  were 

expressed  by  si})e,  time  and  the  ordinals  just  as  in  OE.,  as  pe 
]>ridde  si|>e  (OE.  ]>riddan  sijie). 

§  370.  The  distributive  numerals  were  expressed  by  bi 
along  with  a  cardinal,  or  by  two  cardinals  connected  by  and, 

as  9n  and  9n,  J>rf  and  J>rf ;  bi  pre,  bi  twelve,  &c. 

CHAPTER  IX 

PKONOUNS 

1.  PERSONAL 

§  371.  The  old  accusative  forms  tnec,  ]>ec,  usic  and  eowic 
of  the  first  and  second  persons  singular  and  plural  had  been 

supplanted  by  the  old  dative  forms  me,  J)e,  iis,  eow  already 
in  late  OE.,  so  that  the  old  datives  were  used  to  express  both 
cases  in  ME.  also.  And  in  ME.  the  old  accusative  forms  of 

the  masculine  and  feminine  and  the  old  accusative  plural 
forms  of  the  third  person  were  also  supplanted  by  the  old 
dative  forms.  The  old  genitives  (OE.  min,  J)in,  pi.  ure, 
eower ;  his,  hiere  (hire),  pi.  hiera,  hira,  heora)  lost  their 
genitival  meaning  in  fairly  early  ME.  except  in  isolated 
phrases  like  ure  n^n  none  of  us,  tire  aller  o/all  of  us.  The  old 
genitival  meaning  came  to  be  expressed  by  the  preposition  of 
and  the  dative  of  the  personal  pronouns.  The  old  dual 
forms  nom.  wit,  jit;  ace.  dat.  unc,  inc;  gen.  uncer,  incer 
occur  in  Lajamon,  Ormitlum,  Genesis  and  Exodus,  Havelok, 
and  The  Owl  and  the  Nightingale,  but  gradually  disappeared 
in  the  latter  half  of  the  thirteenth  century. 

a.    The  First  and  Second  Persons. 

§  872.  Singular :  Nom.  accented  form :  northern  ik,  ic, 
Midland  and  southern  ich  (§  2S5),  but  also  ic  until  the 
beginning  of  the  thirteenth  century.     The  unaccented  form 
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i  began  to  be  used  in  the  northern  and  Midland  dialects 
from  the  twelfth  century  onwards.  At  this  early  period  i 
only  occurred  when  the  next  word  began  with  a  consonant, 
but  the  i  gradually  came  to  be  used  also  when  the  next  word 
began  with  a  vowel,  and  by  about  1400  it  had  become  the 
only  form  used  in  these  dialects.  Chaucer  generally  has  i 
both  for  the  accented  and  unaccented  form.  He  rarely  used 
ich.  From  i  was  formed  at  a  later  period  a  new  accented 
form  i  ( =  NE.  ai),  but  the  old  unaccented  form  i  has  been 
preserved  in  many  modern  dialects  in  interrogative  and 
subordinate  sentences.  The  form  ich  was  in  use  throughout 

the  ME.  period  in  the  southern  and  south-western  dialects. 
The  forms  ich  (uch,  utchy)  along  with  contracted  forms 

ch'am,  &c.,  were  formerly  used  in  the  modern  dialects  of 
Dor.,  Som.,  and  Dev.,  and  these  forms  are  still  used  by  old 
people  in  a  small  district  of  Som.  close  to  Yeovil  on  the 
borders  of  Dor.  Contracted  forms  were  also  common  in  the 

Elizabethan  dramatists  in  the  speech  of  rustics,  as  in  King 
Lear  chill  I  tvill,  chud  I  wodld.  Accusative  and  dative 
me. 

Nom.  ))Ui  ()>ou)  beside  the  unaccented  form  ))U,  which  became 
tou  (tu)  when  attached  enclitically  to  a  verb,  as  hastou,  -tfi 
hast  thou,  wiltou,  tu  wilt  thou  (cp.  §  243).  This  form  with  t- 
has  also  been  regularly  preserved  in  interrogative  and  sub- 

ordinate sentences  in  many  of  the  modern  dialects.  Thou 
in  its  various  dialect  forms  is  still  in  general  use  m  most  of 
the  modern  dialects  of  England,  but  not  in  Scotland,  to  express 
familiarity  or  contempt,  but  it  cannot  be  used  to  a  superior 
without  conveying  the  idea  of  impertinence.  Accusative 
and  dative  \)e.  From  the  thirteenth  century  onwards  5e  (yS) 
began  to  be  used  for  J)OU  as  the  pronoun  of  respect  in 
addressing  a  superior,  and  in  the  form  i  (generally  written 
ee)  it  has  survived  in  most  of  the  south  Midland  and 

southern  dialects  down  to  the  present  day.  During  the 
fourteenth  centuiy  you  also  came  to  be  used  for  both  )>ou 
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and  )>e,  and  then  in  the  fifteenth  century  ye  also  came  to  be 

used  for  the  ace.  J)e  and  you. 

Plural :  nom.  we,  ace.  and  dat.  us  (ous)  beside  the  un- 

accented form  iis  (=  NE.  us);  nom.  5!  (OE.  ge),  also 

written  5ee,  ye(e),  jhe,  yhe,  &c.,  ace.  and  dat.  50U  (30W) 

you  (for  numerous  variant  spellings  see  N.  E.  B.  s.  v.)  from 

OE.  eow  older  eow  (§  112  note  1). 

h.     The  Third  Person. 

§  373.  Masculine  Singular :  nom,  he  beside  the  unaccented 

forms  ha,  a,  rarely  e  (still  preserved  in  the  modern  dialects 

in  the  form  a).  The  dat.  him  had  supplanted  the  old  ace. 

hin(e)  in  the  northern  and  Midland  dialects  by  about  1150, 

and  in  the  southern  dialects  in  the  early  part  of  the  fourteenth 

century.  But  in  the  south  Midland  and  southern  dialects  it 

must  have  remained  in  colloquial  use  throughout  the  ME. 

period,  as  is  evidenced  by  the  modern  dialects  of  this  area, 

en,  un  (=  an),  the  unaccented  form  of  OE.  bine,  is  still  in 
general  use  in  the  modem  dialects  of  the  south  Midland, 

southern,  and  south-western  counties  as  the  unaccented 

form  of  *im.  It  is  also  used  of  inanimate  objects  and  in 
West  Som.  of  feminine  animals  though  never  of  women. 
Dative  him. 

§374.  The  Neuter  Singular:  Nom.  Ace.  hit  (OE.  hit) 

beside  the  unaccented  form  it  (§  301).  it  began  to  appear 

80  early  as  the  twelfth  century,  and  in  the  fifteenth  century 

supplanted  the  old  accented  form  in  the  standard  language. 
hit  is  still  used  in  the  modern  dialects  of  Scotland  and 

Northumberland.  Dative  him,  which  was  never  used  for 
the  accusative. 

§  875.  The  Feminine  Singular:  The  nom.  had  several 

forms  in  ME.  which  arose  partly  from  OE.  hio  (heo),  Anglian 

hie  she,  and  partly  fiom  the  OE.  feminine  demonstrative 

sio  (seo),  Anglian  sie  the,  that. 
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Subj.  strong  and  weak  verbs  sing,  -e,  pi.  -en.     OE.  -e,  pi. 
•en. 

Pp. :  strong  verbs  -en,  weak  verbs  -ed  (-d),  -t. 

The  personal  endings  of  the  preterite  indicative  were  lost 
fairly  early  in  the  northern  dialects,  so  that  the  singular 
and  plural  had  the  same  form  throughout,  as  spak,  maked, 
&c.,  whereas  the  other  dialects  preserved  the  old  difference 
between  the  singular  and  plural  as  in  Chaucer.  In  the 

noi-thern  dialects  the  preterite  indicative  came  to  be  used 
at  an  early  period  for  the  subjunctive,  as  northern  band 
beside  Midland  and  southern  bounde,  pi.  bounden.  This 
change  had  also  taken  place  in  the  Midland  dialects  before 

Chaucer's  time.  The  past  participle  was  rarely  inflected  even 
in  early  ME.  The  prefix  3e-,  later  i-,  y-  (§  240)  disappeared 
early  in  the  northern  dialects,  and  mostly  also  in  the  Midland 
dialects.  It  remained  longest  in  the  southern  dialects.  It 

has  been  preserved  in  the  form  a-  in  many  of  the  modern 
south  Midland  and  south-western  dialects.  For  -ed  in  the 
past  participle  of  weak  verbs  the  northern  dialects  generally 

had  'id,  the  Scottish  'it,  and  the  west  Midland  -ud  (-ut),  see 
§§  134, 239  ;  and  similarly  in  the  preterite  after  the  loss  of 

final  -e  (§  141). 
§  303.  The  final  ̂ n  of  the  infinitive  disappeared  in  the 

OE.  period  in  Northumbrian,  whereas  in  the  pp.  of  strong 
verbs  it  remained  throughout  the  ME.  period  in  the  northern 
dialects.  It  also  disappeared  fairly  early  in  the  infinitive 
and  pp.  of  strong  verbs  in  the  Midland  and  southern  dialects, 
and  in  the  indicative  present  plural  of  the  Midland  dialects, 
as  well  as  in  the  plural  of  the  present  subjunctive,  the  plural 
of  the  preterite  indicative  and  subjunctive  of  all  the  dialects, 

cp.  §  247. 
A.  STRONG  VERBS 

§  394.  In  ME.  as  in  OE.  the  strong  verbs  are  divided 
into  seven  classes.     Before  giving  examples  of  the  various 
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classes  of  sti-ong  verbs,  it  will  be  useful  to  state  here  in 
a  connected  manner  some  of  the  changes  which  these  verbs 

underwent  in  general  during  the  ME.  period  : — 
1.  In  the  present  of  verbs  belonging  to  the  third,  fourth, 

and  fifth  classes  the  e  of  the  first  person  singular  and  of  the 
plural  was  levelled  out  into  the  second  and  third  persons 

singular,  as  helpe,  helpest,  helpej)  =  OE.  helpe,  hilp(e)st, 

hilp(e))j ;  bf  re,  bf  rest,  bf  rej*  =  OE.  bere,  bir(e)st,  bir(e)J) ; 
f te,  ftest,  ftep  =  OE.  ete,  it(e)st,  ite)),  it(t). 

2.  The  unmutated  forms  of  the  first  person  singular  and 
of  the  plural  of  the  present  were  levelled  out  into  the  second 
and  third  persons  singular,  except  in  a  few  monosyllabic 

forms  of  the  southern  dialects,  as  falle,  fallest,  falle];  = 
OE.  fealle,  fielst,  fiel)),  but  southern  g9,  gfst,  gf J)  =  OE. 
ga,  gaest,  gse)). 

3.  Verbs  which  had  double  consonants  in  the  first  peraon 
singular  and  in  the  plural  of  the  present  levelled  out  the 
double  consonants  (except  bb,  gg)  into  the  second  and 

third  persons  singular,  as  falle,  fallest,  falle))  =  OE.  fealle, 
fielst,  fieljj ;  sitte,  sittest,  sitte))  =  OE.  sitte,  sitst,  sit(t). 

4.  The  old  form  of  the  second  pei-son  singular  of  the 
preterite  was  generally  preserved  in  early  ME.  in  the 
Midland  and  southern  dialects,  as  bounde,  speke  spfke 
beside  band  (bond),  spak  of  the  first  and  third  persons 
singular,  but  in  the  northern  dialects  the  form  of  the  first 

and  third  person  singular  became  generalized  for  the  sing^ular 
at  an  early  period,  and  similarly  later  in  the  Midland  and 
southern  dialects,  which  at  a  still  later  period  often  added 

•est  from  the  present  of  the  second  person  singular.  Chaucer 
has  the  old  beside  the  new  form,  as  songe  (=  sunge),  bfre 
h^re  beside  drank,  spak. 

5.  In  the  northern  dialects  the  preterite  singular  had 
begun  to  be  levelled  out  into  the  plural  already  at  the 
beginning  of  the  fourteenth  century,  whereas  in  the  Midland 
and  southern  dialects  the  old  distinction  between  the  stem- 
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vowels  of  the  singular  and  pliiial  forms  was  generally  pre- 
served throughout  the  ME.  period,  but  even  in  Chaucer  the 

singular  was  sometimes  levelled  out  into  the  plural.  On 
the  other  hand  the  form  of  the  plural  was  sometimes  levelled 
out  into  the  singular  in  the  Midland  and  southern  dialects, 

as  set(e^^  sf  t(e),  pi.  seten  sf  ten,  beside  northern  sat,  pi. 
sat(e). 

6.  In  the  second  class  of  strong  verbs  the  preterite  plural 
was  generally  remodelled  on  the  past  participle,  as  cr9pen 
for  older  crupen  (OE.  crupon),  pp.  cr9pen  (OE.  cropen) 
crept. 

7.  In  OE.  the  preterite  singular  and  plural  of  the  seventh 
class  of  strong  verbs  had  e  or  eo,  but  as  eo  became  e  in  ME. 
all  the  verbs  of  this  class,  which  remained  strong  in  ME., 
had  e  in  the  preterite,  see  §  65. 

8.  In  the  northern  dialects  the  preterite  indicative  came 
to  be  used  at  an  early  period  for  the  preterite  subjunctive, 
which  was  generally  also  the  case  in  Chaucer. 

9.  The  final  -n  of  the  past  participle  remained  throughout 
the  ME.  period  in  the  northern  dialects,  whereas  in  the  other 
dialects  it  disappeared  fairly  early,  as  northern  cumen, 
taken,  beside  ycome,  ytake  in  the  other  dialects. 

10.  The  participial  ending  -en  became  -n  after  liquids, 
and  after  long  vowels  and  diphthongs,  as  st9ln,  b9ni, 
sw9rn ;  leyn,  seyn,  slayn  (§§  144, 147). 

11.  Only  a  few  verbs  preserved  the  operation  of  Verner's 
Law  {FOE.  Gr.  §§  115,  116),  as  weren  wfren :  was,  for- 
l9r(e)n  :  forlesen,  S9den  :  se)>en. 

12.  As  early  as  the  thirteenth  and  fourteenth  centuries 
many  of  the  OE.  strong  verbs  had  begun  to  have  weak 
Ijeside  the  strong  forms,  and  some  verbs  had  become  entirely 
weak  before  the  end  of  the  ME.  period.  All  the  French 

verbs  were  weak  in  ME.  except  striven' (O.Fr.  estriver). 
ON.  verbs  remained  strong  or  weak  according  as  they  were 
strong  or  weak  in  ON. 
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Full  Conjugation  of  a  ME.  Strong  Verb. 

§  396.  The  early  ME.  inflexion  of  bind  en  will  serve  as  a 
model  for  the  conjugation  of  strong  verbs  generally. 

Present. 

Indicative. 
S.  and 
Ken. E.M. W.M. N.        OE. 

Sing.  1.    binde 
binde binde binde    binde 

2.    bintst bindest bindes(t) bindes  bindest, 
bintst 

3.    bint 
bindejj, 

•es  bindej),  -es bindes  binde)), 
bint 

Plur.       binde}) binden binden,  -es bindes  binda]) 

Subjunctive. 

PI       h*  d     I  ̂°  *^^  ̂ ^®  dialects,  OE.  binde,  pi.  binden. 

Imperative. 

Sing,  bind  in  all  the  dialects,  OE.  bind. 
Plur.  N.   bindes,  but  binde))  in  the  other   dialects,   OE. 

binda)). 
Infinitive. 

N.  binde,  but  binden  in  the  other  dialects,  OE.  bindan. 

Present  Participle. 

N.  bindand,  M.  bindende,  S.  and  Ken.  bindinde,  OE. 

bindende,  cp.  §  391. 
Preterite. 

Indicative. 

S.  and  Ken. M. 
N. OE. 

Sing.  1. 2. 

3. 

Plur. 

bond 
bounde 
bond 
bounden 

band  (bond) 
bounde 
band  (bond) 

bounden 

band 

band 

band band(en) 

band  (bond) 

bunde 
band  (bond) 

bunden 
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Subjunctive. 
S.  and  Ken.  M.  N.  OE. 

Sing.       bounde  bounde  band  bunde 
Plur.      bounden         bounden         band(en)  bunden 

Participle. 

3ebounde(n)    3ebounde(n)  bunden     (ge)bunden 

The  Classification  op  Strong  Verbs. 

Class  I. 

§  396.       OE,     i  a  {§  51)  i  i 
ME.     i  9  (N.  a)  i  i 

biten  b9t  (N.  bat)  biten  biten 
driven  dr9f  (N.  draf )  driven  driven 

And  similarly  abiden  (biden),  agrisen  to  he  horrified,  arisen 
(risen),  bistriden,  biswiken  to  deceive,  cliven  to  adhere, 
fliten  to  quarrel,  gliden,  gripen  to  grip,  seise,  riden,  rinen 
to  touch,  riven  (ON.  rifa)  to  tear,  schlnen,  schriven,  sliden, 
sliten  to  slit,  smiten,  striden,  striken,  striven  (O.Fr. 

estriver),  })riven  (ON.  J>rifa),  writen,  wrijien  to  twist. 
On  preterites  like  b9te,  arpse  (s  =  z),  dr9ve  beside  older 
b9t,  ar9S,  dr9f,  cp.  §§  140, 266, 277;  and  on  early  shortenings 
like  drofF(e,  schrofif(e  see  §  100. 

§  397.  As  early  as  the  fourteenth  century  many  of  the 
verbs  in  the  preceding  paragraph  had  begun  to  have  weak 
beeiide  the  strong  forms  either  in  the  preterite  or  past 
participle  or  in  both,  as  bited(e,  bited ;  schlned(e,  schined ; 
and  similarly  with  gripen,  schriven,  striken,  striven, 

})riven;  and  with  shortening  of  the  stem-vowel,  as  slitte, 
y-slit  (cp.  §§  87, 93),  and  similarly  with  fliten,  sliden,  sliten, 
smiten.  Some  verbs  passed  over  entirely  into  the  weak 
conjugation,  as  dwinen  io  disappear,  dwined(e,  dwined; 
spiwen  (§  116),  spiwed(e,  spiwed;  siken  sichen  (OE. 

sican)  to  sigh,  pret  sijte,  pp.  y-sijt  formed  after  the  analogy 
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of  verbs  like  sgujte,  y-sgujt  (§  426)  :  seken  sechen  to  seel; 
from  the  preterite  and  p]),  was  formed  the  new  present 
sihen  si3en  sighen  in  the  fourteenth  century  ;  &c. 

§  398.  si3en,  sien  syen  =  OE.  sigan  (§  122,  2)  to  sink,  fall ; 
pret.  sing,  sa?,  S93,  sf3,  sey  (§  107,  5)  beside  late  ME.  weak 

seit  seyt  seyit ;  pp.  y-sigen  (se3en).  sti3en,  stien  styen 
=  0E.  stigan  (§  122,  2),  steien  to  ascend;  pret,  sing.  sta3, 
stawe  (§  110,  4),  stf3  (stei3)  beside  weak  slide,  stiede, 
sti3ed(e,  st|3ed(e,  pi.  sti5en,  stien  styen  (§  122,  1),  st9wen 
(§  113,  S) ;  pp.  sti3en,  stien  styen,  st93en  beside  weak 
stijed,  steied.  wren  (OE.  wreon)  to  cover ;  pret.  sing, 
wrf  3  (wrei3),  pi.  wri3en,  wrien  wryen  ;  pp.  wri3en,  wrien 
wryen.  Jjen  (OE.  J)eon)  to  thrive;  pret.  sing.  J)f3  (J>ei3), 
pi.  J)93en  ()j9wen) ;  pp.  ])g^en  (J;9wen).  The  pret.  sing, 

sf 3,  stf3  (stei3),  'wr|3  (wrei3)  were  formed  after  the  analogy 
of  class  II  (§  401),  and  ))eij  (OE.  ))eon,  )3ah,  J^igon,  )>igen) 
went  over  entirely  into  this  class. 

§399. 

In  early  ME.  the  pret.  plural  regularly  had  u,  but  later 
the  verbs  of  this  class  generally  had  9  from  the  past 

participle  ;  and  similarly  brewen  (§  112, 1)  to  brew,  che'wen 
(chowen,  cp.  §  65  note)  to  cheio,  eleven  to  cleave,  crepen  to 
creep,  3eten  to  pour,  rewen  to  rue.  beden  to  hid,  command, 

pret.  sing,  bfd  beside  bedd  with  early  shortening  (cp.  §  100), 
b9d  (see  §  394,  5),  and  bad  due  to  mixing  up  of  bidden 
(§  410)  with  beden,  pi.  buden,  b9den,  bedden  (see  §  394,5), 

pp.  b9den,  late  ME.  bodden  with  shortening  of  the  stem- 
vowel,  scheten  (schuten,  schoten,  cp.  §  ©5  and  note)  beside 
schott(en  with  early  shortening  to  shoot,  pret.  sing,  schft, 
pi.  scheten  beside  schotten ;  pp.  scheten,  later  schotten. 

Class  II. 
OE. 

ME. 
eo                     ea     u                         0 

f                        f       9{u)                    9 
fleten  to  flow    flft    fl9ten  (fluten)     fl^ten 
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schot.  Many  of  the  above  verbs  had  weak  beside  the 
strong  forms  as  early  as  the  fourteenth  century,  as  pret.  and 
pp.  brewed(e,  breud,  brued;  cleved(e  (clefte,  cleft  with 

shortening  of  the  stem-vowel,  see  §  92,  2) ;  and  similarly 
erf ped(e  (crepte,  crept) ;  fleted(e  (flette) ;  rewed(e ; 
schotte,  schott. 

§  400.  se))en  to  seethe,  pret.  sing,  sfj),  pi.  sgden  (suden) 
beside  weak  sej)ed(e,  pp.  sgden  (S9]jen) ;  chesen  (chiisen, 
chosen  to  choose,  cp.  §  65  and  note),  pret.  sing,  chfs  (=0E. 
ceas),  chas,  ch9s  (=0E.  ceas),  pi.  C9ren  (curen),  ch9sen, 
chfsen  (cp.  §  394,  5)  beside  weak  chesed(e,  chused(e,  pp. 
C9ren,  c6rn,  ch9sen ;  and  similarly  fresen  to  freeze,  forlesen 
If  sen  to  lose  (weak  pret.  and  pp.  also  leste,  lest ;  loste,  lost). 

For  the  consonant  changes  due  to  Verner's  law  see  EOE.  Gr. 
§116. 

§  401.  drejen,  dreien  (drien  dryen,  cp.  §  107, 6)  to  endure, 
pret.  sing.  dr|5  (dreij  §  107,  6),  pi.  drujen,  drfjen  (dreien) 
with  I  (ei)  from  the  singular  (cp.  §  394,  5),  pp.  dr93en, 
dr9wen  (cp.  §  113,  2) ;  le3en,  leien  (lijen,  lien  lyen)  to  tell 
lies,  pret.  sing.  If  5  (lei3),  pi.  lujen  (lowen,  ou  =  u,  see  §  122, 
5),  l9wen  beside  weak  If  5ed(e,  lei3ed(e  li3ed(e,  lyed(e,  pp. 
l93en,  l9wen  beside  weak  lijed,  lied ;  if  n  (OE.  teon)  to  draw, 
pret.  tf 3  (tei3),  pi.  tu3en  (towen,  cp.  §  122,  5),  pp.  t93en, 
t9wen.  ME.  flen  (OE.  fleon)  to  flee  and  fle3en  (OE.  fleogan) 
to  fly  became  mixed  up  in  the  present,  as  flen  (flien  flyen), 
pret,  sing.  flf3  (flei3),  fla3(e  (flaw(e),  pi.  flu3en  (flowen), 

fl93en  (fl9'wen)  beside  weak  flfde,  fledde  with  early  shorten- 
ing (cp.  §  100),  pp.  fl93en  (fl9wen),  fl9wn  (fl9un)  beside  weak 

fledd ;  pres.  fle3en  {Ormulum  fle3henn),  fleien,  flien  flyen, 
flfn,  pret.  sing,  fl|3  (flei3),  fla3(e  (flaw(e),  fl9w(e  with  9W 
from  the  plural  and  pp.,  pi,  flu3en  (flowen,  §  122,  5),  fl93en 
(fl9wen)  beside  late  weak  pret,  flyde,  pp,  fl93en  (fl9wen), 

§  402.       OE,       ii  ea  u  o 
ME.       u  (ou)  f  9  (u)  9 
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bujen  bou3en  (buen  bouen  bowen,§  122,6)  to  how,  lend, 

i»ret.  sing.  bf3  (bei3),  pi.  bujen  (buwen,  bouen  bowen  (§122, 
5),  beside  weak  bou3ed{e,  bouwed(e  bowed(e,  pp.  b93en, 
bgwen  (§  113,  2)  l^eside  weak  bowed ;  schiiven  (schouven, 

schove(n))  to  push,  shove,  pret.  sing,  schff,  sch9f  (§  394,  5) 
beside  weak  schoved(e,  schufte,  pp.  sch9ven  (schuven) 
beside  weak  schowved,  schuft ;  stiken  (souken)  to  suck, 
pret.  sing.  s|k,  sgk  (§  394,  5)  beside  weak  souked(e,  pi. 
suken,  S9ken,  pp.  S9ken  (suken)  beside  weak  souked; 
and  similarly  sQpen  (soupen)  to  sup  ;  unluken  (unlouken) 
to  unlocl: 

Class  III. 

§403. 
OE.     i a  (o)                     u u 

ME.     i a  (o),  §  42           u  (o=u) 
U(0=U),  §9 

drinken drank  (dronk)    drunken drunken 

spinnen span  (spon)        spunnen spunnen 

And  similarly  with  other  verbs  containing  a  nasal  +  con- 
sonant other  than  d  or  b,  as  schrinken,  sinken,  stinken, 

swinken  to  labour,  toil;  clingen,  dingen  (ON.  dengja)  to 
leat,  strike,  flingen  (ON.  flengja),  ringen,  singen,  slingen 
(ON.  slongva),  springen,  stingen,  swingen,  Jiringen  to 
throng,  press;  bilimpen  to  happen,  swimmen;  biginnen 
(N.  pret.  also  bigouJ)e,  see  note) ;  blinnen  to  cease,  rinnen 
(ON.  rinna)  to  run,  winnen.  To  this  subdivision  properly 
belong  also  irnen,  ernen,  umen  (WS.  iernan,  Angl.  eoman 
to  run,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  340  note),  pret.  sing.  arn(e,  orn(e 
(OE.  am,  orn),  pi.  and  pp.  urnen,  omen  beside  weak  pret. 
emde,  also  arnde  (pp.  y-arned,  amd)  from  the  OE.  weak 
causative  verb  aeman ;  and  rennen  (ON.  renna)  to  run, 

pret.  sing,  ran  (ron),  pret.  pi.  and  pp.  runnen  (ronnen) 
beside  weak  pret.  rende,  renned(e,  pp.  renned. 

Some  of  the  above  verbs  had  weak  beside  the  strong 
forms,  especially  in  the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth  centuries,  as 
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sinked,  stinked,  swinked;   dinged,  swinged;   swimde 
(pp.  swimmed). 

Note.— 1.  The  pret.  bigan  (bigon)  was  often  used  as  a  kind  of 
auxiliary  verb  with  loss  of  the  prefix  and  unvoicing  of  the  g-  to  k-, 
whence  the  common  forms  con  in  the  west  Midland  and  can  in 
the  northern  dialects.  And  then  in  Scottish  the  new  can  became 

mixed  up  with  old  can  (§  435)  and  gave  rise  to  the  analogical 
pret.  kouJ)(e)  beside  bigan,  bigou))(e),  see  N.E.D.  s.v. 

2.  The  ME.  for  to  hum  comprises  forms  from  four  different 

types  of  stem :— (1)  bern-,  the  OE.  strong  intransitive  verb  WS. 
biernan,  Angl.  beornan;  (2)  brinn-,  the  strong  intransitive  verb 

OE.  *brinnan  (ON.  brinna) ;  (3)  barn-,  the  OE.  weak  causative 
verb  baernan ;  (4)  brenn-,  the  ON.  strong  verb  brenna.  The  old 
strong  forms  of  the  preterite  and  pp.  do  not  appear  later  than 
Lajamon  (c.  1205),  and  the  distinction  between  transitive  and 

intransitive  was  soon  lost,  the  four  types  being  used  indiscrimina- 
tively  in  meaning  though  their  usage  varied  in  different  dialects, 

the  brinn-,  brenn-  types  belonging  chiefly  to  the  areas  more 
strongly  influenced  by  Scandinavian.  In  late  ME.  and  onwards 

into  the  sixteenth  century  the  most  common  type  was  brenn-. 

Examples  are :— (1)  beornen,  birnen,  bemen,  pret.  sing,  born,  pi. 
Iramen  beside  weak  bernde;  (2)  brinnen,  pret.  brinde,  brint(e, 
brynned(e,  pp.  brind,  brint;  (3)  barnen,  pret.  bamde;  (4) 
brennen,  pret.  brenn(e)de,  brende,  brent,  pp.  brend,  brent. 

§404. 

i(J,§73)  a(o)  ti(u,§73)  u  (u) 
binden  band  (bond)  bounden  (bunden)  bounden  (bunden) 

And  similarly  finden,  gfinden,  winden ;  climben  (§  72), 

pret.  sing,  cl^mb,  clamb  (§  72),  pi.  cloumben,  clumben, 

clSmben  (§  394,  6)  beside  weak  climed(e,  pp.  cloumben, 

clumben  (clomben,  o  =  u).  For  bound(e,  found(e  beside 

band  (bond),  fand  (fond),  see  §  894,  5. 

§406. 
e  a  o  (u)  o 

helpen       halp       holpen  (hulpen)        holpen 

The  verbs  of  this  type  regularly  had  u  in  the  preterite 
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plural  in  early  ME.,  but  later  they  generally  had  o  from  the 
past  participle  as  in  Chaucer.  Nearly  all  of  them  had  begun 

to  have  weak  beside  the  sti'ong  forms  as  early  as  the  four- 
teenth century,  and  some  of  them  had  become  entirely  weak 

before  the  end  of  the  ME.  period.  And  similarly  berken, 
delven,kerven  to  carve,  melten,  smerten,  sterven,  swellen, 
swelten  to  die,  werpen  to  throio  (cp.  §  38),  Bellen,  5elpen  to 
hoast ;  bersten  (bresten)  to  hurst  (cp.  §  130),  ))reschen. 

Cp.  §  129. 
§  408.  berjen,  berwen  (§  298)  to  protect,  preserve,  pret. 

sing.  bar5,  pi.  bur(e)5en,  bor^en  (borwen),  pp.  bonen 
(borwen) ;  sweljen  (swelewen,  -owenj-awen,  swolejen, 
swolewen, -owen)  to  swallow,  pret.  sing.  swal(u)5,  swalewe 
beside  weak  swel(o)wed(e),  swolewed(e),  swelled,  pp. 
swollen  (swolwen,  sweljen)  beside  weak  swelewed, 

•owed,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  102 ;  wur))en,  worjien  (OE. 
weor))an,  §  38)  to  become,  pret.  sing,  war))  (wur)),  wor))), 
pi.  wurjjen,  wor))en  (OE.  wurdon),  pp.  worjjen,  wurjjen 
(OE.  worden),  see  EOE.  Gr,  §  116  ;  jflden  (southern  ̂ Iden) 
to  recompense,  pret.  sing.  59ld  (N.  jald,  S.  3fld  §  71),  pi. 
gulden  (?51den),  pp.  golden  (cp.  §  71)  beside  weak  3elded(e, 
pp.  gelded  ;  fi3ten  (fejten,  fei3ten)  to  fight,  pret.  sing,  faujt, 
fa5t  (§  110, 5),  fei5t  (§  107, 4),  pi.  fujten  (fgujten),  pp.  fojten, 
f9U5ten  (§  113, 4) ;  breiden  (OE.  bregdan,  §  107, 1)  to  brandish, 
pret.  sing,  braid  breid  (OE.  braegd,  §  106)  beside  weak 
breide  braide,  pi.  brudden  (OE.  briidon),  pp.  broaden  (OE. 
brogden),  broiden  beside  weak  braided,  breided,  broided ; 
freinen  (OE.  fregnan,  frignan)  to  ask,  inquire,  pret.  sing, 
frain  frein  beside  weak  frained(e),  freined(e). 

Class  IV. 

§407. 
OE.    e ae       s  (e)  §  62 o 
ME.  1 a       ?(e) 9 

beren  to  bear bar    bf ran  (bfren) b9ren  b9m 
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And  similarly  h|len  to  conceal,  qu|len  to  die,  schf  ren  to 
shear,  stflen  to  steal,  tf ren  to  tear,  cumen  (comen)  to  come, 
pret.  sing,  com  (cam,  §  55),  pi.  comen  (camen),  pp.  cumen 
(comen) ;  nimen  to  take,  pret.  sing,  nom  (nam,  §  55),  pi. 
nomen  (namen),  pp.  numen  (nomen),  see  §  42  note. 

Class  V. 

§408. 
OE.     e  se         se  (e)  §  52  e 

ME.     f  a  f  (e)  f 
knf  den  to  knead  knad    knf den  (kneden)     knfden 

And  similarly  mften  to  measure,  biquf  J)en,  qufjjen ;  pi-et. 
sing,  qua}?,  quad ;  quo]),  quod  with  d  from  the  old  pret. 

plural  (Verner's  law),  and  O  with  early  rounding  of  a  to  o; 
quod  was  the  prevailing  form  fi'om  about  1350  to  1650  ; 
wf  jen  (weien,  §  107,  1)  to  carry,  pret.  sing,  wai  (wei) ; 
was  (wes,  §  43  note),  pi.  wfren  wfren  (waren,  wgren, 
§  166).  Some  of  these  verbs  had  also  weak  beside  the  strong 
forms,  as  pret.  and  pp.  kned(de,  mett(e,  \vei(e)de  (pp. 
y.wfjed,  weied,  §  107,  1). 

§  409.  A  number  of  verbs  originally  belonging  to  this 
class  went  over  into  class  IV,  as  brfken,  brak,  brfken 
(breken,  braken),  broken;  and  similarly  drfpen  to  kill, 
spfken,  trfden  (also  weak  tred(d)ed(e),  wfven  to  weave, 
wrfken  to  avenge ;  also  pp.  kn9den,  qvL§]>en. 

§  410.  f ten  to  eat,  pret.  sing,  ft,  ft  (OE.  aet,  et)  beside  the 
new  formation  at,  pi.  ften,  ften,  pp.  ften,  late  ME.  also 
gtten  (ettyn) ;  and  similarly  frften  to  devour,  late  ME.  also 
weak  pret.  and  pp.  frfted.  3|ven,3iven  beside  given  (Orm 
gifenn),  N.  gif  to  give  (§  176),  pret.  sing.  5af,  jef,  jafe,  jave, 
5of,  5ove  beside  gaf,  gaf(f)e,  pi.  Jfven,  Bfven,  javen,  59ven 
(cp.  §  166)  beside  gfven  (Orm  gaefenn),  pp.  jeven,  59ven, 
3iven  (Orm  jivenn)  beside  given  (Orm  also  givenn),  see 
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§§  176,  292.  gften,  giten  (ON.  geta)  to  get,  pret.  sing.  gat(t, 
get  (§  29),  pi.  gften,  geten  (getten,  gat(t)e(n)),  pp.  gften 
(getten,  git(t)en,  g9t(t)en),  see  §  176.  for3|ten,  forjiten 
beside  forgften  to  forget,  pret.  sing,  forjat  beside  forgat, 
pi,  for3|ten,  forjeten  beside  forgften,  pp.  for3|ten  beside 
forgften.  bidden  (OE.  biddanj,  also  bedden  (cp.  §§  92,  1, 
399)  in  the  thirteenth  and  fourteenth  centuries  to  pray,  leg, 
hid,  pret.  sing,  bad  (badd,  bed(d,  badde)  beside  bfd  (OE. 
bead,  see  §  399),  pi.  bfden,  beden,  pp.  bfden  beside  early 
ME.  bidden,  sitten  to  sit,  pret.  sing,  sat,  also  later  satte, 

pi.  sften,  seten,  also  later  sat(t)en,  pp.  sften,  later  ME. 
also  setten,  sitten,  satt(e.  liggen,  lien,  lin  (§§  122, 1,  296) 
to  lie  doicn,  pret.  sing,  lai  (Orm  lajj),  cp.  §  106,  lei,  pi.  If  Jen, 
If  jen,  leijen,  leien  (laien),  pp.  leien  (lein,  lain),  lien,  lin. 
sf  n  (Ken.  zi,  zy)  to  see,  pret.  sing,  saj,  sau3  saugh  (§  110, 5), 
saw  (§  110,  4),  se3,  sei3  seigh,  sey  (Chaucer  say),  §  107,  4, 
sij,  si  sy  (§  107,  6),  pi.  sawen  (§  110,  4),  sajen,  saujen, 
S9Ben,  S9wen,  se3en  (Orm  saejhenn),  seien,  sien  syen 
(§  107,  6),  pp.  sfwen  (OE.  sewen),  sawen  (OE.  sawen, 
see  EOE.  Gr.  §  350),  sei(e)n  sey(e)n  (OE.  Anglian  gesegen), 
sfn  (OE.  adj.  gesiene,  gesene  visible). 

Class  VI. 

§411. OE.     a  op  36  (a) 
ME.     S.  5  5  a 

faren  to  travel       for        foren        faren 

And  similarly  &ken  to  ache,  baken,  forsaken,  graven  to 
dig  (pret.  sing,  grof),  laden  to  load,  schaken,  schaven, 
waden,  waken  (N.  wak,  wakke),  taken  (ON.  taka),  N,  tak 
beside  N.  and  n.  Midland  ta(n,  pret.  also  to,  pp.  tan,  see  §  250. 
Several  of  the  above  verbs  had  weak  beside  the  strong  forms 
as  early  as  the  fourteenth  century,  as  aked(e,  forsaked(e, 
graved(e,  schaked(e,  schaved(e,  taked(e. 

I 
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§  412.  hfven  (OE.  hebban,  §  265)  to  raise,  heave,  pret. 
sing,  hof,  hove  (cp.  §§  140,  267)  beside  the  analogical  forms 
haf,  have,  hef,  heve,  weak  hfved(e,  pi.  hoven,  hfven, 
pp.  h9ven  (after  the  analogy  of  class  IV,  §  407),  hfven, 
weak  hfved.  scheppen,  schippen  (OE.  scieppan)  beside 
the  new  formation  schapen  (from  the  pp.)  to  create,  pret.  sing, 
schop,  also  schep  after  the  analogy  of  class  VII  (§  414)  beside 
weak  schapte,  schipte,  schupte,  pi.  schopen,  pp.  schapen 
beside  weak  schaped.  standen  (stgnden),  pret.  sing,  stod, 
pi.  stoden,  pp.  standen  (stgnden).  steppen,  stapen, 
stappen  to  proceed,  pret,  sing,  stop,  step  after  the  analogy  of 
class  VII  (§  414)  beside  weak  stapped(e,  staple,  pi.  stdpen, 
pp.  stapen.  swfren  (OE.  swerian)  to  swear,  pret.  sing, 
swor  beside  the  analogical  forms  swar,  swf  r,  weak  severed, 

s wared,  pi.  sworen,  pp.  swpren,  sworn  after  the  analogy 
of  class  IV  (§  407),  weak  y-swfred,  y-swared.  waschen 
(Ken.  weschen,  wesse(n),  §  289)  to  wash,  pret.  sing,  wosch 
(wesch)  beside  weak  wasched,  wesched,  pi.  woschen 
(weschen),  pp.  waschen  (weschen),  beside  weak  wasched 
(wesched).  waxen  to  grow,  pret.  sing,  wox  (cp.  §  94), 
wax  after  the  analogy  of  class  IV  (§  407),  wex  (OE.  weox), 
pi.  woxen,  wexen,  pp.  waxen,  woxen. 

§  413.  dra3en,  dra^en,  drawen  (§  103,  3),  early  ME.  also 
dreijen,  dreien  to  draw,  pret.  sing,  droj,  drouj,  drow  (§  114, 
2),  drew,  Sc.  drewj  drewch  (§  115),  pi.  drojen,  drowen, 

drewen,  pp.  drawen,  drawen,  also  dreien,  dr'-i.n  (drayn). 
And  similarly  gnajen,  gnajen,  gnawen  to  gnaw,  flf n  (OE. 
flean)  to  flay,  pret.  sing,  flo^  (OE.  flog,  floh),  flou3,  fl^w, 
also  flew  (§  115),  pi.  flojen,  fl9U5en,  flpwen,  flewen,  pp. 
flaxen,  flawen  (OE.  flagen),  flain(e)  (OE.  flsegen,  §  106). 
slfn  (OE.  slean),  N.  slan,  sla  (ON.  sla,  §  166),  sl9n(e, 
beside  the  analogical  forms  sla3e(n),  slayn,  pret.  sing,  slo^, 
slou^,  slow,  slew  (§  115),  pi.  slojen,  slowen,  slewen,  pp. 
sla3en,  slawen  (OE.  slagen),  slain,  slein  (OE.  slaegen, 
slegen,  EOE.  Gr.  §  358),  slan,  sl9n   from  the  present. 
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lajen  (Orm  lahjhenn),  la^en,  laujen,  laujwen  (Anglian 

hlaehhen,  cp.  §  110,  5),  lejen,  Ifjen,  leijen,  lijen  (WS. 

hliehhan,  cp.  §  306)  to  langh^  pret.  sing,  lo?,  lou?,  low, 

N.  leujCe,  lugh(e,  see  §§  114-15,  beside  weak  Ia5ed(e,iau3ed(e, 
lei3ed(e,  N.  lau^t,  lu3t,  pi.  lojen,  Ipwen,  pp.  lajen,  lajen, 
laujen. 

Class  VII. 

§  414.  To  this  class  belong  those  verbs  which  originally 

had  reduplicated  preterites.  In  OE.  they  are  divided  into 
two  subdivisions  according  as  the  preterite  had  e  or  eo. 

But  as  eo  regularly  became  e  in  ME.  (§  65)  all  the  verbs  of 
this  class,  which  remained  strong,  have  e.  The  pret.  sing. 

and  pi.  have  the  same  stem-vowel.  The  verbs  are  here 
arranged  according  as  in  OE.  the  present  had :  a,  se,  6,  ea, 
aw,  6w,  e,  ea. 

1.  OE.  a :  h9ten,  N.  haten  (OE.  hatan)  to  hid,  order,  call, 

name.  In  OE.  the  passive  was  expressed  by  hatte  is  or  toas 

called,  pi.  hatton  [EOE.  Gr.  §  316).  In  ME.  the  active  fasten, 

pret.  het  (OE.  het),  he3t,  hijt  (OE.  heht)  came  to  meiin  both 
to  call  and  to  he  called.  From  about  1200  the  pret.  hejt,  hijt 
often  took  final  -e  like  the  weak  verbs.  And  both  het  and 

hijt  passed  over  to  the  past  participle.  Further  he5t(e,  hi3t(e 

came  to  be  used  also  for  the  present.  From  the  strong 

preterite  het  a  new  ME.  present  heten  with  weak  preterite 

hette  was  formed  in  the  early  fourteenth  century.  Thus 

the.  common  ME.  forms  are :  hpten,  haten,  heten,  pret. 

sing,  het,  he5t(e,  hi3t(e  beside  weak  hette,  pp.  hgten  (haten, 
hatten),  het,  hijt. 

sch9den,  sch^den  Orm  shsedenn  (OE.  scadan,  sceadan) 

to  separate,  pret.  sched  beside  weak  schadde,  schedde  (cp. 

§  91),  pp.  sch9den,  schf  den  beside  weak  schad(d,  sche<i(d, 
late  ME.  also  schedded. 

2.  OE.  ae  (e) :  If  ten  (If  ten)  to  let,  pret.  let,  lett,  lat,  pp. 

Iften  (leten),  letteii,  latten.  slfpen  (slepen)  to  sleep,  pret. 

slep  beside  weak  sleped(e  (sleped(e),  slepped(e,  slepte, 

I 
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pp.   slfpen  (slepen)  beside  weak   slfped   (sleped),   slapt, 
slept  (cp.  §  91). 

3.  OE.  6  :  fon  (OE.  fon)  beside  the  new  formation  fangen 
(fongen)  from  the  past  participle  to  seize,  pret.  feng  (OE. 
feng),  also  the  new  formation  fong,  beside  weak  fangedte 

(fonged(e),  pp.  fangen  (fongen)  beside  weak  fanged  (fonged). 
hon  (OE.  hon)  beside  the  new  formation  hangen  (hongen) 
from  the  past  participle  to  hang,  pret,  heng  (OE.  heng),  hing 
(cp.  §  99),  pp.  hangen  (hongen). 

4.  OE.  ea:  fallen  (OE.  feallan)  to  fall,  pret.  fel(l,  fel(l, 
fil(l  (§  99),  pp.  fallen,  walken  (OE.  wealcan)  to  roll, 
pret.  welk  (OE.  weolc,  cp.  §  92, 2).  pp.  walken  beside  weak 
pret.  and  pp.  walked. 

f9lden,  N.  miden,  S.  fflden  (OE.  fealdan,  §  71)  to  fold, 
pret.  feld  beside  weak  f9lded(e,  &c.,  pp.  f^lden,  &c.  beside 
weak  folded,  hplden,  N.  halden,  S.  hflden  (OE.  healdan, 
§  71)  to  hold,  pret.  held,  held  (belt),  hild  (hilt),  see  §  99, 
pp.  hglden,  &c.  w^lden,  N.  walden,  S.  w|lden  (OE. 
wealdan,  §  71)  to  rule,  pret.  weld(e,  welt(e  beside  the  new 
formations  wglde,  wald(e,  wfldfe,  pp.  walden,  &c.,  in  later 
ME.  also  weak  pret.  and  pp.  wflded. 

5.  OE.  aw :  bl9wen  blpuwen,  N.  blauwen,  blau  (OE. 
blawan)  to  blow,  pret.  blew  (OE.  bleow,  §  112, 1),  also  weak 
bl9wed(e,  pp.  bl9wen,  N.  blawen,  beside  weak  bl9wed. 
And  similarly  cr9wen,  kn9wen,  m9wen,  S9wen,  ))r9wen. 
sw9pen,  swopen  (§  128)  beside  the  new  formation  swepen 

to  sweep,  pret.  sw^ep  beside  the  new  formations  sw9p(e, 
swop(e,  weak  sweped(e,  swepte,  pp.  sw9pen,  swopen, 

weak  sw9ped,  swoped,  sw^eped. 
6.  OE.  ow,  6g:  growen  (OE.  growan,  see  §  114,  I)  to 

grow,  pret.  grf  w  beside  weak  growed(e,  pp.  growen.  And 
similarly  blowen  (weak  pret.  also  bloude)  to  blossom,  flowen 
to  flow,  rpwen  to  roiv.  swojen,  swowen  (OE.  swogan, 

§  114,  2  (6))  to  sound,  pret.  swfj,  swei  (§  107, 6),  pp.  swojen, 
swowen. 
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7.  OE.  e :  wepen  (OE.  wepan,  Goth,  wopjan)  to  weep, 
pret.  w^p  beside  weak  wepte  (§  92,  1),  pp.  wopen  (OE. 
wdpen)  beside  weak  wept. 

8.  OE.  §a :  bf ten  (OE.  beatan)  to  heat,  pret.  bet  beside 
shortened  form  bett,  and  weak  b|ted(e,  bette,  pp.  bften 
beside  weak  bett(e.  hf  wen  (OE.  heawan)  to  hew,  pret.  h^w 
(heu)  beside  weak  h^wed(e,  pp.  hf  wen  beside  weak  hf  wed. 
Ifpen  (OE.  hleapan)  to  leap,  pret.  lep  (OE.  hleop),  lep(pe 
beside  weak  leped(e,  Ifipte,  pp.  l9pen  after  the  analogy  of 
class  IV  (§  407,  cp.  also  §  409). 

B.  WEAK  VERBS 

§  415.  The  weak  verbs,  which  for  the  most  part  are 
derivative  and  denominative,  form  by  far  the  greater 
majority  of  all  verbs.  In  OE.  they  are  divided  into  three 

classes  according  to  the  endings  of  the  infinitive,  pret.  in- 
dicative, and  past  participle.     These  endings  are : — 

[nf. Pret. P.P. 

an •ede,  -de,  -te •ed,  -k,  -t 
ian 

•ode 

•od 

an 

•de 

•d 

Each  of  the  classes  I  and  II  contained  a  large  number  of 
verbs,  whereas  class  III  only  contained  four  verbs,  viz. 
habban  to  have,  libban  to  live,  secgan  to  say,  and  hycgan 
to  think,  the  last  of  which  did  not  survive  in  ME. 

The  OE.  normal  endings  of  the  present  of  these  three 
classes  were :  — 

I.     Sing,  -e,  -est,  -ep,  pi.  -sip,  inf.  -an 
II.        „     -ie,  -ast,  -a)),  „   -iaj?,  „    -ian 

III.        „     -e,  -ast, -a)),  „   -a^,    „    -an 
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WS.  generally  had  syncopated  forms  in  the  second  and 
third  person  singular  of  verbs  belonging  to  class  I,  as  setst, 
set(t)  for  older  setest,  sete]?,  and  these  syncopated  forms 
also  remained  in  the  ME.  southern  dialects.  The  OE.  verbs 

of  class  I  containing  an  r  preceded  by  a  short  vowel  had 

an  -i-  in  the  present  first  pers.  singular,  the  present  plural, 
the  present  subjunctive  singular  and  plural,  the  present 
participle,  and  the  infinitive,  as  werie,  weria));  werie, 
werien  ;  weriende,  werian  to  defend.  In  ME.  the  Midland 

and  northern  dialects  generalized  the  forms  without  -i; 
whereas  the  Kentish  and  southern  dialects  retained  the  •!*, 

as  M.  and  N.  wfre,  S.  wgrie,  &c.,  and  similarly  an(d)- 
sweren,  dfren  to  injure,  fren  to  plough,  f|ren  to  carry, 
stiren  to  stir. 

After  the  -a-  had  been  weakened  to  -e-  (§  134  (b))  the 
endings  of  class  I  and  class  III  became  alike ;  in  class  II 
the  Midland  and  northern  dialects  generalized  the  endings 

without  'i-,  so  that  in  these  dialects  the  present  of  all  three 
classes  fell  together,  whereas  the  endings  -ie,  •ie]>,  -ien 
remained  in  the  Kentish  and  southern  dialects.  For  the 

personal  endings  of  the  present  in  the  various  ME.  dialects 

see  §  381.  The  verbs  of  class  I  which  had  double  con- 
sonants in  the  first  person  singular  and  the  plural  generally 

levelled  out  the  double  consonants  (except  bb,  and  gg  = 
OE.  eg)  into  the  second  and  third  person  singular,  as  sette, 
settest,  sette)?  =  OE.  sette,  setst,  set(t) ;  telle,  tellest, 
telle)?  =  OE.  telle,  tel(e)st,  tel(e)Jj.  In  the  Midland  and 
northern  dialects  the  verbs  containing  -bb-,  -eg*  in  OE.  were 

remodelled  in  ME.  from  the  second  and  third  pei-sons 
singular,  as  bien  b^en  to  buy,  aswfven  to  stupefy,  leien  to 
lay,  beside  OE.  bycgan,  a.swebban,  lecgan ;  and  similarly 
haven,  liven,  seien  saien  to  say,  beside  OE.  habban, 
libban,  secgan  of  the  third  class. 

§  416.  The  OE.  normal  endings  of  the  preterite  and  past 

participle  of  the  three  classes  were : — 
o 
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/Sing,  -ede,  -edest,  -ede,  pi.  -edon,  pp.  -ed  :  fremede 
I  performed 

,,     -de,  -dest,  -de,       „   'don,      ,,      -ed  :  demde 
I  judged 

„     -te,  -test,  -te,         ,,   -ton,      ,,      -ed  :  drencte 
I  submerged 

II      ,,     -ode,  -odest,  -ode,  „  -odon,   ,,      -od  :  locode 
I  looked 

III      ,,      -de  -dest,  -de,        ,,   -don,      ,,     -d  :  haefde 
I  had 

The  OE.  verbs  of  class  I  generally  had  -ede  in  the 

preterite  when  the  stem-syllable  was  originally  short,  but  -de 
when  the  stem-syllable  was  originally  long,  and  -te  after 
voiceless  consonants.  Those  verbs  which  had  -te  in  OE.  had 
it  also  in  ME.  In  ME.  we  also  often  have  -te  after  1,  m,  n, 

and  in  stems  ending  in  -Id,  -nd,  -rd  with  shortening  of 
a  preceding  long  vowel,  see  §  270.  Already  in  OE.  the 

preterite  of  class  III  was  the  same  as  the  preterite  in  -de  of 
class  I.  And  after  the  'O-  had  been  weakened  to  -e*  in  class 
II  the  preterite  of  this  class  became  the  same  as  the  preterite 
in  -ede  of  class  I.  So  that  in  early  ME.  the  preterite  sing, 
of  all  weak  verbs  ended  either  in  -ede  or  -de  (-te),  and  the 
plural  in  -eden  or  -den  f-ten).  The  endings  of  the  preterite 
indicative  and  the  preterite  subjunctive  regularly  fell 

together  in  ME.  except  that  the  indicative  had  -est  in  the 
second  person  singular. 

§  417.  In  ME.  the  final  -e  disappeared  at  an  early  period 
in  those  verbs  which  preserved  the  medial  -e-  of  -ede,  as  loved 
(a  new  formation  for  lovfde),  maked,  ))anked,  beside 
herde,  bledde,  kiste.  The  final  -e  of  the  singular  and  the 
final  -en  (§  147)  of  the  plural  of  all  weak  verbs  disappeared 
at  an  early  period  in  the  northern  dialects,  and  likewise  the 

•est  of  the  second  pers.  singular  often  disappeared,  so  that  in 
these  dialects  all  forms  of  the  singular  and  plural  came  to  be 
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alike.  The  final  -e  also  ceased  to  be  pronounced  at  an  early 
period  in  the  Midland  and  southern  dialects,  although  it  con- 

tinued to  be  written  long  after  it  had  ceased  to  be  pronounced, 

but  the  ending  -est  (§  160)  of  the  second  person  singular 
generally  remained.  For  the  loss  or  retention  of  medial  and 

final  e  in  trisyllabic  and  polysyllabic  forms  see  §§  164-6. 

Class  I. 

§  418.  Before  beginning  to  treat  the  history  of  the 
preterite  and  past  participle  of  the  OE.  first  class  of  weak 
verbs  in  ME.  it  will  be  advisable  to  i^tate  here  certain  vowel 

and  consonant  changes  which  took  place  partly  in  OE.  and 

partly  in  ME. : — 
1 .  Long  vowels  were  shortened  before  certain  consonant 

combinations  (§  87),  as  blfden  to  bleed,  bledde,  ybled; 
df  }>en  to  clothe,  cledde,  cladde,  ycled,  yclad ;  fflen  to  fed, 
felte,  yfelt ;  hf ren  to  hear,  herde,  yherd ;  kf  pen  to  keep, 
kepte,  ykept ;  kl]>en  to  make  known,  kidde,  ykid ;  If  den  to 
lead,  ledde,  ladde,  yled,  ylad;  mften  to  meet,  mette, 

ymet. 
2.  d  became  t  after  voiceless  consonants  in  OE.,  and  when 

two  dentals  thus  came  together  they  became  tt  which  were 
simplified  to  t  when  final  (§  239),  as  drencte  :  drencan  to 
submerge,  cyste :  cyssan  to  kiss,  grette  :  gretan  to  greet,  and 
similarly  in  ME. 

3.  Double  consonants  were  simplified  in  OE.  before  and 
after  other  consonants,  as  cyste  :  cyssan,  fylde  :  fyllan, 
gewielde  :  gewieldan  to  overpower,  gyrde  :  gyrdan  to  gird, 
sende  :  sendan,  reste  :  restan  {EOE.  Or.  §  145),  and  simi- 

larly in  ME. 

4.  After  liquids  and  nasals,  and  in  stems  ending  in  'Id, 
•nd,  'fd  we  often  or  generally  have  t  in  the  preterite  and 

past  participle,  whei-eas  OE.  had  d,  see  §  270  ;  as  bilte  (0£. 
bylde),  bilt&ut»;  dwelte,  dwelt;  felte,  felt;  girte,  girt; 
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dremte  (drempte,  cp.  §  251),  dremt ;  blente,  blent  blended, 
sente,  sent. 

5.  On  preterites  and  past  participles  like  dreinte,  ydreint : 

drenchen ;  meinde,  ymeind  :  mengen,  and  similarly  blen- 
chen  to  flinch,  quenchen,  sprengen,  &c.,  see  §  263. 

§  419.  The  OE.  verbs  with  an  original  short  stem-syllable 
liad  -ede  in  the  preterite  and  -ed  in  the  past  participle,  as 
werien  to  defend,  werede,  gewered ;  fremman  to  perform, 
fremede,  gefremed,  and  similarly  derian  to  injure,  erian  to 
plough,  ferian  to  carry,  styrian  to  stir,  dynnan  to  resound, 

&c.,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §§  367-8.  If  through  analogical  formation 
the  stem-syllable  became  long  in  ME.  the  preterite  and  past 
participle  regularly  had  -ed,  but  if  the  stem-syllable  remained 
short  the  preterite  regularly  had  -de  and  the  past  participle 
•ed,  as  w^ren,  wf red,  ywf red ;  frfmen,  framed,  yfrfmed, 
but  stiren,  stirde,  ystired ;  dinen,  dinde,  ydined,  but  there 
were  numerous  analogical  formations  in  both  directions,  see 
§  163.  On  the  preterite  and  past  participle  of  verbs  like 
an(d)sweren,  gaderen,  see  §  155. 

§  420.  Verbs  with  an  original  long  stem-syllable  which  in 
OE.  had  -de  in  the  preterite  and  -ed  in  the  past  participle 
generally  had  these  in  ME.  also,  as  dflen,  dflde,  ydfled, 
demen  to  judge,  dfmde  beside  the  new  formation  dfmed(e), 

ydf  med,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  373.  The  -e-  in  the  past  participle 
was  very  often  syncopated,  which  in  OE.  only  took  place  in 
the  inflected  forms,  as  ydfld,  yhSrd  :  heren  to  hear,  and 
similarly  deien  dien  to  die,  hflen,  Ifren  to  teach,  stf ren  to 
steer,  see  §  151. 

§  421.  When  the  stem-syllable  ended  in  -d  preceded  by 
a  long  vowel  the  long  vowel  was  shortened  in  the  preterite 

and  past  participle  (§  91,  2),  and  when  the  -e-  in  the  past  par- 
ticiple had  disappeared  the  dd  was  simplified  to  d,  as  blf  den, 

bledde,  ybled ;  If  den,  ledde,  ladde,  yled,  ylad ;  and  simi- 
larly chiden,  ffden,  hiden,  spfden,  &c. 

§  422.  When  the  stem  ended  in  v,  1,  m,  n,  or  nd,  Id,  rd 
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the  preterite  and  past  participle  generally  had  t  in  ME.,  as 
leven  to  leave,  lefte,  yleft  beside  ylfved;  and  similarly 
eleven  fo  cleave,  fflen,  felte,  yfelt ;  If nen  to  lend,  lente, 
ylent;  senden,  sente,  ysent;  and  similarly  benden, 
blenden,  wenden.  bilden,  bilte,  ybilt;  girden,  girte, 

ygirt,  see  §  270. 
§  423.  p  +  d  became  dd  which  was  simplified  to  d  in  the 

past  participle,  as  cl|J>en  to  clothe,  cledde,  cladde,  ycled, 
yclad ;  ki])en  to  make  known,  kidde,  ykid. 

§  424.  Verbs  which  had  the  preterite  in  -te  in  OE.  also 
had  it  in  ME.,  as  kissen,  kiste,  ykissed  beside  ykist; 
kepen,  kepte,  ykeped  beside  ykept ;  and  similarly  with  the 
following  verbs  which  were  strong  in  OE.,  but  became  weak 
in  ME. :  crepen  fo  creep,  Ifpen  to  leap,  slfpen,  slf pen  to 
sleep,  wf  pen  to  tveep. 

§  425.  When  the  stem  ended  in  t  the  tt  was  simplified  to 

t  in  the  past  particij)le,  as  meten,  mette,  ymet,  and  simi- 
larly grf ten,  swften  to  sueat.  When  the  stem  ended  in  st, 

nt  the  tt  was  simplified  to  t  in  the  preterite  and  past  parti- 
ciple, as  resten,  reste,  yrest ;  and  similarly  casten,  lasten, 

stjnten,  J)irsten,  &c. 
§  426.  OE.  had  a  certain  number  of  verbs  belonging  to 

class  I  which  had  umlaut  in  the  present  but  not  in  the 
preterite  and  past  participle,  see  EOE.  Gr.  §  379.  Many  of 
these  verbs  preserved  this  characteristic  in  ME.,  as  byen 
(biggen,  beggen,  bliggen  =  OE.  bycgan,  §  49)  to  buy, 
b9U3te,  yhgwit  tellen,  t9lde  (telde),  yt9ld  (yteld) ;  and 
similarly  sellen.  ME.  new  formations  were:  dwelde, 

dwelte,  ydwelled,  ydwelt;  and  similarly  quellen  to  kill. 
rf  chen  to  reach,  rau3te,  yraujt ;  and  similarly  lacchen  to 
catch,  seize,  strecchen,  and  the  AN.  loan-word  cacchen. 

tfchen,  taujte,  ytaujt.  sfken  (sfchen),  s9U3te,  ys9U3t; 
and  similarly  bisfken  (bisfchen).  bringen,  br9U3te, 

ybr9U5t.  ))enken,  )>inken  ()jenchen),  )}9U3te,  yJ'9U3t.  me 
})inke}>  it  seems  to  me,  me  ))U3te,  ))ou3te.    wirken,  wirchen, 
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worchen,  wurchen  (early  OE.  wyrcan,  see  §  123),  pret. 
wrpujte  (§  113,  4),  west  Midland  wante,  wrajte  (OE. 
worhte),  pp.  ywr9U5t  (OE.  geworht),  cp.  §  244. 

§  427.  The  conjugation  of  the  preterite  of  wfren  to  defend, 
hfren  to  hear,  tellen  to  count,  and  kissen  to  Jciss  will  serve 
as  models  of  all  verbs  of  class  I : — 

Sing.  1.  wfred(e) 
2.  wfredest 
3.  w|red(e) 

Plur.       w|red(en) 

Indicative. 

herde 
herdest 
herde 

herden 

tplde 
t9ldest 

t9lde 
t9lden 

kiste 

kistest 
kiste 

kisten 

Subjunctive. 

Sing.       w|red(e)  herde  t^lde  kiste 
Plur.       wfred(en)        herden         t9lden         kisten 

Glass  II. 

§  428.  It  has  been  shown  in  ̂   416  that  the  ME.  inflexion  of 
the  verbs  belonging  to  this  class  regularly  fell  together  with 
that  of  verbs  of  the  type  wfren  (OE.  werian)  of  class  I,  as 

present  singular  Jianke,  })ankest,  }>anke}),  plural  )>ankeD, 
•es;  preterite  singular  }>anked(e),  )>ankedest,  ]>anked(e), 
plural  ]7anked(en) ;  and  similarly  asken  (axen),  clensen, 
cl9]>en,  enden,  folwen,  gr9pen,  halwen  to  Jiallow,  h&ten, 
h9pen,  lemen,  liken  to  please,  loken,  offren,  schfwen 
(sch9wen,  §  111  note)  to  sJiow,  sorwen  to  sorrow,  grieve, 
sp^ren,  spellen  to  relate,  J>9len  to  hear,  suffer,  wundren,  Ac, 
but  loven,  pret.  lov^de  beside  loved(e),  see  §  153.  Only 
a  small  number  of  verbs  had  syncopated  beside  unsyncopated 
forms  in  the  preterite  and  past  participle,  as  birf  ven  (OE. 
bereafian),  birefte,bireft,  besidebirf  ved(e),  birf  ved;  elf  pen 
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(OE.  cliopian,  cleopian)  to  call,  clepte,  yclept  beside 
elf  pfed(e),  yclf  ped ;  maken,  made,  ymad,  ymaad  (§  250) 
beside  maked(e),  ymaked ;  pleien  (OE.  plegian)  to  play, 
pleide,  ypleid  beside  pleied(e),  ypleied. 

Class  III. 

§  420.  ME.  only  preserved  three  of  the  four  OE.  verbs 
belonging  to  this  class  (§  415),  viz.  haven  (OE.  habban), 
liven  (OE.  libban),  sei(e)n  sai(e)n  (OE.  secgan  =  ME.  S. 
seggen,  Ken.  ziggen)  to  say.  The  presents  of  these  verbs 

were  new  formations,  from  the  second  and  third  persons  sin- 
gular which  in  OE.  had  a  single  consonant,  as  hafast  (haefst), 

hafa]i  (haefjj).  In  ME.  the  preterite  and  past  participle 
lived(e)  (OE.  lifde),  ylived  (OE.  gelifd)  beside  the  preterite 
liv^de  were  new  formations  after  the  analogy  of  the  second 
class  of  verbs,  see  §  153.  The  preterite  saide  beside  the 
southern  form  sfde  corresponded  to  OE.  saegde  beside 
saede.  The  verb  haven  (habben)  has  a  large  number  both 
of  contracted  and  uncontracted  forms,  for  which  see  N.  E.D. 

s.  V.  The  following  are  the  more  common  forms  of  the 

present  and  preterite  indicative,  the  infinitive  and  the  past 

participle :: — 

Present.  Preterite. 

Sing.  1.  habbe,  have,  ha  hafde,  hav^de,  had(d)e 
(see  §  43  note) 

2.  havest,  hast  had(d)est,  had(e)st 

3.  havej>,  ha)>  hafde,  hav^de,  had(d)e 

Plur.      habbej),  -en,  -es,  havej),     had(d)e(n) 
have(n),  han 

Inf.        habbe(n),  have(n)  pp.  yhaved,  yhadde, 

(y)had 
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AN.  OR  O.Fb.  Verbs  in  ME. 

§  430.  All  the  AN.  verbs  were  weak  in  ME.  except 

striven  (O.Fr.  estriver),  which  became  strong.  The  ME. 

verbs  were  generally  based  on  the  AN.  strong  or  accented 

stem-form  of  the  present,  as  acciisen,  awaiten,  blamen, 
carien,  claimen,  esc&pen,  marien,  stiidien,  &c. 

§  431.  The  verbs  in  -ir  generally  had  the  extended  stem* 

form  •isch-  (§  278),  as  banischen,  finischen,  punischen, 
vanischen,  &c.,  but  obeyen,  sf  sen  to  seize,  and  reJ9isen 

did  not  have  the  extended  stem-form.  Some  ME.  verbs 

were  based  on  the  weak  or  end  accented  form  of  the  present, 

as  deceiven,  preien,  preisen  to  praise,  serven,  deneien 

beside  denyen,  coveren  beside  keveren,  moven  beside 

mfven,  proven  beside  preven,  see  §  108. 

§  432.  The  preterite  was  formed  in  -ed,  pi.  ed(en),  and 

the  past  participle  in  -ed  (see  §§  163, 166),  except  when  tlie 

stem  ended  in  a  long  vowel  or  diphthong,  &<i  blSmen, 
blamed;  defenden,  defended;  assenten,  assented;  fin* 

ischen,  finisched;  marien,  marled;  prfchen  to  preach, 

prf  ched,  &c.  When  the  stem  ended  in  a  long  vowel  the 

preterite,  but  not  the  past  participle,  had  a  syncopated  beside 

an  unsyncopated  form,  as  cryen,  cryde  beside  cryed,  pp. 

cryed;  and  similarly  defyen,  espyen,  &c.  When  the  stem 

ended  in  a  diphthong  both  the  preterite  and  past  participle 

had  syncopated  and  unsyncopated  forms  side  by  side,  as 

preien  to  pray,  preide,  preid  beside  preied,  preied ;  and 
similarly  anoien,  bitraien,  paien,  &c. 

C.    MINOR  GROUPS 

1.     Pbeteritb- Presents. 

§  433.  These  verbs  were  originally  unreduplicated  strong 

perfects  which  acquired  a  present  meaning  like  Gr.  olSa  = 
OE.  wat  /  know.     In  prim.  Germanic  a  new  weak  preterite. 
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an  infinitive,  a  present  participle,  and  in  some  verbs  a  strong 

past  participle,  were  formed.  They  ai*e  inflected  in  the 
present  like  the  preterite  of  strong  verbs,  except  that 

the  second  person  singular  has  the  same  stem-vowel  as  the 
first  and  third  persons,  and  has  preserved  the  old  ending  -t 
(EOE.  Gr.  §  324).  The  following  verbs  of  this  type  were 
preserved  in  ME.  and  are  here  arranged  according  to  the  class 

of  strong  verbs  with  which  they  are  related : — 
§  434.  Class  I :  N.  wit  /  hioio,  was(t),  wat  (cp.  §  100), 

M.  and  S.  W9t,  W9st,  W9t,  pi.  wite(n  (w|t,  W9t),  wute(n, 
cp.  §  39 ;  inf.  wite(n,  wute(n ;  pres.  part.  >vitand(e), 
witend(e),  witind(e),  witing(e) ;  pret.  wiste,  wuste ;  pp. 
wist.     For  forms  like  1191,  nat,  pret.  niste,  see  §  245. 

§  435.  Class  III :  an,  on  I  grant,  also  the  new  formations 

unne,  unnest,  unne  from  the  plural,  pi.  unnen ;  pret.  u)>e 
(oujje) ;  pp.  unned. 
N.  can,  canst,  can,  pi.  can,  M.  and  S.  can  (con),  canst 

(const,  cunne),  can  (con),  pi.  cunnen  (connen) ;  inf. 
cunnen  (connen) ;  subj.  cunne  (conne) ;  participial  adj.  N. 
cunnand  cunning  ;  pret.  cou))e,  coude  (§  274) ;  pp.  cou)>. 

dar  /  dare,  darst,  dar,  pi.  durren  (dorren);  inf.  durren  ; 
pret.  dorste  beside  the  new  formation  durste  with  u  from 

the  inf.  and  pres.  pi. ;  pp.  durst.  ))arf  (J>ar,  §  248)  I  need, 

Jiarft  ())urve),  )>arf  (J>ar),  pi.  ))urven ;  pret.  ]>orfte  (OE. 
J>orfte)  beside  J)urfte  formed  from  the  inf.  and  pres.  plural, 
})orte  ())urte). 

§  436.  Class  IV :  M.  and  N.  sing,  and  pi.  mun,  mon  slidll, 
will,  pret.  munde,  monde ;  ON.  inf.  muna  to  remember. 

N.  sing,  and  pi.  sal  (§  289  note)  shall,  M.  and  S.  schal 
(Ken.  ssel),  schalt,  schal,  pi.  schulen  beside  the  new 
formation  scholen  with  o  from  the  preterite,  whence  were 
formed  the  new  singular  schul,  schol ;  subj.  schule,  pret.  N 
suld,  M.  and  S.  schdlde  beside  scholde  (§  71),  and  schulde 
formed  from  the  pres.  plural. 

§  437.  Class  V :  mai  may  (Orm  majj,  OE.  maeg,  §  106) 
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beside  mei  mey  (OE.  meg„§  107, 1)  I,  lie  can,  mijt  (late  OE. 
miht)  beside  maBt,  mau^t,  Orm  mahht  (early  OE.  meaht, 
§  110,  6),  mei5t  (§  107),  later  ME.  maist(e  thou  canst,  pi. 
ma^en,  ma^en,  mawen  (§  110, 3),  also  N.  mai  (may),  mujen 
(Orm  mu^henn),  muwen,  mowen,  mown  (moun),  mow 
(mou,  mil),  see  §  122,  5 ;  subj.  ma^e  (mawe),  mu^e  (Orm 
mu^e),  muwe  (mowe) ;  pres.  part,  majende  (Ken. 
mejende),  mowende,  mouwinge,  mowing;  inf.  mu^en 

(Orm  mu5hen),  mowen,  mown  (moun),  mow  (mou) ;  pi-et 
mi^te  (Orm  mihhte),  mo3t(e,  mu5t(e,  moujte. 

§  438.  Class  VI :  mot  mai/,  must,  most,  mot  beside  later 
ME.  unaccented  mut(t,  must,  mut(t,  pi.  moten  ;  pret.  moste 
beside  the  early  ME.  shortened  and  unaccented  forms  moste, 
muste,  pi.  mosten  beside  mosten,  musten. 

§  439.  Class  VII :  N.  sing  and  pi.  aj  agh  possess,  own, 
early  M.  a3,  auj,  awe,  M.  and  S.  93  (9U5),  9we  (9west;,  93 

(9U3),  pi.  95en,  9wen  (§  113,  3) ;  inf.  N.  a3e(n),  early  M.  a3en 
(Orm  a3henn),  M.  and  S.  93en,  9wen;  pret.  N.  a3t(e) 
aght(e),  early  M.  a3te,  au3te,  M.  and  S.  9U5te ;  pp.  a3en, 

9wen. 

2.    Anomalous  Verbs. 

§  440.  a.     The  Substantive  Verb. 

Present, 
N. M.  and  S. 

Sing. 1. am  (es) am  (em) 
2. 

art  (ert,  es) art  (ert) 
3. es is 

Plur. ar(e),  er(e),  es are(n),  am 
Sing. 1. (be) 

bf 

2. 
bes bist  (best) 

3. bes bi|)  (be))) 

Plur. bes ben,  be)) 

Subj. 
be,  pi.  bes b^,  pi.  bfn,  bf> 
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Preterite. 
M. 

S. 
Sing. 1. was  (wes), 

§  43  note 

was  (wes) was  (wes) 

2. was  (wes) wf re  (w9re),  §  166 wfre 3. was  (wes) was  (wes) was  (wes) 

Plur. war(e),  wes wf ren  (W9ren),  §  166 
wfren P.P. bfn bfn bfn,  ybf 

Note.— The  es  of  the  present  second  and  third  persons  sing,  in 
the  northern  dialects  is  of  ON.  origin  (ON.  es  art,  is),  es  was  then 
extended  to  the  first  pers.  sing,  and  to  the  plural ;  of  the  same 
origin  is  the  pi.  form  er(e)  =  ON.  ero  they  are,  and  ern  with  the 
OE.  ending  -n  (OE.  earon,  aron).  The  OE.  pi.  forms  sind  (sint), 
sindon  they  are  lingered  on  in  ME.  antil  the  thirteenth  century, 
and  then  hecame  obsolete,  as  sind  (sint),  sinden  (Orm  sinndenn). 
The  f  in  the  M.  and  S.  sing,  forms  best  (OE.  bist),  bf)>  (OE.  bi)>) 
was  due  to  levelling  out  the  e  from  the  other  forms  where  it  was 
regular. 

441.                   h. The  Verb  don  to  do. 

Present. 
N. M. S. 

Sing.  1.  dp 
do 

dp 

2.  dps dost df  St  (dost) 
3.  dos 

d6)> 
df  }>  (do))) 

PI.          dos don dp)) 

Imper.    do,  pi.  dps do,  pi.  dp]) dp,  pi.  dp)) 

On  the  forms  of  the  second  and  third  pers.  singular,  see 
§  394,  2. 

Pres.  Part. :  early  ME.  dpnde,  later  N.  dpand(e,  M. 
dpende,  S.  dpinde,  dping(e,  cp.  §  301. 

Preterite:  dide,  dede,  diide  (OE.  dyde,  see  §  49)  inflected 
like  a  weak  preterite.     P.P.  dpn,  ydpn,  S.  ydp. 
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§442. 

c. 

N. 

Sing.  1. 

ga 

2. 

gas 
3. 

gas 
Plur. 

gas 

Amdervce  [§§  442-3 

The  Verb  gan  (gpn)  /o  go. 

Present. 

M.  S. 

g9  89 

g9st  gf  st  {g9st) 

g9)>  S^V  iS9V) 

g9n  g9j' 
Imper.    ga,  pi.  gas        g9,  pi.  g9)>     g9,  ggp 

On  the  forms  of  the  second  and  third  pers.  sing.,  see 

§  304,  2. 

Pi-eterite:  5fde  (jode,  §  65  note),  and  wente.  P.P.  gan, 
g9n,  yg9n. 

§  443.  d.     The  Verb  willen  unll. 

Present  first  and  third  pei-s.  sing,  wille,  wil(e  (OE.  wille, 
third  pei-s.  wile,  wille),  welle,  wel(e,  wel(l  (OE.  Anglian 
welle)  beside  the  new  formations  wole,  wolle,  wule,  wulle 
from  the  preterites  with  o,  U,  and  similarly  second  pers.  sing. 
wilt  (OE.  wilt)  beside  wolt,  wult,  pi.  willen,  wilen,  wiln, 

•e]>,  welen,  wel(e,  well(e  beside  wol(l)en,  wul(l)en,  -ep; 
inf.  willen,  wilen  (Orm  wilenfl);  pret.  w61de  (wollde, 
wold),  wolde  (§§  71,  101)  beside  wulde  formed  after  the 
analogy  of  schulde  (§  486),  wilde  formed  direct  from  the 
present,  northern  and  west  Midland  walde  (OE.  Anglian 
walde) ;  pp.  w61d(e. 
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Hie  numbers  after  a  toord  refer  to  the  paragraphs  in  the  Grammar. 

a    {indef.    art.)    247, 
363 

a  ipron.)  373.  2 
abaischen  213.  2,  214 
abaschen  213.  2 
abiden  156,  396 
abuunden  201 
abouten  56,  156 
accepten  189 
accUsen  202.  2,  430 
achfven  197.  2,  288 
acointen  207 
adewe  209 
adoun  156 
advenarie  195 
aforben  275 
after  43,  267 
afterward  138,  156 
age  195 
ngrisen  396 
aj  (p.)  439 
a^aines  251 
ajen  110.  4,  298 
aiden  205.  i 
air  205.  i 
aiscbe  106  n. 
aise  205.  3 
Sken  411 
aker  79 
alder  251 
alderbest    148,    251, 

354 
alderfirst    148,    251, 

854 
alderlast  251 
aldermau  75,  98 
alderwerst  354 
ale  79.  4,  256,  349 
alfeen  66 
all  59, 256 
aller  (gen.  pi.)   854, 

871 

allmess  154 
allowen  201 
along  156 
al89  245,  246 
amonge  133 
amorous  216 
ampti  91.  i 
an    (an,    one)    101, 363 

an  (I  grant)  435 
ande  44  n. 
an(d)sweren  155, 415, 

419 
an^ld  138 

angel  213.  i 
angle  188 
anguische  216,   261, 

278 

ani  91.  2,  387 
anker  42 
anoien  202.  2, 432 
answere  (sb.)  249 
answeren  155 
anaien  202.  2 

Spe  79,  343 
appel  43,  323,  828 
appfren  197,  i 
apprfven  198 
approveu  198 

arl6'6 

arest  203 
arisen  51,  156,  896 
arm  59,  257,  827 
arriven  199 
aache  41,  289, 843 
ascheler  218.  2 
asohen  (v.)  289 
aske  175 
asken  90,   244,  277, 

289,  428 
assaien  205.  i 
assaut  208 

asse  41,  277,  343 
assenten  189,  432 
aswfven  415 
at  43 
at  (rel.  pron.)  385 
ath^lden  156 
atteinen  210 
attempten  189 

a)>ir8t  156 auat  (aught)  110.  6. 
307  387 

aujte  110.  5,  307,  864 
aull  110  n. 
aun  110.  4 

auncient  216,  251 

aungel  211 
aunte  211,  260 
auter  228 
autour  269  n.  2 
autumpne  251 
auj)er  110.  2,  387 
availen  210,  268 
avengen  268 
awaiten  480 
awaken  79 
awe  (to  own)  110.  4 

awe  (fear)  162 
awel  (awl)  110.  I 
awkward  242 
ax  .48 
axeu  90,  428 

bacoun  216 
baillif  248 
bak    48,    108,    281, 

881.  I 
baken  79,  281, 411 
b&kSre  138,  329 
bakster  155 
balaunce  211 
b&le  79.  4,  1B4  a 
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balle  188 
bame  213.  i 
banischen  431 
bank  42 
bar  103,  353 
barain  210 
bare  79, 103, 140,257, 

353 
barn  59,  331.  i 
baroun  216,  260 
basin  199 
basken  41 
bataile  210,  216 
batahe  210  n. 
bat)  43,  103.  265,  272, 

331.  I 

bS)>en  79,  274 
bawe  (ioir)  113  n. 
b?  (<*.)  65,  342,  344 
beautf  197.  i,229 
bfche  {bee6h)  53,  283 
beche  (hrook)  174 
bed  44,  270 
b§den  65,  399 
b§f 198 
beggen  296,  426 

bf  jen  66 beien     (beyen)     66, 107.3 

bek  174 

bfkl96 belle  343 

belgwes  298 
bfm  63 
bfn  {v.)  {to  he)  65,  440 
benche  44,  262,  286, 

338 
benden  73,  422 
bfne  63 
benigne  (benine)  210 
beomen  403  n.  2 

bfrd70 
b^re  52 
bfre80,  i,  343 
beren  43,  52,   80.  i, 

81,   166,  257,  265, 
394.  1,4,  10,407 

berjen  298,  401 
berie  (ab.)  83 

berken  60,  405 

bfm  70 bemen  403  n.  2 
berstea  44,  47,  405 

bf  rt  239 berwen  298 

bfsi  85.  2 
bfsme  279 
best  249,  361 

bf8t(e)  203,  265 
bfte  53 
b?tel  85.  2 
bften  63,  65,  414.  i 
better  44,  257,  269, 

361 

bfver  80.  2,  268 
bew  (bewes)  115  b,  c 
bt370 

bi  (by,  p.)  67 
bible  199 
bicumen  156 
bidden   43,  45,  239, 

270,  410 
biden  45,  51,  54,  396 
bien  {to  bend)  122.  4 
bien  {to  buy)  415 
bigan  (bigon)  403  n.  i 
bigenne(n)  131 
bigeten  61 
biggen  296,  426 
biginnen  42,  45,  260, 

292,  403 

bigou|)e  {pret.)  403 
bibaten  156 
bihaven  79  n.  2 
bibfste  251 
bil  45,  331.  I 
bilden    118.    4,   270, 

422 
bile  329 

bilf  ven  66 
bilimpen  403 
binden  73,  239,  265, 

270,    394.    4,  395, 
404 

biqueben    274,    281, 408 

birche  283 
I  bird  130,  244 

bireven  91.  3,  428 
bineles  136 
birien  240 
bime  {to  bum)  130 
bimen  403  n.  2 
birste  (to  burst)  130 
bir|)e49 
bisfchen       (bisfken) 

426 
bisi  83,  85.  2 
bisiness  85.  2 
bistriden  396 
biswlken  396 

bite  329 
biten  39,  45,  51,  54, 

269,  396 
bitraien  432 
bitter  354 
bladder  (bladdre)  91. 

I,  270,  343 
blade  79 
blaik  168 
blak43,103,265,281, 353 
blame  195 
blanien  256,  265, 430, 

432 
blank  188 
blast  97 
blau  110.  2 
blawe  110.  2 
blawe(u)  113  n. 
blecen  14 

blfchen  52 bledde  92.  i 
bledder  91.  1 
blfden53,417,418. 1, 

421 bleik  168 

blfk  168  n. bleinte  263 
blemis  289  n. 
blenchen  270,  418.  5 
blenden    73,  418.  4, 

422 
blessen  92.  i,  276 
blessing  340 
bleUen  269  d.  i 
blew  (blue)  209 
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bHnd  73 
blinnen  403 
bliBse  337 
bll|)e  54,  274,  353 
bliw  (blue)  209 
blod  55.  256 
bl5di  353 

bl^k  168 
blosme  94,  249 
bloBsem  135 
blostme  94 
blowen  113.1,  131.  i, 

414.  5 

blowen  114.  i,  414.  6 
blandren  75 
bluschen  125 
bodi  (bgdi)  83,   138, 

270.  3,  317 
b5ghll5a 
boik  121 
boilen  207,  210,  265 
bok  55,  281,  347 
b§ld  71 
b$n51,  265,  331.  i 
bone  165 

b^r51 
bord  70,  331.  i 
bSre  80  n. 

boi'QweQ  152.  2 
borwen  47 
bosem  135,  258 
bosme  94 

bQsten  203 
bjt  51,  184.  I,  327 
bdte  332 
botem  135,  258 
hg\)e  51,  238 
bouen  (bowen)  122. 6, 

402 

bpugb  114.  2 
bQoj  308 
b9U3te  307 
bounden  354 
boune  165 

bQwe   (bQue)  113    2, 
298,  343 

bowe8(b9we8)  114.  2, 
115  b,  120,  298 

box  47 

bradder  90 
brain  106 
branche  213.  i 
bms  103 
brasen  79 
brauncbe  211 
brawn  214 

brayncbe  212 
bred  100 

brfd  63 
br^de  52 
br§f  197.  2,  267 
breiden  406 
brek  80  n. 
bieken  43,  80.  i,  81, 

265,  281,  409 
bremble  251 
brennen  403  n.  2 
brest  97 
bresten  405 
brest  (brest)  97 
br|b(e)ren  87,  88 
brejjeren  88,    92.    i, 

152.  I 
br^wen  112.  i,  399 
bribe  199 
brid  45,  327 
bride  57,  140,  338 
brigge  49,  296,  337 
brijt  244 brin  165 

bringen  45,  257,  261, 
265,  294,  426 

brinnen  303  n.  2 
brist  127 
bristen  127 

bri))(e)ren  99,  127 
briweu  112 
br9d  51,55,90,353,354 
brjder  90 
brok  55 
broken  (broken,  pp.) 

102 
brom  55,  258,  327 
brob  47,  103 
brober  55,  134  b,  274, 

520,  350 
broujite  (pret.)  118.  5, 

broun  56 
brow  56 

brugge  125 
bruHt  97 

bUggen  296,  426 
bugle  202.  I 
bu2en  298,  402 
bulk  121 
bukke  48,  343 
burd  130 
burden  126 
borne  130 

buTQUgh  137 burste  130 
burben  126 

bur{>ene  275 burn  134  a 

bur(u)3  137,  347 buschel  218.  2 
but  101 
butoun  220 

byen  296,  426 

caccbeu  188,  281 
caf  284 

cage  195,  297 
cake  79 
calengen  285 
calf  59,  267,  284 
calice  285 
callen  59,  174 
calme  188,  256 
calvren  352 

cam  (pret.)  42  n. 
camp  42 
can  281,  485 
can  (began)  403.  i 
cancre  188 
candle  75 
care  79,  336 
carien  195,  240,  430 
carpenter  216 
cSs  195,  277 
casche  213.  2 
castel  189 
casten  41,  425 
cat  41 
catel  285 
c&ve  184.  1, 195 
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cfsen  189,  277 
cessen  189,  204 
cbacen  195 
chaf  29,  59,  284 
chaffare  243 
chaine  214 
chalengen  285 
chalice  285 
chalk  59,  284 
chambre  213.  i 
changen  213 
chapfle  216 
cbapelle  197.  i,204 
chapman  91.  3,  98 
charge  188,  288 
charge  n  297 
channe 188 
chaste  203 
chatel  285 
chaul  242 
chaumbre   211,    257, 

258,  265,  288 
chaumpion  216 
chaunce211,  260,  288 
chauncel  216 
chaunge  211 
chaynge  212 
chealde  71 
chff  197.  2 
chfke  64,  283.  343 
chfld71,  284 
chflde  ish.)  71 
chele  61 

chfp  (chfp)  34,  283 
chfpe  63,  140 
chepman  91.  3 
chfpung  138 
cheriB  283 
cherJechen  278 
cherl  60 
cherren  61 
chfse  66,  283 
chfsen  63,  66  n.,  279, 

400 
ch§wen    112.   i,   112 

n.  2,  241,  283,  399 
chicken  283 
chiden  64,  283,  421 

d  71,  283 

childer  352 
childhfde  75 
childh9de  138 
childre  75,  93 
i  children  75,  93,  352 
I  chile  61,  283 
chim(e)neie  232 

I  chin  45,  283 
I  chirche  49,  283,  343 
;  chirren  61 

,  chQis  206 I  chosen  65  n. 
'  chowen  112  n.  2 
Christ  203 

I  chQle  61 churche  126 
chum  126 
clad  90 
cladde  91.  2 
claimen  205.  I,  430 

!  clamour  201 
clanli  91.  2 

I  clansen  91.  2 

j  clavere  88 lclaw(e)  110.  I 
[cledde  91.  2 
clei  (cley)  107.  5,  299 

1  clene  (elf  ne)  52,  256, 
i     281,  353,  357 
clenli  91.  2 
clensen  91.  2,  428 
elf  pen  (elf  pen)  85. 2, 

153,  428 '■  clfr  197 

clerk  189 

;clfj)en418.  i,423 
I  elf  ven  65,  422 
I  cl^we  112.  2 
:  cllmben  72,  268,  265, 

j     281, 404 
I  clingen  403 :  cllven  396 

cl9i8tre  206 
1  cl9ke  200 
i  cl9rab  72 
j  cl98en  200 

I  cl§b  51 
cl9i>en  428 '  cloud  56 

clout  66 

clever  88 clubbe  48,  265 
clucchen  125 
cofin  191 
cofre  191 
C9i  (coi)  206,  254 
cok  55 
cokchafer  79.  4 
col  103 
col  55,  281 
c6ld71,281,284,353 
cole    81,    103,    140, 

331.2 

Coloigne  210 
colour  281 
colt  47 
comb  72,    258,    265, 

281,  327 
comes  (he  comes)  85. 1 
comfort  243 
commoun  281 

companie  199 
compleynen  210 con  403  n. 
condicionfl  196 
consideren  190 

contfnen  197.  2 
contrarie  240 

contrf ven  198 
conveien  205.  2 

copple  204 
corage  195 corfew  209 
com  47,  281 
cost  203 

C98te  203 costen  203 

C9te  184.  2,  200 
cou    (cow)   56,   281 

347 
coude  iptet.)  435 

c9U3en  306 country?  197.  i 
countreie  197.  i 

C9upen  169 couple  201,  204 
cours  201 
court  201 
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couJ)e  {pret.)  274 
coveren  431 
crabbe  41 
cradel    (cradel)    102, 

328 
craft43,  281,  327 
crau  110.  2 
crawe  110.  2 
crawlen  242 
creatour  201 
creature  202.  i 
cr§de  53 
crengen  294 
crepel  85.  2 
cr|pen  65, 281, 394. 6, 

399,  424 
cribbe  45,  337 
cripel  49 
crisp  45 
Crist  97 
Cristmesse  93,  98 
cristnen  93 
croumbe  251 
croume  56 
crouste  203 
crjwe  113.  I 
cr^wen  113.  i,  414.  5 
crocche  125,  283 
crael  256 
cruischen    (cruschen) 

213.2 
cruste  203 
cryen  199,  432 
cuRgel(e)  25,  2^6 
cuTour  201 
cumen  48,    55,   258, 

281,  394.  9,  407 
cuppe  264,  281,  343 
cfiren  202.  i 
eursed  354 
cursen  48 
Cursmas  130 
curtesie  224 
cuschin  213.  2 

daj  308 
dai  106,  270,  322,  330 
dai8i(e)  155 
dale  79,  103,  831.  i 

damage  184.   i,   195, 
258 

dame    184.    i,    195, 
270 

dampnen  251 
dar  (/  dare)  248,  435 
dark  129,  281 
darling  129 
dar(r)  59 
daunce  211 
daungfr  197.  i,  216, 

270 
dauDse  211 
dawes  (pi.)  110.  3 
debate  195 
deceiven  205.  2,  277, 

431 
decgven  205.  3 
declaren  195 
ded  100 
ded  {dead)   63,    270, 

853 
dfd(e)  {deed)  52,  338 
def  63,  267,  353 
defenden  189,281,432 
defyen  199,  432 
dfgh  (p.)  (to  dye)  108 
dfaen  299 del  107.  2 
deien  (to  die)  107.  6, 

299,  420 
deien  (to  dye)  107.  6 
deilen  162 

df  1  256, 327 
dfl  (sadness)  198 
delai205.  i,256 
deien  52,  134  b,  162, 

420 
delit  199,  269 
deliveren  190 
delven  44,  405 
demaunden  211 
demen  53,  92.  i,  142, 
'158,  165,420 

den  331.  i 

d^n  214 dfne  184  a,  329 
deneier\  481 
deny  en  199,  431 

d?p  65,  264,  270 
deppre  92.  2 
depjje  92.  3 
dfr  (deer)  65,. 831.  I 
dfre  (dear)  66 

df ren  415 derk  60 
derling  92.  3 
derne  61 
derre  92.  3 

d§B  205.  3 
desert  189 
desir  279 

despeir  205.  2 
despisen  199 
destroien  202.  2 
deatruien  202.  2 

dQsyr  199 
dfte  204 detesten  189 
dette  189,  204 

de>  63,  272 
d§u  (dew)  111,  327 devel  92.  2,   1&2.   i, 

153,  820 
devisen  199 

devjir  206 devouren  201 
devout  201 
dich  288 
dien  (to  die)  107.  6, 

118,  420 
dien  (to  dye)  107.  6, 

118 

diep  67 
diere  67 
diaten  46 
dike  174 
dine  49 
dlnen  419 
dinen  199 

dingen  408 
dint  49,  827 

dippen  49 dirt  130 
disch  45 
dische  190 
discuvren  192 
disfse  205.  3 
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disi  49,  83 
displeien  205.  2 
diBpQsen  200 
distaunce  211 
distresse  189 
doctoor  281 

dogge  134  a,  296,  343 
dSm  55,  327 
d8n  {v.)  55,  441 
d$r85 
doable  201,  367 

d9a3  308 
dgujter  113.  4,  270, 

307,  350 
dooke  56 
doumb  72,  265 
doan  56 
donte  201 
doQten  269 
doave  56 
dradde  91.  i 

draggen  296 
druen  298,  413 
drake  79 
drawen   110.  3,  144, 

298,  413 
dredde  91.  i 
drfsen  401 
dreie  107.  6 
clrei?  ipret.)  107.  5 
dr^m  63 
drfmen  270,  418.  4 
drenchen  287,  418.  5 
drenken  263 

drf  pen  409 
driven  (pp.)  85.  2 
drie  122.  4 
drien  401 
drinchen  132 
drinken  42,  45,  261, 

270,281,394.4,403 
drmker(e)  188,  829 
driTen45,  51,54,  268, 

396 

drough  ipret.)  114.  2 
dronjte  278 
dronpen  165 
drowen     {mret.     pi.) 

114.  2, 120 

drye  107.  6 diik  202.  i 
dumb  75 
dumbnesee  75 
dure  336 
daren  202.  i 
dume  61 
durren  435 
durt  130 
dost  95,  97 
dwellen     253, 

418.  4,  426 
dwinen  397 

dyen  107.  6 

270, 

ebbe  265 
fch  246,  285,  387 
efter  43  n.  i 

egg  44,  162,  352 
eggs  296,  837 
eggen  177 
§56  (?gh)  299 
e3tende      (Orm    ehh- tennde)  366 

ei(e)  (egg)  107.  5,  162 
eie  (fear,  awe)  107.  i, 

162 
eie  (eye)  107. 6,  299 
eijte   107.  4,   134  a, 

307,  864 
ei^tetfne  364 
eijteti  364 
ei3te|>e  366 
eiren  (eggs)  352 
eiber  107.  5,  387 

fk53 fken66 

fl52 ?lde  71 elder  (alder)  43  n.  2 
elder  (eldere,   eldre) 

61, 75,  358,  359 
eleT§ii(p)  364 
ellefte  366 
elles  157 
ellevendc  366 
elleTQn(e)  248,  364 
elne  243 
em  301 

employen  206 
em(p)ti  91.  I,  251 
encrfsen  205.  3 
encurabren  192 
ende  73,  134  a,  325 
enden  428 

fnes  B68 enew  115  c 
engel  75,  325 
England  294 
englisch     188,     154, 289 

eni  91.  2,  387 

fni  52,  91.  2 enke  189 
enleven  243,  364 

eno^h  115  a enointen  207 
enowe  115  b 
enticen  199 

entr?§  197.  i 
entreie  197.  1 

fpen  162,  172 
epietle  190 

equal  254 
fre  63,  342 

fren  415 frende    (erende)    88, 881.2 

erl60 
emen  403 
ernest  60 
erre  61 

erj>e  60,  238,  257 
es  (them)  376 
escSpen  195,  281, 430 
fse  205.  3 

espyen  432 
f  8t  63,  97 
ften  52,  80.    i,  269, 

394.  I,  410 
etemfl  196 
f  vel  85.  2, 361 
fven  (even)  80.  1, 102 
fven  (evening)  52,  247 
fvening  340 
evere  88,  152.  i 

gwe  111.  2 fwte  111.  3,  242 1 
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exaumple  211 
explgit  206 
eye  342 

fa  166 
fable  195 
mce  267 
mchon  213.  I 
fider    79,    102,   158, 

257,  267,  270,  350 
faderlfs  138 
fai(e)r  106 
fallen  210,  256 
fain  106,  144 
fair  144,  357 
faiture  223 
ffllden  414.  4 
falewe  353 
fallen  59,  92.  2,  256, 

394.  2,  3,  414.  4 
fals  41 
fangen  414 
fSr  121 
^ren  411 
farre  129 

far))ing  129 
fasten  43 
fat  43,  91.  2 
father  270 

fat«m  258,  274 
fauchon  208 
faucon  228 
fauat  ipret.)   110.    5 

307 
faull(e)  110  n. 
faute  208 
f?  308,  331.  2 
f§ble  197.  2 
Februarie  195 
fecchen  283 
f$den53,  91.  i,421 
f|der  43,  79 
festen  406 
feight  107.  4 
feij  308 
fei^ten  307,  406 
feinen  210 
feint  210 

fel  ipret.)  99 
felaje  92.  4 
Jfelasip  289  n. 
felawe  92.  4 
f§ld  71,  270,  327 
fflden  414.  4 
ff  lef9ld  367 
f|len  {to  conceal)  164 
felen  53,  270,  418.  i, '  4,  422 

fflesibe  368 fellen  61 
fellen  (to  fall)  43  n.  2 
felt  239 
f^nd  65,  70,  73,  351 
fenden  231 

fenger  131 
f|ren  415 fern  70 
ferre  60,  257,  267 
fer))ing  92.  2 
fesaunt  251 

ff ste  203 fet  91.  2 
fetere  337 

f|tOre  223 
fefier(e)  83,  337 
fewaile  229 
fewe  (feu)  111,  353 
fiddle  275 
fif  (five)  54,  267,  363, 

364 
fifte  93,  366 
fiftfne  364 
fiftfbe  366 
fifti  93,  364 

figure  202.  i 
fisten  30,  269,    307, 

406 

fil  ipret.)  99 
fillen  49,  256 
filbe  96 
fin  199 
finch  262,  286 
ftnden  73,  267,  270, 

404 
finger    45,    74,    261, 

294,  323 
finis  289  n. 

finischen    190,     278, 

431,  432 
nr57 
first  49,  466 
fiech  45,  289,  327 
fischere  329 
fisk  175 
fist  96,  97,  277,  332, 

340 
five  363,  364 
fixene  49 

fla(n)  166 
flat  41 
flawe  113  n. 
flawe(n)  113  n. 
flax  305 

fle  {flea)  63,  330, 342, 
344 

flfgh  {v.)  108 
flfjen  299,  401 flei  108 
fleie  107.  6 
fleien  107.  6,  299 
fleisch  107  n. 
flfme  218.  3 
flen  {to  flee,  fly)  65, 

'401 

flfn  
{to  flay)  

413 flfs  
65,  

331.  
I 

flesch  
(flesch)  

97, 256, 289,  331.  I 

flf  ten  399 
flfume  218.  3 
flex  28 
flicche  45,  331.  2 
flien  (flyen)  118 

flijt  327 
flingen  132,  403 
fliten  396,  397 
flitten  164 
fl5d55 
fl6k47 

fl$(n)  166 flor  332.  340 

fl$ten  81 flour  201 
flowen  114.  1,414 

fl^wen  {pp.)  113.  2 
fl9wen  {to  flow)  414. 6 
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flye  107.  6 
flyen  107.  6,  267 
f?  166,  342,  344 
fodder  94 
fode  55 

fgl  (iol)  200 
-fold  367 
fglden  71,  270,  414.4 
fgleSl,  343 
foljen  298 
folk  47,  256, 267, 281, 

331.  I 

folgwen  152.  2 
folwen  47,  298,  428 

f9m  51 
fon  414.  3 
fongen  414.  3 
forbgren  156 
fgrce  200,  257 
ford  327 
forest  203 

f9rge  200 
forgften  ilO 
for3|ten  292,  410 
forjiten  410 
forke  47 
forlfsen  81,  394.  11, 

400 
forme  362 
former  362 
form§8t  362 
formgst  362 
fors  191 
forsaken  411 
forst  244 
fortQne  202.  1 
forbon  381 
fot  53,  55,  269,  316, 

'346 

fott  
100 

fou(e)l  
122.  

5 
fjusten  

113.  
4,  307 foul  

56,  
145,256 fountaine  

210 
fgur  

144 f9urtfude  

365 f9urtfne  

364 
f9urtf  

|>e  366 f9urti  
364 

f9ur))e  366 fewer  112n.  2 
fox  305 
fra  162 
fraile  205.  3 
fram  162 
frank  188,  261 
fre  353 
freinen  406 
freisch  107  n. 
freisten  168 

fr|le  205.  3 
frf  men  419 
frend  (frend)  65,  73, 

92.  2,  351 
frendli  98 
frendschipe  73,  92.  2, 

98,  138,  142,  154 
frere  197.  i 
fresch  44 
fresen   65,   267,   279, 

400 

frften"410 Fridai  122.  2,  154 
fr9  162 
frogge  47,  296,  343 
frost  244 

fro>e  238 
fruit  (frut)  202.  2,  267 

fu3el'298 fulfiUen  156 

ful(l)  48,  256, 267 
fur9ugh  137 
fur(u)3  347 

fyr  257 

gaderen(gaddren)  83, 
153,  155,  291,  419 

gagen  213.  i 
gai205.  1,291 
gainen  210 

game  79 gan  291,  442 
gandre  75 
ganje  210  n. 
gapen  79,  176 
gardin  199 
garlaunde211 
gar|>  162,  173 

gasen  79 gate  79, 103,  291,  292, 
331.  2 

gather(en)  270 

gauk  159 
gaulen  169 

gayt  162 general  195,  297 

gentn  197 
gest  (gxust)  327 

get  80  n. gften  80.  I,  102,  104, 
176,  292,  410 

gift  267,  292 
gilden  291 

gilt  291 girdel  328 girden    270,    418.  4, 422 

given  84,   166,   238, 
268 

glad    43,    103,    256, 
291,  353,  354 

glade  79 glas  43,  103 

gled  43 gild  en  45,  54,  396 
glistnen  251 

glof291 
gl^rie  200 
glove  337 
glowen  114.  i 

gnajen  413 
gnat  43 gnawen  110.  3,  260, 

291,  413 
God  103,  270,  291 
god   55,   134  a,  291, ■354,  356,  361 

godd  100 

gpk  159 
gold  (gfild)  71 
gSn  51,  291,  394.  2, 

442 gos  53,  55,  291,  347 

gosling  94 

gospel  249 gossib  249,  265 
g98t  51,  97,  327 I 



gft  51,  162,  347 
gQulen  169 
goune  56 
gouie  201 
|9wk  159 
gra  162,  166 
grace  195,  257,  291 
gracious  201 
grain  205.  i 
grape  195 
gras  43,  103,  291 
gratter  (grattre)  91.3, 

100 
graunten  211 
grave  79,  103,  267 
gmven  411 
grff  197,  2 
grei  107.  5,  162 
gr§ne   53,   257,   260, 

353 
gres  43  n.  i 
grfse  205.  3 
grft  63,  358,  359 
grften  53,  92.  i,  269, 

425 

gretter  (grettre)  91. 3, 
92.  4,  100,  358,  359 

grettest  359 
grfven  197.  7 
grief  197.  2 
grim  45 
gi!(nden  73,  404 
gripen  396,  397 
gritte  99 
gr9  166 
grgpen  51,  428 
ground  73,  291 
growen  112.  i,141.  i, 

414.6 

gurdel  126 

3af292 
3ard  59,  292 
^re  134  a 
jaru  134  a,  241 
jat  (gate)  29,  59,  292 
sarwe  134  a 
ae-  240 
3«  255,  372,  377 

Index 

2$ de  65  n. 
jflden  71,  292,406 
jellen  61,  292,  405 

5el(o)we  60 
jelpen  405 
jelwe  292,  353 
3fr  (3fr)  34,  64,  255, 331.  I 

3fr  (ear)  117 

3|rb  117 ^ernen  61,  292 

jese  157 

jfsi  117 jest  (jfst)  (yeast)  82 sesterdai  292 

3et  255 5§ten  399 

jfven  292,  410 
seven  (even)  117 

5h§  375 iho  375 

3i-"293 jicchen  293 
jif  255,  293 

jift  292 
jing  258  n. 

3it  371 siven  59,  64, 176, 292, 410 

3ode  65  n^ 
30k  255 
39ke  103,  331.  2 

3on384 
3ond  384 
3one  384 
30Qg  255 
30Dk(e)  238 
39U  112 n.  I,  377 
30ur  (39wer)  112  n.  i, 

■377 

39uren  (soum)  379 

39ures  37& 3ou))(e)  122.  5,  255 
30we  112  n.  i 
3ung  48,  74,  358  n. 

ha  (pron.) 373,  375 
habit  302 

haggen  296 
p3 

213 

hail  106, 121,144,327 
haiben  168 
hal  121 
half  59 
bahen  298 
hahdai  98 
halle  59 

hal9wen  152.  2 
halwen  90,  298,  428 
balwes  90 
ham  (pron.)  376 
hamer  320,  328 
hamme  42 
hand    73,    301,  332, 

334,  339 
hangen  414 
happe  41 hard  59,  70,  257,  270, 

301,  353,  357 
hare  (ftare)  79,301,343 
hare  {hair)  166 
harm  59 
harpe  264,  343 
harte  129 
harvest  43,  129 
b&sel  79, 135 
haste  203,  302 
hat  43 
haten  79,  428 
hatter  90 
haufllOn. 
hauk  110.  I 
haunten  211 
haven  43  n.,  79  n.  3, 

153,  265,  268,  415, 

429 
hawe  110.3,297 
hawek  (hawk)  110.  I, 

242 
Le  (he)  53,  373 

h?  (she)  375 

he  (they)  '376 hf  d  63.  134  b,  248 
hedd  100 
hedde  43  n.  I 

hfden  53 
hegge  27«,  296 
he3t  414.  I 
heigh  109 
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heighte  109 
hei3  308 
heijliche  142 
heijte  273 
heil  162 
heir  205.  2 
heire  302 
heiben  168 

hflde(n)  71 
helenlto  heal)  52,  BOl, 

407,  420 
liflen  {to  conceal)  407 
belle  44,  337 
helm  44,  258 
helpen    44,    47,    59, 

134  b,  256, 264,  301, 
394.  1,405 

belt  239 

he\\>e  91.  2 
bem  (ptvn.)  376,  377 
bemp  153,  243 
ben  (hence)  76,  249 
bend  340 
benne  44,   260,   332, 

337 
hennes 157 
beore  379 

b§p63 
bepe  (hfpe)  99 
ber  (hair)  166 
berber  155 
berde  61,  329 
her(e)(proM.)375,379 
bfi(e)  53,  165 
beren    66,   142,    153, 

417,    418.    I,    420, 
427 

heres  (pron.)  379 

bfring   (hfring,   her- 
ing)  52,  88,  138 

bem  (hets)  379 
bert  60 
berte   60,    269,    301, 

343 

bffit  251 
beten  414.  i 

hi  J)  52 bftben  168 

h|ved63,  134  b 

bf  ven  265,  412 
beven(e)    60,    134  c,  I 

153,  268,  820,  328 
bevenliche  138,  283 
hevenly  250 
hevi  83,  353 

h§u  (hew)  112.  2 
h§wen  111,  414.  8 
hi  376 
hide  57,  338 
hiden  57,  96,  421 
bider  45 
hien  122.  2 

high  109,  119,308 
higbte(hl3te)  109,119 
bi3t  414.  I 
hil  49,  320,  327 
hild  99 
hilt  331.  I 
him  373,  374 
bin  76 
binde  337 
bindren  75 
bin(e)  373 
hipe  (OE.  beope)  99 
bippe  (OE.  hype)  49 
hir  375 
hirde  62 
hirdel  49 

hir(e)  375,  379 
hire  57 
hiren  379 
hires  (hers)  379 

I  his  379 i  bise  (them)  376,  379 
i  hisen  379 
bit  374,  379 
I  bitten  45,  164 
1  hive  57,  338 

i  bo  375 
I  h6d  55 j  hogge  296 !  bok  55 

h9l  (whoJe)  51,  162 
h9lden  65,  71,  414.  4 
bgle    (hole)    81,    103, 

331.  2 

I  h9li  138,  154,  353 
'  h^linesse  337 

holgugb  137 holu  134  a,  241,  309 
bolwe  253 
hom  (pron.)  376 
hgm  51,  301,  327 
homage  195 

bgml^s  138 hon  414.  3 

bond  73 
honest  302 
hongen  74,  414 
honour  201,  302 

h9pen  81,  184.  2,  428 
hoppen  47 hord  70 

b^re  166 hom  331.  I 
bora  47,  244,  277 

h98en  344 
h98t  203,  277 
bostfl  196 

b9t  51,  359 
b9t€n  414.  I 

b9ter  90 hotter  90,  359 
bou  (bow)  56 
bound  73,  260,   301, 

327 
houre  201,  302 
hous    56,    277,    301, 

331.  I 
housbond  317 
hue  (she)  375 
huiren  66 
humble  193 
hundred  75,  363,  364, 

365 

hundre))  364 
hunger  48,  74,  294, 

328 
buntere  48 
hurdel  126 
burst  126 
husbonde  95 
husel  135 

by  109 
i  293 

!  (pron.)  250,  372 
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ic372 
ich  285,  372 
icchen  293 
iclad  240,  293 
Te  (ye)  118 
if  293 
ik  285,  372 
ilk  285,  387 
11145,  361 

im_301 
image  195 
impugnen  210 
incbe  125 
inglis  289  n. 
inglisch  132 
ink  [pron.)  371 
inke  189 
inker  371 
inmost  362 
innermost  362 
inou^  (inough)  114.  2, 

293,  308 
inowe  {ph)  120 
iren  54 
irnen  403 
irre  62 
is  {them)  376 
islain  293 
it  301,  374 
ivi  54 
iwis  156,  240,  293 

jambe  213.  i 
janglen  188 
jaumbe  211 
jaundice  251 
Jew  (Jiw)  209 
jewel  229 
J5  121 
J9ie  206 
joinen  210,  297 
joint  207 
joious  225 
jolif  248 
journ^Q       (joumeie) 

197.  I 

juge  297 
juggen  193,  297 
Juil  (Jul)  210 

Juin  (Jun)  210 
just  (jiist)  193,  203 
justiBe  199 

kei(e)   (key)   107.   5, 281 

kene53,281,353 
kennen  174 
k§pen  53,  92.  i,  269, 

270,    281,   418.    I, 
424 

kerchff  232 
kerven  60,  283  n.,  405 
ketel  164,  174 
keverchf  f  232 
keveren  198,  431 
kichene  49,  281,  283 
kin  49,  331.  i 
kinde  73 
kindom  154 
kindred  251 
kinedom  138 
king    49,    261,    281, 

294,  327 
kinrfde  247 

kipte  99 kirke  174 
kirnel  49 
kissen  49,   270,   277, 

281,  417,  424,  427 
ki})en  96,  418.  i,  422 
ki|>J)e  272 knau  110.  2 
knave  268 
knawe  110.  2,  113  n. 
kne    65,    260,    281, 

331.  2 
knfden  80.  i,  408 
knif  54,  327 
kni^t  46 
kn9wen  113.  i,  241, 

281,  414.  5 

kou)>(e)  403  n.  i 
koveren  198 
kuchen  125 

labour  201,  256,  265 
laccben  426 
ladde  91.  2 

ladder  (laddre)  91.  2, 
304 

laden  411 
ladi  248,  317,  343 
lafdi  91.  2,  98,  154 
lafte  91.  2 

la3en  413 lai  ipret.)  106 
lai  (sfc.)  205.  I 
laiken  168 
laisen  170 
laiten  172 

lai^  168 
lake  79,  195 
lam  248 
lamb  75,  256 
lame  79 
lammasse  90 
lampe    213.    i,    258, 264 

land    73,    260,    270, 
331.  I 

lane  79 
lang  294 
langage  256,  261 
large  188 
larke  88,  248 
lasse  91.  2,  361 
la8t(e)  249,  359 
laaten  91.  2,  425 
lat  103,  353 
late     79,     103,    353, 

359 
laten  162,  166 
later  83,  359 
latter  359 
la))er  91.  3 
lauaen  250,  304,  306, 

413 
laujter       (laughter) 

110.  S,  307 
laumpe  211 
laus  159,  162 
lavedi  98 
laverke  88 
lawe  110.  3 

1^108 Ifde  107.  I ledde  91.  2 
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leddre  91.  2 
Ifden      (Ifden)      52, 

418.  1,421 
l?f  {dear)  65 
Iff   {leaf)    63,    267, 

331.  I 
lefdi  91.  2 
lefte  91.  2 

legge  44 
leggen  296 
Ifgh  108 
Ifjen     {to    tell    lies) 

401 
lei  {pret.)  107.  2 
lei(e)n  (pp.)  107.  i 
leien  (ley en)  {to  lay) 

107.  I,  296,  415 
leien     {to    tell    lies) 

107.6 
leien  {pret.  pi.)  107.  5 
lei3en  [pp.)  107.  i 
leighter  107.  4 
lei  ken  168 
lein  147 
leinten  263,  287 
leint»e  263,  295 
leisen  170 
leisir  199,  224 
leiten  172 
leib  168 
lekSOn. 
Iek53 

If  ken  80.  i 
Ifl  214 
lemman  92.  2,  243 

Ifne  52 
If  nen  52,  422 
lenger  74,  358 
lengbe  336 
lenkj*  238 
lente  (pret.)  91.  2 
len^e  74 
Ifpen  63,  65,250,256, 

304,  414.  8,  424 
leppis  (pi.)  131 
Ifren  (Ifien)  52,  420 
lernen  428 
lerning  332,  S40 
Ifaen  65,  400 

lesae  91.  2,  361 

If  8t(e)  361 
leste  273 
lesten  91.  2 
If  ten  (If  ten)  52,  53, 

162,  414.  2 

If  tre  204 
lettre  189,  204 

le)>er  274 
Ifven  52,  422 
if  vea  {he  lives)  85.  i 
liche  285 
lid  304 
lie  122.  3 

lien  {to  lie  doum)  394. 
10,  410 

Hen  (to  tell  lies)  401 
liese  (v.)  67 
llf  54,  831.  I 
lift  49 

liggen  296 
li^t  (sb.)  98 
Hat  (adj.)  93 
Ilk  285 

liken  54,  428 
likour  254 
lim54 
linde  70 
link  132 

lin)>(e)  127 
lioun  201 

lippe  45,  264,  843 
Hsten  49,  251 
lite  361 
litel  93,  256,  354, 361 

lijien  57 
liven   158,  265,  415, 

429 
liver  45 

l9f51,  304,  327 

Iggen  204 
loggen  191,  204 
lok  103 
l9ken  55,  158,  428 

l^mb  72 lombren  (pi.)  352 
long  (long)  74,   133, 

261,  294,  353,  858 
longsum  138 

lont  239 
lord  248 

Igre  140,  837 I08  159,  169 
lot  304 

l9ten  162,  166 loud  56,  256 
lough  (j>ret.)  114.  2 
louien  56 
loupen  162,  169 
lous  56,  57,  847 

l9U8(e)  159,  169 
love  {sb.)  882,  336 
lov6(n)  85.  2 
loven   142,  158,  256, 

268,  414,  428 
Igwe  113.  3 
lowen  114.  i,  2 
luven  238 
-ly  250 

lyen  {to  tdllies)107. 6 
lyen  {to  lie  doum)  296 

lyeve  67 
ma  121 
mad  (made)  79  n.  2 
maaen  299 
mai  (may)  106,  299, 

437 maiden  106,  158,  247, 
831.  I 

maille  210 
main  106,  144,  299 
maintfnen  197.  2 
mair  121 
maire  205.  i 
maister        (maistre) 

205.  I,  213.  2 
mak  79  n.  2 
maken  79,   79  n.   2, 

134  b,  142, 153, 250, 
258,  281,  417,  428 

maladie  258, 270 
malice  199 
malt  59 

ma(n)  79  n.  2 man  42, 258, 316, 820, 

346,887 
manfre  197.  2 
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mani  (mani)  83 
mani^ld  367 
manisl))e  368 
mare  79.  4,  329 
inarien  195,  240,  430, 

432 
margugh  137 
marre  128 
master  213.  2 
mature  197.  2 
mattok  41 
maught  110.  5 
mawe  110.  3 
m8  53,  372,  377 
mede  {reward)  53 
m§de    {mead,   drink) 

80.  2,  329 
mf  de  {m^de){meadow) 

52.   I,   91.   I,  253, 
332,  337 

m^den  (mfden)  52 
med(e)we  332 
medlen  189 
medwe91.  i,  253 
meiden  107.  2 
mekel  85.  2 
m|l  (mfl)  52 
m§le  80.  2,  331.  2 
melk  62 
melt  en  44,  405 
membre  189,  265 
inemgrie  200 
mfn  214 
menden  189,  231 
mengen  74,  263,  295, 

418.  5 
mercy  199 
m§re  205.  3,  322,  329 
merveile  210 
mesch  97 
meschff  197.  2 
mf8fc361,  862 
mesiire  202.  i 
m^te  80.  I 
mften  53,  92.  i.  270, 

418.  1,425 
m^ten  408,  418.  1,4 
m^ven  198,  481 
mi  247,  877,  379 

miche  246,  285 
raiddel  45 
migge  296,  322,  329 
mijt  46,  332,  340 
mi^ti  46 
mikel  85.  2,  285,  361 
mikelness  85.  2 
milce  14 
milde  71 
mile  54 
milk  62,  256,  281 
milken  45 
mille  49 
milne  243 
miltse  269  n. 
min  258,  379 
minchen  155 
minde  73 
mine  379 
mingen  74 
mint  153 
minter  155 
miracle  195 
mire  57 
mire  {pron.)  379 
mirie  240 
mirour  214 
misliken  156 
moder  55,  134  b,  257, '258,  350 

mgist  207 molde  71 
mole  80  n. 
mon  {v.)  436 
mone  55,  343 
moneie  205.  2,  258 
mone))  55,  349 
mongere  133 
moni  83  n. 
monk  153 
montaine  210 

mgre  51,  360,  861 
morjen  298 
morgwe  152. 2 
morwe  47 
mgst  269,  860,  361, 

362 
m5t  (».)  438 

mo)>))e  843 

mount  201 
mous  56,  57,  277 
moub    56,  258,  272, 

327 
moven  198,  431 
mgwen  113.  i,  414.  5 
mowen      {pret.-pres.) 

437 
much(e)  125,285 
muchel  125,  361 

mujen  {v.)  437 
mun  {v.)  436 
munk  153 
murdren  274 

nadder,  91.  i 
nai (nay)  168 
nail  106,  327 
naiten  170 'naked  79 

nam  {pret.)  42  n. 
name   79,   258,  260, 

343 
naru  134  a,  241 
narwe  353 
nat  101,  157 
nature  257,  260 
naugerllO.  i,  242 
naught  110.  5 
naujt  110.  6,  387 
naut  159,  162, 169 

nau|)er  387 
nav(e)le  82 
nfce  197.  2 necessarie  195 
nedder  91.  i 
node  66,  338 
n|dle  (n§dle)  52, 140, 

256,  260,  337 
neien  107.  5,  250,  304 

neigh  109 
neighbo(u)r  154,  240 
nei^  358 neish  107  n. 

nei)»er  887 
nempnen  251 

n^e  858 nerre  858 
nest  831.  i 
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nest  358 
net  331.  i 
nft  196,  331.  I 
netele  337 

n§ve  164 
nevere  88 
nevew  209 
newe  353 
next(e)  358 
nigh  109,  119 
nijende  365,  366 
m3en(e)  364 
nijenteue  364 
nijenti  364 
nijebe  365,  366 
m3t    46,    260,    269, 

347 
nille  245 
nimen  55,  407 
ninde  365. 
nine  122.  i,  364 
ninety ne  364 
nin(e)ti  364 
nln^  365,  366 
niste  245 
nite  347 
nibbren  153 

n9  247 
ngble  200,  260 
n9iBe  206,  260 
nolde  245 
n9n  51,  371,  387 
non  55 
Norfolk  249 
nor(i)tare  232 
n98e  81,  336 
nosterl  273 
not  101,  157 

n9t  245 
ngte  200 
nou  (now)  56 
n9Ught  113.  5,  387 
noampere  243 
n9ut  159,  162,  169 
n9u)>erll3.  i,387 nulsaunce  227 
numb  re  192 
nute  250,  304,  347 
nyl09 

Index 

9  247,  368,  364,  379 
obeien  (obeyen)  205. 

2,  214,  431 
obeischen  214 
odde  164 
of  371 
offren  267,  428 

93  (9U3)  439 03en  439 oht  887 
oile  210 
oinoun  226 

9k  347 oker  172 

§ld  71,  270,  368 

9lder  359 on  (v.)  435 
9n  51,  363,  364,  370 

9ne8  368 
9nf9ld  367 
9n8  146 
9pen(open)81,102,164 
oppnen  153 
8r76 
ordeinen  210 
ordre  191 

9re  379 orisouu  224 
oten  80  u. 

q\>  51,  327 ober    55,    274,     364, 

■  366 

9uat  113.  5,  387 
oule  56,  343 
our(e)  379 
ouren  379 
oures  379 
ourselves  377 
0U8  372 
out  56 

9u|>er  113.  i,  387 over  81 
oxe  305,  343,  344 
9wen  (adj.)  113.  3 
9wen  {v.)  298,  439 

paien  205.  i,  432 
pais  205.  3 

palais  216 

pale  195 l)al(e)frei  232 

palme  41 
pame  208 
panes  44  n. 
pan  ewes  44  n. 

pans  44  n. 
pardoun  270 
parsoun  129 
part  188,  264 

pas  195 passen  204,  277 
pa))  43,  103,  264,  321 
paume  208 

paun  211 pece  197.  2 
peine  205.  2 
peinten  210 
peni  83,  264 

pensif  248 

p§ple  198 

pfr  197 
pfrcen  (percen)  196 
perche  (pfrche)  189 

pf  re  80.  I pern  210,  217 
perischen  278 

pfrle  196 pfs  205.  3,  277 
pew  202.  2 
pich  283 
piece  197.  2 
pinte  199 
pipe  54,  343 
pistil  231 
pit  49,  327 ite  197.  I 
lace  195 
lain  205.  i 
'    ite42 

ien  205.  3 

;e  204 /ge  204,  297 
len  107.  1,299 

en    107.    •     " -99,  428 

plesaunt  211 
-'---   205.    3.    264, 

pite 

pir
" 

pi;   plante 

plfdei Plfge 

P^egi 

ple3 

plei( 

299, 

'l,    264, 

plfsen 
279 



plew  115  b,  c 
pley  343 
pli^t  46,  327 
plogh  115  a 
plough  (pious)  114.  2, 

308 

ploume  56 
ploungen  201 
plgwes  (pi.)  115  b 
plukken  48 
point  207,  260 
poisen     {to     poison) 

207 

pjisen  (to  poise)  206 
poisoun  226 

pol  55 
popi  83 
p^re  (pore)  200 

pgrk  200 
P9rt  200 
P98t  203 
pot  320 
poudre  210 
pound  73.  264,  331.  i 
prfchenl96,  288,432 
pref  198 
preien   205.    2,   431, 

432 

preifre  197.  2,  224 
preisen  431 
prentys  231 
presence  189 
present  264 
presaen  189 
prfst  97,  264 
prfven  198,  431 
pride  57 
prince  190,  199 
prisoun  201,  279 
prist  127 
proffren  (prgfren)  204 
propre  191 
proud  56,  264 
prpven  198,  431 
prust  97 
prya  199 
puint  121 
puiaoune  121 
puUen  48 

Index 

punischen    190,   239, 
278,  431 

punt  121 
pur  202.  I,  257 

purgen  193 
purple  264 
purpre  192 
puiae  192 
puschen  192 
pusoune  121 

qualitee  254 
quarter  254 
quaa  43  n. 
quf  len  407 
quellen  426 
quenchen  44,  418.  5 
qufne   53,  253,    281, 

332,  334 

quern  332,  340 
question n  254 

quf  |)en  272,  408 
quik  253 
quilk  285 
quinstre  154 
quischin  213.  2 
quite  (quitte)  204 

rage  257 
rai  205.  i 
railen  210 
raisoun  223 
raiss  121 
rake  79 
ram  42 
ransaken  42 
rass  121 

ra|)en  166,  173 
rau  (i-aw)  110.  i 
raujte  110.  6 
raunsoun  216 
raven    79,   250,   268, 

304 
raynge  212 
receit  205.  3 
receiven  205.  2 

recf  t  205.  3 
recgven  205.  3 
r^cheles  136 
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rfchen  52,  426 
r§d  63,  257,  353 
red  65 
redeles  (rfdeles)  136 
reden  (rfden)52,  92. 1 

rfdi  (redi)  88 redili  88 
refiisen  202.  i 
refiiten  202.  i 

rehfrsen  196 reie  107.  3 

rein  107.  i,  144,  257, 

327 reine  210 

rejgischen  214 
rejgisen  206,  431 rekeles  136 
reken  65 
releven  197.  2 

r§me  213.  3 
ren  107.  i 
renden  73 

reng  131 
rennen  403  n.  2 

repairen  205.  1 

repglen  196 
repgsen  200 
repreven  198 

reprgchen  200 
requfren  196 
r§ren  52.  2 
rfsen  (pp.)  85.  2 
resTgnen  210 
resisten  190 

rfsoun  201,  223 
reste  337 
resten  269,  425 

reatgren  200 
restreinen  210 

rfu  (pret.)  Ill 
reule  (rewle)  209 
rfume  213.  3 

r^ujie  112.  2 rewarden  254 

r§wen  112.  i,  399 
rib  331.  I 
ribant  251 
ribbe  45,  265 
riche  190 
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riden  45,  54,  257,  396 
rie  122.  3 
rigge  49.  296,  329 
rijt  46,  353 
rijtfuU  154 
rinde  73 
rinen  396 
ring  74,  250,  294,  304 
ringen  403 
rinnen  403 
ripe  353 
risen  45,  238,  279,  396 
riat  127 
riule  209 
riven  396 
rivere  197.  2 

19342 robben  191 
robe  200 

r9d51 
r9f  55 r5k  55 
rollen  191 

r9p  51,  327 
r9se  81,  184.  2,  200, 

279 

r98teii  203 
rote  55,  165 
roten  164 

r9|>en  166, 173 
rouj  56 
roum  56,    257,    258, 

327 
round  257,  270 

r9uten  169 
r9we  113.  I 
r9wen  (toi'ue)  112  n.  2 
rowen  (to  rote)  114.  i , ■  414.  6 
rMe  202.  i 

ragge  125 
runnen  403  n.  2 
rusche  125 
rust  95,  97 
rynk  238 

sad  43 
sadel  134  b,  256,  270, 

328 

8af(e)  208,  213.  i 
saide  (pi-et.)  106,  299 
8ai(e)n  415,  429 
saisen  205.  3 
saisoun  223 
sak  41 
sake  79 
sal  {shall)  289  n.,  436 
salt  59,  164 
sand  73,  277 
sanden  44  n. 
sarve  129 
sarvise  129 
sauce  208 
sauf  208 
sau^r^jrc^)  110.  5,308 
saule  113  n. 
saumoun  228 
saumple  231 
sauvage  228 
sauven  208 

sS^vage  213.  I 
saven  208,  213.  i,277 
saw  110.  4 
sawe  (sb.)  110. 3 
sawe  (v.)  113  n. 
scapen  231 
scarce  188 
scateren  83,  155,  162 
schade  79.  4,  134  a, 

289,  332,  336 
schadu  134  a 
schadwe  59,  253,  332 
schaft  59,  289,  327 
schaken  79.  4,  411 
schal  59,  289,  436 
Bchatnble  251 
Bchame  79,  336 
schapen  412 
scharp  59,  289 
schateren  162 
achaven  41 1 
schf  375 
Bchfden  414.  I 
Bchfld  71,289 
schfp  34,  64,  331.  i 
Bchepbeitie  91.  3 
Bcheppen  61,  412 
Bchfren  407 

schften  65,  399 
sch^wen     111,     241, 

289,  428 
schiften  162 
scbilling  45,  138,  289 
schinen    45,   51,    54, 

289,  396,  397 
schip    85.     I,     264, 

331.  1 

schippen  412 
schitten  49 
scho  (sb.)  55,  308, 330, 

3^2,  344 

scho  {j»-on.)  375 
sch9den  414.  i 
scbolde  (scholde)  71, 

101 
schon  (v.)  94 
schort  289 
schoten  65  n. 
achour  56 
schouven  402 
sch9wen  111  n.,  428 
schrinken  45,  403 
schriven  396,  397 
schroud  56,  348 
Bchuldre  75 
schuttel  126 
schutten  126 
achuven  402 
scoulen  56 

a8  (pron.)  381 
se  (sb.)  52,  330 
sfchen  282,  285,  426 
seek  43  n.  I 
Becounde  365,  366 
fifd52 

sfge  197.  2 
seggen  296,  429 
aeide  (pret.)  107.  2 
8ei(e)n  415,  429 
aeien  {pret.  pi.)  107 

5.6 

aeij  (seigh) 
 
107.  4 

seik  121 
seil  107.  I,  144 

Bcin  (seyn) 
 
147 

seinde 
 
263 

sfk  (sek)  99 
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B?ke  65, 140 
Bfken    53,  282,  285, 

426 
Bfker85.  2 
seknesse  92.  2,  99 
sfl  214 
8fld  71 
silden  75 
sfle  809,  329 
selfeO,  377,  384 
s^li  (sfli,  sell)  89,  99 
selineBse  88,  99 
selk  62 
8ellen44,61,256.426 
selver  62 
sfmen  53 
sempster  155 
sSn  {since)  76 
sf  n  (to  see)  65,  410 
senden  44,  73,   270, 

277,  418.  4,  422 
sengen  262,  294 
sepulcre  193 
Ber  165 
aerchen  (serchen)  189, 

196 
sermoun  201 
Bervaunt  211 
serven  268,  431 
sfsen  205.  3,  431 
Bfsoun  223 
Betel  135 
setten  269,  415 
8fben65,274,394.  11, 

400 
Bevende  365,  366 
Beven(e)  60,  268,  363, 

364 
seven  tfne  364 
Beventf  |>e  366 
Beventi  363,  364 
8even)>e  364,  366 
8eve)>e  365,  366 
SQwen  111  n.  2 
Bex(e)  364 
Bey(e)n  107.  i 
Bge375 
Bibbe  337 
Biche  387 

Bichen  397 
side  54 

sTen  {pi-et.pl.)  118 
sien  {to  sink)  397 
signe  210 
Bijen  397 
Bi3t(e)  46,  273 
Bik(e)  65,  99 
siken  397 
sikerli  85.  2 
siknesse  99,  114 
silf  60 
Bill  99 
Bilinesse  99, 
pilk62 
Bille  337 
Billen  61 
silver  62,  256 
Bimple  367 
stn  76,  249 
sine  382,  386 
sinewe  332,  336 
singen    (to  sing)   74, 

261,  277,  294,  403 
singen  {to  singe)  132 
Binken  45,  281,  403 
Binne  43,  337 
sinnes  157 
sister  49,   162,    164, 

350 
Bitten    43,    52,    269, 

391.  3,  410 

8i)>(e)  368,  369 
Bive  45,  331.  2 
Bix(e)  305,  364 
sixt^ne  364 
sixtfjie  366 
sixti  364 
skle  57 
skiaen  162,  175 
Bkil  45 
skin  45, 164 
slain  (pp.)  106,  110. 

3.     144,    277     n., 
394.  10 

sla(n)  166 
slau  110.2 
Blaujter  307 
slaundre  211 

siawen  (pp.)  110.  3 
sleigh  109 
slein  {pp.)  144 
sleinde  263 

slfn  63, 413 
slender  277  n. 

slfpen    (sl^pen)    52, 
264,  269,  277,  414. 

2,424 slepte  91.  I 

sl§uj>e  111 
sl^ve  66 
slewen  {pret.pl.)ll^ h 
sllden  51,  396,  397 
sllgh  109, 119 
slik  387 
slingen  403 
sliten  396,  397 

sl$  342 
slogb  (pret.)  115  a 

Bl9(n)  166 
slough  {pret.)  114.  2 
sIqw  113.1,  353 
slowen     {pret.      pi.) 

114.2 

sl9wen  {pi-et.pl.)llh  b slumbren  75,  251 
slumeren  88,  152.  i 

6ly(e)  109 smal  43. 103, 277,  353 
bmale  79,  103 
smel  43 

smfre  80. 2 smerten  60,  405 

sm?}>eB  {pi.)  85.  i 
smiten  51,   54,    396, 

397 
sm9ke  81 
snail  106 
snau  113  n. 

snfsen  65 
snewen  (sniwen)  116 
Bn9wll3.i,  327 

89  245 Bofte94 
soile  210 
soilen  207 

B^lde  71 
solempne  251 
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Bomer  85.  2 
son  85 
soue  325 
Bone  55,  134  a,  157 
song  133 
Sonne  277,  343 

B^r  51 
Borje  298 
8or9w(e)  137 
soru  134  a 
Borwe  47,  337 
sorwen  428 
soster  350 
Bot  55 

B9U2tell3.  5,  307 
Bouken  56,  402 
Bgule  256,  332,  337 
Boun  201 
sound  73 

soupen  402 
sours  201 

sou))  56 
80u))m98t  362 
souverain  210 

80w(e)  122.  5 
B9wen  113.  I,  414.  5 
sgwen  {to  sew)  111  n. 
sgwle  (sgule)  113.  i 
space  264,  277 
spade  79 
Spaine  231 
spainel  210  n. 
sparen  428 
sparke  59 
sparwe  59 
speche  52,  283 
spede  53,  338 
spfden  421 
8peken43,  80.  i,  264, 

277,  281,  394.  4, 
409 

spcllen  428 
spenden  73 
spfre  80.  I,  134  a, 

313.2 

Bpewen  116 
spindle  75 
spinnen  45,  403 
spite  329 

spiwen  116,  397 
spoilen  210 

spon  55 
sport  231 
spouse  201 
spradde        (spredde) 

91.2 

sprfden  52,  257 
sprengen  418.  5 
springen  45,  74,  403 

spyen  231 sseawy  111 
staat  231 

staf  43,  103,  327 

8tagge41,  296 
stameren  83 

standen  73,  277,  412 

Btapen  412 
stappen  412 
Btarbord  129 
starre  129 
starte  129 
starve  129 

staynche  212 
stidefast  138 
etedi  83 
steike  168 
steinen  231 

8t§k  168  n. 
stfle  66,  331.  2         , 
Btflen  80. 1.  81,  256, 

394. 10,  407 

stfrn  63 
st§p  63 
stf pel  66 
stepfader  92.  2 
steppen  44,  264,  412 
steren  420 
Bterre  60,  257,  343 
sterven  60,  268, 405 
steward  116 
sti  122.  I 
stiche  329 
sticke  (stikke)  281 
atien  122.2,298,299 
stif  (stif)  93,  359 

8ti3ele  299 
stwen  299,  398 
stile  122. 1,  299 

stingen  45,  74,  403 
stinken  45,  403 
stinten  164.  425 
8tiien49,  415,  419 
sti  ward  116 
stol  55,  327 
stdlen  80  n. 
8t9nl34a,  184. 1,260, 

322,  325 
stonden  73 

stgrie  200 storm  327 
stout  277 
stowe  114. 1,  337 
strand  73 

strau  (straw)  110.  1 
8trau3te  110.  5,  307 
straunge  269 
straynge  212 
strecchen  283,  426 

8tr§§  331.  2 streight  107.  4 
streinbe  263,  295 

strfm  63,  257,  322 
strenc))  238 
streng  74 
strenger  358 
streng))e  336 
strfte  52 
strfwen  111  n. 
striden   51,  54,   396, 

397 strif  199,  267 
striken  396,  397 
string  74 
8trin|(e)  127 
striven   199,   394.  12, 

396,  430 

Rtrgken  51 
strong  74,  133,  277, 

358 

61^9 wen  111  n. 
studien  (stiidien)  221, 

240,  430 

Bucc^den  197.  i 
suche  125,  285,  387 

sliggre  204 
siigre  202.  i suit  202.  2 
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■aid  (should)  289  n. 
8iilf60 
sullen  61 
sum  48,  387  . 
sumer  48,  192 
sune  48,  .134  a,  260 
sunne  48 

8app98en  200 
siir  202. 1,214 
Sussex  249 
sustfnen  197.  2 
BUster  38,   162,   245, 

350 
8wal(e)we  59, 253,  343 
swan  42,  327 
sward  59 
swarm  59 
swatte  91.  2 
sweftli  131 
swein  162 
sweljen  298,  406 
swell  en  405 
swelowen  406 
swelten  44,  405 
swfpen  414.  5 
swfien  80.  i,  81,  394. 

10,412 
swete  53,  269,  277 
swften  52,  425 
swette  91.  2 
sweven  135 
swich  245,  246,  387 
swilk  285,  387 
Bwimmen  42,  45,  253, 

258,  403 
Bwin  54,  331.  1 
swinge  n  403 
swinken  403 
Bwojen  414.  6 
Bwolejen  406 
8wol(o)wen  298,  406 
swgn  162 
swopen  (swopen)  128, 

414.  5 
sword  245 
Bwote  245 
swowen  414.  6 
swuche  125 

sy  {pret.  sing.)  107.  6 

table  195,  256,  265 
tail  106,  144 
tailour  223 
tak  79  n.  i 
taken  79,   102,  164, 

250,269,394.9,411 
tale  79,  134  a,  269, 

332,  334 
talie  210  n. 
tame  103 
ta(n)  79  n.  i,  411 
tarien  195 
tasten  203 
taujte  110.  6,  307 
taulk(e')  110  n. 
tauny  211 
tavern e  189 

tfchen  283 teien  107.  6 

tei5te  307 
tellen  44,  256,   269, 

415,  426.  427 
t§me  269  n.  2 
tempest  203,  369 
tempten  251 
ten  92.  i,  363,  364 
t§n  {to  draw)  401 
tende  365,  366 

tfne  364 
ten^e  365,  366 
t|re  80.  2,  331.  2 
tf  ren  80.  1 terien  240_ 
terme    (t§rme)    189, 196 

t^\>e  365,  366 Tewesdai  116 
theirn  379 
themselves  377 
tide  54,  140,  338 
tien  118 
tigre  199,  291 
tile  122.  I 
timbre  75 
time  54, 258,  269, 368, 

369 
tiraunt  251 

tijjende  165,  173 Tiwesdai  116 

t9(M  51, 184.1,342, 
344 

to  (two)  363,  364 
to-brfken  156 

t9de  51 togidre  127 
tgken  135,  331.  i 

t^lde  71 t6l55 
tonge  183 

tasten  203 
tot>  53,  272,  346 
tou  372 
touchen  201,  288 

tpugh  114.  2 toun  56,  269 
tour  201 
tracen  195 
traien  214 
traiscben  214 
ti-aisten  170 
traitour  121 
tratonr  121 
travail  210,  266 
trawbe  112.  2 
tif  257,  269,  331.  2 
trfden  80.  i,  102,  409 
treisten  170 

tresjr  200 
trften  205.  3 
tr^we  112.  2 
trewen  112.  2 
tri'gg  162 
tr9ne     (trone)     200, 

269  n.  2  ■ 

trouble  257 
troublen  201 
trouen  (trowen)  122.6 

tr9U5  113.  4,  308,  327 
trouj^e  X12  n.  2 
tr^wcs  113.  2,  298 
trumpc  192 
tu  372 
tunge  48,  74,  134  a, 

261,  269,  294,  343 
turf  267,  347 
turnen  192 
turtle  192 
tusch  289 
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tusk  289 
tweie  363,  364 
twein  363 
tweine  364 
twelf  253,  267,  364 
twelfte  366 
twelve  364,  370 
twenti  92.  i,  363,  364 
twenti|)e  366 
twies  122.  2,  368 
twig  253,  269 
twis  145 
two   (two)   128,  245, 

363,  364 
tyen  107.  6 

>aim  376 
>air(e)  379 
>aireB  379 
>an  42  n. 
lank  42 
»ankeo  261,  272,  417, 
428 

bankful  138 
banne  42  n.,  153,  157 
barf  248,  435 
bat  43,  243,  280,  381, 

384.385 
bawen  110.  i 

be  (thee)  53,  372,  377 
J>e  (the)  380,  381 
be  (re/,  pron.)  385 
bff  65,  327 
Jjeff  100 
befte  92.  3,  273 
•.fgh  109 

shh  101 
i  (they)  168,  376 
sij  308 
sih  109 
im  376 
lir(e)  168,  877,  379 

_jn  42  n. 
ben  (thence)  76,  249 
bf  D  (to  thrive)  398 
benchen    262,     282, 

285,  286,  426 
benueto  272,  282,  285, 

426 

>eDne  42  n. 

)fre  52 
)e8(e)  383 
>et  43,  380 

)fa  (bfw)  111 
)I  (thy)  377,  379 
)i  (there/ore)  381 
>icke  (jiikke)  281 
>ider  45 
>ifte  99 

)igh  109,  308 
>ilke384 
)im(b)le  96,  251,  328 
>in  54,  379 
)in  (thence)  76 
linchen  (binken)  49, 
95,  276,  282,  285, 426 

)ine  74,  272,  294 
>ink  238 

>inken  (to  think)  132, 
426 

)inne  49,  353 
>irde  130,  244,  366 
are  (pron.)  379 
'irsten  425 
)i8  382,  384 
jise  383 
JohhlOl 

j^len  81,  428 
)ong  74 
>onne  153 
>orn  47,  272,  327 

)9s  381 
)0u  ()>ow)  56 
x?u3  ()>Pug^)  11*-  2, 308 
bouste  113.  5 

.oum(b}e  56,  251,  843 
usend  56,  864,  865 

rawe  110.  4 
rawen  113  n. 
.r§  363,  864,  370 

f'  rfd  (J>rfd)  52,  272 rffgld  367 reischen  107  n. 

))re8chen  44,  405 
)>r|ten  91.  3 
i>rettfn(e)  364 

>rettende  366 
)retten};e  366 
>rettf  |)e  365,  866 
)retti  864 
)ridde  45,  366,  369 
)r!e8  122.  2,  386 
>ringen  403 
ms  145 
)ri8ten  165 
jiittende  365 
>ritt«ne  364 
>ritten|>e  366 
>ritt§f)e  365,  366 .ritti  864 
>rittibe  366 
>riven54, 165, 896,397 
>roDg  133 
)r9te  81,  184.  2,  343 
)r9we  113.  3 
>r9wen  112.  i,  414.  5 
>ru8che  125 
)&  243,  372 
mnder  75,  251,  270, 
328 

mrde  130 
)urh  309 
)ur8dai  95 
)urveii  435 
>wong  245 

udder  95 
Qldre  61 
unche  125 
uncle  201 
undon  156 
unfair  156 
unk  371 
unker  371 
unlouken  402 
ure  371,  379 
urea  379 

umen  '403 U8  101,  372,  377 
usen  202.  i 

Titm$st  362 
uttermost  862 

vain  205.  I,  260 

val$$  (valeie)  197.  i 
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valour  268 
vaniscben  431 
vaunten  211 
veiage  224 
veile  210 

vfl  214 
venisoun  224 
verai  268 
victgrie  200 
viend  67 
vigne  210 
vigour  291 
visage  279 
visiten  279 
vitaille  210 
vly  {to  flee)  67 
voce  121 
vjice  207 
voiden  202.  2 
vouch en  201 
vrl  67 
voiden  202.  2 

waden  79,  411 
wage  254 
waggen  296 
walk  168 
wain  144 
waischen  106  n. 
waiten  205.   i,    253, 

254 
waken  411 
walken  414.  4 
wal(l)  59,  327 
wandren  75 
wanten  42 
wapen  166 
warde  70 
waren  {pM.  pi.)  166 
warate  426 
warhte  113.  4 
warm  59,  253 
warre  129 
was  253,  277 
waschen  41,  289,  412 
wasten  203,  253,  254 
water  (water)  79, 102, 

153,  253,  331.  1 
wattren  153 

waven  79 
wav(e)ren  82 
waxen  28,  305,  412 

w§53 
we  53,  372,  377 
web(be)  265,  331.  i 
websterfe)  155 
weder  253,  270 
wedlok  138 
wedow  85.  2 

wegge  44,  296,  329 

wfjen  408 wei  107.  I,  299,  322, 
330 

weie  107.  5 
weien  107.  i,  408 
weik  162,  168 
wek  {weeie)  85 
wfk  {weak)  168  n. 
wekked  131 
wf  Ide(n)  71 
welden  71 
w4lle  131 
wemmen  {pi.)  131 
wen  76 
wencbe  286 
wenden  422 
wfnden  92.  i 
wfpen  (wfpen)  {wea- 

pon) 52,  87,  88 
wepen  (to  weep)  53, 

65.  253,  264,  414.  7, 
424 

wfre  196,  204 
wfren  {to  wear)  80.  i 
weren  {to  defend)  153, 

415,  419,  427 
werk  60,  331.  i 
weipen  405 
werre  {war)  189,  196, 

204,  253,  254 
wen-e  {worse)  162 
werse  361 
werst  361 
wes  43  n. 
weecben  4-3,  412 
Wessex  249 
west  44 

wfte  52 

wether  270 

w^vel  85.  2 
wfven  80.  i,  268,409 
wex28 
wexen  28 
wbal  (whale)  103 
whan  (whanne)  42  n. 
what    43,    269,    303, 

385 
whei  107.  5 

when  (whenne)  42  n. 
wbennea  157 
wher  76,  249 
where  52 

whfte  52,  329 
whether  43  n. 
wheben  76 
whi  57,  386 
which  246,  285,  385, 

386 
while  54,  303,  334 
whilom  259 
whin  76 

whit(e)  54,  303 
who  (who)  128,  245, 

303,  385 
whglin 
wbgm  (whom,  whom) 

101,  385,' 386 whgm  (home)  117 
whgs  (whos)  385,  386 
whgt  {hot)  117 
wi  122.  2 
wicche  283 
wide  258 

wid(e)wf  253,  343 
wif  54 

wijt  46 
Wilde  71,  270 
wildemesse  75,  98 
willen  443 
wimman  93,  243 
win  54 

wind  73 
winden  73,  404 

winge  132 winne  49 
winnen  42,  403 
wint  239 
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winter  45,  253 
wirchen  (wirken)285, 

426 
wirjen  298 
wirwen  298 
wis  54,  353 
wisch  97 
wischen  96,  253,  289 
wisdom  138 
wit  {pron.)  871 
witen  45,  434 
witnessen  155,  239 
wlank  253 
wlite  253 
wodes  {sh.  pi.)  85.  i 
w§ld  {old)  117 
wglde  (wolde)  71, 101 
W9lden  414.  4 
wolf  253,  327 
woUe  256,  343 
w9mb  72 
wom(m)an  346 
W9n  [one)  117 
wondet'  331.  i 
W9pen  166 
worchen  123,  426 
word  257,  270,  331.  i 
w9ren  (pret.  pi.)  166 
work  38.  281 

world  38 
worm  123,  258 
worpen  38 
worse  123 
wort  123 

worJ>  38 
wor])€n  38,  405 

W9t434 
W9te8  {oatu)  117 
wounde  73,  253,  337 

wra^te  426 
wrahte  113.  4 
wrake  336 
wrastlen  91.  i 

wrab|)e  91.  2,  272 
wrecche  253,  283 

wrfken  409 
wrfn  398 
wrestlen  91.  i 
wrften  85.  2 
wre})|)e  91.  2 
wringen  74 
writen45,51,54,253, 

257,  396 
wri|>eii  396 
wrong  74,  133 
wr9U3te  113.  4,  307 
wuch  125 
wude  (wode)  329 

wulle  48 

wum(m)an  124 
wunder  75,  253 
wundren  428 
wurchen  123.426 
wu-m  123,  327 
wurse  123,  361 
wui-st  361 
wurt  128 

wur))en  406 
wurt)i  142,  154 
wurschipe  249 
wur))8chipe  249 
wusch  125 
wute(n)  484 

yard  129 

ye  372 
ye  (eye)  107.  6 
ynou3  293 

yoo  372 ypurselves  377 

ywi8  293 zaule  113  n. 
zawe  113  n. 
ze381 
zi  (zy)  67 

ziggen  429 
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